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Àbstract

In this Thesis, f examine two gene ra l-i zat ions of band-recovery

experiments used in the study of anima.l- populations. First, it is well

known that hetexogeneity in survival or band-recovery ratea among

animals in a population can cause the usual eatimates obtained from

band-recovery studies to be biased, The usual remedy is Èo stratify

the animals at the time of bandíng or rel-ease into more homogeneous

groups. In sone cases, the stratification can only take place after

release, usually a! recovery time. For example, aninals may be

sLratified at recovery tine on the basís of location of recovery (i.e.,

by area), or by Èype of recovery (e.9., by how killed) . I deveLop

nathematical- models incorporating various assunptions âbout the

survival and band-recovery rates in the sub-populations formed by the

post-release stratificatíon. For each model, the maximum likelihood

estimales and the estimates of their variances and covariances are

found. Procedures are deve.loped to assess the goodness-of-fit of these

models to a set of daLa and to determine which model is most

appropriate for a set of data. The power function of these tests is

developed so that the extent of heterogeneity present but largely

undetectable can be assessed. À numericaL exanple using real data is

used to illustrate these resufts.

Second, s.fnce post-release stratification conrnonly is performed on

the basis of area of recovery, the previous models are extended to

model explicítJ,y a seasonal- migration process, For exampÌe, bandÍng

studies are often performed on ducks which migrate each year from their

breeding sites in the northern United States and Canada to v¡intering
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areas in the souLhern United States. Three modelsr represenLing

various assumptions about the fidelity of the animals to and from theír

rlìigration sites are examined: the conplete-Fidel ity Model where an

animal is assurned to be faithful to both sites, Èhe Pa rt ial-Fidel ity

Model where an anímaL is assumed to be faithful to the area of release

but may choose a new migration site eâch year; and the Non-Fidelity

Model where an animaL is not assumed to be faithful to either site. rn

aLl- models, thê use of ordinary band-recovery data is shoHn to be

inadequate for inference about the survival' migrationf and band-

recovery parameters since they are confounded' A modificatlon to the

expêrimental design involving tive resightings of animals in the

wintering areas is shown to al-.1-ow complete inference about aÌI

parameLers in each model. Maximum likelihood estimates and their

covariances are determined along with Procedures for testing model

goodness-of-fit and for testing various assunptions about the

ho¡nogeneíty of the parameters over time or among sub-populations.

simulated data are used to illustrate these results. A fourth modelr

calted the Interna l-Trans fe r Model is developed to examine migration

among the areas of release only; in this model, the recovery and

release areas are not dístinct. ordinary band-recovery da¿a is, in

theory, adequate for this model. but, in practice, not useful since the

near non-ident ifiabj-lity of the paraneters leads to htqh samplinq

variancea and covariances among the estirnates. LLve resightlngs are

again shown to improve inferentl-a1 procedures. À numerícal" example,

using simulated data illustrates the use of this model'
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Chapter L

Introduction

1.1 GENERAI. OVERVTEW ÀND MOTIVÀTTON

The use of capture-recapture data to study animal poputations ís well

known (e.g.' seber, !982t !9861 . In these experiments' a group of

animals are first captured over a short period of Èime. They are

fitted t¡ith a uniguely nurnbered tag or band (or are physically marked)

and are released. À second group of animafs is captured at the next

samplÍng time. These animals may already be tagged (from the first

sample tíme), or untagged. The number of the tag on each animal

captured that is already tagged, and the nunlf,er of untagged animals is

recorded. The untagged animals are tagged' and aII animals are

released, This process may be repeated for several more sample times'

Hence, capture-recapture experiments are châracterized by:

. captures and refeases occur at two or more sanpling t,imes;

. at each sampling time¡ the numlcer on the tag of previously tagged

animal-s is recorded; the untagged animals are counted and tagged,' and

the animals are released. Àll this occurs over a short period of

time .

From this datar the population sizes at the sampling times' the

combined mortality and emígration rates between samplj-ng times, the

combined immigration and birth rates between sampling times' and the

probability of capture at a sampling time may be estimated.

A specialized form of captuxe-recapture experimenÈs is the band-

recovery experiment described l-n detail by Brownie et al . (1985). In

factr capture-recapture experimente rnay be reformulaLed and anaLyzed as

a series of band-recovery experiments (Brownie and Pollock' 1985;
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Burnham et aLt L98'l). In these experiments. a group of animals are

first captured over a short period of time,' they axe filted wlth an

individually nunìbered tag or band (or are physically marked) ; and they

are released back to the population. No!¡, recaptures of banded animals

fnay occur over the entire period between one release and the next

reJ-ease (usually a year fater) | and are tlæicatly obtained by

exploitation (e.9., by hunting or by fishing). The exploiters are

asked to report the time and location of any tagged or banded recovery

to a central reporting síte. ÀL the next sarnpling time, a new seÈ of

animals is captured' bânded, and released. Only infornation on newly

banded animafs is recorded at this time,' recaptures of previously

banded animals are ignored. Àgain, exploitation occurs ovex the next

year, excepÈ that there are now two cohorÈ3 of animals (those refeased

in year l and those rel-eased Ín year 2) which have bands. This

sequence of capturingr banding, and releasing anímals at a point in

time (known as the banding time) ' and the recovery of bands from the

entire time period between banding tirnes may be repeated for several

years. Hence, band-recovery experiments are characterized by:

. banding takes place at a point in time and only information on

newly banded aninals is recorded;

. the nurnber of bands recovered and their l-ocations is recorded from

each cohort of releases for the entire period between bandíng times'

Band-recovery experì-ments dfffer from capture-recapture experiments ln

that :

' onl-y information on newly banded animals released at each banding

time is used,' information on recaptures (at banding time) of

previously banded animals is ignored.



' band recoveries come from (Llæically) dead animals and may occur

over the entire period between banding times.

. a band is seen at mosL t!¡ice, at refease and recovery.

Naturally, less information is obtained from these experiments,'

tl¡picaL1y, estimates are only available for:

. the survival rates from banding time to banding time,'

. the band-recovery rate, í.e., the overalf probability that a band

ís recovered over the next. year from an animaÌ alive at band.ing tirne

of thaL year.

Since informat.ion is nol used on the ratio of the numifer of unbanded

animals to previously banded anirnals in t.he sanple taken at banding

time, esLimates of the populaLion size and birth ot imrnigralion rates

cannot be obtained.

One motivation for this Thesis is that the methodoJ-ogy presented in

Brownie et a-I. (L985) for the analysis of band-recovery data makes the

assu$ption (among others) that a1l animals are homogeneous with respect

to survival and band-recovery rates, In some cases, it ís doubtful

that thís occurs. Pollock and Raveling (1982) and Nicho.Ls eÈ a-l .

(l-982) examined the effect of heterogeneity among animals on thê bias

of the estj-mates of survivaÌ and band-recovery rates and concLuded that

heterogeneity can cause substantial positive or negative bias,

depending on the tLpe of heterogeneity. If the animai-s can be divided

Ínto homogeneous strata at banding, then Èhe biases will be reduced and

st ratum-speci f ic estimates can be obtained and compared (Brownie et

al ,, 1985, chapter 5). In some cases, stratj-fication takes place onLy
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after releasing Lhe banded animal, usually at recovery Líme. Examples

of such post-release sÈratification events arei animals recovered in

different areas (pin-tails as described by Änderson and SLerling,

l-974); animals recovered by hunting and by live-Lrapping (Mardekian and.

McDonaldr 1981),' animals shot using steel or lead shot, or animals

cÌassified by sex or by age when this is difficult to do at banding

time but may be done at recovery time (Pollock and Raveling, 1982). I

examine the general question of post-release stratification in band-

recovery experiments by construcÈing four stochasLÍc models

representing the possible heterogeneíLy of the surviva] or band-

recovery ratesr or both, among strata. These modefs are usefuÌ for

cases (among othêrs) where the posl-release sLratification is based

upon unchanging attributes (such as sex) that are unknown at banding

time, or for cases where the post-release stratificâtion is based upon

behavioraf aspects of the animaL such as movements to different areas.

Hovrêver, in the l-atter case, parameters explicitly modelling the

movement process have not been defined; the gross band-recovery rate

incorporates a hidden conponent for the movement of the animals to the

area of recovery, ln either caser proper post-release stratifícalion

can provide less biased estimates of the population parameters wj-th

líttle increase in experimen¿aL effort.

A second, and primary, notivation of this Thesis, is to explore the

use of band-recovery dâta j-n studying aninal rnovements. This entails

generalizing the previous models on post-release slratification on the

basis of area of recovery by explicitly including parameters describing

the movement process. NoL only is this of theoretical interest, but
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many tllpes of wiLdlife undergo large scale movemènts and it .is

important to understand the patterns of movement so that gcarce

resources may be allocated ín order to mainLain or to increase

populations, or to control exploitation. For examplef an understanding

of the relative contributj-on of breeding stocks to expLoited

populations assists wii-dlife managers in deciding which breeding

habitats require protection or upgrâding. Àn understanding of the

movement patterns of sub-populations assists the manager ín setting

quotas on expfoitation and in setting the opening and closing daLes of

the expJ"oitatj-on season j-n order to protect segments of the population.

These movement patterns of animal populations can take several

forms:

. seasonaL migrations, where there are v¡e1l defined areas that are

j-nhabj-ted by the animals at different times of the yeaÐ

' dispersals, where animals move to new permanent habitats from a

central point (such as a breeding area);

. diffusionsf where the habitat gradually expands or contracts as

animafs nove out from or in from the boundaries of the current

habítat.

The seasonal migration patterns are the most difficu]-t to guantify and

arê a source of problems to wildlife managers since the tnigration

routes may be long and the different habitats may be in dlfferent

countries, inhibiting co-operation in managj-ng the specíes.

Consequently, the majority of this Thesj-s examines the use of band-

recovery data to study the seasonal migration patterns.
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Typicai-Ly, individually distinguishable bands are appJ-ied !o the

ani¡na1 (or indívidually distinguishable marks are applied directly to

the animal) in the breeding areasf e.9,, bands applied to ducks in the

Prairie pot-hole region (Ànderson and HenrLy, !972, and o¿hers in che

series). since the banding effort is under the control of the

experimenter, the banded animals may be stratified at the time of

banding by such attributes as: area of bandingt type of banding, sex'

age, or any other attribute of the animal that is known at the time of

bandingr or an appfied treatßent group (Burnham et a-l .' 198?). I refer

to these strata as 'pre-sÈrata' for convenience. Interest lies in

comparing Lhe movements of animals from one pre-stratum with the

movements of the animals from another pre-stratum. The band applied to

the animal shouÌd allow identification of the pre-stratum at a Ìater

date ,

As or after the animals migrate, they may be exploited (e.g. by

hunting or fishing) / and the exploiters are asked to report any band

from a harvested animal-, along with the location of the recoveryr to a

centraÌ reporting site. The recoveries cân al-so be stratified, usually

by attributes such as: flyways, wintering areas, or any othex attribute

that Ís unkno!¡n at lhe time of banding but is known at recovery time.

f refer to these strata as 'post-straÈa' for convenience. I also use

thê term 'habitat' as a synonl¡m for pre- or posL-stratum, even though

thj-s implies that the strata are geographical areas, rather than strata

based upon attributes (e.9., sex). while the models discussed in this

Thesís are applicable to attribute-based definitions of the strata, the



models are pximarily inlended for situations involving physical

migratíon and in assessing the contribution of animals from the pre-

strata to Lhe populaLion in each post-stratum.

Various sets of assumpLions (scenarios) can be made abouL the

mechanisms of migration. Ideally, a single general" model that contains

all these scenarios as special cases should be constructed. However,

thís 'super'-nodel would have a very large number of parameters, woufd

require a large amount of data in a complex form that is not easily

obtained, and wouLd be too complicated for general use, Instead, I

have chosen to explain three nigration models from this general family

that foIm a hierarchical chain withín the 'super'-modeI, that are

bioJ-ogically plausiblè for many species, that do not reguire cornplex

data structures, and that are easier to use than this 'super'-model.

These are:

. Complete-Fidelity Models where annua] migrations occur between pre-

strata (e,9., breeding areas) and post-strata (e.9.¡ wintering

areas), and animals have conpfet.e fidelity to both areas. For

example, some species of birds home precisel-y to both their breeding

sites and !¡intering sites each year. Banding takes place in the pre-

strata. Recoveries occur in the post-strata. fnterest lies on the

nigration patterns from pre-atrata to post-strata.

. Part ial-Fidelity Mode]s v¡here annual migrations occur bet!¡een pre-

strata (e.9., breeding areas) and post-strata (e.9., winterj-ng

arêas), and anLmals are faithful to their pre-strata onLy. For

example¡ some species of bírds home precisely each year to areas

where they were reared or had. previously nested, but choose their
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wintering areas based upon environmental conditions present during

migration, Banding takes pface in pre-atratâ. Recoveries occur in

the post-strâta, Interest lies in the migration patterns from Lhe

pre-strata lo the post-strata. (This and the previous modeÌ are also

appLicable if the animals are pre-stratified by, for examp.ìe, sex,

and interest fies on the different migration patterns to wintering

areas by the different sexes. In these cases, the anímal Ís

"faithful" to its sex at banding, rather than the breeding area at

banding. CLearly aex cannot be a posÈ-st rat if icat ion factor in the

Part iâ1-Fide lity ModeL. )

. Non-Fidelity ModeJ-s where annual migrations occur between pre-

straLa and post-atrata, and animal-s are faithfuJ- to neither area.

For example, the animal may choose a different wintering area each

year upon leaving the brêeding area, and may return to a different

breeding area each year upon leaving the wintering area. Banding

takes place j"n the pre-strata. Recoveríes occur in the post-straLa.

InteresL lies ín the migration patterns from the pre-strata to the

post-strata.

In all cases, I demonstrate that ordinary band-recovery experiments do

not yield information sufficienL to estimate the migration rates.

Modifications to the experÍmental design, involving live resightings,

are shown to allow estimation of most of the parameters of interest.

A fourth model, the fnterna l-Trans fer Model-, is aLso considered. In

this ¡nodel the banding and recovery areas are not separately

distinguíshed and animals ßigrate betvreen or remain in the

banding/ recovery area. For example, animals may move among breeding
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areas from year-to-year. Bandi-ng takes place in the breeding areas.

Recoveries also take place in the breeding areas next year. Any

migration to and frorn wintering areas is ignored. The cruciaL

distinction between this model and previous models is thât the pre- and

post-strata are not distinct.

Of interest to the manager are several biologÍcal quantities

pertinent to the species being nanagedr

' survival rates - what fraction of animals survive from one year to

the next for each pre-stratumi

. emigration rates - r,¡hat fraction of the animals from a pre-stratum

migrate to each of the post-stratai

. immigration rates - what fraction of the animals within a post-

stratum have come from each pre-stratum,'

. ha rvest-de rivat ion rates - what fraction of the animaJ-s harvested

(i.e., killed and retrieved) vrithin a post-stratum have come from

each pre-st ratum.

A distinction is nade between the inmigrat.ion rates and the harvest-

derivation rates since the pattern of exploitation may be different for

different sub-popufations due to such fâctora as the timing of

arrivals, the opening and closing dates of the harvest, fitness of the

animals, or other biologj.cal or behavioral aspects of the animal-s. In

alÌ models, the condítions necessary for estímation of these parameters

are considered.
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ln the remainder of this chapter¿ I v¡ill:

' briefly review the literaLure applicable to this Thesis;

. briefly surnmarize current methodology in ordinary band-recovery

experiments and list Lhe assumptions that are required for these

modelsr as !¡elI as for all modefs in this Thesis;

. outline the methodotogy that is used to esÈimate the parameLers in

the models or to test among sub-models i

' describe in detaiÌ, with a numericaf exampler the conceptsf

terminology, and problems in using band-recovery data in studying

animaL movements,

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

. In chapter 2, I consider the general problem of post-rel-ease

stratification in band-recovery experimenLs without attempting to

nodel the nigration process expliciti-y. The models and methodology

in this chapLer form the basis for the resufts in subsequent

chapters,

. In ChapLer 3, the Partial- and CompleLe-Fídelity Mode1s are

explored in detail. These are combined into one chapter since the

results from both models are simifar. Ordinary band-recovêry data

are found to be inadequate for inference and a modification io the

experimental design using live resightings is shown to overcome this

probLem.

. In chapeer 4' the Non-FÍdelity Model is explored. ordinary band-

recovery data are also inadequate for inference, and the use of lÍve

resighÈings also poses problems '
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. In Chapter 5, the Interna 1-Trans fer Mode] is expfored. Ordinary

band-recovery data are theoretically adeguaLe for this model, but in

practice, prove to be fess satisfactory. Àgain, a modification to

the experimental design using live resightings j-s described.

. Final-Iy, in chapter 6, considerat,ions in using the models of ¿his

Thesis are discussed.

Each chapter is designed to be largely self-contained. This implies

that there r,¡í1I be some dupJ-icatj-on of the introductory materiaL' but

this has been kept to a minimun. The chapter format ís similar fo¡ aI]

chaptersr a brief overview of the problem; a description of the

notation used j-n the chapter; â discussion of the assumptions and the

interpretation of the parameters; a díscussion of the stochastic modeL

(estinatorsr tests, po!¡er and bias are considered); a numerical-

exâmpler and finallyr a discussíon of the resufts of the chapter.

Figures and Tables are numbered using the Section of the Thesis where

they are first introduced. References are collected into a conunon

bibliography at the end of the Thesis.

1.2 TJI TERATT.'RE REVIEW

The use of capture-recapture and band-recovery rnethods to estimate

animal abundance and other related parametera is v¡eLL known (Seber,

1.982, L986). In particular, Brownie et a-l. (1985) presented

comprehensive methodology on the analysis of band-recovery experiments.

Although models for capture- recapture and band-recovery experiments

have tended to be developed independently of each other, there is a

growing recognition that the methodology used in band-recovery studiês

is direct.ly applicable to the ana.Lysis of capture-recapture data



(Brownie and Robsonr J.983; Brownie and Pollock, 1985; Brownie et a7.,

L985, Section 8.2; Burnham et aI.t 1987r Section 1.3,' Burnham, 198?) .

Much work has been done on assessing t.he robustness of Lhe

estimators to failures of the assumptions in both tl4pes of experiments:

. cilbert (1973), Carothers (19?3), Àrnason and Mi11s (1981), Seber

(1982, pp. 506-509), Nichols and Pollock (1983)r NichoIs, Hínes and

Pollock (1984), Àrnason and Mills (1987) studied the effect of trap

response, handling effects¡ tag Loss¡ and heterogeneity of cap¡ure

and surviva.l parameters among animals in capture-recapture

experimenls, Usually, heterogeneity causes popufatíon estimates and

survival estirnates to be biased downv¡a¡d; temporary trap response may

cause biases in either direction,. permanent trap response (trap

happiness) causes population estirnates to be biased downr,¡ard,. and

handling effects cause population estimates to be biased upwards, but

can bias survival esLinates in either dírecLion.

. Ãnderson and Burnham (3-980), Nelsonr À¡derson¡ and Burnham (1980),

Conroy and Will-iams (1981), Nichols et å.1 . (1982), Pollock and

Ravei-i-ing (1982), Burnhâm and Nichofs (1985), and Weatherhead and

Ankney (1984, 1985) investigated the effects of band loss,' del-ayed

reporting, and heterogeneity in the survival and band-recovery rates

in band-recovery experiments. fn general, estimates of survival are

robust to the degree of band loss, delayed reporting, and

heterogeneity of band-recovery rates convnonly found in real studies.

However, they are not as robust to helerogeneit.y in the survival rate

among anímals, and eslimates of the averagte surviva.l rate can be

biased in either direction.
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The usual remedy for heterogeneity is stratification based upon a

characleristic related to Lhe parameter being estimated. Thís allows a

Iess bíased estimate of the parameter wilh little íncrease in

experimental efforL. Às wellf teats can be developed to examine the

heterogeneity of the parameter values among the sub-populations '

Methods for analysis of capture-recapture and band-recovery data based

upon pre-sampling stratification are well developedl

. Schaeffer (1951), Chapman and ,funge (1956), Darroch (1961), Arnason

Q972, fg'1-3|,' and seber (1982, p. 555) discussed stratification in

capture-recapture studies based upon geographical area and discussed

methods to estimaLe' primarily, the population sizei

. Pollock (19?5) discussed stratification in capture-recapture

studies based upon previous capture history and developed tests to

examíne if the previous capture history is related to subseguenL

survivaÌ or recapture rates,'

. Poflock (1981) discussed stratifj-cation in capLure- recapture models

based upon the age of the animaL at the first capture time and where

subsequent recapture and survival rates are age dependent;

. Brownie et a-l. (1985, section 8.6) discussed stratification in

band-recovery models based upon fixed attlibutes (e.9., sex or area

of release) that are known at the time of banding, and develoPed

tests to examine j-f these groups have the same band-recovery and

survival rates. They also developed models allor¡ing for age-

dependent survival and band-recovery rates where the age is

determined at the time of banding;
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' Burnham et al . (1987) discussed stratification based upon

experimental" treatnent of animals and developed methods to assess the

rnagnitude of thè treatment effect on subsequent survival or

recovery/ recapture rates ,

ln some cases, stratificatíon can only be done afLer sampling has taken

p.lace - Lhis is generalfy referred to as post-st ratificat ion (Holt and

Smlth, l-979). chapter 2 of this Thesis devel-ops models for such post-

stratj-fication in band-recovery models; by using the relationship

between band-recovery and capture-recapture modeJ-s, these models can

also be applied to capture-recapture studies.

Since one type of post-strat ificat ion is by area of recapt.ure or

recovery, Lhe use of capture- recapture or band-recovery experiments to

study animal movements is not unexpected, but suffers from some unique

probl-ems. The use of capture-recapture experiments to estimate

nigrâtion pâtterns is more developed than the use of band-recovery

studies sj-nce some of theae problems are more eâsily resolved,

schâêffer (L95L) used a capture-recapture experiment to study

migrating salmon. In thís case¡ stratification was by both the week of

release and the week of recapture, and interest focussed prímarily upon

the estimation of the total salmon run, rather than on the destinations

of the salnon, Macdonald and Smith (1980) also considered thÍs problem

using a slighLly different approach. ,tunge and Bayliff (1955) used

marking to esLinate the contribution of salmon productíon areas to a

fishery and outlined the assumptions necessary for such estj.mates to be

valid, namely, that the probabi.l-íty of recovery of a marked fish is
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independent of t¡here the fish originated, and that surviving fish from

one production area return only to their area of release (fidelity to

their area of release) . These assumptions are required j-n order that

estimates of the production populaLion sízes can be computed and Èhen

the proper 'weights' can be attached to a recovered fi6h sô thaÈ it Ís

'representative' of its population,

Chapman and Junge (1956) discussed these assumptions and proposed

moment estimators of the total popui-atj-on sizes and the mígra¿ion rates

among two seLs of strat.a under various assumptions. Beverton and Holt

(1957) outlíned a deterrninistic approach with releases only in one

stratum. The first approach using the ]ikelihood function was by

Darroch (1961). He examined a two-sarnpfe experiment lrhere the reJ-eases

at the first sarnpling time occurred in one set of strata and recoveries

at the second sampling time occurred in a different set of strata. He

derived estimators of the total popul-ation size and of t.he net

movement / survival rates from Lhe first set of strata to the aecond set

of strâtâ. These meLhods could be used to estimate thê seâsonal

migratíon rates between two sets of stratai however, sj-nce only tero

sampling times are used, it is not necessary to consider Èhe effect.s of

fídelity,

There appears to have been no work on estimating seasonal migration

rates between tvo different sets of straea using capture- recapture

nethods with more than two sample times. Capture-recapture results are

available, hor,¡ever, when the two sets of strata are idenLical-. Iwao

(1963) developped a three-sample modeì. to estimate net migration ratea
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of insects between two fiel-ds. Rather than estimating the migration

rates from Lhe breeding areas to the wintering areas, thís and

subsequenL papers examined the migration rates among areas from one

sample time to the next. Àrnason (L9?2) demonstrated that lwao made an

implicit assumption that anÍmals are free to mígrate between times 1

and 2, but may not nigrate again between times 2 and 3, i.e., animals

are completely faithful to their stratum between times 2 and 3.

Arnason (!972t L9'].3') relaxed th.is assumption and considered moment

estimators of the population sizes and migratiån rates among the

strata. This was generalj-zed by Seber (L982, p. 555) to cases of more

than three sampling times by grouping the sampling times into sets of

three tines and applying the methods of Arnason (f9'12, 3'9'13') to each

set.

The use of band-recovery data to study animal movements is fess v¿el-1

developed. The problems with such experiments in studying migration

are well knov¡n (Crissey' 1955) : not a]l bands on killed (recaPLured)

animals are reported; and the recovery effort may be different for

different sub-populations . (In capture-recapture studies' it was

assumed that atl marked animaLs in a recapture sample had the same

probabiLity of caplure and that are all reported') These probiems make

it difficult to determine the proper 'weights' to be attached to a

recovered bañd so that it is 'representative' of its populatlon at

banding, For this reason' the use of band-recovery data to descrLbe

animal movements has been primarily descriptive t e.9.¡ Cooke et af.

(1982) ploL the recoveries from geese on a map to determine migration

routes but do not estimate rates and Campbell- (1986) plots the
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recoveríes of Lobsters to determine movement patterns but not rates '

In some studies. these Ìj-mitations have been recognized and lnterest

focussed upon studying the distribution of exploited animaÌs (Lhose

killed. and retríeved) such as by Munro and Kinìball (1982) ìho derive

the exploitation rates for sub-popuLations and Ehe relaÈive

contribu¿ion to the total harvest from sub-populaLions . It is a simple

matter to test if the recovery distributions of two sub-populaÈions are

the same by comparing the centroids of the two sets of recovery

locations (by latitude and by tongitude) using the Mardia (1967) or

wheeler and waÈson (1964) tests. As will be shown in Sectíon 1.5' the

recovery distributions may not reflect the actual migration

distributions of the sub-populations.

some studies have recognized the problems inherent in band-recovery

studies and have rnodífied the experi-mental design to account for these

problems. For example Raveling (1978) and Rusch et al . (l-985) studied

the migration patterns of canada Geese through a combination of band-

recoveries, live resightings, and hunter surveys. They noted that the

distribution of band-recoveries from hunters was unreliable for

determining migratj-on patternsr but the sighting data coul-d be used to

determine the migratíon patterns since they estimated that 90-95t of

the banded geese alive in a winLer were sighted. serie' Trauger, and

Sharp (1983) studied the migratj-on and winter distribution of

canvasbacks using a combination of band-recoveries of banded birds and

sightings of color-marked birds. Unfortunately, replicatê sightings of

the same color-marked bird could not be distinguished, and different

colors !¡ere found to be sighted at different rates, Because of these
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problemsr the authors could not compute migration rates, but simply

plotted the observed recoveries or resightings and tested (using the

centroid method) if the sub-populatíons had different sighting or

recovery disLributions. Had the co.lor-rnarked animals been individualfy

distinguishable. the models of chapter 3 could have been used.

Finally, some effort haa been made to develop models corìbining

recovery and sighting data. Mardekian and McDonald (1981) used only

lhe last sightíng and the recoveries to oblain estimates of the

survival and recovery rates. Brownie and Robson (1983) examined the

case of nulLipLe sightings and aLlowed for a short term effecL of

inj-tial marking on survival rates, but did not combine this inforrnation

r,rith band-recoveries .

1.3 THE ÀNÀIJYSIS OF ORDTNÀRY BÀND-RECOVERY EXPERIME}IITS

The modeJ-ling and analysis of ordinary band-recovery experimenLs is

described in detai-l by Brownie et a-i. (1985) . In particular. their

modeÌ Ml' $rhere only adult animals are banded, is the basis for the

models in Lhis Thesis,

1..3.]. MODEL STRUCTURE

In Model M1 of Bro!¡nie et al. (1985, section 2.2)t adu]-|.' animal-s are

captured, banded, and released ât regular intervaLs, usual-ly one

calendar year. The population ís exploitedr and bands (from kllLed

ani¡nal-s) are returned to a central- reporting site. Let Ni represent

Lhe number of animals released ln year lr and R. . represent thê nunìber

of bands recovered between the Lime of banding in year J and year J+L



frôm those anir¡al-s origi

from the experiment can

of 3 years of releases a

Year Nunìber
Banded Released

nally banded and released in year J

be displayed in an array as follor,¡s

nd 4 years of recoveries:

R€coveries by year
1234
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The data

in the case

Rtt Rtz Rt3 Rr¿

Rzz *23 *24

"33 "34

For examp.le, R13 represenLs the number of bands recovered in year 3

from those animals banded and released in year 1.

Und.er certain assumptions (given in Section 1.3.3 of this Thesis),

the nunbers of recoveries in each year from a refease can be modell-ed

as multinomial random variabl-es. For example, in the above array,

lRfj, j=f...4) folfot¡s a muLtinomial disLribution with parameter N1¡

{R2., J=2..,4} follows a multinomial distribution wiÈh parameter ¡v2,

{R3., J=3...4} follows a multinomial distributj.on wit.h parameter N3

and all distributíons are independent of each other. The structuraf

model underlying the individual cell probabilities for the cells of the

muLtinomíaf distributíons depend upon two t]apes of parameters - Sr, the

annual survival rates. and f.¡ the annual band-recovery rates where:

. S. = the conditional probability that an animal alive at bandingI

time in year i will survive to banding time in year i+l-;

' f. = the conditional probability that an animal alÍve at bandingl-

time ln year i will have j.ts band recovered and reported during the

nexL year.

Using these parameters, the respective ceJ-I probabilities of the {R,.}

array given above can be modell-ed as:

1*t
2 Nz

3"a
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ProbabiÌity that. a band on an animal
Year Nurìbe r released in year i is recovered j-n year j

Banded Released j=1 i=2 j=3 ì=4

i=1 N1 ft sr.f2 stszf3 s1s2s3f¿

L:2 *2 f2 SZfg S2S3f¿

i=3 
"3 

f3 s3f 
¿

For example, the probability that a band on an anirnaf released ln year

L is recovered ín year 3 iE computed as g1s2f3 since:

. the animal must survive from thê time of banding and release in

year l- to the tine of banding in year 2 (sl;

. the ani¡naL must survive from the time of banding in year 2 to the

time of banding in year 3 (s);

. the band must be recovered some time between the time of banding in

year 2 and the time of banding in year 3 (f3).

The

structu

\
" I R R R N-R -R -R212223242222324I r fsf I (ssf ) t1-f -sf -ssf )R R R I 2 23 234 2 23 23422 23 24)

r I R R N-R -R3 I 33 34 3 33 34

R R I t, ("rrn) (1-f3-s3f4)
33 34)

which can be reduced Lo:

*" 
-*t2**22 -Rt3*R23*R33 ,^ - ,R14*R2e*R3¿L = conslanL * furr 'u ,a \o3.4/

tikelihood function can now be written ín terms of these

ral parameters:

\NIRRRR1111 12 13 14I f {s f ) ts s f I (s s s f )R R -R R I l 72 723 7234'11 12 13 14)

tr-*r r-*rr-*rr-*rnx {1-f-sf-ssf-sssf)1r2 723 7234

x

x
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-R12**t3**t4 -*t 3**14 
*Rz 

3*Rz ¿

" s1 s2

- 
N1-Rl1-R12 -R13-R14

x (l--f 
1-s1f2-S152f3-S152s3f 4) 

-

N2-R22-R2?-R24
x ,1--f2-s2f3-s2s3f4)'

N--R^ ^-R^ .

x (l-fa-Safn) 5 ri 5q

The individual pararneters s3 and f4 always appear together in the

likeLihood in product form and cannot be esLimated separatelyt onl-y

thej-r product S3f4 can be estimated. This modef has 6 unknown

identifiable parameters {f! f2t f3, S3fq, S!, S2i.

The Minimal Suffícient Statistic (Mss, cox and Hinkfey' L9'14, p.23)

can be identified, has dimension 6¡ and one represenLation is found Lo

R.1 = Rtt = coll]mn sum of recoveries in year 1

Þ = Þ +1? = column sum of recoveries in year 2".2 "12 "22

R,3 = 
^13**23**33 

= cofumn sum of recoveries in year 3

R.4 = R1¿*RZ¿*R3¿ = column surn of recoveries in year 4

Rl . = R11*Rj.2 **13**L 4 = row sum of recoveries from releases in year I

Rz. - Rz2*R23*R24 = row sum of recoveries from releases ín year 2

Note that R3. (the ro!¡ sum of recoveries from releases in year 3) is a

Linear combinatíon of these statistics:

R3.= R.1 + R,2 + *.3 * *.4 - *j., - RZ.

Maximum likelihood estimates (MLES) for the identifiable paraneLers

can be found (in this nodel) using the method of moments as explained in



section 1,4' and they are found by equa¿ing the expecLed vafue of êâch

component of the MSS to its observed vaJ"ue and solving for the unknown

parameters. The MLES are (Brownie et al't l-985¡ Section 2'2):

î .t-. .l-
t=---i N. T.

l..Ì

¡ "t. ".¿" .......:o3'4 - N- T^

^ R. (r,-R ,)
^ tt. I .I

'i - n. T.r.l

where

T- =R-
-L .t'

m =r¡ +Þ -Þ'2 '1 "2. ''.1
r¡=r¡¿Þ-Þ

5 ¿ J. '¿

The quantitíes R,./T. estimate what fraction of the animals known to be

alive in year i (T,) are recovered in yeax i. This quantily is adjusted

by the estimated probability of recovery in year j or later (R,./N.) to

provide the estimated band-recovery rates ' The quantity (T. -R, . ) /T.

estimates the fraction of animals known Èo be alive in year i that

survj-ve year i and are recovered in year l+1 or later' This ís adjusted

by the estimated probabilites of recovery in year i or laLer (R'./N,) or

in year l+1 or later ("i*t,./*i*f) to provide the estimate of the

survivaf rate. Variances and covariances of the estimates can be found

using the delta-method (seber, 1982' section 1.3.3) and can be shown to

be identical, to the same order of approxl-nation, as those fron the

information matrix (section 1.4). They are given Ín Brownie et al.'

(1985, pp. 1?-18).
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Bro!¡nie et a-¿. (1985) then consider modifications to the model such

as (among others):

' requiring all survival rates to be homogeneous over timei

. âl1-owing both adult and young aninaLs to be banded,

. a1J-owing banding to occur twice a year.

They present methods for estimating the parameters and for

different iat. ing among these and other models.

],.3.2 TNTERPRETÀTION OF THE PÀRAMETERS

The band-recovery parameters (f.) include aeveral components ¡ the

probabiLity that an animal v¡il] be ki}led; the probability thaL the

killed aninal is actually retrieved; and the probability that a band on

a retrieved animal is acLually reported to the central report.ing siLe.

The band-recovery rate is a producL of these three components and only

this product can be estimated in ordinary band-recovery experiments; the

individual components are nonidentifiabl-e . The product of the kill rate

and the retrieval rate is called the HARVEST RÀTE,' the conditíonal

probability that a band is reportedf given a banded animaf is harvested,

is called the BAND-REPORTING RÀTE. The band-recovery parameter may aJ-so

be wrítten as the product of these two rates. It shoul-d be noted that

the nu¡nber of animaÌs harvested is typically less than the nunìber of

animals kilLed since not aLl dead animals are retrieved by the

expLol-ters. Since any of these components may be heterogeneoug over

tLme or spacef t.he band-recovery rates may also vary geographically and

temporally, For example, differênt sub-populations could have different

band-recovery rates because of attribute or behavioral aspects of the

animâl (e.9., the size or the coloration of the sexes makes one more
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vul-nerable to exploj-tation in the same hunting area) . Proper pre-

release or post-refease stratification can ensure thaL heterogeneity

does noÈ introduce large biases ínto the estimates. Technigues for

estimating the harvest rate componenL of the band-recovery rate incl-ude

bag inspections and mail" surveys (Martin and Carney' 19??). These

methods wíl1 give estimates of the harvest rate which are independent of

the estimates of band-recovery rate from the banding study. Techniques

for estj-ma¿ing the band-reporting rates are also !¡e11 developed usingl

for example, reward bands (Henny and Burnham, 1976). Often the

esLimates of the band-reporting rates wiII be independent of the

estimat.es of the band-recovery rates.

The survival- parameters (si) represent the probability of survival

from banding time to banding time. The complement (mortality) includes

ÀLL forms of morLâfity, one component of rehich is the kill rat.e. Ît is

not correct to assumer if an anirnal is not killed in a year, that it has

survived, since .it may have died of other causes. Sinilarl-y, if an

animal's band is not returned in a year, it is not correct to assume

that the animal has survived since i! may have died from other causes

other than expfoiLation, it may have been killed bu¿ not retrieved, or

it may have been harvested and the band not reported.

1.3.3 THE USUAI, ÀSSU}IPTIONS OF ORDINARY BÀND-RECOVERY MODE],S

The usìlaI asaumptions of band-recovery experiments are given in Browníe

et a-¿. (1985, secÈion 1.3) and are further discussed by Nj-cho1s eÈ â¿.

(1982) and Poltock and Raveling (1982). These assumptions al-so apply to

all models considered in this Thesis and may be su¡rìnarized as foJ-Iows:
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'the sample is representative of the populâtion, i.e,, the survival

and band-recovery co¡nponents appÌy equally to banded and unbanded

animafs;

. the ager sex or other attributes of animals are correct.ly

determined if these attributes are used as a stratification factori

' there is no band Loss;

. survival rates âre not influenced by the banding process itself ,.

. the year and location of the band-recoveries are correctly

tabulated,

. the fate of each banded animal is independent of the fate of other

banded animals;

' alL banded animals of an identifiabte cl.ass have the same survi-val

and band-recovery rates.

Caxeful study design, foÌlowing the recoÍunendat ions of Brownie et a-l.

(1985, Chapter g), will help ensure that the assumptions hold reasonably

well in a banding experiment.

The conditj-ons for using band-recovery data to study migratory

populations have been considered before (Crissey¡ 1955) . He recognized

that:

. Lhe animals banded must be a representative sampte from the

population or conclusions based upon the experimenl may not be

applicable to the population,.

' the pre-stratun absoLute or relative population sizes must be known

in order to estimate Èhe in¡nigration and ha rvest-derivât ion rates,'

' the band-reporting rate must be known in order to adjust the number
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of bands reported Lo reflect the number of animals harvested when

estimating the harvest -derivat ion rates.

Furthermore, inferences are complícated by the possibility thaL the

band-recovery rates nay vary geographically, temporally, and among sub-

populations.

Careful study design follol'ing the recon¡nendat ions of Crissey (L955)

and Brownie e¿ al. (1985, Chapter 9) !¡i]I help ensure t.hat the banded

animals are a repreaenlative sample of the popuLation. It íE usually

impossible to obtain a simple random sample of the population at banding

timef but steps must be taken Eo ensure that the aninaLs banded are

likeJ-y to be subject to the same survival and band-recovery rates as the

population as a v¡hole.

Since the ratio of marked aninal-s to unmarked animals at banding tine

is not recorded, band-recovery models cannot be used to estimate the

pre-strâtum population sizes. Even if such information v¡as recorded,

there are concerns about using banding data. For examp.le, suppose that

a pre-stratum consists of the animals that ne6t in a large marshy area,

onLy parts of r,¡hich are accessible for banding, Then if the animals are

faithful to their nesting sites, the ratio of banded to unbanded anj-maÌs

will be higher in the accessible sites than in the inaccessible sítes.

This violates a key assumption of capt.ure-recapture models, namely that

the narked animals compÌetel-y míx wíth the rest of the population after

release. The population estimâte in this case will be biased downward.

Modern cost-effective techniques for population estimatíon of nigratory

animaLs under such conditions include aerial surveys and production
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models (Pospahala, Ànderson, and Henny' 1974) ' These techniques provide

estimates of Lhe pre-straLum population sizes that are independent of

the estimates of survival and band-recovery from the band-recovery

study,

Às indicated earlierr the band-reporting rate can be estimated using

other techniques.

Even after resolving Lhe above concerns' heterôgeneity in the band-

recovery rates over tíme or space imply that there are serious problems

in using ordinary band-recovery data to estimate migration parameters.

fn generalf the parameters of interest are confounded with other

parameters and cannot be estimated. Âlthough this has been j-mplicitly

recognized by previous authorsr no previous model explicitly introduced

parameters to describe Èhe migration process and nor provided proof as

to l'hich parametric functions are identifiable. Nor has any

experimental methodology been developed that v¡il] overcone this

nonidenL ifiability .
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1.4 OVERVIET{ OF METHODOIOGY

ln al-l the models considered in the Thesis¡ the data can be nodetled

using independent I or conditionally independenL, multinomial

distributions. This wíIl be illustrated, in detail, in Chapters 2 and

3i subsequent chapters proceêd Ln a similar fashion, The Likelihood is

then simple to construct since it is a product of multinomial

distrj-butions. Once the likelihood has been constructed, the MSS can be

exLracted.

Because of the multinomial structure, estimation can be relatively

straightforward and nay fo.l-1ow the methods used in Brownie et a-I. (1985¡

Àppendix B) . Briefly, if the likelihood j-s in the exponential family

and if the dimension of the MSS êqua1s the nu¡rìber of parameters (the

model is said to be of futl rank) , the MLES can be found by the meLhod

of momenta using the components of the MSS (Davidson and Solomon, 1974),

Variances and covarj-ances can be found using the delta meLhod (Seber

1982, Section 1.3.3), and will be equivalent to the same order of

approximation to those obtained from the inforrnation matrix (Brownie et

a-1., 1985, p. 215) . If the dímension of the MSS is less than the number

of parameters,' not all parameters are identifiable,. i.e., they cannot be

estimated individually. However a full-rank set of identifiable

functions of the parameters can often be found by equating the

components of the MSS to their expected values and observing what

functions of the parameters can be identified, The MtEs of these

identifíable parametric functions can be found by the same method of

moments and their variances and covariances can also be found using the

delta-method. These techn.iques are used extensively in Chapters 2 and
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3, If the dimension of the MSS exceeds the number of identifiable

parametersr then closed form sol"utions for Lhe estimators often do noL

exist, and numerical- methods must be used. f have used the method of

scoring (Rao, 1973, p. 366)f buL since the likelihood can often be

wrLtt.en as a product of muftinomial distributions, iteratively

reweighted least. squares (Green, 1-985) could also be usêd.

In some cases, the nethod of scoring is complex because of the

difficulty in derívÍng explicit formulae for the score statistic and the

Hessian matrix. Standard methods using the Chain Rule for partiaL

derivatives have been used to first find the score and Hessian in terms

of 'natural parameters', and then to transform these into terms of the

structural- parameters,' this is illustrated using the Part ia 1-Fide 1it.y

Model of Chapter 3, Às !¡e11, the method of scoring is modified using

the results of Àitchison and Sifvey (1958) and Don (l-985) to find the

MLES and their estimated variances and covariances in the presence of

restrictions on the parameters. This is ilLustrated, in detaiJ-, j-n the

Pa rt ial-Fide1ity Model in Chapter 3.

Discrimination among models can afso be st ra ight forward. In many

cases two conpetj-ng models are both of fulL rank and a similar test

(Lehnan, 1986, p, 135) can be devel-oped by finding the distribution of

the MSS of the more general model (the ai-ternative hLpothesis)

conditionaL upon the MSS of the resLricted mode] (the nutl hlnpothesis),

s¡mlcoIícaIJ-y:

PH ( MSS of A I MSS of H ).
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Thê potentially complex algebraic rnanipulations involved with findingf

this conditional distribution are denonstrated in Chapter 2i other

Chapters proceed in a similar fashion. The tests resulLing fron Lhe

conditional distribut.ion can be compl-ex,' however, in many cases a ]arge-

sâmp]e, aslrmptoticai-Iy equÍvalent, chi-square test using a contingency

table can be derived as demonsLrated in Chapters 2 and 3. If eíther

modeL is not of fuII rank, then the above teEt will be inefficient, and

other procedures such as the method of Rao (1973r p. 395), or Likelihood

Ratio Tests (Jolly, 1982; Brownie, Hines and Nichols, 1985) may be used,

Typically, these methods do not permit anal-ytic formulae for the

distribution of the test statisticf but tests of significance can be

derived numerically without much difficulty.

À general non-specific goodness-of-fit test for modefs of fulL rank

can be constructed from the conditional distributionr

Produt ( Data I MSS )

The test derived from this dist.ribution often has a large sample

contingency table approximationf and is to be preferred over the

ordinary Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit test based upon the

difference between the observed and expected random variabl-es especial-ly

when pooling of cellB is necessary. Pollock, Hines, and Nichols (1985)

give further details, Alternatively, a l,ikelihood Ratio test can be

derived comparing the likelihood from a saturated modeL and the model in

question; this method ¡,¡i}l be applicable j-n futl and non-fuLl rank

mode.Is. General-ly, the goodness-of-fit tests have poor power because of

the generality of the alternative to the sLated rnodeL.
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several methods can be used Èo approxinaLe the power of the resulting

tests. fn some casesr an exPlicit expression for the power function can

be obtaíned by using the povter functions of the chi-square tests derived

for contingency tables. These are ilfustrated in Chapter 2. An

alternate method for computing power, applicable to all- chi-square tests

in muLtinomial models, j-s to use the expected cell values under Èhe

aÌternate h!Þothesis as "data" for the test statistic computation

procedures, The resuÌting value of the chi-square goodness-of-fit test

statistic for the hypothesized model has been shovrn to be asl¡mptotically

equival-ent to the non-centrality parameter of the disLlibution of the

test statistic of the test differentiating between the Lwo models

(Moore, 19?4). However use of this method does not lead to ready

insights into the nature of Lhe dependence of the power function upon

the parameters but is computationally convenient' This is illustrated

in the numerical exânples of chapLers 3 and 5.

1.5 À SIMPLE NUMERICÀT ILLUSTB,ATTON OF T¡{E CONCEPTSI TERMINOI,OGY' ÀND

POTENTTÀI, PROBTEMS IN USING BÀND-RICOVERY DÀTÀ TN MIGR,ÀEION MODELS.

À simple numerical example wíIl be used to illustrate the concêpts,

terminology, and problems invoLved in using band-recovery data in

migration studies. Table 1,5a gives the parameter vafues used in thís

example as defined Ín section 1.3. tt will be assumed, for the sake of

demonstration, that the system is deterministic, i.e. that there is no

variation abouL the expected values. À]so, the movemenÈs in one year

only will be considered. Tables of the expected number of animafs

nigrating (Table 1.5b) ' expected nurnber of animals harvested

(Table 1.5c), expected number of bands reported (Table 1.5d), and
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expecLed nunber of animals surviving to the next yêar (Tabfe 1'5e) can

a.Iso be constructed assuming that the ratee are rePresentative Ôf those

in the popufations ' of course, additional assumptions about hor¿ animals

behave wj.Il be reguired for the more complex models of latèr chapters'

and the acLual computaÈion of the derived rates will be more

compticated, buL the same concepts will still apply.

suppose that our popuLatíon of animals can be stratified at the time

of banding into three pre-strata. The population size of each pre-

straLum is assumed to be known' or has been estimaLed from other

studies, and a known number of animals from each pre-stratum is banded

as shown in Table 1.5a. Suppose that the animals must migraLe to one of

three post-straLa in the proportions ahown in Table l-'5a' Each pre-

stratum may have a different migraLion pattern. Note that if the

complete set of posl-strata is unknown' a new post-stralum corresponding

to ,,other" can always be constructed. (This "other" post-stratum shou]d

have no band-recoveries reported from ít, Section 1.5.2) ' Since the

banded animals are assumed to have the same migration rates as the rest

of t.he pre-stratum populations, the distributions of the banded animals

from each pre-stratum among the post-strata will mirror that of the

total populations as shown in Table 1.5b. For exampfer the expected

number of banded-ani¡nals from pre-stratum 2 that mígrate to the three

post-strata occur in the ratio 400:300:300 (40t:30t:30t) compared to the

expected numbers from the total population in pre-stratum 2 that nigrate

to the three post-strata in the ratio 80¡ 000:60r 000:60¡ 000

(403;30*r308), However, because of the different banding intensities'

the nunbers of banded animals that migrate into a post-stratum from the
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Tab1e 1 .5b
Expected nunùter of animafs migrating

Pre-
Stratum

1

2

5

Total-s

Pre-
Stratum

1

2

3

Totals

*
40 80 20

*
B0 90 60

***20 60 30

Expected number of animals
rnigrating to Post-stracum

40,000 40,000 20,000

80f 000 60r 000 60f 000

5,000 30,000 15,000

125,000 130,000 95,000

Table 1.5c
Expected numbex of

Expected number of animals
harvested in Poat-atratum

'1 )?

*
4,000 8r000 2t000

*
16,000 18,000 12t000

*
1,000 3,000 1,500

ExpecLed number of
banded animals mígrating

to post-strafum
1)a

400 400 200

400 300 300

***r-00 600 300

900 1300 800

animals harvested

Expected number of
banded animal-s harvested

in post-stratum
r23

21,000 29.000 15,500 l-4 0 230 110

* Th.". figures will be zero in case Il when banding occurs only in the
first two pre-strata, harvesting is allowed only in the firsL tr'¡o post-
strata.
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pre-strata wiII not refÌect the relative immigration of animals from the

Lotal popufations. For example' in Tabte 1.5b. the êxpected nulrÙ3er of

animals migrating into post-stratum 1 from the three pre-straLa occur in

the ratio 4 0 , 0 0 0 : I0 , 0 0 0 : 5 ¡ 0 0 0 1324t64Èt4*) while the expected nunber of

banded animals that migrate into post-stratum L from the three pre-

stxata occur in the ratio 400:400:100 (44*;442:12àl '

when the animaLs migrate to the post-stratar they nay bê harvested

(i.e., they may be killed and reLrieved) . The harves¡ rate may vary

among post-strata, and it is possible tha¡ the harvest rate may also

vary among the pre-strata ttithin a specific post-stratum. For exampfef

if the pre-strata are sex' Lhen the sexes may exhibit distinct

characte rj-stics or behaviours (e.g. coloratj.ons or flight patterns) such

that they are spotted and harvested at different rates in the harvest

areas. The rates in Table 1.5a reflect this possibility. Then'

(Tab]e 1,5c), the expected number of animals from the total Popui-ation

in pre-straLum 2 thal are harvested in the three post-straLa occur in

the ratio 16,000:18,000:12,000 ( 3 4 . 9 å : 3 9 . 1å : 2 6 . 0 * ) . Since the banded

animafs are assumed to migrate and get harvested at the same rate as

unmarked animals¡ the expected nurnber of banded animafs from pre-stratum

2 that v¡ill be harvested in Èhe post-sLrata occur .in the same ratio

80:90!60 ( 3 4 . 9 å ¡ 3 9 , 18 ¡ 2 6 . 0 t ) . Note, ho!¡everr that Lhis is not equal to

the migration rates inÈo these post-strata (408, 309, 30t) because of

the differing harvest rates (20år 309' 20t) among post-strata' Now,

shifting our point of view to the post-stratum. Iet us examine the

contribution to the harvest from the Pre-strata. From Table 1'5c, the

expected contribution within pos!-stratum 1 from the three pre-strata
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occurs in the ratio 4 
' 

0 0 0 : 1 6 , 0 0 0 ¡ 1 r 0 0 0 (19.0å:76.24t4.841 while the

expec¡ed numbe r of banded animals in the harvest occurs in a differenL

ratio 40:80 t20 (28 ,6* :57 .1È:14.3t) caused by the differing banding

inÈensities.

Not all of the bands from the harvest of banded animal-s are reporLed.

The band-reporting rate wilJ- likely differ among post-strata' and may

differ among the pre-sÈrata within a specific post-sgratum. For

example, public education programs may increase the band-reporLj-ng rate

overalL in a specific post-stratum, while bag regui-ations may cause

hunters noL to report bands fron cer¡ain sizes or sexes of animals. The

rates in Tabl-e 1.5a refl-ect boLh these possibilities, Table 1.5d

illuscrates the expected nu(ìber of bands reported from the banded

animals in the harvest, cLearl-y, no bands are returned from untagged

animals. Às v¡eÌI, the nurìber of bands that are reported reflects

neither thè migrat.ion of the totaf populations to the post-strata nor

the contribution to the harvest within each post-straturn. For examplef

the expected nu¡nbers of bands reported in the three post-strata from

those banded j-n pre-stratum 2 occur in the ratio 32:36:18

(31 .2*:4L.9 ¡20.9t) compared to the 408:30*:30t ratio of the expected

nunìber of animals that migrated from the total population in pre-stratum

2. SímiJ-arly, the expected numbers of bands reported Ín post-stratum 1

from the three pre-strata occur in the ratío 20r32tl0

(32,2E:51,6&:16.18) compared to the 1 9 . 0 * : ? 6 . 2 * : 4 . 8 t ratio for the

contribution to the harvest !¡ithin posL-strabum 1 from the three pre-

strata.



Pre-
S¿ratum

1

2

3

Tab]e 1.5d
Expected nunìltrer of bands recovered

ExpecLed number of bands
recovered in post-stratum

1??

*20 20 L0

*
32 36 18

:t**10 15 l-5

Expected numbe r of
Expected number of animals banded animals surviving
surviving in post-atratum from post-slratum

Totafs 62 'lL 43

Table 1 .5e
Expected number of animals that suxvive in the post-strata

Stratum

1

3Totall23Total

20,0o0 24t 000 16,000 60,000 200 240 L60 600

2 40,000 36,000 24,000 l-00,000 200 180 120 500

3 3,000 18,000 grOOO 3Of 0O0 60* 360* 180* 600

These figures will be zero in Case II when banding occurs only in the
first two pre-strata, and harvesting is allo!¡ed onfy in the first Èwo

post-strata.
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Those anirnals not harvested or dying from natural causes leave the

wintering areas at the end of the season. The post-stratum specific

survival rates will likely differ among post-strata for animals from the

same pre-stratum, and, conversely. Íìay dÍffer among thê animaLs from

different pre-strata within a specific post-stratum. The expected

nurìber of animals from the original populations and from the banded

animaLs surviving within each post-stratum is sho!¡n in Table 1.5e, along

wÍth the expected overall total survivorshíp from each pre-stratum. For

examp.Ie, 100.000 of the animals from pre-stratum 2 survj-ve the year for

an overall survivaÌ rate of 50t (100,000/200,000) which is reflected in

the proportion of banded animaLs that survive (500/1000=50å),

Thís cycle of migration, harvestr and band-reportíng may then be

repeated in subsequent years, Ho!¡ever, additionaL complications are

possible, First1y, the surviving banded animaÌs may migrate in

subsequent years in a different way than in the year of release, and the

harvest and band-reporting rates are also like]y to díffer in the

following years. SecondLy, additional banded animals may be refeased in

subsequent years, and they tnay or may not behave sjmitarly t.o the

surviving banded anirnals of previous years, Nevertheless, the

consequences of any weJ-I-defined behaviour can be worked out in much t.he

same way as in the previous examples,

In a typical banding study. only the nunber of animals banded, the

nunber of bands from each pre-stratum that are recovered ín each post-

gtratum, and the year of recovery are known. The original pre-stratum

population sizes and band-reporting rates may be available from other
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instudies. The harvest rates are rarely kno!¡n. Bandíng may take place

alf pre-straLa and recoveries may occur from all posL-strata where

animaLs may be found. This is the case in the extènsive mallard banding

project in North Àmerica where banding occurs in almost all breeding

areas and recoveries are obtained from all migratíon fLyways and

wintering areas (Anderson and llenny, 19?2 and aubsequent publications in

the same series). In other situations, banding may not take place in

all pre-strata for reasons of expense or lack of interest in some pre-

strata, and recoveries may not be received from all post-strata for any

of severaÌ reasons' e.g.' no harvest' or no knowledge of where the

animals go. The set of parameters of biological interest and the types

of problems that arise when using banding data Lo estimate these

parameters differs betr,reen these two scenarios' Each scenario is

discussed separately below.

1.5.1 BANÐING OCCURS IN ALL PRE-STRÀTÂ .AND RECOVERIES ARE RECEIVED FROM

ALL POST-STRÀTA.

Suppose that banding takes place in all pre-strata, and that bands are

recovered from aII post-strata. The following quantities of interest can

be defined: the absolute emigration rates from each pre-stratum to the

post-strata. the absolute irunigratíon rates into each post-stratum from

the pre-strata. the absolute harvest-de ri-vat ion rates within each post-

stratum from the pre-strata. the post-stratum specífic survival rates'

and the pre-stratum specific neL survivaJ' rates over all post-straÈa.

The absolute emigration rate is obtained from the ratio of the number

of aninals migrating to a post-stratum to the initial totaf popu.IaLion
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size. For exampfe. the absolute emigration rates from pre-straLum 2 to

post-strata !, 2 and 3 arê computed as 8Ot00O/200f000 : 40t'

60tOOO/2Oot OOo : 30È/ and 60, OOO/200' 000 - 30å respectivelv

(Table 1'5b). The nuÍber of bands recovered v¡ifl not rêflect the

absotute emigration rates since the band-recovery rate is a product of

the emigratÍon rate' the harvest rate, and the band-reporting rates' In

this case, the band-recoveries occur in the ratios 32:36:18 or

31Èt424t2!È (TabLe 1.5d) .

The absolute ì.mmigration rate is computed as the ratio of the number

of animals immigratíng inÈo the post-stratum from a pre-stratum to the

totaL nunìlcer of immigrants. For example, the absolute inmigration rates

into post-straLum 1 from the three pre-slrata are computed as

40tOoO/125,000 = 32t, 80,OOO/I25,000 = 64È¡ and 5.000/125,000 = 4È

respective]-y(Table1.5b).Thenurnberofbandsrecoveredfromeachpre-

straLum occur in the ratios 20/62 = 32zt 32/62 = 52tr and fA/62 = L64

respectivefy (Table 1.5d), and do not reflect the absolute immigration

rates because of the confoundj.ng effects of the harvest rate and band-

reporting rate '

The absolute ha rvest-derivation rate is computed as the ratio of the

harvest from each pre-stra¡um to the total harvest in that posÈ-stralum'

For example' the absol-ute harvest-de rivation rates of post-stratum L

from the three pre-strata are computed as 4,000/2\t 000 = 19*r

L6,OOo/21-,000 = ?6tr and 1,000/21rO0O - 5* respecLively (Table 1'5c) '

To obtain the harvest-derívat ion rates from the band-recoveriea

(Tabl-e 1.5d), the pre-stratum population sizes and the post-stratun
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band-reporLing rates must be knor¡n (sometimes available from other

studies). The band-recoveries are first weighted by the populatj-ôn size

and the inverse of the band-reporting rale. Then the harvest -derivat ion

ís computed as the ratio of this weighted band-recovery to the tôtal of

the weighted band-recoveries . For example, the harvest-de rivat ion of

post-stratun 1 fron the three pre-strata is conputed as:

Band-recovery Pre-stratum Band-reporting
Pre-stratum râLe Populatj-on rate

1

2

3

Tot a l.

0.50
0.40
0 .50

20 / 1000
32 / 1000
t 0/1000

100f 000 +

200' 000 +

50' 000 +

- 4,000
= 16r 000
= 1,000

21,000

and the absolute ha rvest-derivat ions are computed as 4r000/21¡000 = i.9år

f6t000/21,000 : 76å, and 1t000/2It 000 : 5g respectiveJ.y.

The post-stratum specific survival rate is computed as the fraction

of the animaLs migrating to a post-stratum that survive from the time of

banding in one year to the time of banding in t.he next year. For

example, the posL-stratum specific survival rate of animals from pre-

stratum 2 that migrate to posL-stratum 3 is 0.40 (Table 1.5a) . This

implies that, of the animals thaL migrate from pre-stratum 2 to post-

stratum 31 408 will survive from thê time of bandj.ng in one year until

the next year's banding time. The post-stratum specífj-c survival rates

cannot be estimated from Lhe band-recoveries unless banded animals arè

re.l-eased in more than one year (Brownie et aJ.. | 1985, p. 4), It should

be noted that these survival- rates contains survival- components

corresponding to the time spent in the pre- and posL-strâta since

animals do not spend the entire ]rear in the post-straLum. However,
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since Lhe surviva] rate for the entire year is of interest, it is still

convenient to refer to these survival raLes by the post-sLratum.

The pre-stratum specífic net survival rate over alL post-gtrata is

conìputed as the fraction of the totat animals alive at the time of

banding in one year that survíve to the banding time in the next year

regardless of where ¿he anímal rnigrated (including to post-strata where

recoveries Ì¡ere not received) . It is found by surnming the post-stratum

specific survival rates weighted by the absoÌute emigration rates. For

example, the net survival rate for pre-stratum 1 over a1Ì post-strata is

computed as:

I absolute emigra¿ion rales x post-stratum survival- rates
a1I post-strata

Orl
0.40 (0.50) + 0.40 (0.60) + 0.20(0.80) : 0.60.

This implies thât 60å of the pre-stratum 1 animale alive at the time of

banding in year l.r wilL survive to the banding time in year 2t as can be

seen from the proportion of the total pre-straLum survivors

(60r000/100,000 Table 1.5e) . Again, unless banded animals are released

in more than one year, it is irnpossible to esLj-mate the net survj-val

raLes using band-recovery data.

Since onfy the nuÍìlf,er of banded animals released (Table 1.5a) and the

nu¡nber of bands recovered in the post-strata (TabLe 1.5d) are known, it

should be clear that some confounding of the intermediate migration,

harvest, and band-reporting rates takes placê. For example, onLy 32

bands are expected to be returned from post-stratum I from the 1000

released in pre-stratum 2 for a gross band-recovery rate of 3.2t. This

could occur in severaÌ ways (several of which are illustrated beJ,ow) I



Migration rate HarvesL rate Band-reporting Gross
from pre- in post- rate in post- band-recovery
stratum 2 to stratum l- stratum 1 rate

::::_:::1::i-1 ------------

and it is impossibte to distinguish among the possibilities based upon

ordinary band-rêcovery data .

1.5.2 BÀNDING DOES NOT TÀKE PLÀCE IN ALL PRE-STRÀTÀ, AND RECOVERIES ÀRE

NOT RECEIVED FROM ÀLL POST-STRÀTA

Now suppose that animals are banded onJ-y ín the first two pre-strafa and

that band-recoveries are avaifable only from the first two post-strata'

For example, if the pre-strata are breeding areas, then it may be

difficult to band animals in alf Èhe different breeding areas' If the

post-strata are wintering areas¡ then harvesLing may be prohibíLed in

some winLering areas. The modifications Lo the parameters that occur in

this case are also shown in Table 1.5a.

The following quantities of interest can be defined: the total

emigration rates for each pre-stratum to Af,L the post-strata where

recoveries occurred,' the relative emigration rates for each pre-stratum

to EACH of Èhe post-s¡rata where recoveries occurred; the total

immigration rate into a post-stratum from ÀLl, the pre-strata where

banding occurred,' the rel-ative inûnigration rates into a post-stratum

from EACH of the pre-strata where banding occurred; the total harvest-

derivation rates eti¿hín a post-stratum from ÀLL of the pre-strata ehere

banding occurred; and the relative ha rvest-derivat ion rates !¡ithin a

pogt-stratum from EACH of the Pre-strata where banding occurred. The

0.40 x 0.20 x
0.80 x 0,20 x
0.40 x 0,40 x
0.80 x 0.10 x

0.40
0.20
0.20
0.40

0 .032
0.032
0.032
0.032
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post-stratum specific aurvival rates are defíned as in section 1'5.1.

The pre-stratum specific net survival raLes over all posL-strata are

afso defined as in section 1.5.1, notíng that it is defined over all

post-strata, including those from which no recoveries v¡ere received.

The tota.L emigration rate from a pre-straÈum to âll of the post-

strata !¡hère recoveries occurred is computed as the sun of the

emigrations Lo the post-strata dívíded by the population size, For

example, the total emigration rate from pre-stratum 2 to the first two

post-strata is computed as (80r000+60.000J/200t 000 = ?0t (Table 1.5b) ,

The refative emigratj.on rates from a pre-stratum to each of the post-

slrata where recoveries occurred are computed as the ratio of the nurnber

of animals migrating to each post-stratum and the total nigrating to a]L

the post-strata where recoveries occurred. For êxample, the relative

emigration raLes from pre-sLratum 2 to the first two post-straba are

80t000/L40t 000 = 57* and 60¡ 000/140,000 = 43?r respectively

(Tâbte 1,5b). once agaín the actual- band-recoveries (32/68 = 47å and

36/68 = 538' Table 1,5d) do not reflect these raLios because of the

confounding effects of the harvest rate and the band-reporting rate.

The absolute emigration rates to post-strata where recoveries occurred

are obtaj-nable as the product of the total- emigraLion rate and the

relative emigrâtion rates, For exampler the absolute emigration rate

from pre-stratum 2 to post-stratum L is 70å x 57å = 40*. The relative

emigration rates will equal the absolute emigration rates only if the

total emigration is 1008,' i.e., if there are no post-slrata v¡ithout

recoveries.
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The total irnmigration rate into a posL-stratum from al-I of the pre-

strata where banding occurred is cornpu¿ed as the ratio of the total

ímmigxants from the pre-strata where banding occurred, to the total of

irìmigrants from all pre-strata (including those where no banding

occurred) . For example, the total immigration rate into post-stratum 1

from the first two pre-strata is (40,000+80r000)/125'000 = 96t

(Table 1,5b). Note that. the number of anímals that i¡rûnigrated fron pre-

strata where no banding occurred is required to compuÈe the denominaLor

for the total immigration ratesi this information is normally not

availab.le, and the toLaJ- immigralion raÈes cannot nolfnally be computed.

The relative inmigration rate into a post-stratum fron a pre-stratum

r,rhere banding occurred is computed as the ratio of lhe number of

imnigrants from the pre-stratum to the totaJ- inmigrants from all of the

pre-strata where banding occurred. For exanple, the relatíve

immigration rates into post-stratum 1 from pre-straLa 1 and 2 are

40,000/L20t 000 = 339 and 80,000/120'000 = 67È respectively (Table 1,5b),

The relative inmigration rates only require information from pre-strata

where banding occurred. once again, the rel-ative number of band-

recoveries in each post-stratum (20/52 = 38.5* and 32/52 - 61.541

Table 1.5d) do not refÌect the relative immigration rates because of the

confounding effect of the harvesL rate and the band-reporting rate. If

the set of pre-strata rghere banding occurred ia the sâme as the set of

all possible pre-strata for this populationr then the relative

immigration rates will- eguat t.he absolute immigration rates'

The total harvest derivation rate wíthin a post-stratum from all of

the pre-strata where banding occurred is conputed as the ratio of the
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total harvest from the pre-stxata where banding occurred to the total

harvest from a].l pre-strata (including those where no banding occurred).

For exanple, the total harvest derivation rate within post-sLratum 1

from the firsL t!¡o ple-strata is (4r000+16,000)/21¡000 = 95*

(Table 1.5c) , CompuLation of the total harvest-derivat ion requires

information from pre-s¿rata where no banding occurred' and cannot

normally be computed. The refative harvest-derivat ion rates within a

post-stratum are computed as the ratio of Èhe harvest from a pre-sLratum

to the totat harvest from all pre-strat.a !¡here banding occurred. For

example, the relaLive ha rve st -derivat ion rates within post-straLum 1

fron the first two pre-strata are 4,000/20,000 = 20?, and

!6,000/20t 000 = 80Br respectively (Table 1.5c), These rates do not

require information from pre-sLrata where no banding occurred. The

relative harvest.-derivat ion can be cor¡puted from the band-recoveries by

weighting the recoveries by the pre-stratum populâtion sizes and band-

reporLing rates as bèfore. For example, the harvesL-de rivat ion within

post-stratum 1 from the first two pre-strata are computed asi

Band-recovery Pre-stratum Band-reporting
Pre-stratum rate Population rate

1

2

Total

20 / 1000
32 / 1000

100.000
200,000

X
X

+
+

0.50 = 4,000
0.40 = 161000

20,000

and the relative harveat-derivat ion rates are then 4t000/20t000 - 20*,

and 16f000/20,000 = 80* respectively. If the set of pre-strata where

banding occurred contaj-ns all the pre-strata of the populationf the

relaLive ha rve st-derivat ion rates Ì,¡ill egual the absolut.e harvest-

derivation rates.
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since no animals are banded j.n some pre-strata' survival rates for

these pre-strata cannot be estimated. Similarly¡ since no recoveries

were reported from some posL-strata' the post-stratum specific survival

rates for these post-strata cannot be estimated. The net survival rate

over all post-strata (including those without recoveries) is computed ag

shown in SectÍon 1.5.1.

If banding does not take ptace in all pre-strata¿ and if recoveries

are not received from atl post-atrata' then the same confounding among

emigration, harvest, and band-reporLing rates still takes p]ace. In

addition, some of the biological parameters of interest such as total-

immigration and total ha rvest-derivat ion cannoL normally be computed,

and consequently, only relatíve immígration and relative harvest-

derivation rates are available,
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Chapter 2 *
General Post-release Stratification ModeLs

Sunmary

Brownie et al . (1985) present methodo.Iogy for the analysis of band-

recovery daLa when animals can be stratified at bandíng time into

independent groups and animals within a group are assumed to be

homogeneous with respect to annual- survivaL and band-recovery rates.

These results are extended to investigate band-recovery ¡nodels in cases

where stratum assignmenl takes place after reLeasing the banded

animals, usual.ly at recovery tine, and each stratum may have different

annual survival rates or band-recovery lates or both. Estimation under

four possible modefs is examined. Tests to distinguish among models,

the asl¡mptoLic power of Lhe tests, and goodness-of-fit tests for each

modef are also developed. The methods are applied to band-recoveries

of North Àrnerican mallards by flyways. The models in thÍs Chapter

serve as a basis for the modeLs developed in subsequent Chapters.

't À paper, based upon the contents of this châptex has been submitted
to BiomeËrics as:

Schr,¡arz¡ C.J.. Burnham, K.P,, Àrnason, A.N, (1988) .

Post-release stratífication in band-recovery modeJ-s.

Thís chapter contains additional appendices containing the detailed
derivation of the conditional distributions of the test statistica.
Some introductory naterial in the submitted paper is not included here,
but can be found in greater detail in Chapter 1.



chapter 2

General Posl-release Stratification ModeLs

2.1 INERODUCTION

Brownie et a-l. (1985) presenLed methodology for the analysis of band-

recovery data when anímals can be stratified at banding time into

independent gtoupsr and alÌ animals ltithin a group are homogeneous with

respect to ânnual survival and band-recovery rates. These resulLs are

extended to investigate band-recovery modefs in cases where the straturn

assignments takes place only afler releasing the banded animals'

usually at recovery timer and each post-stratum may have differenÈ

annual" survj-val rates' band-recovery rates' or both' The reason such

¡nodels are considered is that heterogeneity in these rates among

animals can cause substantial positive or negative bias in the

estimates of the parameters (Polfock and Ravefing (1982); Nichols eÈ

aI. (1982)). By dividing the animals inÈo homogeneous post-strata, the

biases can be reduced and post-st ratum-specific estimates can bê

obLained and compared. Examples of such post-release strâtification

events are: animals recovered in different areas (pin-taifs as

described by Anderson and SLerling' 1.974); animals recovered by hunting

and by live-trapping (Mardekian and McDonald, 1981); animals shot using

steel or lead shot; or aex or age determination when this j-s difficult

at banding timer but may be done at recovery tlme (PoJ-lock and

Raveling, 1982).

If the post-rêlease stratífication is on the basÍs of area of

recovery, then the number of anímals recovered in the different areas

should contain some information about the migratlon rates from the pre-

to post-strata. However' in thÍs Chapter the mígration process itself
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will not be modelled explicítly, the remaining Chapters of the Thesis

generalize the results in this Chapter by explícitly rnodelling the

migrat.ion process. Since the migration processes are hidden in the

models considered here, I do not consider estirnation of the emigration

or immigration rates; the harvest-derivat ion rates may be estinated as

shown i-n SectÍon 1 ,5.

Four models are developed that may represent the possible

heterogeneity in annual survivaf and band-recovery rates among post-

stratar Model 1 with homogeneous annual eurvival and band-recovery

rates,' Model 2a with homog,eneous annual survival- raLes and

heLerogeneous band-recovery rates; Model 2b with heterogeneous annual

survival rates and honogeneous band-recovery rates,. and Mode] 3 with

heterogeneous annual survival and band-recovery rates. There is a

hierarchial relationship among the models from Model 1 (Lhe mos!

restrictive) to Model 3 (the most general) with Models 2a and 2b being

two alternate paths between Modè]s 3 and L.

In each of the models, I consider the case of a single pre-stratum

that is stratified into several post-strata. These results are easily

extended to cases with several pre-strata since each pre-stratum is

analyzed separately. Procedures and results are developed for

estimating the annual survival tates and the band-recovery rates in alt

four models; for goodness-of-fit tests for each model; for hierarchical

tests to distinguish between modeLs,. and for finding the aslrmptotic

power function fox the tests.
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2.2 NOTÀTION

FoÌlowing the notation of Brownie et al. (1985), let there be k years

of bandÍng. -U years of recovery¡ and m post-strata.

Parâmeters:

fl = annual band-recovery rate for animals recovered in
L

post-stratum s in year Í; í=f ...-l but only band-recovery rates
in years 1..,,k are identifiable.

Si = annual survíval rate for anímals subseguently recovered in
.1

pos¿-stratum s from the banding time in year J to the banding
in year i+Iì í=I...J-l but only surviva.l rates in years

1.,.k-1 are indentifiable.
0f: product of survivaÌ and band.-recovery rates in years i=k+!,,.1a'

Modet 3 , e? - slsi -...sÎ ,rla k J<+I r-I I

Model 2ar gi - s.s. -..,s. ,f:r J< k+-L a--L a

Model 2b: el: slsl -...s: -f.r- K K+l r-1 r

Model 1: 0. = S.S. ,...S. ,f.a k k+1 -a-l r

If a superscript is not present, then the associated parameter is
ínvariant across post-strata.

Statístics:
N. = number of animals banded and released in year !, l:f ..,k.

a

Rl. = ru*ber of animals recovered in year j in post-stratum s thatal
were reLeased in year j; j=1 . ,.k, j=i.. .1' s=1 .. .rn.

A dot. in a superscript or a subscript means sun¡nation over the index,. a

plus-sign afler the subscripts indicates a partial sum.

Rf.,= nurnber of animals recovered. in year J in post-stratum s that
a:t +

were released in year i or earfíer:

nÌ., = nÎ. + R:- + ...+ Rl-, i=1...k; J=t...t¡ s=1 ...¡n.fl+ .tl 2f r-l

R: = LotaL number of animals recovered in post-stratum s from those
L

¡eleased in year -i:

nl=nl=nl .+nl -+...+R:-, i=l...k.r l-. LI l.,tft I-¿
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C: - total nu¡nber of animals recovered Ín post-stratum s in year I
1

from all releases :

"ï = *Ì, = ^ir* - oì, * *!, + ... + nl ,, r-r-...r.

fl : total nuîber of animals recovered in post-straturn s in year i
J-

or later that were known to be alive in year i:

'1 ^'1'

tl = 19 - + nl - c?,. Í=2...k:r a-I a -a-1'

rl = rl - - c: -, i=k+1 ...1.a r--L -l--L'

Z1 : total- nurìber of animals recovered in post-stratum s after
L

year i that were known to be alive in year J:
zl = rl - c? = rl ," - nÌ.", i:1...k;r11.}+-LÌ+1

These statistics can be represented in tabular forn (Figure 2.2)

following the conventions of Brownie et al. (l-985, p. 13) .

2.3 MODELS. ÀSSUMPTIONSI ÀND INTERPRETÀTION OF THE PÀR:AMEIERS

In aIf models, the numbers of recoveries from the ¡v. rel.eases in year

,.sj' the {R. j, J=i...7, s=1 ..,¡n), are assumed to be multinomially

distributed. The expected numbers of band recoveries in the case of

*:3 years of banding, -1=4 years of recovery, and nF2 post-strata for

the four model-s are shown in Fj-gure 2.3a. The individual annual

survival and band-recovery rates are not separately identífiable for

recovèries occurring after year k; only the product terms (01) are
J-

identifiable (the underl-ylng form of the e: differs slightty among the.t

four models) , .Ar¡ illustration of the potential fates of an animal

banded and reLeased, assuming that ModeL 3 is appropriate, is given in

Figure 2.3b. This Figure will aid in ídentifying the hidden component.s

of the formal parameters as discussed below.
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The usual assumptions made for band-recovery studies (Section 1.3.3)

are made here. As well, in all four models, it is assumed. that each

anirnal, follo!¡ing release, is completely faithful to one, and onl_y one,

post-stratum. For example, consj-der the expected number of animals

rel-eased in year 1 and recovered in year 3 in post-stratum 2 under

Model 3 tn rslSltl; Figure 2.3) . These animats are assumed to be

subject to the annual survival rate for posL-stratum 2 in the years

between release and recovery. This fidelity assumption cLearly holds

!¡hen the post-release stratification factor j_s an unchanging attribute

of the anirnal, such as sex, but is unlikety to hold if the

stratification factor is geographic area of recovery. However, j-n some

circumstances, Models 1 and 2a are stiÌl applicable in the absence of

fidelity, If each animal chooses its post-stratum in the next year

completely independenLfy of its post-stratum of prevÍous years, then

the annual survival rate wíl-L be the "average" gross survival rate over

all post-strata, provided anjmals are sampled at random at banding

time. This is the basis for the pa rt iat-Fidel ity Mod.el- of Chapter 3.

The band-recovery paraneters must be interpret.ed carefully. In

thesê models, these parameters include not only the usual componenta

of, survival from banding aeason to hunting seâson, the harvest

probability, and thê band-repotting rate (Bro?rnie e¿ a1.., 1995, p. L4)

but also a component for the probability of post-stratum membership for

each year of release (Figure 2.3b). Differences in any component among

the post-strata Ì{ill cause the recovery rates Lo differ and tesLs of

homogeneity among recovery rates rnay reject for reasons unretated Lo
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thè usua] conponents of lhe recovery rate. For example, if the animals

are strâtified at recovery time on the basis of sex, the band-recovery

rates will include a cor¡ìponent for the sex ratío at banding time.

Unless the sex ratio is 1:1, the post-st ratum-specific recovery rates

r,¡ill differ, even if all- other components are equal among post-strata.

Moreovexf if the sex ratio changes among re.leases¡ then the band-

recovery rates are both year-of-release and yea r-of-recovery dependent,

and the model no longer satisfies the usuaL assunptÍons of band-

recovery studies, Modifications to the modeLs and tests to allow for a

known time-invaríant sex ratio are st raight fofl,¡ard, SimilarLyr if the

animals are stratifj-ed at recovery time by geographical arear the band-

recovery rates wílf incorporate a migraLíon conponent. Recovery rates

will be equal onl-y if animals select post-sLrata unifornly. Thus a

test of homogeneous recovery rates might be useful as a test for no

post-stratum preference provided post-strata were homogeneous wíth

respect to hunting behaviour and to natural survivaL beti{een banding

and recovery seasons (e.g., if this ínterval is very short or survj.val

rates are very high) More commonLy, migration rates are higher to

some post-st.rata than to others for reasona of preference,

accessibility, atraLum size, etc. The models can be reparameterized t.o

include non-uniform migration-rate patterns provided these are

consislent among releases. The migration rates are not separately

identifiable from the usual recovery-rate components wíthout additionaL

dataf such as live resightings, or furthêr restÌictive assumptions.

The models presented in this Chapter constitute a basis for deveJ-oping

and understanding these more compfex rnigratlon modeLs presented in

later chapters,
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2 , 4 ESTI"ì{ÀTION

since each year's releases are independent, the likelihood is a produc!

of multinomiaL distributions. For examplef the Ìikelihood function for

Model 3 in the case of k=3 years of releases, -1=4 year6 of recoveryl

and ne2 post-strata is:

Nì1111

-1 1 1 ,t 2 2 2 ,l,rr,Rrr,.rrr,Rrz,.'''*" "'*'n*rr, *rr, *i,, *in, 
"1r, "ír, *Ír, *ÍoJ ''1' ''1'2' ''lt213) (".'"r80)

2222RRRR2 17 22 72 22213 222"14x (f ) (S f ) (S s f ) {s s 6 )1 12 72 3 12 4

1 11 111111 2 22 222 N-R
x (1-t -s f -S S f -S s U -f -s, -, " 

a -"'"'n', I t
1 12 123 724112 t2312A'

N- I r 1 12IRRR I 1 22 I7 23 77 241 1 7 2 2 2 I tf ) (s f ) {s 6-) -'Rzz' Rzt' Rz4' Rzz' orr' ^zn) 2 2 3 2 4'

222RRR2 22 22 23 22 24x {f^) (sf ) (sg)2 23 2 4

I rl i. r 2 22 , r^r-^)x(t-f-sf-s8-f-sf-s8l2 23 24 2 23 2A'

N, ì r 7 2 23 I R R R_ R- N -R'
- I 1 33 -1 34 2 33 2 "34 L r 2 2"3"3r 1 2 2l tt ) (0) (f) {0} ' f1-f--0--f--6-r - -

R--, R-., R--, R I 3 4 -3 ',-A '- -3 -4 -3 -4',

which can be reduced to:

nt -"1 -cl c1- . -1.'1l, = consranr * tri) ' c)t ¿ rclt t tejl n

^2 ^2 ^2 ^2) u'l c uc , ur c Ç¡
x (f;) ' (f;) ' tf;t ' (e;) -

-l -r -2 -2''l o't 1 o> c o't .> Lc
x {s]) - {sj) - (s;) - (s;) -

* r r - r | - s I t ] - s 
I 

s ] rl -, I 
s I e 

] - 11- "ir!- sls3r 
! - s I s ! e 

2 
¡ 

Nr -*i
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* r r-rl-r] r]- siei- fi- sltl- slez ¡"'-R "

', 
_o 1_ o2_o 2, N3-*3

x (1-fã -4 -3 -4,

The Iikelihoods for Models 2a, 2bt and 1 are found by applying various

restrictions on the individua.l bând-recovery and survivaL rates among

the post-strata. The likelihood for Uodel 3 has twelve identifiabl-e

parameters:

t l, {, 'L, '3, '!, '3, 
,1, ,1, .1, .1, 

'Lr, ", 
t.

The MSS also has dimension twelve and one representation is:

t 
"1, "1, "L, "3, "\, .3, .1, 

"1, 
*1, *1, $, "?, 

t.

lNote that nl can be expressed as a linear combination of these-3

statistics.l

Since the number of ídent.ifiable parameters equals the dimension of the

MSS in all four mode.ls. the MLEs can be found through the method of

moments by equating the components of the MSs to their expectations and

solving for the unknown paramêters as outfined in Châpter 1. The

variances and covariances can be found using t.he delta-method. Of the

four model-s, a1I but Model 2b allow closed-form estimation of the

parameters and their variances and covariances. For ModeJ- 2b, one must

use numerical rnethods such as the method of scoring,

One representation for the MSs, the dimension of the MSS, and the

MtEs for alf four models are sunanarized in Table 2.4. The variances

and non-zero covariances for Modefs 3 and 2a are given in Àppendix 2.4;
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those for Modet 2b must be found numericaf 1y,. those for Modet 1 may be

found ín Brol'níe e¿ a], (1995, Section 2,2\ as explained in

Appendix 2 .4.

Inference in ModeL 3 is performed by simply estimating each post_

strat.um.s pararneters separateLy, while treating anirnals recovered in
other post-strala as never seen. rnference about the annuar survival
rates in Modet 2a is performed by cornbining recoveries over the post_

strata and treating the sum of the band-recovery rates as a !,new', gross

recovery rate. fnference in Mode1 J. is performed by simp.Iy combining

over all post-strata and treaLing the data as arising from an ordinary

band-recovery experiment (Section 1.3). fn alI cases, the methods of
Brownie e¿ aJ. (1985) are directfy applicable.

2.5 MODEI, TESTS

Since all- the models are of full rank, similar tests may be construcÈed

by finding:

PH( MSS under A I MSS under H )

where H and A refer to the null- and alternate hypothêses, respectively.

This methodofogy has wíde applicability to band-recovery and capture_

recapture models and has been used frequentJ_y (Brownie eÉ aJ., 1995;

Brownie and Robson, L9?6,. and potj-ock, L9?5). The joint dÍstribution

of the MSS under H or À ís difficuLt to write do!¡n directly, but it can

sometímes be factored into the product of conditionally ind.ependent

bi-nomial or multinomial distribuÈions, The ease of this factorization

may depend upon the order in which the conditioning is performed and
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the choj-ce of Mss. The factorizations and the detailed algebraic

derivatíons used to derive the tests presented here may be found in

Appendices 2.8 through 2.8.

Each test in this Chapt.er can be broken into fíner subtests each of

which is either a tesÈ for uniform multinomial proportions, or a test

for homogeneity of two sets of multinomiaf proportíons. Às a result,

large-sampJ-e chi-square approximations can be developed for each

subtest simplifying the computation of the significance level (p-value)

and illuminating the test properties. ALL subtests are asl¡nptotically

independent and an approximate test statistic for the overal.l- test is

obtained by sumrning the subLest chi-square test statistica and Èheír

degrees of freedom.

The power function of the subtests can be approximated using the

following two resuLts:

. l,ehmann (l-986, p. 480) shows thaL the power function for chi-square

goodness-of-fit tests for uniformity of muftinomial proportj,ons

against local alternatives can be approximated using a non-central

chi-square distribution with (¡n-1) degrees of freedom and non-

centrality parameter

?mt
I'= N.m. t (ft- - 1/m)'

-ASs=I

Hhere lf is the totaÌ nurìber of observations, m is the number of

classea, ..d *A" is the probability of falling inLo class s under the

a.lternatíve.
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. Meng and Chapman (1966) found that the power function of tests of

homogeneity of 2 sets of multinorníal proportions ín 2xrn contingency

tab.Ies ¡,¡i-th fixed row totals under local alternatives can be

approximated using a non-central chi-square distribution with (¡n-1)

degrees of freedom and non-centratity parameter

^2 "1*2 I (ner" - nor""
,' - ::---::-

^L*^2 s=1 *H"

where ÌV1 and ¡V2 are the fixed row totals, ,rHs ar" the com¡non ceJ-l

proportions under the null h!¡pothesi", nÀ,1" .rd ßÀ2" are Lhe celÌ

proportj-ons of the tno rows under the alternate hypothesis, and m is

the number of celfs in each row.

In either case, the non-centraÌiLy parameter can be determined. for

each subtest; the overall test-statistic under the alternate hypothesis

then has, a sl¡mptotically. a non-central chi-square distribution whose

non-centralit.y parameter and degrees of freedom are the respective sums

over the subtests. The power function wi1l, except where noted belowf

depend upon al-I of the unknown parameters.

The results for ali- the tests considered in this Chapter are

summarized j-n Tabte 2.5 by giving the nuLj- and alternate h]apotheses,

the distribution used in the exact test, a Iarge sample contingency

table that can be used to obtain a chi-square approximation for each

aubtestf and the asl¡mptotíc non-centralj-ty parameter of each subtest,

fn the rest of this section¡ the logical basis of each testf the use of

the subtests for têsting hl¡potheses about índivÍdual parameters, and

speeial features of the po!¡er function ate examined.
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2.5.I TESTS BET9¡EEN MODELS

The test of ModeL 2a vs. Model 3 is a test for homogeneous survival
aLlor,¡ing post-st ratìm-dependent recovery rates. Under the null
hypothesis, recoveries from the jth .ele.se shouJ-d have the aame

relatj-ve distribution among post-atrata as animals which are known to
have survived to year j from aÌl previous reLeases. This is the

intuitive interpretation of the 2xm contingency table presented in
Tab1e 2.5 based upon the cond.itionat distribution derived. in
Appendix 2 ,8,

rhe ith subtest actualLy tests if the surviva.l rates prior to year j

are homogeneous among,post-sLrata. ft is a test that a specific year,s

annual survivaL rates are homog.eneous among. post_strata only if it is
assumed that the survival rates in each previous year are homog.eneous

among post-strata. A sequential- procedure could be used starting with
year L (corresponding Eo i=21 and continuing until the test rejects.
Àt this point, it may no Ìonger be usefur to test subsequent individual
annual survival rates for homogeneíty among post_sÈrata since the tesL

may reject due to earlier heterogeneity,

In deriving the asl¡mptotic power function for the Jth subtest, it
should be noted that the distribution of the (t:-nl, s:tr,..rm),
conditional upon their total, is no longer murtinorníaf since the total
is formed as the sum of several multi-nomials each with different cefl
probabitities. However, in large sampLes, the ceII probabilities can
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be approximated by the râtio of each cel1,s expected vaLue to the total

expected value .

The test of Mode1 L vs. Model 2a is a test for homogeneous recovery

rates conditional upon the survival rates bêing homogeneous among post-

strata. Under the nulL hypolhesÍs, the recoveries ín year j in post-

stratum s for each year of release shouLd occur with proportion l/n

rel-âtj-ve to the overalÌ recoveries in year l. This lead.s to the -l chi-

squâre subt.ests shown in Tabte 2.5 that Cl , ...,4 are uníformly

distríbuted among the m post-stratâ (derived in Appendix 2.C).

However, the band-recovery rates inc.Iude a hidden component for the

rel-ative post-stratum abundances at banding tirìe (e,g., the sex ratio)

or at recovery time (e.9., the migration rates), and unl,ess the

relative abundances are known to be equal for all post-strata, this

test nay reject the null hypothesis for reasons that are biologicalty

obvious. the ith subtest can be interpreted as a test for homogeneous

band-recovery rates among post-strata in year i (assuming Model 2a

hol-ds) whether or not there is homogeneity of the band.-recovery rates

in other years. The individ.uaÌ subtests can be carried out in any

order. The power function is independent of the annual survival raLes

for alternatives that satisfy Model 2a since the MSS(Mode] 1) are

sufficient for the survival râtes under ModeL 2a.

The test of Model 1vs. Model 2b is a test for homogeneous survival

condítional upon the band-recovery rates being homogeneous among post-

strata. The distribution used in the exact test (derived in

Appendix 2.D) has two components given by the tr,ro product terms shown
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in Table 2,5. Ë'or reasons similar to those outtined above¿ the first
component leads to (k-1) chi-sguaxe subtests that the Z!, ..,, { ur"
uniformly distributed among the m post-atrata, fntuitivelyf if the

homogeneity of survj-val rates between year J and. year j+1 are tested,

those animals known to be alive and subject to survivar from yêar l to
year i+l- and recovered j-n post-strat.l.* u (z;) are a sample of aJ-I

ani¡nals known to be alive and subject to survival from j to i+1, (2,,).

When H is true, there wiLl be no difference in the annual survival
rates or the band-recovery rates¡ and the recoveries from each post_

stratum should occut in the ratio 1,/m relative to the totaf recovered

over all post-strata. the jth subtest is then a test of homog.eneous

annual survival in year j or later, conditional upon survival rates

before year I being homogeneous among post-strata. Hence, the ith

subtest can be interpreted as a test for homogeneous annuaf sutvival
rates between banding in year j and banding in year j+L on1y if alL

other rates are assumed homog,eneous.

The second component of the distribution is identical to the last
(l-,k) subtests of the test of Mode1 1vs, Model 2a, This is because

the band-recovery rates and survival rates are not separately

identifiabfe in the Last (-l-k) recovery years and. changes in survival
are indistinguishable from changes in band-recovery. Hence, the lth
subtest can be interpreted as a test for homogenelty of the product

paramet.ers (0!) amonø post-strata.

The test of Model 2b vs. Mod.el 3 is a test for hornogeneous recovery

rates allowing for heterogeneous survival rates. À. test may be
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developed by the methods used eartier, However, since the overall tesL

of Model 1vs. Modef 3 must be the samè regardfess whether the path

through Modei- 2a or ModeL 2b is chosen, the conditional distribution

may be derived by straightforward algebraj-c division¡

Distribution for
the test of
Modef 2b vs. ModeL 3

Distribution for the
test of Model 1 vs. ModeL 3

Distribution for the
test of Model 1 vE. Model 2b

The p-value is tedious to compute using the distributj-on shovrn in

Table 2.5, and it is difficult to find a large-sample approximation.

Tests using the likelihood ratio or Rao'a (19?3, p, 393) method are not.

j-n closed form and lead to equally dj-fficult computations. Àn easier

approach is to develop a Iess powerfut test using only the direct

recoveries, the {R:. I i=I...k, s=1-...rn}. ff there are no dlfferences' aa

in the band-recovery rates amongi post-strata in year j, then lhe

{nlr, s=f...rn} would be expected to be split equally among all post-

strata. À large-sample contingency tabl-e can be devefoped for this

simple tes! as shown in Tabte 2.5. The simple test is ídentical t.o the

full test when i=l . When i is greater than 1¡ the símpIe test ignores

recoverj-es from previous years, releases that the fulL test does not.

However, since the first yêar's recoveries are often the largest, the

loss of power ís expected to be smaIt, In any caaer if the simple test

rejects the nutl hypothesis, it is not necessary to carry out one of

the more efficient tests.

Whether the full or sirnple test is used, only t.he first .k years rnay

be examined for homogeneous band-recovery rates since recovery rates in

years k+1 to J are not separately identifiabj-e. ff the símple test is



used¡ tests of homogeneity of each year¡s band-recovery rates do not

require assumptions about the other parameters.

2.5.2 GOODNESS-OF-FIT TESTS

À generar, non-specific goodness-of-fit test to Model 3 is constructed

using the residual distribution of the data given the MSS as in

Po.Ilock, Hines and Nj-chots (1985)r or

P".,n", .({R:l} j=l ...k, j=i,..t¡ 5=1 ,..m I MSS (¡lodel 3))LJ

The derivation of this distributi-on is straightforward uaing the same

techniques as used in find.ing the distribution of the between model

test statistics (Àppendix 2.E). As before, large sarnple chi_sguare

tests based upon contingency tabl.es can be found (Table 2.S) . It is
only necessary to derive the goodness-of-fit test for Model 3, since

goodr¡ess-of-fit tests for any other, more restrictive, model can be

found using the goodness-of-fit test for Moder. 3 and the test of the

restricted model vs. Mode] 3.

If Model 3 is correct, then both rows of the large samplè contingency

table have corunon cel.l probabilities. poofing of cefls, and a

corresponding reduction in the degrees of freedomr may be required

within each of the individuaf tabtes to avoid srnalj- expected counLs.

Each subtest is the aame as the Robson and youngs (1971) goodness_of_

fit test, treating all oLher post-strata as never seen, The power of

the goodness-of-fit test coutd, in principle, be determined using Èhe

results of Meng and Chapman (1966), but further j-nvestigatlons are

foregone for the i,ack of an obvious alternative.
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2.6 EXÀMPLE

Adult male and female ma.l.lards wêre banded in south-wesL Âlberta Ín

f975-f982. Birds !¡ere recovered either: in canada before it was cl-ear

which flyeray they would take l"ater Ín the year; in the Pacific flyway;

or in the Eastern (Central, Mississippi, and Atlantic) flyways. The

Canadian recoveries cannot be used, and for demonstration purposes,

only the male birds recovered in the Pacific flyway (P) or the EasEern

fLyways (E) banded in 1975-l-982 and recovered in 19?5-1982 are used.

Banding experiments wit.h North American malLards are discussed in more

detail in Ãnderson and Henny (1972), In parLicu.l-ar, they mention (p.

86) that only a smal1 percentage of maLe mallards shift from one flyway

to another, implying that Lhe fídelity assumplion is not seriously

violated.

The arrays of actuaL recoveríes afong with derived surunary

statistics are shown in Tâb.le 2.6a. The band-recovery and annual

survival rate estímates and thei-r estimated sLandard errors are shor,¡n

for each of the four models in Table 2.6b. .â goodness-of-fit test of

Model 3 (Table 2.6c) r¡as not rejected (p=,68) indicatíng an adequate

fit },hen each post-stratum is allowed !o have a distinct survival and

band-recovery rate, cells were pooled within tabÌes from ríght to left

until all expected celf counts exceeded 3; this accounts for the

reduction in the degrees of freedom.

The estimat.ed annual aurvival rates under Model 3 (Tabl-e 2.6b) are

similar in the two post-strata. An overa.Il test of homogenêity of the

survival rates allowing for heterogeneous band-recovery rates (Mode1 2a



Tabfe 2.6a

Raw band-recovery matrix for adult male mallards released in Southern
Ãlberta and stratified by area of recovery

Number recovered in the Pacific flyway statis!ícs
Nu¡nber Year
Banded Banded 1975 L9'7 6 L97'l 19?8 L979 1980 1981 1982 Rl r1 zl

I1I

10
42
'tL
't7

101
1a

50
0

63311002
251296341

22 18 t2 ',t 5 2

t't 13 9 I 4

29 25 18 13
12 10 5

28 23
19

453 1975
1337 t-976
L380 L971
t 07 9 1,9'18
2253 1919
888 1980

7924 19 81
110 7 !982

16 16
60 ?0
66 108
51 L22
85 162
2'1 728
51 t23
19 69

c1
L

Number recovered in the Eastern flyways StatisLics
Yea r

Banded 19?5 1976 1977 I9't8 19?9 1980 1981 1982 ni tl z1aaa

736128

32
85

1,I't
119
14',7

100
64

0

9 18 4 3 4 I 1

26 31 16 I ? 5

35 24 18 13 10
t'l 72 16 9

37 33 18 1

19 1,4

50 2

2

1 41 4I
4 97 I29
2 102 187
8 62 t'19
9 107 226
I 42 189
1 ?1 17L
3 23 8'1

L975
r91 6

l9'11
19?8
r9'7 9

1980
19 81
t982

"?.1
60'1044 '19 89 107



¡and-Recoverv Râtes

Yèar

1975
1916
197'l
1978
1979
1980
1981
1942

Pacific Eastern
f(i) s,e. f(i) s.e.

0.013 0.0054 0.020 0.0066
0.0r 8 0.0035 0.025 0,0039
0.016 0.0029 0,028 0.0037
0.017 0.0032 0.019 0,0031
0.014 0.0021 0.017 0.0022
0.013 0.0029 0.022 0.0038
0.016 0.0025 0.023 0.0030
0.017 0.0039 0.021 0.0043

ModeÌ 3 ----------> <--------- l{odel 2a

Table 2.6b
Estimates and estimated stôndard errors uñder the four fiodels

Ànnùa1 SurvivàI Ratês

<--------- I'lode I 3

Year

Pacific Eastern
f(i) s,e. f(i) s,e.

975
976
9't't
978
9't 9
980
981

0. 01
0.01
0.01
0 .01
0 ,01
0 .01
0 .01
0 .01

Påcific
s(i) s.e.

0.0054 0.020 0.0066
0.0031 0.026 0,0040
0,0026 0.029 0,0037
0.0026 0.021 0.0030
0.0018 0.017 0.0021
0.002 3 0.022 0.0032
0.0021 0.023 0.0027
0.0030 0.02 r 0,0035

0.49
0.s6
o.67
0.79
o.77
0.65
0.6 3

0.166
0,112
0.130
0 .147
0,175
0.159
0. 181

Eastern
s(i) s.e.

0.97 0.191
0.6s 0.097
0.80 0.133
0.80 0.132
0.65 0.120
0.68 0.137
0.66 0.171

lUnder ¡todeI 2ô, annuã1 survivâI rates are bonogeneous anong strata.2under ¡lodel 2b, band-recovery râtes are honogeñeous ãmong ;Èrata.

Paci fic and Eastern2
i(i) s.e.

0.017 0-0042
0.022 0.0025
0,022 0.0021
0.018 0,0018
0,015 0.0013
0.0r I 0.0015
0.0r9 0.00t4
0.019 0.0015

Xodel 2b ------->

Paci fic and Eastern I

S(i) s.e,

Mode I 2a

0.79 0.130
0.62 0.072
0.74 0.091
0.80 0.096
0.70 0.098
0.66 0.102
0.65 D.123

<- xodel 1 ->
Pâcific ând

Eastern
f(i) s.e.

0,017 0.0042
0.021 0.0026
0.022 0.0023
0.0t8 0.0022
0.015 0.00 r s
0.018 0.0023
0.0 r 9 0.0019
0.019 0.0029

Paci t ic
s(i) s.e.

0,45 0.142
0.49 0.0?s
0.68 0.080
0.71 0.087
0.63 0.062
0.65 0.076
o-62 0.088

Model 2b ------->
ea ste rn

S(i) s,e,
't.03 0.1?5
0.71 0.075
0. ?9 0.071
0.82 0.074
0.77 0.062
0.67 0.06?
0.67 0.083

<- Uodel 1 ->
Pac it ic and

Das te rn
s(i) s.è.

0.79 0. 'r 30
0.62 0.072
0.74 0.091
0.80 0.096
0.70 0.098
0.66 0.102
0.6s 0.123

\¡
01



Table 2.6c
coodness-of-fit test for Model 3

Overalf test

Pacific East.ern

Example of one subtesL (i-2, s=21

Eastern F.lyway
FIyway Flyway

2 2_
cl. t. ^2n2

22
'z-nz

2 0.01 1 l-0.39 3
3 I.25 4 3 .',14 5
4 0.78 4 5.28 4

5 1.33 3 r..52 3
6 0.15 2 0.26 2
'7 0.71, 1 3.19 1
I 0-00 0 0-00 0

97

?)

1 26 31 L6 8 't 5 4

I

I 18 4 3 4 1 1 1

r?lzg14435 19 12865
' P"of"¿ ""1r"

Total 28.62t 33 d.f., p=,685

Table 2.6d
Test Modef 2a vs. Model 3

Overal.l tesL

.2-i I d,t.

Example of one subtest (i-2)

2 3 .02
3 1.20
4 1.59
5 0.99
6 0.06
7 0.00

")*"f,
úr,3-"t-"3

fi*rf 199 I ',10 r29

Flyway
PE

rsz l- oo gr 
I

tt
42 110 32 I

I 0.02 1

Tot a.l 6,88 '1 p:,447
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v6, Model 3) ís shown j-n TabLe 2.6d and is noc rejecLed (p:.44) ,

Moreover, no individuaL subtest gives a significant vafue. À goodness-

of-fit test to Model 2a is consLructed by adding the ch.i-square

statistica and degrees of freedom for the goodness-of-fit test for

Model 3 and the test of Model 2a vs. Model 3. The chi-square vaLue of

35.5 (40 d.f.) is non-signífÍcant. If a reduced model is considered,

by testing .if the band-recovery rates as well as the annual survival

rates are homogeneous among post-sLrata (Model 1 vs Model 2a,

Îâble 2.6e) | ¿he test staListic rejects this simplification (p<.0001).

Under Modef 3¡ the differences in the estimated band-recovery rates

between the two flyt{âys are of the same o¡der of magnitude as the

standârd errors. An overall tesL of the homogeneity of the band-

recovery rates alfowing for heterogeneous survival rates (Model 2b vs.

Model 3, Table 2.6f) was conducted using the sirnple test. The test is

marginally not rejectêd (p:.L21 , but the simple test is not fully

efficient. One of the individual terms (1981r l=7) shows some

heterogeneity (chi-square 6.2L, L d.f .f p<.01-) . A goodness-of-fit test.

to Model 2b gives a non-signifícant chi-square of 41.3 (41- d.f .) lrhere

the chi-square vafue and degrees of freedom are obtained by adding

those from the goodness-of-fit test to Model 3 and the test of ModeL 2b

vs. Model 3. Model 1 is rejected relative to Model 2b (p<.0001,

TabLe 2,69), just as it was reLative to ModeL 2a.

rn view of the consistent sign and nagnÍtude of the differences

between flyv¡ays in band-recovery rates (Mode.I 3, Table 2,6b) r it is

worth investigating the ability of the tests to detecE such a pattern
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Overalf te st
. 2 --r x q'1.

Table 2.6e
Test Model 1 vs. Model 2a

Table 2.6f
Test Model 2b vs. Model 3

Exanple of one subtest (i=l-)

FIyway
PE

c:+c: 15 | 6 e I

t 0.60
2 3.56
3 10.18
4 2.L4
5 2.31
6 7 .51
7 6.42

0.60
0 .02
2.96
0.00
0 .9'l

6.2r

1 11.52
2 L4 .56
3 Lt.26
4 9.00
5 8.53
6 4.56

I 2.08 r
Totâl 34.80 I p<. 00 01

Overai-l test

i '2 d.f .

ExampÌe of one subtest (i=1)

Fl-yway
PE

R:"+R:" 15 I 6 9 l

ExampLe of one subtest (i=1)

Ftyway
PE

z:+z: 42 I 10 32 I

8 0.38 1

Total 12.'12 I p=.tZZ

Table 2.69
Test Model L vs. Model 2b

Overall test
.2-J- t d.1.

'1 1.72 I
Total 61.15 '7 p<.0001
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of differences, assrming ít to be real. Suppose the Pacífic and

Eastexn flyways had band-recovery rates of 0.016 and 0.022.

respectively, in alI years (near their average estimated values) . The

power function of the simpfe test of Model 2b vs Model 3 is

approximated using a non-cenLral- chi-square distribution with 8 degrees

of freedom and non-centrality parameter 9.57. Thís leads to a power of

588 h'hen testing at the 5B leveJ-, and 69t when testing at the 108

level. Similarly, when the same asaumptions are made, the aeymptotic

power function of the test of Model L vs. Model 2a has I degrees of

freedorn¡ a non-centraLity parameter of. 23.'13, and gives a power of 969

when testìng at the 5t levef, and 98å when testing at the 1Og level.

Thus, although Model 2b was not rejected by the tests. this expèriment

provides only marginal power to detect the degree of difference in the

band-recovery rates likely to have occurredf unless it is assumed that

survivaÌ rates âre the same in both flyways. If the actual band-

recovery rates were 0.014 and 0.024, then the power of the test of

Mode] 2b vs Model 3 ís increased to 97å and 99â at the 5 and 10Ê

levels, respectivefy. Now, even the sinple test permits detection of

this larger difference in recovery rates almost with cert.ainty.

Mode1 2a was not rejected in favour of Model 3, indicating that

there is no evidence of different survival rates between the two

flyways, But suppose that the Pacific and Eastern fllnvays had annual

survival rates of 0.65 and 0.?5f respectively, in âII years (near the

averages of the estirnales for ModeL 3) . Then using the band-recovery

rates from above and the observed nunìlce r of releasesr the asl¡rnptotic

power function has 7 degrees of freedom, non-cêntrality parameÈer of
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6.99¡ and yields a po$¡er of 43& when testing at the 5å level, and 57t

rehen testing at the 10å Ieve]. If the survivaJ- rates were 0.65 and

0,80, then the povrer is 83å and 908 at the 5 and j-0? IeveJ-s,

respectivei-y. The current banding study permits detection of these

larger differences in survivaL rates reasonâbJ-y well, but has less than

a 50å chance of detecting a difference of O.l-O or fess.

Based upon these results, either Model 2a (homogeneous annual

su¡vival rates, heterogleneous band-recovery rates) or Modet 2b

(heterogeneous annual survíva1 rates, homogeneous band-recovery rates)

provide an adequate fit to the data. One possible reason for this may

be the reduced power of the test of Model 2b vs. Model 3. As t¡ell,. it

may be that both the band-recovery and survival rates are differenL

among post-strata, but the dj.fferences are not sufficientLy l-arge to be

detected. It is unlikely that the differences between flyways in the

surviva.I rates exceeds 0.15 and in recovery rates exceeds 0.01,

2,7 DrscussroN

Pollock and Raveling (1982) and Nichols et a_¿. (j.992) showed that

heterogeneity can cause substantial bias in the parameter estinates

when strata are ignored and the data analyzed using Modet 1 of Brov¡nie

et a-l. (1985, Section 2.21 t especíally when the true survival and band.-

recovery rates are highly related as is usual ín practice. Howeverf in

the special case where Model 2a ho.tds (homogeneous ânnua1 survival

rates, heterogeneous band-recovery rates) and the data are analyzed

ignoring post-strata, the survival esÈimates are nearl-y unbiased and

the band-recovery rates estimate the average recovery rates. In other
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cases, the bias can be elìminated and insight into post-stratum

dÍfferences can be gained by using an appropriate post.-reJ_ease

stratified analysis. The tradeoff is that post-sÈratum estirnates are

now based on fewer recoveries and have .Iower precísion. ff a fixed

number of anj-mals is split egualty among n post-strata, then the

variances of the estimators of the post -st ratum-spec ific parameters

under Model 3 will be about m tines that of the estimators under a

model ignorj-ng post-strata. (The change in the other, more

restrictiver models will be less.) fn large banding studies, this foss

of precision may be acceptable in reLurn for a reduction in bias; in

small-er studies, the variation of the estimators is probably so large

that any additionaf error caused by bias could be ignored.

The results of this Chapter comptement the methodotogy described by

Pollock and Raveling (1982) and Nj-chols et a-¿. (1982) for computing the

bias and mean square error in estimatês formed ignoring d.ifferences

among post -st ratum-specific parameters. For a given set of data,

Model 3 of this chapter can provide estimates of the required post_

sLratum-spec i fj-c parameters, andf as shown in the example, the power

results can be used to determine the degree of heterogeneity that is

largely undetectable (e.g,, that gives a por,¡er 1ess than ?58 at the 10å

leve1). Then, the potential bias in the paramêter estimates from a

restricted model can be compared to their standard errors. If this

raþio is large (e.9.¡ greater than Lr Cochran, j,g77 | pp.!2-L5), a less

strj-ngent (larger) alpha level might bè adopted so that the power to

differentiate beLween models is increased. Caution is advised before

acceptÍng and using estimates from one of Lhe reduced nodels, since
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undetected heterogeneity does not imply that it is absent or even sma1l

enough to avoid unacceptable bias in the estimates. A simil-ar exercise

cân bê carried out before experiments in which post-straLum

heterogeneity is expected to exist and interest centres on theae

differences. In this case, the experimenter must make a guess at

Iikely post-st ratum-specific parameter vaLues and the nurìbers of

animals banded gJ-ven the planned effort. The bias and power

computation can then be carried out using the expected values computed

using the formulae given in Figure 2.3 in place of the observable

statistics. The experimenter can vary the proposed banding effort. to

ensure both a reasonabLe ability to detect differences and an

acceptable precision of the estimates,

The models presented in this Chapter also provide a basis for the

models in subsequent Chapters. In particul-ar, the band-recovery rate

is partitioned into its rnigration and band-recovery components for

cases where stratification is based upon area of recovery.
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Estimated non-zero covariances

Non-zero covariances for Model 3
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Àppendix 2,À (cont. )

Non-zero covariances for Model 2a

^r i=ì lt"lzcov( f:, f:) v¡hên = lf: I-r- l s=t \ r,/

. i=i is it
v¡hen s+t ra

1 r- 1 1l
---+-- .lR. N, C: T. I.1 I r f I

111
R. N. T.fl-r

.â,,r ê,,â,r ¡.¡hen i=j =(¡r)'[i i-*-il-i i]
when j=i+r = -ôrô,.*, l-+ rl

L *i*r Ni*r 
.l

"â"r îÌ,3.r when i:. ls^ fr 1-i I--'' -i' -j' ' ) = 'i"i l ; -; -T: 
lL 1 r- .ll

v¡hen j=i-r = -îïêr_rl+-tl
I R. N. JL I ]-I

Non-zero covariance for Mode] 2b

?heae must be found numerica.lly.

Non-zero covariances for Mode.I 1

These may be found using Brownie et a-l . (1985f pp, 18-19) by sinply

replacing Ri, Ci, ând T. by 
^r, "r, 

and T, respectively, and

rnultÍpJ-ying by t.he factor 1/m whenever f. appears since f. is the

band-recovery rate in each of the m post-strata.



Derívarion ., .î:"::Îåirloiar arstriuurion
for the tesl of Model 2a vs. Mode.I 3.

The derivation will be ifÌustrated using the case when k:3, J=4, and

n=2. The ext.ension to more than two post-strata wÍl] be obvious.

The conditional distributi-on Ís found as:

P'odul 2u(MSS of Model 3 I MSS of Model 2a)

n'od"r 2.trnl,n?t i=1...k¡ rcl,c!l j=1 ...-l-1 )
=,

The numerator may be factored, using the MSS from Tabfe 2,4t ín:o

condi-t iona.l-ly independent distxibutions by starting at the lasL release

time and working backwards, or:

1) 12 1tp({c;,c:} i=k+1 ...r-1 | {Ri,Ri} i=1 ...k, {ci,cÍ) j=l ..k)J ) r' r-' ) ) '

" ptrci,cír r rnl,nlr i=1...k, rc!,c]t j=1...k-1)

x p({Rl,Rl} r rnl,nlr i=1...k-1, rc],cjr t:r...r-rr

:

12 1ax p({ci,ci} | {Ri,R;) )

12x e((nl,n]) ).

Each of these distributions is either a binomiaÌ or a multinomial

distribution:

p({c1,c?} j:k+l...1-1 r (RI,R]) i=j....k, rc.1,clr j=1 ..k)I I - j-' i' .,

rrt.
= MuLrinomial( r;+1, {0; { } g;, v=k+1 ....1-1) x

J-^rr



Murrinorniar( ,f,*r, rc2, ri91, v=k+1 ...-l-1) .

I =K+l -

Ànd:

rrr"],"fr r rnl,nlr i=1 ...v, rc1,c?l j:r...,,-rr

= BinomiaL( 11, trlZplll x Binomial_ t rf,, rcitoill
where p.s= r-] + s-_t_],. +...+ s-.s__,.s-_,^..,el is rhe torat probability'v v v v+1 -v-v+1-v+2- "-_l -- -

of observing animals released in year v in post-stratum s under

Model 2a.

.â,nd:

n t t*1,*lr r rnl,nlr i=1. . .v-1, rc],clr i=r. . ."-rr

= rrinomiafr *", rp], plD.

The denominator can be factored into slightly different but simllar

independent multinomial or binomial_ conditionâ1. distributions, or:

errcl,c]r j=k+1...r r r*1**lr i=r...k, r"\,.]t j=l..k)

x rrrc|,clr r rrnl+n?r ) i=1...k, rc],cjr t=r...r-rr

x p((Rl+Rl) r rrnl+nfr) i=1...k-1¡ tc\,c]t j=1...k-1)

* e r rci, clr r tnl+nlrr

" rtr*l**ll.

The individual distributions can now be identified.¡

nrr"1,"! r j=k+1 ...¡ r r rnl**?r ) i=1 ...k, t.\,"]t j=1 ...k)
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And r

= Mulrínomiar( ,i*r*rí*r, rei u i tel+ elt ) s=1 ...2, v=k+l ...1) ." ;=u.r J J

r r rcl,cfr r r rnl+n?r ) i=1. . .v, tc\,c]t j=1. . .v-1)

= rrinomiall 11+ 12, trlzto]+ofr , *¡çr"*p2"tlt.

And:

p((Rl+Rl) r rtnl+n?r) i=1...v-1¡ r"l,"lr j=1...v-1)

= Binomial t "" , rOl*plt t .

The ratio of the joint distributions of the two MSS can now be

evaLuated, and, as expected, at.I the nuisance parameters (the annuar

survival and band-recovery rates) cancel. The test is then based upon

the conditional distribution :

m1
'k+1

/_1
"k+2 l.i

l.i

2
C¡ + nil kil n

' R:li=1
L)

k
n

i=1 r1
1

c1
1

cl..1"k+1'

tl *r2-k+1 -k+1

..1 ^1 ^2 ^2-k+2,...¡ vlr çk+1, .k+2,...,

Further algebraic manipulation, and noting that

ts - ^s - ds -s'í "i - 'i+t - ^i+t
leads to the distribution (erith s=2) gíven in Table 2.5. The jth term
of the product Ín Table 2.5 is thê distribution that results when

Fishex's exact test for homogeneous binomial proportions is extended to
the multinomial case (Rao, 19?3, p. 4f21, and hence the contingency

table test in Table 2,5 is cÌearly eguivalent to this exact test j-n

f arge Sanp.les .

^2'k+ t
1

i
1

i

,?
L

"?1



Derivarion .t .å:"::1åi.îåÎar aishi¡ution
used in the test of Model L vs. Mode] 2a

The derivation wilf be illustrated using the case when k=3r _Z=4r and

re2. The extension to more than two post-scrata will be obvious.

The conditional distribution is found as:

P"od.I 1( MSS of Model 2a I MSS of Model 1)

p"od.t j.r trnf+nlr ) i:1 ...k-1¡ rc\,c2nt, j=1...1 )

The numerator may be factored¡ using the MSS from Tabl-e 2,4, into the

conditionally independent distributions by starting at the last reLease

and working backwards:

errcl,c?r j=k+1...r ¡{(Rl+R?)} i=1...k, rc\,cl j=1..k)

x nttcl,clr I r rnl+n?r) i=1...k, rc\,c]t j:l...k-1)

x p((Rl+Rl) r rrnf+nfr) i=1...k-1, r"\,"1t j=1...k-1)

:

1)1)x r{{cr,c]} I (Ri+R;) )

12x P((R;+R;) ).

Each of these distriubutions is either a binomial, trinomial or

multinomial- d.ist ribution :

nrrcl,cl r j=k+r....1 ¡ 11*1**lr ) i=1 ...k, t"\,"]t j=l..k)

1 ^ s'.s',.'.s .f
= MurLinomiar( ri*r*tl*r, r----f-!11---::l-Y----) i=l;;:Î.r,.

2 > s.s.."..s. -f.. ,.- K K+-L t-] ll=lr+I
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And:

ntr.],"1r r r r*l*olr ) i=l...v, r.1,.?r r=t....,-l
ffr-Y- -Y- "= Trinomial( T-+T- , t>r;, Zr;r,

where p--= f__ + S f .. +...+ S__S__,.S ,^.,,0, is the total probability'v v v v+I v v+l v+2 I -

of observing animals reLeased in year v in post-stratum s und.er Model 1.

A¡d:

ett*l*olr r rrnl+nlr) i=l...v-l, r"],"1r j=l...v-l)
= Binomial ( Nv ¡ {2pv})

The denominator can be factored into slightly different, but similar,

independent nuftinomía1 conditional distributíons, or:

nrr rc]+clr) j=k+1 ..1-1 ¡ 1o1**ll i=1 ...k, rc1+c?l j=1 ..k)

" rrr.l*.lr I r rnl+n?r) i:1...k, rrc]+clr I j=1...k-1)

" p((Ri+Rl) r r rnl+nlr ) i-1 ...k-1, rrcl+c?r ) j=l ...k-1)

" n,,"1*"1, r r*l*nfr )

12x P((R;+R;) ).

The individual distribuLions can no!¡ be identified:

"rr r"1*"?l ) j:k+l..r-1 r ( r*1**lr l i=1 ...k, r rcl+clr ) j=1 ..k)

1 2 sksk*t"sr-1f'
= Multinomial( Ti*r*Ti.*f, { --I-Ì-:::---:-:-:-- } v=k+1 .,,L ).

s c a " .1
K j<rr- _r-f 

Jl:R+l
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Ànd:

p((ci+c3) rtrnl+n?t) i=l...v, rrcl+c?t )j=1 ...v-1)

f
= BinomiaÌ ( r'+t', t-Y)).v v. .f 

v

À,nd;

n((o1**2) rrtnl+nfr ) i=l ...v-1, (rc1+cllr j=r...v-1)

= Binomiat ( Nv¡ {2pv}).

The raLio of the joint dj.slributions of the two MsS cân nor,¡ be

evaluated¡ and. as expected, aIt the nusiance parameters cance.l. The

test is based upon the conditional distribution:

rlcl*"1 I -i,.1*"?,
.!.1 ^i ^l I' i=r ) )
,-'l 'j ' "j J

The extension to m sLrata is obvious:

1
- X tc1+...+cTl

x .j=1 
I l

r-h
The l-" term of the product is the distribution of the exact test for

homogeneous multinomial proportions, and hence the contingency table

test in Tabl-e 2,5 is clearly equivaLènt to lhe exact test in targe

sampLes.

r I cl *...* cT
lll ) 7

i:tl cj ,..., cl
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.Appendix 2 , D
DerivaLion of the conditional distribution
used in the tes¿ of Model 1 vs. Model 2b

The dexivation will be iLlustråted using the case when k:3r -l=4, and

nF2. The extension to more than two posL-strata will be obvious,

The conditional distribution is found as:

nMod.t 1( MSS of Model 2b I MSS of Model 1)

12 12= pModer 1({(ci+c;)) j=l ...k, {ci,c;) j=k+1..1, {zi,zí}, i=1 ...k-1)
1 2 1 2 

..t--PMod.r 1({(Ri+R;)} i:1 ...k, {(c;+c;)), j=1 .

The distribution of Lhe numerator is simplified by first transforning to

an equivalent set of MSS:

rrr"]*.]r ) j=l...k, rr"],"]r r j=k+1...r-1, {21} i=r...*, rrol**?r }, i-l...k))ljjir¡

Then the numerator may be fâctored into conditionally independent

muLtínomial dístributions ¡

-..7 2. 1 2 7 2 1P{{c,,c.) j=k+1..l-1 l { (R.+R.} } i=l...k, { (c,+c.) ) j=1..k, {z-}i=1...k)

1 12 72 1x p(zk I { (Ri+Rl) ) i=1...k, {(c.+c.)} j=1...k, {z:} i=1...k_r )

L2 t-2 72 1x P({ck+ck) | {(Rr+R,)} 1=1...k, {(c.+c;)} J=1...k-t, {z:} i=1...k_l )

7272 72 1x P ({R*+R*) I ( {Ri+Rr) } t=1...k-1, { (c;+c:) ) i=l...k-l, (z]t r=1.,.*-t ,

:

1 12 72x P I zr I (R1+R1), (c +ci) )

t272x P((C1+C1) I (R1+R1) )

1-2x P((R1+R1) ),
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The individual distributions can no!¡ be identified:

12 72 12p({c],c;} j=k+1..r-1 r rrxi+nÍr }i=1...k, r"j*"lr ¡=r...r, rrll i=r...*l

s s ..s fs kk+l v-1 v
= HuÌr.lnomià1. ( Zk, {--____________:_:__} v=k+1.,..1_1) for s=1..2

! ss ..s f
l=k+1 

k k+1 j-1 j

¡.nd;
112 1) 1P((z;) | { (R;+Rl) } i=1 ...v, { (c;+c;)} j:1 ...v, (zi} i-1...v_1 )

1?
= Binomial ( z'+z', l.5l) .

And :

'l?1)1tp({ (ci+cz)) I ((Ri+Rí) } i=1 ...v, r rcl+c]t ) j=1 ...v-r, rz]r i=r...v-rr

1.f
= Binomial I l_nl-, {1Y}) "ner. pv was defined in Appendic 2.C.v v f v

Ànd :

p((Ri+Rl) rrrnl+nfr )i=1 ...v-1, rrc]+cl r j:r....v-1¡ rzlr i=r...v-ir
= Binomial- ( Nv, {2pv}).

The denominator was expanded in Appendix 2.C, The ratio of the

distributions of the two MSS can no!¡ be evaluated. The test is then

based upon the conditional- distributj-on:

|,\.,1'ì f,.r*c?
k-i l,;,,3) ,|."1 ,.í



The extension to m strata is obvious:

( r'. *...*rTl ( ..'*...*"Tll"i ";l li ilk-l l.t¡'"'''i) t l."j' '"j)n xfl
j=l ,-I , , -m, j=k+1 .^l .

_(z-.+.. 
.+z'l'l 

- 
(c:+.. .+cT)

m--m

the lth term of the product is the distribution of the exact test for

homogeneous multinomial propor¿ions, and hence the contingency table

best in Table 2.5 is clearly equivalent to the exact test in farge

samples.



.Appendix 2 , E
DerivatÍon of the conditional- dis¿ribution

uaed in Lhe goodness-of-fit test for Model 3

The condit.i-onal distribution is found as;

ngod"l 3( Data I Mss ôf Moder 3)

: D r tos ,= pModel 
3( tR, ,, i=1 . ..k, j=i., .1¡ s:1 . ,.fn )

n"odur 3( {(R;} i=1 ...k, {c; } j:l ...r-1} s=1 ...m)

The numerator is the product of independent multinomial distributions

(Section 1.3) and the denominator can be factored into conditionaJ-l-y

índependent multinomial distributions in much the same way as in

Appendix 2.8. The test is based upon thê conditional distribution:

m

n
s-1

k( R: ìnt - 
|

i=r lnl., nl ,.",..., R" '

-----l-::---::::1-------::l-

Noting that:
r?," - nl " = rl - clL+l r+I l- L

nl ..= nl .. -nl-rl+ r-+r, J+ r+r¿ l
the distributj-on may be rewritten as:

m

II r=2(^"1
I 'i It^^t
[*it*'"'' *Ìr*J

thThe (s, l) --- term of the product is the distribution of the exact test

for homogeneous mu.ltinomial proporLions, and hence the contingency table

test in Table 2.5 is clearly equivalent to the exact test in large sampLes,

,L [:;] 
.[",.,']t 

, ",]

i .; lt ,ì-*i

I Lï:: li:r:::---- ï:l-[]i::-li::---- l::- i:
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Chapter 3

The Partial- and Complete-Fidel ity Models

Surnaary

The models of Chapter 2 are generalized by explícitly modelling the

migration process previously hidden in the 'band-recovery rates, . In

the Part ia l-Fide I ity Modelr animals are assumed to be faithful to their

pre-stratum of release but choose the post-stratum j-n each year of

rnigiation independently of that chosen in previous years. In the

CompLete-Fídelity Model, animals are assumed to be faithfuL to both the

pre-stratum of release and the post-stratum of migration for al-f years

the animal is alive. In both modeJ-s, ordinary band-recovery data is

shown to be inadequate for inferences about the fundamental and derived

parameLers - the migration rates are confounded with thê band-recovery

rates, À nodification to the experimental design in both models

involving additional live síghtings of animals in the post-strata is

shown to be sufficient to allor¡ full inference on aJ-l parameters, Ã,

numerical example, using simulated data, is presented for each modeL

using this modified design.
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Chapter 3
The partial- and Complete-Fide lity ModeIs

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this and subsequent chapters, the models of Chapter 2 are

generalized by explícit]y modelling the migration process. In the

previous moders, the post-stratum band-recovery rates incl-uded a hidden

nigration component in those cases where recoveries were stratified by

arêa of recovery. Now the migration component wilL be explicitly

modelled by introducing parameters representing the migra¡ion rates

from the pre- !o post-strata. NaturaLly, ad.ditional assumptions must

be made about the migration process. Two models, the parliaL_ and

complele-Fide l ity Moders each naking different assumptions about. the

fidelity of the animals to the seasona.I migration routesf are

considered.

In the Part iaL-Fidel ity Model-, it is assumed. that the animal is
faithful to the pre-stratum of refeâse but chooses the post_stratum

independently of the choice in previous years, For example, Ànderson

and Henny (I9't2t p,861 state that female red.heads (Àytàya americana)

have fidelity to their breeding areas (pre-strata) but may choose a

different wintering area (post-strata) each year perhaps based upon

envj-ronmental condiLions present during rnigration. Banding takes place

in the breeding areas, Recoverj-es occur on the wintering areas.

Interest lies in the migratlon patterns from the breeding areas to the

wintering areas. (This model j-s also applicable if the animaLs are

pre-straLifíed by, for example, sex, and interest l-ies on the different

migration patterns to wintering areas by the different sexes. Here the



animar is "faithful" to its sex at banding. rather than the breedino

area at banding. )

In the Complet.e-Fidelity Model, it is instead. asaumed that the

anirnal ís faithfui- to both its pre-stratum of rerease and to its post-

strat.um of migration in all years between release and recovery. For

example, some species of birds home precisely to both their breeding

sites and wintering sj-tes each year. Banding takes place in the

breeding areas. Recoveries occur on the wj.ntering areas, Interest

again lies ín the migration patterns from breeding areas to wÍntering

areas.

Châpman and ,.Iunge (1956) and Darroch (1961) used capture_recapture

models to examine migration patterns from pre-strata (where marked

animals were released) to post-strata (where animala were recaptured) .

However, they did not extend their resu.Its t.o more than two sampting

occasions, and so did not have to consídex the fidelity assumption.

Arnason (I972, I973) and Seber (l.982f p. 555) extended these resutts to
more than two sampting times, but considered the special- case of

migrations among a constant set of strata from year to year, i.e,, an

Interna l-Trans fe r Model (Chapter 5). .As welL, in capture-recapture

modeJ-s, the act of capturj-ng an anirnal is assumed to occur at a poínÈ

in time while in band-recovery models, recoveries occur over a period

of time. For example, recoveries of bands from ducks occur primarily

from hunters and occur over several months. For highly exploj-ted

species, the band-recovery formulation ín this paper is more

appropriate. Thê methods of Brownie et al. (19g5) can be used when the
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animals are pre-stratífied at the time of release and each pre_stratum

has its own unique survíva1 and band-recovery rales, Àn implÍciL

assumption of these moders is that the animals are faithfur to their
pre-straLum of release and it is further assumed that these pre_stratum

specific rates are applicable Lo afl animals in the pre-stratum. In

the case of migrationf this is doubtful sínce an animalrs survivar and

band-recovery rates fikely depend upon the nigration destination.

Hence, as shown Ln Chapter 2, a post-release stratification analysis is
aLso needed.

Both the partial- and Complete-Fidel ity Models are discussed in this
Chapter since the modelling process and methodology are simiJ-ar for
both modets. I first discuss the parL ia t-Fidel Íty Modet (since it is
Iikely to be more useful than the Complete-Fidel ity ModeÌ) and show

that ordinary band-recovery data are Ínadeguate for alf but estination
of the surviva.l rates over aLl post-strata and. the ha rvest_de rivat ion

rates since not aÌI parameters are ídentifiable. The assumptions

required for parameter identifj-cation and for testing hypotheses about

lhe parameters of the mode.l are determined and their consequences

exami-ned. f then show that a change to the experinentaf design to
incLude live re-sightings of the animar-s in addition to recoveri-es in
each post-gtratum, allows estimation of more parameters and. testing of
hypothesês about the parametera while rnaking fewer assumptions. The

Complete-FidelÍty Model is then examined and again ordinary band._

recovery data are found to be inadequate. The same modification to the

expêrimental design is shown to aLlor,¡ for estimation and. hypothesis



tesling. Finally, an ilfustration of the resulta of this Chapter is

presented and discussed.

3.2 NOTÀTION

l,et there be k years of releases, -1 years of recovery, å pre-strata

Ì,¡here banding occurs, and þ post-strata where recoveries occur. For

completeness, aLl parameters and statistics reguired for the extend.ed.

experiments involving live re-sightings, discussed in Sections 3.4 and

3.6, are also included.

Fundamenta.l Pararneters

A dot in a superscript or a subscript of a paramèter ind.icates that

the parameter is the same for aÌI values of the index.

t{Ï = true population size of pre-stratum s in year J.

J',; = total emigration rate in year i of animals that were rel-eased
in pre-stratum.s to any of the post-strata where recoveríes
occur.

o < ¡vf ' < r
a

ni': relative emígration rate in year i to post-strata where

recoveries occur of ânimals refeased in pre-stratum s
to post-stratum f.

o < n'lt < 1, ! mlt=rJ.,T

Jt.t. = band.-recovery rate of animafs released ln pre-stratum .9 and
recovered in post-stratum t in year j,

o<rlt<r
l-



pït= signtlnS rate of animals re.Leased. in pre-stratum s and

sighted in post.-stratum t in year i.

o<pÌt<r

Iït= ¡..ra-r.porting rate of animal-s released in pre-straturn s and.

recovered in post-stratum t in year i.
(Thís is a componenL of the band-recovery rate as discussed
by Brownie et aJ.., 1985, Sect.ion 2,1)

o < ¡,lt< r
I

= post-stratum specifj-c survival rate for anímals released from
pre-stratum s which migrate to post-stratum t betv¡een the time
of banding in year I and the time of banding in year j+1.

o<slt<r
.1

Dêrived P

s:"
L

Sf 
': net survivaL rat.e for animals released from pre-stratum sL

over alL post-strata between the time of banding in year i and

the time of banding in year i+l.
b

s:' = i ,rftrlts"t + migration to and survival in"L 
a1, 

"i "'l ":- ' post-straLa where no recoveries occur

Jl-= the rel-ative immiqration rate of animals into
post-stratum t frorn pre-stratum s in year i.

êt<. Ni tf n'."_st' L l .x

la -. stI Ni ¡¿i n.
-411s=l

DÌ'= the relative harvest-derivation rates of animals from pre-
t-

stxatu¡n s within post-stratum t in year j.
ê* -'sL-st ^st. N: tf nl"l" / 7t1"_sEr-r].tIu.TA

> ¡f 
-. 

,'f 'rltrlt ¡ ¡,lt- r.1 LI Is=l
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P]-- totaf probability that a banded animal f¡om pre-stratum .s

in year I wilL be recovered or síghted in post-stratum t in or
aft.er year l. The parametric form wifl depend upon the model

considered and is presented ín Àppendix 3..A for the partial--
Fidelity Model and Ã,ppendix 3.D for the Complete-Fidelity
Model.

Statistics
A dot in a superscrj-pt or a subscript of a statistic indicates a

totaL surüned over all values of the index.

d = .rrr U". of animals banded. and. released from pre-stratum.s inl-
year l. It is assumed that the band used identifies at least
the year of banding and the pre-stratum. In practice,
indivíduaIIy labe.l.led bands are often used.

RII= nunUer of animals refeased in pre-stratum s in year Jrl
which are recovered in post-stratum t in year j.

nli; nunLUe r of animal-s released in pre-stratum s in year i or
earlier which are recovered in post-stratum t in year j.

a1- e+ êt-R:: = R:: + R:: +...+ R::rl+ ll 2) rl
-ttL¡,;= nurìbe r of anirnal-s released in pre-stratum s in year i that arerl

recovered ÀND sighted in post-stratum t in year j.

Bll= rlr^¡er of animals reLeased in pre-strat.um s in year I that arer-l
recovered BIX! not sighted in post-stratum t in year J,

di= ru U.r of animals rel-eased. in pre-stratum s in year i that are
sighted I{Il¡HOlIr being recovered in post-slratum t in year J.

d!l="urø"t of animals released. in pre-stratum,s in year I that arerlv
sighted WIIHOUT being recovered in post-straLum t in year j
and are NEXT sighted or recovered in pos!-stratum u in year v.

?it= totut nurìbe r of animals from pre-stratum s recovered in post-I
stratun Ë tha! !¡ere knor.¡n to be alive at time I and vrere

recovered or sighted at or after time j.
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,lt= to¿ul nurnber of animals from prè-stratum s recovered inI
post-stratum t that v¡ère known to be alive at time i and were

recovered or sighted after Lime i.
Chapter 2 illustrates examples of the computatÍon of the ? and z

statistics from recovery matrices. The fotlowing relationships aÌso

hold among these statistics:

-st_*st,^st1l rl Ll

-st ^st ..,st .,st.t1 = 
^1 . * *1 . - n1 ..

'Ì'='il, + rnif +rli: -ro;::) - (R"t._r * *Ìlr_, - *ili_r, r

,ìt= rìt -(n"l + w"l - w"!'r= rif, -rnifr,.* *ï1r,.- -Ìli,.,t

3,3 THE PÀRT¡ÀT-FIDETITY MODEL USING ORDTNARY BAND-RECOVERY DÀTÀ

The Part iai--Fidelity Modef is applicab]-e when animals are banded and.

released in pre-strata and migrate each year to post-sttata from which

some bands are recovered. The animals are assumed always to return to

their pre-stratum of release, but may choose a different post-stratum

each year. lnteresL focuses on the mígrat.ion rates from lhe pre-

strata to the post-strata.

In Èhis section, the use of ordinary band-recovery data in the

Pa rt ial-Fide lity Model r,¡iII be examined since j-t is Ímportant to

understand exactly what information can be extracted from past or

fulure ordinary banding sÈudies. The assumptions and rnodeL parameters

(aLong !,¡ith their interpretations ) Lhat are required in the partial-

Fj-delity Model are first outlined. It is shonn that, unfortunateÌy,
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ordÍnary band-recovery dat.a are ínadèquate except for inference on the

net survival and ha rvest-derivaLion rales. Since it may not be

feasible Lo col-lect addit.ional data, I then indicate what further

assumptions are required for inferences about the other parameters of

the model while remainíng in an ordinary band-recovery context. The

validity of these assumptíons can only be assessed on biological

grounds .

3.3.1 ASSUMPTIONS

The usuaÌ assumpLions of band-recovery models as outlined in

Section 1.1.3 are made. .A,s sell, it is assuned that:
. the banding process selects a simple random sample of animaLs

from each pre-stratum. In particufar, the banding process ís not

post-stratum selective, i.e., the proportion of banded animal-s is

expected to be the same within a given pre-stratum across the

groups r¡hat will enigrate to the various post-strata.

' animals retain their pre-strâtum identification. Hence, if the

breeding areas are the pre-strat.a, it is assumed that the animal-s

are faithful Lo their breeding areas. If the pre-strata are

permânent attrlbutes of an animaL (e.g., sex), this assumption is

c.Iearly true.

. emigration is Markovian, Emigration rates depend only upon the

calendar year and not upon the (unknown) past migrations of the

animals.

. the post-slratum is unique and correctly identified for each

recovered animal.



. the band-recovery ratea may depend upon the pre_stratum, the

post-stratumr and the year of recovery, but not upon an animal,s

(unknovrn) past migration pattern.

' índependent estimates of the populatíon sizes (or the reJ-ative

population sj-zes) are available.

' independent estimates of the band.-reporting rat.es are available.
' the same nunber of years of reLeases are performed in a1l pre_

strata, and the same number of years of recovery are performed in
a]I post-slrata. This assumption may be relaxed, but the notation

becomes complex.

3.3.2 MODET AND INTERPRETATION OF PÀRÀMETERS

The yearly recoveries from each years releases can be displayed as

shov¡n in Figure 3,3.2a. Under the assumptions of Section 3.3.1, the

yearly recoveries from each yearrs refeases from each pre-stratum can

be nodelÌed as independenL multinomial distributions along the lines of

Chapter 2. The expected number of band-recoveries under this model- can

be put into a matrix form, as shown (Figure 3.3.2b) in the case of k=3

yeara of banding, -l=4 years of recoveriesf a:2 pre_strata where banding

occurred, and .b=2 post-strata where recoveries occurred. The expected

numbe r of bands never recovered is not shown. A numericâI exâmple

using the parâneters of Table 1..5a, assumíng that these rates are

conatant over tíme, is shor.Jn in Figure 3.3,2c and is discussed ber-or,¡,

ft is assumed that animals onty from the first t!¡o pre_strata are

banded, and that recoveries are obtained from only the first two post_

stragai thís corresponds to Case fI of Table 1.5a,



Figure 3.3.2a

Illustratlon of the nunber of recoveries in the partial-Fidelitv Model
using_ordinary band-recovery data in the case of k:3 year of reieases,

-Z=4 years of recoveries. a:2 pre-strata, and ,b:2- post-strata

Recoveries of pre-stratum 1 animals
Year Nunber Post-stratum 1 recoveries by year Post-stratum 2 recoveries by year
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Figure 3 - 3.2b

Expected nuribet of tecoveries in the Partial-Fidelity l'lode] using oldinary
.k=3 years of bandj.ng, -¡=4 years of recovery, å=2 pte-sttata with bandlng,
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Figure 3. 3.2c
Numerlcar lrlustraÈion of the expected recoveries in the partiat-Fid.elitv Modelusing ordlnarv band-recovery- data assuminq the paiãneiãiã-i" ì.ËiË-i1s"are constant over time

Year
Banded

Expected recoveries of pre_sttatum 1 animals
Number Post-stratum 1 recoveríes by year post-stratum 2 recove¡íes by yearBanded I 2 3 4 -- L - --r- - --ã-'"--"ã ",

1 1000 20.00 12.00 1.20 4.322 1000 20.00 l2-oo 't.20
3 1000 20. oo L2.OO

Year Number

::19:g ::f:9
1 10002 1000
3 1000

Expected recoveries of
Post-stratum 1 recoveries by year1-234

The row-rdise sl-milaritíes in each table are a lesu1tof lable 1.5a are constant over time-

32.00 16.00 8.00 4.0032.00 16.00 8.00
32.00 16. 00

20.00 12.00 7.20 4-3220.00 12.00 .1 .20
20.00 12 .00

pre-stratum 2 animals

Post-stratum 2 recoveries by yearI234

36.00 18.00
36.00

of assurning that the parameters

9.00 4.5018.00 9.00
36.00 18.00
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ft is important for the proper interpretaLion of the parameters that

the assumptions of the timing of the migration process and recovery

process be clearly stated. In these rnodels, it is assumed that banding

in year j takes pl-ace at a point in time t,. Then the "d.ecision" of

choice of post-straLum by the animal is assumed to take place

inmediately aft.erwards aL ¿ime È1. Recoveries occur untif just beforeI

banding in the nexL year, í.e,, from time t1 to tl*r. Some of these

recoveries may not j-ndicate the post-stratum chosen by the animal and

are discarded. For example, if the post-strata are flyways, recoveries

that occur before the choice of flyway is clear are uninformative about

the post-stratum to be chosen and are discarded. Similarly, recoveries

that occur aft.er the bird has returned from the flyway are

uninformative on which flyway was chosen and are aLso discarded.

However¡ these recoveries do contaj-n informaLion about the net survival

rate ovêr all post-strata since the bird is known to have survived.

unLil the yèar of recovery. If the number of such animaLs is small,

the loss of efficiency in the estimates of the survival rates wiII be

smal-1. Incorporating information from these discarded recoverÍes is

straightforward (along the .Iines of SecLíon 3.4), but tedious and ís

not pursued further.

Note that by placing the migration ,'decisj-on" immedíately after the

time of banding, it is not implied t.hat migration choices are actually

made at this time. In realj-ty, the choice of rnlgration route depends

upon many factors and may take place some tine after banding. However,

this decision is projected back to the time of banding ao that any

mortalily betvreen banding and migration is incorporated ínto the band-
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recovery rate, and not in the migrâtion rates. In a senser the

migration rates are conditional upon all animals surviving Lo the t.ine

of migration. The band-recovery rates wiL1, of course, contain a

hidden survival component, as they do in ordinary band-recovery modefs.

The parameter" ,f' r"pr""unt the total emigration rate of ani¡nalsI

reLeased from pre-stratum .s, to any of the post-strata v¡here recoveries

occurred in year i. The parameter afLows aninafs to migrate in year I
to post-strata without recoveries (with probabÍ1ity 1-M:') and is

assumed j-nvariant to the intermediate (unknown) migration history of
the animal. Fox examplef in Figure 3.3.2c, ,{' tanu total emigration

rate of pre-stratum 2 animals to the post-strata where recoveries

occurred in year 1, taken from Tabfe 1.5a) equals 70å being the sum of

40å from pre-stratum 2 Lo post-stratum I and 30å from pre_stratum 2 !o
post-stratum 2. The rate is less than 100å, since post_straLum 3, by

assurnption, had no recoveries.

The parâmeter" rlt a"pr"""nt the relative emigration rates ofI

animaLs reLeased in pre-stratum s, to post-stratum t ì.n year j,

conditional upon the animal- migrating to one of the post-strata where

recoveries occurred; again independent of the intermediate (unknown)

migration history of the anirnal. For exampÌe, in Figure l.S.Zc, fiL
(the relatíve emigration rate from pre-sLratum 2 to post-stratÌrm 1 in
year 1) eguals 57.14å = 402/704 (taken from Table 1..5a) ,

-. -st'rne parameEers .t. represent the band_recovery rates of animals

released j-n pre-st.ratun s and recovered in post-stratum t in year j.
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These recovery raLes are based upon the animals alive at band.ing time

in year l, and include a mortality component, a band-retrieval

component, and a band-reporLÍng component. For exampler in
2|Figure 3,3.2c, {- ltne band-recovery rate for animals from pre-stratum

2 recovered in post-stratum 1 in year 1) equals gt which equals Lhe

(unknown in practice) harvest rate of pre-stratum 2 animals in posL_

sLratum 1 in year 1 (20å) times the band-reporting rate for bands from

animals f¡om pre-stratum 2 harvested in post-stratum 1 in year 1 (40t),

taken from TabLe 1.5a.

thus the expected nunber of bands returned from animals released

from pre-stratum 2 in year 1 and recovered in post-stratum 1 ín year 1,
2lE(R;;), witl be eguaÌ to the product of the number of animaÌs banded,

the total emigration ra¿e. the relative ernigrâtion rate¡ and the band._

recovery rate;

E(Ril) - ú",4'*,1r*1t (or )

)1E(R;;) = 1000 x 0.?o x 0.5?14 x 0.08 = 32.00

The parameters Sl' represent the pre-stratum specific net survival

rates of animals refeased ín pre-stratum s over aIÌ post-gtrata

(including those wíthout recoveries) from the time of banding in year j

to the tj-me of banding in year j+1 . In the numerical example of

Chapter 1, the valuè of Sl' was found. to be O.50 which would. impJ-y that
0.50 of the aninaLs released in pre-stratum 2 wilt reÈurn to this pre_

sLratum a year later and be availabl_e to migrate in the next year.
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The pxe-slratum specific net survivaf rates wilf be a conponent of

the expected number of recoveries in all years after the year of
release. For exampl-e, the expected nu¡rùler of bands returned. from

animals re.leased in pre-stratum 2 in year 1, and recovered in post_

atratrlrn 1 in year 2 , E ß1tr, wilt be equat to the prod.uct of the nunber

of animals banded, the net survival rate betr"reen years l- and 2r the

total emigratíon ín year 2, the reLative emigration rate j-n year 2, and

the bând-recovery rate in year 2, or

nrnllr = ú -'1'* 4'" 4' - 4r.
Assuming the rates in Table 2a are constant over time, this can be

computed as:

)1E(R;;) :1000 x O.SO x 0.?0 x 0.5714 x 0.08 = 16.00

Without further assumptions, it is not possible to factor out the
índividuar post-stratum specific survivar rates rrom the net survival
rate, since there is no information abouL these rates for animals that
may LemporariLy emigrate to post-strata without recoveríes (in this
casef post-straturn 3)f but then return to Lheir pre-stratun and are

availabfe to emígrate to post-strata in 1âter years. This is apparent

from Figure 3.3.2b !¡here all the expected. resuLts can be expressed as a

function of the net survival rates alone. Note that in the nodeÌs

considered by Àrnason (19'12, fg.l3l, it was assumed. that if emigration

to other post-strata took place, the animals permanentl.y .leave t.he

experiment and such emígration was treated as another form of

"nortality". No such assumption is made here.
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3.3.3 ESTTMATION

There are al total emigratíon parameters l{'1, .lÞf l-¿ relative

emigration parameters trltl, ul* band-recovery parameters trltl, rt*-rt

net survj-val paEameters (sl'), ana ab(l-k) "product" parameters of the

torro sf'sflj, , . . si-rrit for recoveries occurring after year k, for a

toLaI of a (2bl+k-l'l pararneters.

Since the yearly recoveries from each year,s releases from each pre-

stratum can be modelled as independent multinomial distribulions, the

likelihood function is easily constructed. For example, the tikelihood

functj-on in the case of k=3 years of releases, -l=4 years of recoveries,

a=2 pre-strata where banding occurs and b:2 post-strata where

recoveries occur can be !¡ritten as:

( rui I1l ' IL= ll I s1 s1 s1 sl s2 s2 s2 s2lI R R . R F Rr,, R.,r, Rr.,Rr"ls=1 \ 11 72 13 14'
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Not âll parameters are identifiable, since, for exampJ.e, rnlt anA fÌt
always occur together in product forrn. .å,fter simplificatíon, the

likelihood reduces to:
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from which t.he MsS can be identified.

Two questions are considered. First, exactLy what fundâmentaL or

derived parameLers can be eetinated using ordinary band-recovery data?

Second, since it may not be feasible to collect additional dat.a, what

furlher assumptions are required in order to estimat.e the renaining

fundamental or derived parameLers ?

3.3.3,1 Estimation without further assumptions

The MSS has dimension a(b1+k-1) and one representaLion of iLs

components is found to be:

ni' "=t"'?,.., and ¡"1 i=i:::í^'i' i=L. . , rx-rl .1

One seL of identifiable functions of the parameters can be estimated.

using the methods outtined in Chapter L as:

''s' st -st ii'nÌi s=1 " 'a,i ri fi r-1 .._b
{ rì i=1...k

sl ...sl'.¡Ê'n,ltr?tK l.-L J- a .a
t=1 ...b
i=(k+1)...I

al'¡"1K. .l

^f r:'kk

^ Ds' 7s'rF '
-s. "i."i "í+ 1sr i -1 (k_1)t r,f rl'¡y -r 1 r+I,.

Note that the Parlía.t-Fide1 ity Model with ordinary band-recovery data

is simply a repa ramete ri zat ion of Model 2a of Chapter 2 for each pre-

stratrrn as foLlows:



Parameter of Model 2a of
Chapter2forasingle

re-st-r

t.
L

s....s. ,f:K .1-I I

.I

(Note that the post-stratun is designated here by superscript ¿ whereas

it was designated by superscript s in Chapter 2.) Às noted. in Chapter
f2' fl, the "gross band-recovery rate" is a function of Èhe total

emigration rate (M;'), Èhe relative emigration rate (mÌt), and the true

band-recovery rate (tlt). The emigratíon and band.-recovery rat.es
.]-

cannot be separately estimaled without further assumptions

(Section 3.3.3.2). The pre-stratum specific net survival rates over

all- post-strata (S:') can be estinated even though recoveries are not

received from aL1 post-strata since it is assumed that if an animal

migrates to another post-stratumf it wilf return in the nexl year to

iÈs pre-strâtum of release and v¡ill "forgeL,' where it migrated in

previous years. The animals wiII again migrate and may be recovered. in

subsequent years, The varíance of this estimator was presented in

Chapter 2.

The close relationship between the parLia l-Fide l ity Model and

Model 2a of Chapter 2 may, al first glance, be surprj,sing. fn a1l of

the models of Chapter.2, it was implicitly assumed thaL aII animals

were faithful to one and only one post-stratum which appears to

contradict the assumption of the pa rt íal-Fidelity Model of MarkovÍan

behavi.our j-n choosing the post-stratum each year, llowever, in

Identifi-ab]e functíon of
the parameters of the
Pa rt ial-Fide l itv ModeI

s' st -stM, m. t.rt_r

sl...sl'-,,f,'r?trltK r-1 t a .L

s:
1
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Model 2a, all aninalsr regardless of post-stratum, rvere assrìmed to have

a cotnmon surviva.l rate, and so it is iÍunat.eriaL to the model

formulation if the animaf remains faithful to its eventual post-sLrat.um

of recovery, or freely rnigrates to other post-strata; the yèarly

survivaL rates are the same in both cases, In Lhe part ial-Fidetity

Model, the post-stratun surviva.l rates are allowed to differ, but in

the absence of informaÈion about tehere an animal migrates, the onl.y

surviva.l rate that is applicable i6 the net survíval rate over all-

post-strata (Sl') ¡einq a convofution of the post-stratum specific'l

survival rates and the nrigration rates. This survival rate wiII appl-y

to alÌ animals in the years between release and recovery. Both modets

then model survival in the same fashion. The connection between the

band-recovery rates of Model 2a and the migration and band-recovery

components of the Pa rt ia l-Fidelity ModeL is expected since, as noted in

Chapter 2, the band-recovery rates of Model 2a contâin migration and

band-recovery components.

Since Lhe net survival rate over all post-strata (S:') is a

convo.lution of the post-stratum specifíc survivaf .ate" (slL) and the

abso.Iutê emigrat.ion rates (ul'mlt) (including those of pôst-strata

r,¡here no recoveries occur) , the individual post-sLratum survival rates

cannot be estimated since the emigration ratea cannoL be estimated

individually. Even if estimates of the emigration rates were

avaiLable, there are many different sets of post-stratum survival rates

that lrould give rise to the same neL survival rate. For example, j-f

the absolule emigration rates to three post-strata were known to be

0.49, O.40t and. O.20 respectively, then each of the following sets of



post-strâtum survival rates

all post-st.rata:

Post-stratum
surviva.L rates
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all lead to the samê net survival rate over

Computation of net survival
rate over a1l post-st. rata

1.00 0.00 0.00
0.50 0.50 0.00
0.00 0.50 0.67

1,00 (0.40) + 0.00 (0.40) + 0.00 (0.20) : o.40
0.50 (0.40) + 0.50 (0.40) + 0.00 (0.20 ) = 0.40
0.00(0.40) + 0.50(0.40) + 1.00(0.20) = o.40

It is impossible to estimate the absolute or total irmnigration rates

unÌess aLl possible pre-strata are included in the band.ing-program.

Furtherrnoref since the relative inmigration rates are computed by first

weighting the absoLute emigration rates by the pre-stratum population

sízes, and since the band-recovery rates are confounded with the

absoLute emigration rates, the relative immigration rates cannot be

estimated without fur¿her assumptions.

It is also impossible to estinate the absol-ute harvest -derivaLion

rates unLess all possible pre-strata are included in the banding

program. Howeverr the relative ha rvest-de rivat ion rates can be

estimated by weighting the gross recovery rates (product of total

emigrationr relative emlgration and band-recovery rates, ul'^Ìtrltl uv

the externa.l estimates of the absolute or reLative population size

{lll*l arra the ínverse of the band-reporting rate (},Yt),

1". - {.' 4''ìttìt , tit r'rÌ.' ni.nÌlzt¡¡?rl" rltr s=1...a
-i : ã--;-------;--------;-- = ---=----=---=---=-=----=--- r=i,..Þ

t ¡f *' f ''l¿rlt z llt i llf 
-. 

n?'n"ll rHiri'. ritr i=l " 'k
s=1 I r L r r 

"]1 
i -'i.--.i

Varíances may be estimated usíng the delta-method.. In some

circumstances, it is reasonabl_e to assume that the band-reporting râtes

!¡ithin post-stratum È in year I are homogeneous âmong. the pre_strata,
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. ^sL "'tr.e,, À: = À,-, even if the band-recovery rates are not. In these

cases, the band-reporting rates are not required, and the harvest-

derivation estimators sirnplify to:

r.rf 
*. nl'n"lz orlrl'r

r ¡¡i.. nl'n"!z r¡r?rl'r

D.
l.

f-.,'f''9t.Ct1.tai
a^
I ¡f -. ,'f ''ltrlt,L.Lrr

3,3.3,2 Assumptions necessary to estimate the confounded. parameters

If the band-recovery rates were known exactly, then it is a simple

matter to estimate the emigration rates. This rarely (if ever) occurs

in practice and is not discussed further, However, Ín some casesr

certain reasonable assì.¡mptions about the band-recovery rates alfow the

relative emigration and retatj_ve irunigration rates to be estimated,

If external estimates of the relative ratio of the bånd-recovery

rates among post-strata for each pre-straÈum are avaiLable or are known

exactlyr i,e., if {t = 
"rt{t 

for known or estimaLed o.t ¡ut unknoren

fi-r then it is possible to estimate the relative emigration rates

{m]") . It is nol necessary that the actual recovery rates be

estimated; onfy their relative magnitudes. This could. be done by using

a proport ional-haza rds t]ape model. For exampte, two post-strata may be

sirnilar so thât the band-recovery rates are felt to be proportional to

the hunter-days of effort expended in each post-stratum. The relative

rat.j-o of the band-recovery rates wou.ld correspond to the ratio of the

hunting efforts, but the exact relationship between hunting effort and

recovery rates would remain unknown. Then;



d ''lt{tu art "i."Ìlz r{rÌ'"rtr
Ë-----;------;-- = b- - - - --- -- - - - - - -; - - -
r ¡f'",?trln¡oit >- *i.*Ìizr{rl'"rtr

t=1 t=l

is the MLE for

,,f 'r?trlt¡o,t ,,f 'rltrl1o. tuo't
1 r i- i i i -i --i '-'i st

b--------------- = Ë---------
ï 4''';tr¡tro.t i, of''ltd1o:t¡o:t r

t=1 rr t=l aaltl

The total- emigration rates stj-l-l remain confound.ed $rith the band-

recovery rates and cannot be estinated under any reasonab.le

assumptions. This is not unexpected¡ since ít is impossibJ-e to

distinguish between a high total emigratj-on rate and. fow band-recovery

rate, and a Low total- emigration raLe and a high band-recovery rate.

If the band-recovery rates in year J. are assumed to be homogeneous

among the pre-strata withín pogt-stratum t (i.e,, flt - f,È) tfren the

relative immigration rates can be estimated. For example, if the pre-

strata are breeding areas relatively close together, the animals nay

migrate at similar times and face similar harvesting pressures. since

the animals are otherwise indist ínguishable, there is no reason to

bei"ieve their band-recovery rates would differ. This assumption would

be suspect if the breeding areâs are far apart, had markedly d.ïfferent

age or sex structures, or if the animafs migrated at different times.

Then the relat.ivê inrnigration ratea can be estirnated by:

l-

{-. d'':tr:' *ï*. ni.nilzrniri'r s=1...aa1Ì1-:--;-------:------ t=1 . '.bâ "-* a "t tr". d''?trlt > ul*. nl'n"!rrH%f ') i=1 "'k
- I ]. r ] _ l. r' .Í i Í5=I S=_L
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3.3.3.3 SuJruna ry of resul-ts on estimation

The major pxobl-em in usÍng ordinary band-recovery data for estimat.ion

purposes ín the part ia r-Fidel íty Moder- is that the em.igration rates are

confounded v¡ith the bând-recovery rates. Use of this tl¡lpe of daLa

implies that:

. total emigration rates and band-recovery rates can not be

estimated sêparately under any reasonabLe restriction; but their
product may be estimated.

. net surviva.L rates over all post-strata can be estimated.

. post-stratum specific survjval rates cannot be esLimated..

' rel-ative harvest-de rivat ion rates can be estimated if independent

estimaLes of the pre-straturn population sizes and band_reporting

rates are available.

. relatíve emigration rates can be estimated if the relative

magnitudes of the band-recovery rates among post-strata are known

or can be estimated from other studies (fft 't sl
1 = û.. ti ).

. relative immigration rates can be estimated if it is assumed that

the band-recovery rates are homogeneous among pre-stratâ within a

post-stratu¡n ttÌt = tit I

Unfortunatel-y, the assunptions necessary for parameter estimation

cannot be tested using the datâ from the experiment and. must be

assessed on biological. grounds.

3.3,4 TESTTNG

Since ordinary band-recovery data are not sufficient for estimation

many of the parameters of interest, it is not surprising, that they

also not sufficient for testing hlpotheses about the paramèters.

of

are
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However, many meaningful tests can be constructed if additional

assuJnptions are made.

I first discuss a partial goodness-of-fit test based. upon the

results of Chapter 2. I then discuss "model-reduct ion" tests that

examine the hornogeneity of the parameters over strata or over time. À

set of hierarchical models (as in chapter 2) is not deveroped since the

data from ordinary band-recovery data are so inad.equate for this
purpose.

Note that the tests developed in Chapter 2 of homogeneous gross

"band-recovery rates" are really tests thaÈ the product of emigration

and the band-recovery rates are homogeneous among post-strataf i.e,, a

test íf rt!'*ltrlt are homogeneous among. post-strata, and consequentfyl

may be inappropriate.

3.3,4.1 A partíal goodness-of-fit test

since the Part ial-Fidelity Moder usíng ordinary band-recovery data is a

reparamete ri zât ion of Model 2a of Chapter 2, a ion-specific, partial

goodness-of-fit test can be constructed using the goodnes s -of- fit. test
for Model 2a. sínce some parameters are confounded, not alJ_ âspects of
the modeÌ can be examined, If the goodness-of-fit indicates that the

Pa rt ial-Fidelity Model is not appropriate, no single alternative is

suggested,

The partial good¡ess-of-fit test rnay be subdivided into two

components:



' a component ¿o test if the product of the rel-ative emígration

rates and band-recovery rates in year j are the same for all

animals from a given pre-stratum regardless of when released.

. a component to test íf the net survival rates in year J are the

same for aLl animal-s from a given pre-stratum regardless of v¡hen

rel-eased conditÍonal upon the test of the first component not

rejecting its nuII hlæothesis.

À large-sanple contingency table that can be used. in the test of the

hypothesis of the fírst component is shown in Tâb.Ie 3.3.4,J.a. If this

hypothesis is rejected, either the reLative tnigration rates or the

band-recovery rates or both depend upon the year of rel-ease. This

mÍght occur if the assunption that animals "forget" their previous

migration routes is not valid. Then the animals would tend. to migrate

in subsequent years to the post-stratum of prevj-ous years, and there

wil-I be a gradual. shift in the relative migration ratio of the band.ed_

cohort to the post-strata !¡ith the highesl post-stratum surviva.I rates.

Newly banded cohorLs, since Èhey are a rand.om sample of the populatíonf

may include younger animaÌs who have nol yet had a chance to develop

these patterns,

A large sampLe contingency tabÌe that can bê used in the test of the

hlæoÈhesis of the second component is shown in Table 3,3.4. Lb and

should only be performed if the hl¡lgoLhesis in the first component is

not rejected, otherwise, interpretation of the second test is uncLear.

Since estimation of the net survival rates may bê performed by

combinj-ng the data ovex post-slrata and lreating the data as if they
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Tab1e 3.3.4,la

A large sample contingency table tha¿ can be used for the
first component of the partial good¡ess-of-fit test in the

Part ial-Fídelity Model using ordinary band-recovery data

st -st st -stm..t, = m. t.at rl I l
producL terms are year-of-release specific

"t"r. *li : relative miqration rate of animals releasêd inrJ pre-straLum s in year I to post-stratum t in year j.

fl! = ¡.r,¿-t"covery rate of aninals released in pre-stratumrl s in year I when recovered in post-stratum t in year J.

Mss Dimension
Þs."ij a (kl- (k-1) k/2) +

. a (b-1) I
_ sE
K 'l

o *;; ab (kl- (k-1)k/2)

Contingency TabÌe for each (s,j) pair

-s1 _s2 _sbR- R- R-r.l ll .r.l

R"1 Rs?ml mtml ml ml
-sb RS:

ml

-i;

RS:')R"1 Rs? R"l'l 'l 'l

where mãnin (j, k)

There are (min(jlk) -1) (þ-1) degrees of freedom for each (srj) pair.
The overal.l test is computed by sunming Èhe component chi-square test
statis¿ics and degrees of freedom for a total- of a(b-1) (l(k-l)-(k-
L't k/21 degtèea of freedom.

Intuitively, if the nuL.l- hLpothesis is true, the recoveríes of pre-
stratum s anima.ls in year j (colunns¡ should occur in the saße
proporLions among the post-strata regardless of year of release (ro!¡s)

Thís test wiff not detect changes ín the total nigration rate among
releaseg.



Table 3.3.4.1b

À large sample contigency table that can be used for the
second component of the partiaf goodness-of-fit test in the

Pa rLial-Fide] ity Model using ordinary band-recovery data

: S;, .: S; S:,....S] . assuming that the first component did not-J ' J ' reject its null hypothesis.
: survj-val in years i,,,j-f is not the same for all re.Ieaseg

v¡¡¡ere Sl . . : net survival- rate of animals from pre-stratum sal-t
released in year i over aII post-strata in years j...j-1 .

MSS

K.
L.

R":'l

Dinension

a (bt+k-1)

a (kI-k (k-l-) /2) +
a (b-1)1

contingency Table for (s,i) pair

"ii+ ^'i, i+1., +' '

L
where nl . = f nl .tl* k=1 Kl

A K.
r_J

R":'l

There are (-l-i) degrees of freedom for each (s,j) pair, i=2...k, The
overaJ-l- test j-s computed by sumrning the component chi-square test
statístics and degrees of freedom for a total of a((k-1) lFfl-lk-j,)k/2,
degrees of freedom.

Intuitively, under both H and Af we may combine post-strata and lreat
the data as coming from an ordinary band-recovery experiment. Under H,
the combined data can be fit by Modet 1of Brownie et a¿, (1995,
Section 2,2). Under A, Model 1is not appropriate. Hence the test is
the exact goodness-of-fit test to model M1 .

This test should only be performed if the test of the first component
does not reject the nult hlrI)othesist otherwlse the interpretatLon of
this test is not cleâr.
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cane fxom an ordinary band-recovery experiment (Mode1 M, of Brownie eÈ

aJ., 1985¡ Section 2.2)t Ll'e test reduces to the exact goodness-of-fít

test of Robson and Youngs (1971) . If this test rejects, survival- may

be age related rather than year specífic.

3.3.4.2 Tests of the emigration rates

Recall that estimation of emigration rates was possible j-f the ratio of

band-recovery rates among the post-sÈrata was knor,¡n or coul-ci be

esÈimated. In order to test if the relative emigration rates are

hornogeneous among pre-strata or over time, similar asaumptions about

the band-recovery rates are required. No tests are possible for the

absolute or total emigration rates unless the band-recovery rates are

assumed (unreai-isLica1ly) to be kno!¡n exactly.

Testing for homogeneous relative emigration rat.es among pre-strata:

À test for homogeneous relative enigration rates among. pre-strata Ís
possible if it is assumed that the post-stratum band-recovery rates are

proportionaJ. among the pre-strata, i.e,, that ¡lt = "ì'f1t 
This

assumption includ.es¿ as a speciar case, the u"",]roarol oit.en made trrat

the post-stratum specific band-recovery rates are homogeneous âmong afl
pre-strata, i.e,, that dt = t.t. For exampJ-e, if the pre-strâta are))
the sex of an animal, then the sexes may exhibit distj_nct

characteristics or behaviours (e.g., coloration) such that males are

about twice as likely to be spotted and harvested in all post-strata.

If the band-reporting rate wit.hin each post-gtratum is the same for
both sexes, then the band-recovery rate for maLes wiÌI be twice that of

females in each post-stratum. Or there rnay be no d.iscernable
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differences between the sexes and Lhe band-recovery ratea are assumed

to be equal.

A farge sample contingency table can then be consLructed. and. is
shown ín Table 3.3.4.2a. Thj-s contingency tabLe is actually used. to
lest if the parametric functions in year j:

are homogeneous among pre-strata, which (under the stated. assumpt.ion)

reduces to examÍning if:

d'rf Lft
----l-_l__l_b
L d'rl"d"llt

st -stn, t.
= ____l__t_

bF sv -svL m. t.
v=1 ))

st -1tm. .t,
ll- 

3 ;:;;l;
v=1 ))

st ^lt s.m, .r . C,
____t__J__l_b-s sv -.tv s.L m, t, d.

w=1 )J)

are homogeneous among pre-strata, Since the weights applied to the

relatj-ve emigration raLes now do not d.epend. upon the pre_stratum, this
is equivaÌent to testing if the relative emigration rates are

homogeneous among pre-strata. of course, the test can be viewed either
as a!

' test if rlt = r,t assumins thâr f:t = ol'r1t (or)I i ------j *j-j
. t.est if rlt = cl'r]t assumins t.i,ar ,¡Ìt =,,t) ) j ---"--'- --'--"j ^j

The Ìatter j-nterpretation may be of j-nteresb in testing if different
tlpes of bands are returned proporlionally Ín al1 post_strata !¡hen the
pre-stratum is defined as the t]ape of bandf and. by doíng so, it ig
reasonabi-e to assume thaL the migration patterns of the pre_stratum are

equal .
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TabLe 3.3.4.2a

A large sample contingency table thaÈ can be used to test for
homogeneous relative emigration rates among. pre-strata in the

Pa rt ial-FideLity Model using ordinary band-recovery data

*it = *.t assumíng rlt = ol'r1t and cÌ' unknov¡n) ) ' j i ) -----j
reLative emmigraLion rates are pre-stratum specific under the same
assumption

z:
)
.f

¡( 'l
_s.
R ')

Dimension

a ( l+k- 1) + (b-L)l

a (bl+k-L )

Contingency Tab]e for year j

R.f')
.l .)

R: R:
') 'j

R'f'l

1.
R-.

Rt,
____t_

R. :'lAZ:
)

R :"'l

There are (a-1) (b-1) degrees of freedom for year J. The overall testis computed by summing the component chi-square test statistics and.
degrees of freedom for a total of (a-1) (b-1) J degrees of freedom.

Intuj-tively, !¡hen the nuf.t hlæothesis j.s true and the assumptjon is
valid, the totat nurnbe r of recoveries in year j in each post-stratum
(columns) shoul-d occur in the same proportions for every pre-stratum
(rows) and wilL reflect the homogeneous migration rates j-n year j,
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Testing for homogeneous re.lative emigration rates over timei

À test for homogeneous relative emigration rates over tine r,¡ithin a

pre-strat.um is possibJ-e íf it is assumed that the band_recovery rates

are proportional over t.íme, i.e., that flt = 
"ì'tìt. 

For exampJ-e, if
harvest regulations do not change over time in alf the poet-strata, it
may be reasonâble to assume that the band-recovery ratesr whj-le

changing fron year to year, occur ín the same prôportion (e.g,, the

band-recovery rate in post-stratum 1 is always tr,rice that of posL_

straturn 2 in any year) ,

.A' J-arge sample contingency tabre can be constructed and is shown in
Table 3.3.4.2b. This contingency table j-s aclually used to test íf the
parametric functions ¡

¡,f ''ltrlt
____J__l__l_
b
I f'rl"rl"

v-1 ll)

st ^stm, t.: ____l__l_
b
- sv,svL m, t,

v=l ))

are homogeneous over time which (under the stated. assumption) leduces

to examining if:

sf ^st s.m, t- d.
____t__1__J_
bF sv,sv s.L m, t. d,

v=1 )Ll

st ,stm, t-
]I

b--------r 'l"du
are homogeneous over time. Since the weights applied. t.o the ,etâtive
emigration rates do not depend upon the year of recovery, this ig
êquivalent to examining if the relative emigraLion rates are

homogeneous over time. Of course the test can be viewed as either as

st st al.Eesc rt m. assuming that f:- = d: f:. (or¡I '----j -'j-1
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TabJ-e 3.3.4.2b

À large sampLe contingency table that can be used. to test for
homog,eneous relâtive erùnigration ratea over time in the

Pa rLia]-Fidel ity Model using ordinary band._recovery data

*ìt = *lt assumins rlt = aÌ'rlt
relative enrnígration rates vary over time under the same assumption

MSS

-4.
l'

R

s'
')

)'
- st!( 'l

Dimension

a (.1+k+b-2 )

a (b-l+k-1)

Contingency Table for pre-stratum ,s

R:;

There are (b-1) (-¿-L) degrees of freed.om for each pre_stratum. Theoverall test is computed by summing the component chi_square teststatistics and degrees of freedon for a total of a(b_1) (l_1) degrees offreedom.

rntuitively' when the nulr hypothesis is lrue and the assunption isvalid. the total recoveríes over al.l years in each post_stratum(colunns) shouLd occur in the same proportj-on for every year ofrecovery (rows) and r,rill reflêct the homogeneous migratiãn rates overlime .

R"9.I

Rs 
-1.-t

*:1
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st s. -st ê+ St. Ees! .rt f , = d, f 
"- 

assuming that mÌ. = ¡n) ) ' -- "j

The latter test is not likely to be of much ínterest since it is
usualLy unrealistic to assì.rne that migration rates are not changing

over time.

3.3.4.3 Tests of the in¡nigration rates

Às in the estimation of the inmigration rates, it is impoesibLe to
examine the absoÌute ímrnigration rates unless the post_strata are

exhaustive. fn this case, the relative immigratlon râtes would equal
the absolute immigration rates. .å,s r,¡eII, further assumptions are

requÍred about the band-recovery rates in order to examine the relativê
inmigration rates.

Testing for homogeneous rel_ative imrnigration rates among posL_stratal

À test for homogeneous reLative irünigration rates among, the post_strata
is equiva.Ient to a test if the ratios:

èt_ ,r ¡?i .
/r"vt _ .J

"j ' - ã----
I tYt

u=1 )

are homogeneous a¡nong the post-strata, since rft ca'be obtaÍned from
ei )t l

f:' by using weights that are independent of the post_strata, i.e.,
--3* s.*) ,) does not depend upon the post_strata. This in turn can be shown

to be eguivalent to testing for homogeneous reÌative êmigration rates
among pre-strata for which a ]arge sample contingency tab]e was

presented in Table 3.3.4.2a. For exampfe, consider the array of
values:
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abc
at c'

Then testing ifl

--3___ =__Þ___=__9___â + a, b + b. c + c,

(a test of the relative irmnígratíon rates) is equivarent to tesLing if
a at

a+b+c at + bt-+-õ;'
1.. Lt

and ----!---- = -----Y------a+b+ca.+b,+c,
(a test of the relalive emigration rates) . Hence the test for

homogeneous reLatíve inunigration rates among post-strata is exactly the

same as the test for homogeneous relative emigration rates among pre_

strata, and the same assumptions are required. Note that the test is
on.ly valid for recovery years 1...k since after this poínt band_

recovery' migration, and survival parameters are now confounded and are

not bioLogically meaningful for use in determining irunigration rates.

Testing for homogeneous irrunigration rates over timel

Since the definition of the immigration rates involves the (unknown)

popul-ation size at each time¡ a test. cannot be constructed (under any

assumptions about the band-recovery rates) to examine if the

immigratj-on rates change over time based upon the data only from an

ordinary band-recovery study. (This differs from the previous sectionf

where the unknor,¡n population size v¡as the same for all post_strata, and

where a test could be constructed) . An âd åoc test can be constructed.

using external estimates of the populatÍon size and. its varlance, but

ia not pursued further, Àn exampÌe of the d.erivation of such an ad àoc

test when sightings are also present is given in Àppendix 3.F and.

ilLustrâted in the numerica.l example of Section 3.?.
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3.3.4.4 Tests of the ha rvest-de rivat ion rates

Às in the estimation of the harvest-derivat ion rate, it is impossible

to construct a test about the absolute harvest -derivat ion rates unless

the pre-sttata are exhaustive in v¡hích case the relative harvest-

derivation rates wiLl equat the absolute harvest-d.e rivation rates.

since the hârve st -derivat ion rates nay be estinated !¡ithout further

assumptj-ons, one would expect that t.eats about these rates coutd be

constructed without further assumptions; however this is not the case.

Testing for homogeneous re.lative harvest-d.e rivat ion rates among post_
strata:

since the band-reporting rates used in computing the harvest-derivat ion

rates vary among the post-.trata and must be estimated from outside the

studyf no test of the homogeneity of the derivation rates among post_

strata can be constructed usíng only ordÍnaxy band.-recovery d.ata. Àn

ad ,roc test using thê extêrnaf estimates and their estimat.ed variances

can be constructed, but is not pursued further. In some cases, the

band-reporting râtes are homogeneous among the pre-sttata wíthin a

post-stratrrm, i...., llt = 1,.t. Foffowing â similar argument to that in))
testing if the relative immigration râtes are independent of post-

strata, the contingency table used to test for homogeneous relative

harvest-de rivat ion among post-slrata in the presence of homogeneous

band-reporting rates reduces to the contingêncy table presented. in

Section 3.3.4.2a, wit.h the proviso that testing takes place on]-y ln
years 1..,,k. However, no further assumptions need to bê made about the

band-recovery rates since these rates are part of the harvest-

derivation rates.
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Testing for homogeneous relative harvest-de rivat ion ïates over tj.me¡

Since the pre-stratum population sizes and. the post-stratum band-

reporting rates used in estírnating the harvesL-derivat ion rates vary

over time and must be estimated outside the band-recovery study, a test

cannot be constructed for homogenous ha rvest-derivat ion rates over time

based only upon the data from an ordinary band-recovery study. (This

differe from the previous section, where the unknown population sizes

used in computing the derivation rates are the same for all post-strata

!¿ithin a pxe-stratum and are essentiatÌy ignored). If the population

sizes and band-reporting rates are estimated from an independent study

r,¡ith es¿imates of their precisíon, then an ad hoc test can be

constructed but is not puraued further. À¡ example of the derivation

of an ad åoc test when sightings are employed is given in Àppendix 3.F

and a numerica.l exarnpfe illustrating the test ís found in Section 3.?.

3.3.4,5 Tests of the net survival rate over al.I post-strata

Tests for homogeneous net survival rates among pre-strata or over tirlìe

can be constructed, buL are not in closed form. Sj-nce the band-

recovery data in the part ial-Fidelity Model can be combined. over post_

strata and treated as the simple band-recovery model M1 of Brownie et

al., (1985, Sectíon 2,21 for the purposes of estimating and testing the

net survÍval rate, techniques such as those in Brownie/ Hinesr and.

Nichols (1985) can be used.

3.3.4,6 Sunmary of results on testing

The confounding of the band-recovery and migration rates causes

numerous problems when testing hypotheses about the parameters ln the
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Part ial-Fj-delíty Model. fn aone cases furLher assumptiona may be

necessary. In su(unary:

. a partial goodness-of-fit test can be constructed and

partitioned.

. a test for homogenous relative emigration rates among pre-strata

is possible if it is assumed that the post-stratum band-recovery

rates are proportLonal among pre-strata (rlt = ol'r1tl.J3l
. a test for homogeneous relative emigratíon rates over time ís

possibl-e if it is assumed that the band-recovery rates are

proportionat over time frÌt = aÌ'till .)il
. a test for homogenous reÌative imnigration rates among post_

strata is equivalent to a test. for homogenous relative emigration

rates among pre-strata.

. an ad åoc test may be construcled to test for homogeneous

reLative irunigration rates over time !¡hen externa.l- esLinates of the

yearly pre-straturn popufation sizes and estimates of their

precision are available and further assumptions are made about the

band-reporting rate.

. an ad àoc test can be conslructed to test for homogeneous

relaÈive harvest-derivation rates among post-strata when externâ1

eatimates of the band-reporting rates and estimates of their

precision are avaíIable. However, if the band-reportj-ng rates are

assumed to be ho¡nogeneous among. the pre-strata ¡{ithin a poet_

stratum tflt = f-tl, a J-arge sampLe contingency table is identical))
in form to that used in the test for homogeneous relative

emigration rates over pre-sttata.
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. an ad hoc test for homogeneous refative ha rvest-derivat ion ratês

over time can be constructed when external estimates of the yearly

pre-stratum population sizes and band-reportj-ng rates and eatimates

of their precision are available.

. tests for homogeneous net survival rates âmong pre-strata ôr over

time are not availabLe ín closed form, but can be obtained from the

results of ordinary band-recovery modeLs after combining the data

over post-stratâ,

3.3.5 SUMMÀRY OF THE PÀRTIAL-F IDELITY MODEL WITH ORDINARY BAND-RECOVERY
DÀTÀ

The major problem in using ordinary band-recovery data in the partial-

Fidelj-ty Model is that the band-reporting rat.e is irretrievabfy

confounded wilh the emigration rate. This implies that estination and.

tests of the eml-gration or imnigration rates are not possib.Ie unless

further assumptions about the band-recovery rates are made. These

assumptions are not testable using the data at hand, and must be

assessed on biological grounds a.Ione.

Esti¡nation and tests of the harvest-de rivat. íon may be possible if

independent estimates of the pre-stratum population sizes and band-

reportÍng rates and estimates of their precision are available.

The net aurvival rate over alL post-strata rnay be estimated and

tested !¡íthout further assumptions by combining the data over post-

strata and using Model Ml of Bro¡.rnie eË al. (1985, Section 2.2).



In short, there are numerous shortcomings in using ordinary band_

recovery data with the part ial-Fj-delity Model. Estimation and

hypothesis testing is possible under various restrictionsf but these

restrictions must be assessed on biological- grounds.
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3,4 À MODIFICÀTION TO THE EXPERIMENTÀT DESIGN IN XHE PÀRTTÀTJ-FIDEÍ'ITY
MODEf,

The major problem in using ordinary band-recovery data in the partial_-

FideliLy Model is the confounding of the band-recovery rates with the

emigration rates. This can be resolved if an estinaLe can be obtained

of the band-recovery rates.

In some cases, j-t ís possible to obLain sightings of the animals in

the post-strata, in addition to the band-recoveries . For example, if

birds are banded, it may be possible to identify the individual band.ed

birds as they f1y overhead, or congregate in stagj.ng areas along the

migration route. ff the act of sighting has no effect on subaequent

survival, harvest, band-recovery, or future síghtings, then many of the

previously confounded parameters become separately identifiable. Live

recaptures may ai-so be used to obtain sightings provided there is no

subsequent Ioss on capture or subsequent handling-ind.uced mort.atity.

The use of sightings in the post-strata transform this model into a

hybrid of band-recovery and capture-recapture models since sightings

may be intexpreted as a simul-taneous capture and release. Hor.reverr no

attempt is made to estimate animaf abundances as in caplure-recapt.u re

studies.

Sightings of the animafs in the pre-strata may aLso occur.

Unfortunatel-y, these provide no information on the migration râtes from

pre- to post-strata, They do provide information about the net

survivaL rate over all post-strata and the post-stratum specific

survival rates. Such information can be incorporated into the mod.efs

ín a etraightforward (buL tedious) fashíon, since the informatj-on is
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noL useful for estímaLing the migration ratesf this genexalizatj-on is

not pursued further,

3,4.L ASSUMPTTONS

The additional assumptions over those made in the part ia l-Fidel ity

Model !¡ith ordinary band-recovery data are:

. tags are unique so that the sighting and recovery history of each

individual animal- can be folfowed;

. sighting an anirnal in a post-stratum is independênt of recovering

the band from an animal,.

. sighting an anj-maI has no effect on subsequent mortatíty or

migration patterns;

. if an animal" is sighted in a post-stratum¡ it implies that Lhe

animal has chosen to migrate to thís post-stratum;

. multiple sightings or captures within a year are considered. as a

single sighting, By the prevj-ous assumption, such multipte

sightings must take place r.rithin a single post-stratum,.

. for simplicity, al_l posL-stxata where recoveries occurred are

assumed to have s ightj-ngs .

It is not necessary to assume that the síghting periods in a year

are the same for al-I post-strata.

The assumption of independence between recoverÍes and. sightíngs is

the most crucial, This assumption implies that sightinqs must take

place before or at the same Lime as recoveries, otherwise, thê

probability of sighting and recovering an animal witl be zero and is
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not equa.l to the product of the two rates. Às wellr the sighting and

recovery efforts must be applied either to the entire set of animafs

choosing a post-stratum, or to the same subseL, For example, if post-

strata are flyways, the independence assumption wi]l be violated j-f

recoveries and sightings take place in separate geographical areas

within the flyway. If sightings and recoveries are separated by time,

then t.he study must be designed so that the subset of animals that were

sighted will- also be subject to recoveries. A coÍünon violation woul-d

occur if the animals that v¡ere sighted have left the recovery area

before thê start of the huntíng season.

3.4.2 MODEL ÀND INTERPRETATION OE THE PARAMETERS

As shown in Appendix 3.Àf the set of sighting and recovery hisLories

from a release can be modelled using multinomial dístributions,. however

the data representatj-on reguj-red for it is complex. À reduced-daLa

array can be constructed that contains all the necessary information

required for estimation and hypothesis testing (except for the conp.lete

goodness-of-fit test which requires the original data), and whose form

assists in an j-ntuitive understanding of the resuLts that follow.

À strmboLíc representation of the reduced-dat.a array in the case of

k=3 years of releases, and -l=4 years of recoveries is shown j.n

Fígure 3.4,2a. In the reduced-dat.a array, thê number of animals

released from pre-stratum s in year I and whose band is recovered in

post-strâtum t in year j tnÌll is split into two component.s:r-l
. those recovered tlND sighted in post-stratum t in year J (À::)

r.l
' those recovered BUf not sighted in post-stratum t in yeâr j (B::) .rJ



Figure 3.4.2a

Slmlloltc reptesentation of the reduced-data array in
sightings ín the posÈ-strata in the case of k=3 years of
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a fhe¡e nill one such å¡ray for every conibination of pre- and post-strãturn as laid out in Figure 3-3-2a
b Must be 0 since expèriment is termihated j.o year 4.

the Partj-al-Fidetity Model with
release and _Z=4 years of recoveries
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BUT not sighted in post-stråtum Ë in
year j

number of animåls releâsed fron pre-
strai:ùn s in yeår j thåt are sighted
Irj!EOUI being recovered in post-
stratun t in year j-

nuiiber of aninals leleased in pre-
stràtum .s in year j t.hat are sighted
vritbout being recovered in pos!-
stratum t in yeat J ând are subsequently
sighted or recovered in any post-sttâtum-
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b
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The nurùf,er of animals released from pxe-stratuî s Ín year j and whose

band is sighted llIlgOUI being recovered in post-stratum t j-n year j
. -st.(nt,,) is also required. Since the band was not recovered from theserl
animals, they may be sighted or recovered at a Later time, in a

d.ifferent post-stratum. The nurùer of ani¡nals fro^ d! that arerl
subsequently recovered or sighLed at any later time in any post-stratum

tdl l i" also tabulated., There are ¡fl-hfl' animats reLeased fromrl. .ij ij.
pre-stratum s in year j that were sighted without being recovered ln

post-stratum t in year j and were never sighted or recovered after

The nunìber of animals never recovered nor sighted at any time after

release is not shown. ft is easily computed since the total nu¡nber of

unique animals released from pre-sLratum s in year j that are

subsequently recovered or sighted during the rest of the experiment is

conputed as:

1

t
b
t t¿ll*¡ll* r¡f l-rf I'l l = nl'+¡l'+ rws'-ws' ').r"t r"t r--t r-l . l-. .i. i. i. "

Note that an animal nay contribute to several- elements of the

reduced-data array. For example, an animal with a history of:
. released from pre-stratum 1 in year li

. síghted TIITHOI,II being recovered in post-stratum 2 in year 2;

. síghted ¡{ITHOI'I! beíng recovered in post-stratum L in year 3;

' recovered ÀÌlD sighted j-n post-stratum 2 in year 4;

r,¡il1 contribute to the termE:

-72 -.L2. -11 Ll. 12\t, \t., \4, qã.¡ and.qi;.
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The general expression for the expected nurber of animals observed

for each element of ¿he reduced-data array is shov¡n in Figure 3,4.2b in

the case of k=3 years of releasesr and -i:4 years of recoveries,

Figure 3.4.2b should be cornpared with Fígurê 3.4.2a Lo see the

correspondence bet!¡een the elements of the reduced-data array and the

general formulae. À numerical example using the parameters of

Table 1.5a, assuming they are constanL over time¡ and assuming a

uniform síghting rate of 308 among al] pre-strata within each post-

stratum in all years, is sho!¡n in figure 3.4.2c and discussed below.

It is assumed thaL banding occurred only in the first two pre-strata

from Table 1,5a, and Lhat recoveries and sighÈings are obtained from

only the first tero post-strata.

The parameter" 4', rìt, un¿ dt were discussed in Section 3.3.2 and.

retain their interpretations.

al_
The parameLers p:- represent the rate at v¡hich banded animals

released from pre-stratum s are sighted in post-sLratum t in year j,

As noted earlierr it is important that the study be designed carefully

so that the sighting of a band is j-ndependent of the recovery of the

band, and that a sighting does not affect thê subsequent recovery,

survival, or nigration patterns. The sighting rate is âIlowed to vary

with pre-Etratrm within a post-stratum for the very reasons permitt.ing

the varíation in the band-recovery rates (Section 3.3.2) , However, in

the numerical examp]ê of Figure 3,4,2c, a constant sighting rate of 30*

among all pre-strata within all post-strata at af l- times was assumed.
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Figure 3.4.2b

Expected values of the reduced-data array in the Partial-Fidelity ì,Inodel with sightings
in thê post.-strata in the case of ,k=3 year of releases and _l:4 years of recoveries.
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for the co¡respondence between these formuLae and the leduced-data array components-
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Figrre 3. 4 .2c
Expected reduced-data array in the Partial-Fidelity Model !ùith sightings in the post-strata
using the paxameters of Table 1.5a and assuming a constant sighting rate of O.3O for a1l

pre-strata within each post-stratum in aIl years.

Nunber
Year Banded

1000

Releases from pre-stratum 1

Expected sightings or recoveries Expected sightings or recoveries
in post-stratum 1 by year in post-stratÌrm 2 by year

72341234
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11-4.00
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68.40 4L.04
14.15 5.'t 9
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14.00 8.40

114.00 68.40
23.58 9. 65

6.00
14.00

114.00
16.08

1.30
3 .02
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2.16
5.04

4l-04
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68.40

6.00
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1L4.00
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16.98 6.95

6.00 3.60
14.00 8.40
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28.30 11.58
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1.30
3.02

24 .62

2.16
5-04

41.04

3.60
8.40

68-40
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Figure 3-4.2c (continued)

Releases from pre-stratum 2

Expected sightings or recoveries Expected sightings or ¡ecoveriesin post-stratum 1 by year in post-stratum 2 by yeax
72347234

1000

r000

9. 60
22 .40
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23 -'12
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77.20 5. 60
55.20 27.60
10.71 3.86

9.60 4.80
22.40 L1, -20

LLo.40 55.20
2L-42 7.73

9.60
22 .40

110.40
15.46

The row-v.tise slmitarlÈies in each table a¡e a result of assuming that the pararneters oflable 1.5a are constant over time and assuming that the sighting rate is 30* for all pre-strata
within each post-stratum in al1 years.
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Then, for example/ in Figure 3.4.2c Lhe expected number of animals

refeased from pre-sLraturn 2 in year 1¡ and whose band is recovered ÀND

sighted. in post-atxatum 1in year 1, E ø11 , is conputed as:

E(å1ï) = ú"4'*^|t "e1r,1r (or)

t1E(,q;;) = 1000 x 0.70 x 0.5714 x 0.30 x 0.08 = 9.60.

fn a similar way, the expected number of animaLs released from pre-

stratum 2 in year 1 and whose band is recovered BUT not sighted in

post-stratum 1in year 1, E(Bil), Figure 3.4.2c, is conputed. as:

E(B|l) : ,3, - ,3r'* ,17 , .r-plLt * 1L (or)

t1
E (8;;) = L000 x 0.?0 x 0.5?14 x (1.00-0.30) x0.08=22.40.

Note that the expècted number of animafs released from pre-stratum 2

in year 1 and r,¡hose band j-s recovered in post-slratum L in year 1

(whether sighted or not),, E(R|l), is computed as the sum of these two

components, and equals thaL shov¡n in Figure 3,3.2b, i.e.:

)'l 21 )1E(R;i) - 32.00 = E(À;i) + E(B;i) = e.60 + 22.40

The expècted nu¡nber of animals released from pre-stratum 2 in year 1

and whose band is sighted l{ITHOul¡ being recovered in post-stratum 1 in
t1year 1, (E (qi) , Figure 3.4.2c) , is computed as I

nofil = ú. * 4', ^1' " ,1'* ri-41r (or)

)lE(q;) = 1.000 x 0.70 x 0.5714 x 0.30 x (1.00-0.08) = 110.40.
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Às before, the parameter Sl' represents the nêt survival raLe of

animaÌs released from pre-stratum s over all the post-strata (including

those without recoveries) from the t j.¡ne of banding in year I to the

time of banding in year i+1 . Sínce it is assumed that sighting has no

effect on survival, all the sightings of an animal prÍor to the current

sighting or recovery can be ,'ignored" when conput.ing the expected

values of the recovery statistics. For example, in Figure 3.4.2c the

expected number of animals reÌeased from pre-stratum 2 in year 1 and

whose bands are either: recovered aND sighted,. recovered BUT not

sighted; or sighted I{ITI{OUT beíng recovered in post-stratum 1 in year 2

are computed as:

E(A?tt = tfi " sl'* 4'" ^?' * o2' " 4' (or)

t'l
E (Ã;;) = 1.000 x 0.50 x 0.70 x 0.5?14 x 0.30 x 0.08 = 4.80

E@\rt = { " "l'* 4'" 4' * 0-p21) * 1L (or¡

21E(B;;) = 1000 x 0.50 x 0.?o x 0.5?14 x (1.00-0.30) x0.08=11.20¡

and

nofil = {*sl'* 4"4'*e?rt * o-fLt (or¡

t1El\;, - L000 x 0.50 x 0.70 x 0.5?14 x O.3O x (1.00-0.08) = 55.20

respectivefy,

The remainíng t!æe of statistic Ln the reduced-data array is the

number of animals released from pre-strâtum .s in year jf and whose

bands are sighted ¡+ithout beíng recovered ín post-strat.um t ín yeâr j,

and. are recovered or sighted j-n later years in any post-stratum (4;.),
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In order for a band to be sighted or recovered subsequent Lo being

sighted withouL being recovered in post-stratum t in year j, the animal

must survive in post-stratum t in year J (conditional upon the band not

being recovered). Then, by the assìmpt.ions of the part iat-Fide I ity

Modef, the animal wifl return to its pre-Etratum and, because of the

assumption of Markovian migrations and survival, j-t r,¡i]l be subject to

thê same "forces" of rnigration, band-recovery, sighting, and aurvivaL

as newly released anímals in pre-stratum 5.in year j+1 , Since the

animal- was sighted in post-stratum t in year j and is known to have

survived (since its band Ís recovered or sÍghted later), the post_

stratum specific survival rate (S:t) can be entered into the model.l

Because animals may migrate to post-strata where no recoveries

occurred, both the net survíval rates over alf post-strata (Sl'), and

the post-stratum specific survivaL rates (Slt) enter into the model.

However, in the special case that {'= i, í.e,, the experimenter is

sure that aII possible post-strata âre íncluded in the experiment, the

inclusion of Sl' v¡ill be redundant since the net survivaf rates overI

all post-strata is computed as the convolulion of the emigration rates

and the post-strat.um specific survivaL rates as given ín Sectíon 3,2,

Then for exampLer ín Figure 3.4,2c the expected. number of animals

released from pre-strâtum 2 j-n year 1 whose bands were sighted. without

being recovered in post-stratum L in year 2, and. whose t¡ands are

subsequently recovered or sighted durj-ng the remainder of Èhe

experiment is computed as:

nof)'l = ,fi * t2r', 4'" 4' * o3' * t'r'* o3'
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t.
where pã is the probability than an animal r¡ilt be recovered. or

sighted v¡hen released in pre-stratum 2 in year 3. Or,
.2f.. - 2,E(w12.1 - 1000 x 0.50 x0.70 x 0.571-4 x0.30 x0.50 xp!

= 30.00 " e3

(Note that the band-recovery rate does noL entêr into thê computation

since, by defínition, the post-stratum specific survival rate includes,

as a hidden component/ the probability of not being recovered) .

2.
Now p; is tedious to conpute but, using Formula 3.A.2 presented in

2.Àppendix 3,4, p; : 0.357, and so

)1 .
E l\;.) : 30 .00 x 0.3s7 = 10. ?1.

Hence, of the 1000 animaLs banded and released ín pre-stratum 2 in year

1, ít is expected that 55.20 animals wiII be sighted without being

recovered in post-stratum 1in year Z fwl)1, and of these, 10.?1

animals wi.ll be subsequently sighted or recovèred during the remainder
2l.of the experj-ment (W;;.). As welt,

al al.
E(',f;) -E('tt;.) = ss.20-10.77 = 44. 4e

is the expecled nunber of animats released from pre-stratum 2 in year 1

whose bands were síghted for the last time in post-stratum l- j-n year 2.

The expecled total number of animaLs banded and released in pre-

stratum 2 in year l- that are sighted or recovered during the enLire

experiment, ignoring dupJ-icate sightings, ís computed as:

A)
E( > > G?L.+a?\*u¿l-l!'nrrì lt 1l tl' '

or, from Figure 3,4.2c,



9.60 + 22.40 + (l-10.40 - 23.'12) +
4. B0 + 11.20 + ( 55.20 - 10.71) +
2.40 + 5.60 + ( 2'1 ,60 - 3.86) +
!.20 + 2.80 + ( 13.80 - 0.00) +

10.80 + 25.20 + l'19.20 - 21.33) +
5.40+12.60+ (39.60- 9.64) +
2.',l0 + 6.30+(19.80- 3.48) +

(Post-sLratum 1)

(Pos¿-stratum 2)

1.35 + 3.15 + ( 9. 90 - 0.00) = 4r0 .26

This agrees with the computed value of Ol'=O,nOZø found using

Formula 3.À..2. representing the probability of recovering or sighting

an animal released from pre-stratum 2 in year 1 during the entire

experiment l4L0 .26 /1000=0 ,41.026) .

3.4.3 ESTIM.ATION

In Lhís modeÌ there are a-l total emigratíon parameters t$'l, utø-lll

refativê emigration parameters {rlt), uar sighting para^.t"rs {plt),
a.b-l band-recovery paranete." tfltt I a(f-7) net survival over all post-

strala paramet.ers (Sl') | and ab(.1-1) post-stratum specific survival-^t

rates (SY"), for a total of a(Abf+L-b-fl parameters.

Using the methodology as outlined in Chapter 1, and the data

representation shown in å,ppendix 3,4, the MSS can be identified. It

has dimension a( bJ-+k-b-l), and one rêpresentation of the MSS is easily

computed from the reduced-data array as:

s=L...a The total number of aninals released from pre-
t=1...Þ sLratun s whose bands v¡ere recovered ÀND sighted
J=i..,1 in post-stratum t in year J.

.s=1 ...a The total number of animals released from pre-
Ê=l-...b stratum s whose bands were recovered BUT not
J:1...1 sighted in post-stratum Ë in yeâr J.

s=L,..a The total number of animal-s refeased from pre-
t=1 ...Þ stratum s whose bands were sighted WITHOUT being
j=f...1 recovered in post-stratum È in year J.

-st
'l

B-:'l

¡f!'l



5=1...adl' r=r. . .¡')' j=t...r-,

ê:1

t

The total number of animals out of fl Lhat are'l
subsequently recovered or sighted anywhere
during the remainder of the experiment,

The t.otal nunber of animals released fron pre-
stratum s that werê al-ive at tine i and seen
or recovered after time i,

The total number of unique animal-s from the f released that are

recovered or sighted during the rest of the experiment can be derived

from the MSS as:

¿l'+¡l'+d'-f " : z9'+¿" +¡sl+¡f, -rf l'-zs'-'i. -t. "í. "i.. -Í ".i -.i ".i ".i. "i-1'

Since the dimension of the Mss is Less than the nurnber of

parameters¡ some confounding sÈi1J- exists, However, it is restricted

to parametêrs for years of recovery betr,¡een the cessation of banding

and the end of the experimentr i.e., in years .k+1..._2.

À fu1l rank set of identifiable parameters and their MLES is

presented in TabLe 3.4.3; variances and covariances may be found Ín

Àppendix 3.8. From the expressions in Àppendix 3,Bf it can be seen

that the precision of the estinates depends greatly upon the sighting

ratê, with a high sighting rate giving good precision.

The estimates of the relative immigration rates and the relative

harvest-derivation rates are found by simply replacing each parameter

in the definition by its MLE, and usj-ng the independent estimates of

the pre-st.ratum population sizes and the post-stratum band-reporting

ratea as requj-red, Vaxiances and covariances may be found using the



Table 3.4.3

MLES for the partial-fidelity model with sightings in the post-strata

At! s=1...a
?"t = ---:1--- i=.' ¡ = t!!Þ9r-!lc!!99-etg_r999y9r99-i ct al- " ""': number siqhted- A-:+w': i:1. -.I.a ..t

c+
¡-- è-l

lst ^.i ::1"'.t nuÌnbe¡ sishted and. recoveredE. t=i---O'r À"t*B"t i:l . . .l number recovered
'.t- .r

- .e? 
'+SÌ ' 

+Wl 
' _Wl ' s=1...a totaL animals recovered or sighted from those

f. i- j-. i.. , a ; released in pre-stratum s in year iO-: ------- í:1---k'r N: total released in pre-stratum s in year i
I

^ z:.-
^s' ^s. s. i-l ^s. s=1...a
"r..."i_LPi 

: 
_ã:-- Pr i:k+1 ...ltk

-,sî sr res!+wsl) tr"f+esll ôi s=1. . . a
Ml ml" = ---:---:----:---:- x -:- t=l-..ba a A": rl' i=l...k'.L .t-

tnsl+wsllte'l+e"!l sl'..ls?',o. s=l...a
si...sÌ_rui'*sc : --:1---!----1--:]- " -5-----l:1'-l r=r...u

As: rl' i=k+l. . .I'l- -1



Table 3.4.3 (continued)

-b¡i:' =tuÌ'^ft s:l...a
r -. I r i=1...k

si'...si-,"i' =.i,; ...,;-;"i'^i. ì:i;;:1.,
(| ^ ^ s=l.-.a
I .. -i-I uÌ'^l"r¡rl- r=1 ...b

l"t J r' 1 r i:l".k
tl

I

^ s:1"...a

[';'...si_rui'.itzsi'...si_r,,i' l=l;;:i.,

ô:' z?' . This is obtained. by treating the last sighting of an animal or its
Sl : ;_1____='_ ::1-..3 recovery as a "recovery" in ModeÌ 2a of Cjnap|eÌ. Z.f, ;s- 1's. i=1.. -k-1r1+1 -i

-i -. *::- s=1.-.a numbêr 
-surviving and sighted. or recovered. after beingq5L^"' - ----:l' r:1...b = 9¡g!!99_!1!!out beins recovered i" p99!:9!Ig!lT_!_1!_I9gI_l-i ri+l e"l*w"l ;:i:::;_, -;,,É;-;iõh¡eã-i;-;õ;r:;i;ãÈ,*=I=ï;'y.u.i

'.1 ._L



delta method. Absoìute or total irrunigration or ha rvest -de rivat ion

rates stj-ll cannot be esLinated unless the pre-strata are exhaustive.

3.4.4 TESTING

3.4.4,1 4 good¡ess-of-fit test

A general non-specj-fic good¡ess-of-fit test to the part ial-Fidel ity

Mode1 r¡ith sightings can, in theory, be consÈructêd using the methods

outlj-ned in Chapter 1. However, as shown in Appendix 3.A, the ful1-

data representation ís conplex¡ and the large-sampLe contingency table

approxínation will consist of many tables with srna1l expected ând

observed counts !¡hich will- require extensive poolÌng and. wilf lack any

appreciable power. (The same problems occurred Ín the general

goodness-of-fit tests in capture-recapture models presented by pollock,

Hines, and Nichols, 1985),

Since the reduced-data array are the sufficient (but not minimally

sufficient) statj-stics for the model, a goodness-of-fit test can be

constructed using the methods of Chapter l with Èhe reduced-data array,

rather than the fuJ-I-data array, The derivatíon is presented. in

Appendix 3.4, and a large sample contingency table that rnay be used to

compute the approximate significance ]evel of the test Ís presented. in

Tab]e 3.4,4,1. This test is based upon the same inluitive id.eas as the

goodness-of-fit test in Chapter 2 by examJ-ning the recoveries or

síghtings of animal-s new.ly released and previously released. The

contingency tables are slightly more complicated since an animal may be

sight.ed more than once. As beforef they are conditionally ind.ependent



Table 3.4.4.1
A large-sample contingency table used in thê goÕdness-of-fit test fot the Partial-Fide1ity Mode1

r'¡ith sightings in the post-strata based upon the reduced-data array

A latge-sample contingency t.able is constructed by considering the sightings or recovêries in year j
conditional upon the anirnal being sighted or ¡ecovered in year j or late¡, for newly released and
previously released animals from pre-stratum s. Notê that there is a separate ce.Il for each value of
t=I...bt for a total of 4ú7 columns in the table.

lotal unlque anlmals
released flom pre-
stratum s Ln y.a¡ L,
ând sigbted ot
recovered in year I

Total unlque årlimals
released froñ pre-
sElatum s bcfotê yer¡ I,
and sigbted or
recovered j.n yeat j
or fater.

Ot:

Ànimâls ¡ecovered
ÀlID sighted in
yeâr j in post-
stratum t from
Ehose ãt left

for t=1. . -b

Lt
m=j

Anlmals recovered
Àl¡D sigbted in
year j in post-
stratuÌ¡ t from
those at left

for t=1- -.b

Aninals recovered
Bqf nol sighted in
year j in post-
stratuñ t fron
those ât left

for t=1. . .b

nl - 
+gÌ '+wl' -wl ' '

i-l 1
I I' as'+gs-*ts'-"s "
.vñ

1t
: E Às'+Bs'+ws' -!ùs' '- vm vm vm vm.

Animals recovered
BttI not sighted in
year j in posl-
strâtum t from
those at left

for t=1- -.b

Animals sighted
WTIHOI I being
recovered in year
in post-stratùm t
¿nd not sighted ol
recôverèd ãfter
year j from those
at left; t=1- - -b

À::
I]

fo¡ t=1- -.b

t À":

fo! t=1. -.b

al
for t=1- -.b

I

Ànimals sishted I Ànimals siqhted
rlIlEOUI being I WIISOm being
recovered in year jl recoveled Ln yeâr J
in post-stratun I I in post-stxatum t.
and not sighted or I and sighted or
recovered after I recovered after
year j froln those I year J f¡on those
at leftr t=1-. -b I at leftr t=1...b

Ànimals sighted
WrrSOtr being
recove¡ed ln year j
in post-stratun t
and sighted or
recovered after
year j from those
ãt left; t=1. . "b

i

for t=1. . -b

for t=1- . -b

al rr'
for t=1...b

> B':

for E=1.. .b

t w":-w-:

for t=1- - -b

Animals recovered
or sighted only
åfter year j in
any post-strata
from those ât left

w::1l-
for t=1-..b

i *"1-r'!'
for t=1...b

i-1
: w":

for t=1...b

Ànirnals recovered
o! sighted oûly
afte! year j in
ãny post-sl:rata
from those at left

I
t w':

for t=1. -.b
oì



Table 3.4. 4. l. (continued)

There ¡¡iIl be one such tabre for each conbination of pre-stratum s:1...a, year of rereasei=2.-.k¡ and yeax of recovery j:i,..f- Each table wiil have 4.b degrees å¡ freedo* (except thatwhen j:1, the table will have 3.b--l- d.egrees of freedom)

There wirl be a totar of (k-1) (4b7-7) -b Qk2 -k-1) degrees of freed.om for each pre-stratum

rntuitivery' animars released from pre-statum s in year i should behave in the same way aspreviously released animals.

The test takes a sllghtly complicated form compared to the goodness-of-fit tests of chapter 2since the reduced-data array does not possess a símple multinorniar structure d.ue to possiblemultiple slghtings of an animal in different years.
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and the overall goodr¡ess-of-fit statistic j-s found by sunrning the

individual test-statistics and degrees of freedom. Some of the

contj-ngency tables may have small observed and expected counLs

(particularly near the end of the experj-ment)f and may either require

pooling, or be omítted sith a corresponding reduction in the degrees of

freedom.

The good¡ess-of-fit têst may indl-cate that the pa r! ia l-Fidel ity

Model j-s not appropriate if one or more of the sightíngr recovery,

survival, or migration rates in year J are not independent of the year

of release. Typícally, the experiment can be designed so that the

sighting and recovery rates do not depend greatly upon the year of

release, but it is more difficutt (or impossible) to ensure that

survival and mígration rates do not depend upon the year of release, Â

common problem is that the stress of banding and release may adversely

affect the survival rate in the first year after reLease. In this

casè. the survival rate of animals in year j would be smafler for those

released in year J Lhan for those ín previous releases. Às wel1, if

survivaf was age dependent, and banding was done on young animals only,

the survival rate of newly banded anirnals would Ìikely be lower than

previousty banded animals, Both cases are reflected. in small-er than

expected vaLues in the last co.lumn of the second rov¡ of the contingency

tab1e.

If the assunption of Markovian behaviour in selecting the post-

strata in year j is not true, then there wilt be a gradual shift in the

relative rnigration rates of a cohort of animals towards the post-strata
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!¡ith the higher survival rates. Conseguently, if banding sê1ects

younger animal-s nho have not yet establj-shed a migration pattern, theír

migralion raLes will differ from previous releases. This r,¡ill be

ref.lected in the differing relative counts between the two rows in the

first 4b columns of the contingency tabj-es,

3,4.4.2 Testj-ng among models

when sj-ghtings of bands t.akes place in the post-strata, most of the

problems outlined in Section 3.3.4 on lesting hlæothesês about the

parameters no longer exist, However, rnany of the modefs with

restríctions placed upon the parâneters are less than full rank (i.e.,

the number of parameters is less than the dimension of the MSS), and

many estimators of the parameters are not available in closed form;

numerical methods rnu6t be used,

A computer program using the methods outlined in Àppendix 3.F has

been v¡ritten to estimate the parameters under the full model and under

various hypotheses restricting the parameters. It computes the value

of the likelihood (up to constant terms) for each model so that

Likelihood ratio tests may be used to discrj.minaÈe between models. A

numerical example of the use of the computer program to analyze a set

of data is presented in SecLion 3.7.

3.4.5 SI'MMÀRY

By obtainLng additionat sightings of the band.ed animals in the post-

strataf many of Èhe prob.Iems caused by the confounding of the band._

recovery and emigration rates can be resolved. The study must be
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designed carefully to ensure that the crucia.I assumption of

independence between sightings and recoveries is not violated. Moat

parameters can now be estimated; confounding of parameters is

restricted to years of rêcovery after banding has stopped, Tests of

hlpotheses about the biological parameters of interest can now be

performed r¡ithout any additionaL assumptions. Unfortunately, most

restricted models are now less than fulf rank, and numericaL methods

(method of scoring, and liketihood ratio tests) should be used..
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3.5 COMPLETE-FIDELITY UODEL USING ORÐINÀRY BÀI¡D-RECOVERY DÀTÀ

Havj-ng dealt with the Part ial--Fide lity ModeL, I will- now examine

inference in the Complete-Fíde lity ModeÌ. The latt.er differs from the

former in that an additional assumption is made that animals are

faithful to both the pre-stratun of release and the post-stratum chosen

in the first year of migxation after xelease. Inference in this modeL

follows closeÌy that of the Part iat-Fide]ity Model .

In this section the assumptions and model parameters for the

Complete-Fidelity Model are first discussed. Then the use of ordinary

band-recovery data is examined and they are found to be inadeguate

except for inferences about the ha rvest-derivation rates. I then

indicate what furlher assumptÍons are required for inferences about the

other parameters of the model lrhile remaining in an ordinary band-

recovery context so that the feasibility of using existing data may be

ascertained.

3.5.1 ASSWPTTONS

The assumptions for the Complete-Fídel ity Mode1 are simílar to those

of the Pa rt ial-Fide lity Model given ín Section 3.3.1 except for the

assumption t.hat:

. complete fidelity occurs to the post-stratum chosen in the first

year of migratl-on, Two colrtrnon scenarios can be envisaged: (1) the

banded-cohorts are young animals making theír first nigration, in

t¡hich case animals will be faithful to the post-strata chosen in

the first year after release; (2) animals choose the post-stratum

prior to banding time (e.9,, anímals choose post-strata at age 1



but are not banded untit age 3) and the banding-process is not

post-stratum selective,

3.5,2 MODEL ÀND INTERPRETATTON OF PA¡ÀMETERS

The nuÍber of recoveries in each post-stratum in each year from each

year of release and each pre-stratum can be dispJ-ayed in the same

fashion as in the part ial-Fidelity Model (Figure 3.3.2a). Und.er the

assumptions of Section 3.5,1, the recoveries from each year's releases

from each pre-stratum can be modelled as independ.ent multinomial

distributions. The expected number of recoveries in the case of .k=3

years of bandingr j=4 years of recoveries, a=2 pre-strata where banding

occurred, and .b=2 post-strata where recoverj-es occur are shown in
Figure 3.5.2a. A simple numerical exampfe showing the expected number

of recoveries assuming that the parameter vatues in Tab1e 1,5a are the

sane for all releases and are constant over time is shown in Figure

3.5,2b and is discussed below. It is assumed that only animals from

the first two pre-strata from Table 1.5a are banded, and that
recoveries occur only in the first two poat-strata correspond.ing to

Case II in the tabÌe.

The parameter varues of Tabre 1.5a can be used for both the partiat-

and Conplete-Fide lity ModeÌs since the parameters have simifar
interpretations in both mode.ls and since the timing of Èhe migration

process relative to bandíng and recovery times is the sâme in both

mode.ls. The parameter dt uguin represents the bând-recovery rate for
animaÌs reLeased from pre-stratum s and recovered in post_stratum t in
year l. The parameter Slt again represents the post-stratum specific



Figure 3-5-2a

Expected nunber of recoveríes in the complete-Fid.elity ModeL using ordinary band-recovery d.ata in thecase of .k=3 years of releases, -l=4 years of recovery, a:2 pre-strata where banding o-ccurred,
and ,b=2 post-strata where recoveried occurred
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Figure 3.5.2b

. Expected nunber of recoveríes in t.he conplete-Fid.erity Moder using ord.inary band.-recoverv datarn the case of *=3 vears of rereases. f:4-years of_ recõvery, a=z píe-sirä[ã; ;;ä-Ét";å;Ër_r#;;"assuming that the pararneteis of Tabte r.5a-ärè coä"taii-å.r". cr^"-
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The row-wise símilaritres are a resurt of assuming that the parameters of Tabre r-.6aare constant over time.
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survival rate in post-stratum f between banding time in years i and i+1

for those anímals released in pre-stratum s, The parameter llf' stilt

repreaents the tolal emigration rate of anímaLs from pre-stratum s to

any of the sampJ-ed post-strat,a but now is applicable only to animals

released in year l. The parameter nft stitt represents the relative

emigration rate of animaLs from pre-straLum s to post-stratum t buL

again is only appficable to animals released in yeâr i.

The Complete-Fide lity Model differs from the pa rt ial-Fidelity Model

in two irnportant ways (conpare Figures 3.5.2a and 3.3.2a) :

. a post-stratum specific survival rate (as opposed to the net

survivaL rate over all post-strata) enters into the modet.

. only the enigratíon rates ín the year of releâse enter into the

mode.l

Since complete fidetity to the post-strata is assumed to occur, all

animaLs recovered ín post-stratum ¿ must have emigrated to post-stratum

t in alf years between banding and recovery and been subject to post-

stratum t's survivaf rate, The migration rates in Table 1,.5a apply

only to the yeâr of release, since migration in later years is

conpletely deternined frorn the initial migration rates and subsequent

post-stratum specific survival rates.

The expected number of bands returned from animals released J-n year

L in pre-stratum 2 and recovered in post-stratum 1in year 1, E(R?1),

is computed as:

'>t . .- 2I -27E(R;;) = N; x M; x m;- x f;' or

,1E(R;;) =1000xo.?ox 0.5714 x 0.08 = 32.0.
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Because the post-stratum specific survival rate in post-stratum l-

for animals rel-eased from pre-sLratum 2 is 50* (Table 1.5a), only 200

of the 400 banded animals that emigrated to post-Etratum L

(1000x0.70x0.5714) will survive to return to pre-stratum 2. Under the

conplete-fíde lity assumption, all 2OO animals will emigrate in year 2

back to post-stratum 1. Hence the expected number of bands recovered

in post-stratum 1 in year 2 from those reÌêased from pre-stratum 2 in
21year 1, E(R;;)r is computed as:

E(R?å) = rl x ul'x 
^11 " sll " rll or

t1E(R;;) :1000 x o.?o x 0.5?14 x o.so x o.oB = 16.00

3.5.3 ESTIMÂTION

In this modeÌ, there are ak totaf emigration parameters lfi'1, "tø-l)X
reÌative emigration parameLers lmft¡, abr band-recovery parameLers

- .l.(fj-)' and a(1-l)b post-stratum specific su¡vivat parameters tsl") ro,

a total of ab(27+k-f) parameters, The likelihood function is computed

j-n a similar fashion as in the part ial-Fidelity Mode1,. however, it is
not irunediately obvious if any confounding t.akes pface.

Tvro questions are considered. Fírst exactly what parameters may be

estimated without further assumpt.ions usj,ng ordinary band-recovery

mode].s? Second, what further assumptions are required j-n order to

estimate any confounded parameters.



3.5.3.1 Estimation without furthex assumpLÍons

The MSS has dimension ab(l+k-]-) | and one representation of itE

components is:

s=l ,,.a s=1 .,.a
RÌ: r=1...b Rs: r:1 ...b* i=1 ...k -'.j j=i...¿_i

One set of identifiabfe functions of the parameters (and their

estimators) is found using the expected values of the MSS as:

nltn"l s=l ...a¡¿l'*?trlt = -1:-:l i:1 ,rr '1 ' ¡'ri rlt ;=i:::;I1

r;'^;ts;ts;fr...t:' = :i! :ii i=î:::å
Nk Tk- i=k+1 ...t

¡nl'*lt .. Rltzlt¡¡Ì" s=l ...aL r ^st 
-'i. -i -'i+1

'Ìi..Ì1. ' Ni rÌt nÌI" ;=i:::;-tr+1 r-+] - i -i -'i+L, ,

From this set of identifiable functions, it is seen that the Comp.lete_

FideLity ModeL is a simple repa rarneteri zat ion of Model 3 of Chapter 2

for each pre-stratum as follows:

Parameters in Model 3 Function of parameters
of ChaÞter 2 from current model

M: n:'f: "LrL
s' stM. m.1 .1 ^St

Mi*r*iir

'¡..a

+

I

(Note that the post-stratum is indicated here by a superscript t
whereas it was indicated by a superscrip! s in Chapter 2.) Às noted in
Chapter 2, the gross "band-recovery rate" and "annual post-stratum

spêcific survival rate" of ModeÌ 3 includ.e hidd.en emigration



components. Às in the pa rLial-Fidel ity Model, the band-recovery and

enigration parameters of lhe Compfete-Fide]ity Model are confounded.,

onfy their product may bê estimated. fn contrast to the partial--

Fidelity Model, the emigration rates are al-so confounded !¡ith the

annual survíval rates. Thís is somewhat surprising since it night be

hoped that the additional restrictions in the Complete-fidelÍty Model

nould decrease the amount of confounding.

Às before, the total and absolute immigration rates cânnot be

esLimated if alt pre-strata are not incLuded in the banding program.

As well, the confounding of the band-recovery and emigration rates

impli-es that retative i¡runigration rates cannot be estimated.

The on]-y parameters of biotogical- interest. Lhat can be estimated are

the relative harvest-derivat ion rates obtained by weighting Che gross

recovery rates (product of total emigration, re.lative emj.gration and.

band-recovery r.tes, ¡ll'^ltflt¡ Uy the estimates of the absolute or

relaLj-ve population size (¡¡l*) and the inverse of the band.-reporLing
-^ straLe (^. ):

1". - 4.' 4'';'4' , i:' ";-' *;i^:¡rro,irÌ' ' r,i'r s=r....a,í = ã--; _ 
-----;--------t=- = --;=----:---=---:-:-----:-- t=l ...b

":, 
4.' ,'f ''lrdt r i.Ìt 

"lr"i.' 
*if *Ì!z t'Ìrlt . rltr i:l' ' 'k

variances may be estimated using the delta-¡nethod., fn some

cÍrcumstances, iÈ is reasonable to assume that the band-reporting rates

within pôst-stratum ¿ in year I are honogeneous among the pre-strata

ffit = fitl with a corresponding simptification ín the estinator,
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3,5.3.2 Assumptions necessary to estimate the confounded. paramêters

SimÍLar assumptions as outLined in the pa rt ial-Fidelity Model

(Section 3.3.3.2) are required ín ordêr to estimate the emigration or

irnmigratíon rates. The results for the CompLete-Fid.ef ity ModeL are

compretery analogous upon replacíng the estirnators of Ml'mltrYt rn tnetl.t
Pa rt ial-Fidelity Model with those from the comptete-Fid.el ity Mode1 and

so will not bê díscussed further,

The post-straturn specific survival rates may be eEtimated Íf the

absolute rnigration rates (¡ll'mlt) are assumed to be homogeneoì.rs oveï

ti¡ne, This could occur if newly banded aninals were young anÍmals who

have not yet made their choice of post-stratum, and if their choice of
post-stratum depended upon factors that did noÈ change from year to
year, In other circumstances, this assumption wilL likely not be

biologically reasonable because of the close connection between the

emigration rates and the post-stratum survivar rates as outrined in
Section 3.5,4.3, For Èhis reason, estimation of the post_stratum

specific survival rates is not discussed further.

3.5.3.3 Sunnary of the results on estimation

Even under the restriction of complete fidetity, rooat parameters of

lntexest cannot be estimated using ordÍnary band-recovery data because

of the confounding of the parameters, Use of this type of d.ata implies

that ;

. total emigration rates and band-recovery rates cannot be

estimated separately, but their product may be estinatedi
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. relative emigratíon rates may bê estimated j-f the relative

magnítudea of the band-recovery rates among. post-straLa are known

or can be estimated from other studies, i.e., tlt=a.trÌ1 ar,¿ a.trr1 .l-

are known or estimated;

' relative inrnigration rates nay be estimated íf it is assumed that

the band-recovery rates are homogeneoua among pre-strata wíthÍn a

post-stratum frlt=ritf ;

' relative harvest-derivat ion rates may be estj-mated if independent

estimates of the absolute or reLatíve pre-sÈrat.um population sizes

and the band-reporting rates are avaíIabl.e,.

' net survivaÌ rates over all post-strata (Sl') cannot be

estlmatåd;

. post-stratun specific survival rates (Slt) may be estimated if

the emigration rates are homogeneous over time,

The assumptions necessary for parameter estimation cannot be tested.

using the data from an ordínary band-recovery experiment, and. must be

assessed on biological grounds,

3.5.4 TESTING

As in the Part ial-Fide] ity Model, it is not too surprising that

ordinary band-recovery data are not sufficient for testing hypotheses

about lhe parameters of the Conplete-FideLity Model . Àgainf under

certain assumptions, neaningful- tests can be constructed. ln this

section, I discuss testing the complete-f idel j.ty assumption,. partialLy

testing the goodness-of-fít to the model,' and the assurnptions necesaary

for testing the homogeneity of the parameters over strata or over time.
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3.5,4.1 Testing for complete-fidel ity t.o the post-strata

ft is not possibÌe to test if complete- fidel íty to the post-strata has

occurred because the band on each animal is seen only twice (at release

and at recovery) and the intermediate migrations of an animats between

release and recovery are unknown. ff additional sightings of an animal

between release and recovery reveal that an animal- was spott.ed in two

different post-strata in different years, then a definite rejectíon of

this assumption woufd occur,. failure to find any such animals does not,

of course, impJ-y that the fidelity assumption is true, This may be

verified onÌy if every aninaf is fol-lowed through every migration each

year.

It should be noted that even though the Complete-Fidelity Model ís a

reparameteri zat ion of Mode1 3 of Chapter 2 and the pa rt ia I-Fíde ]ity

Model is a reparameteri zat ion of ModeL 2a, the test of Model 2a vs,

Model 3 is not a test of Èhe partial- vs Complete-Fide I ity Mode1s,

Rather, it can be shoren that ModeJ- 2a ís aÌso a repa rameterizat ion of

the Complete-Fidelíty Modet assuming that the post-stratum specific

survival rates are the same in alL post-slrata, Hence, that test can

be vier,¡ed only as a test of the homogeneity of the post-stratum

specific survival rates within the Complete-Fidel ity Model (í,e,r a

Eest ír slt=s!'l .

3,5.4.2 À partiaL good¡ess-of-fit test

Since the Complete-Fidel ity Model is a repa rameteri zat íon of Model 3 of

Chapter 2, a partÌal, non-specific aoodness-of-fit test can be
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constructed using the results of that Chapter. Às in the partial_

FideLity Moder' the good¡es s -of-fi-t tesÈ does not test arr the aspects

of the model' since not arf parameters are id.entifiabre, There are no

j-nteresting partitions of the test as !¡ere found for the partÍa1_

Fidelity Model ,

3,5.4.3 Tests of lhe emigration rates

As in the Part ia l-Fidelity Model-, the confounding of the emigration and.

band-recovery rates implies that a tesL for homogeneít.y of thesê rates

cannot be constructed using ordinary band-recovery data lrithout further
âssumptions about the band-recovery rates. However, in contrast to the

results for the pa rtial-Fidelity Model, the population emigration rates

rnay be highly dependent upon the post-stratum specific aurvivar rates.
For example, suppose that in the first year of a banding study, a

population of 1001000 animals enigrate to only ewo post_strata in the

ratio 601000:40'oo0 and t.hat the post-stratum survival rates are 5ot

and 30t respectively. Thenr the firat year absolute emigration rates

to the two post-atrata are O,60 and 0.40. Now, of the animaLs that
emigrated¿ only 3OTOOO and 12,000 survive and return from their
respective post-strata and again enigrate back to the post_strata in
the next year. In the absence of new anímals entering the population

through birth or immigration from outside the experiment, the absolute

emigration rates in thê second year are no!¡

0.714=30¡ 000/ (30, 000+L2, OOO) and 0.286=12, OOO/ (3O, 0OO+12, 000), changes

due sorely to the differing post-stratum survival rates. This does not

occur in the part iaL-Fídel ity Model since the rnigrâtion ratea ín a year

are conpletely independent of the previous migration choices,
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It is unlikely that the emigxation rates sriLl be homogeneous in time

unless¡ (1) the post-strat.um specific survival rates are equaI,, or (2)

animals startlng their first seaaonal rnigration (who lrill then

establish their migration patterns for life) choose post-strata in such

a way to compensate for the differential survival rates. The latter

could occur if animals starting their first seasona.l- migration choose

their post-strata based upon envÍronmentaÌ factors present at banding

time that are unrel-ated to Lhe post-stratum survival rates. For

example, using the prevj"ous numerical illustration, if 4O,OO0 aninaÌs

enter the population in the second year and choose their post-strata in

the ratj-o 19r200:20r800, then the overall migration rates in the second

year wilI again be 9.49= (30r 000+19r 2OO) / (30r OOO+12,000+40000) and

0.40-(12,000+20,800) / (30,000+12t 000+40.000). Since the exact mechanism

that is operating in the population ís unknown, a test of homogeneous

emigration rates nust be interpreted carefully since the test may

reject the hypothesis of homogeneous migratíon caused by other

mechanísms. A similar probtem occurs when testing the hornogeneity of

migration rates among pre-strata.

lesting for homogeneous refative emigration ratês at the tine of
release:

If it j-s assumed that the band-recovery rates are proportional from

year to year anonq the post-strata tflt=oi'flt¡, th.r, it is possible to

test if the parametrj-c functions:

¡rl '*?trlt .ltcl'rlt *ït.ï'
b------------ = Ë-----------
î r'af'*ltrlt i ^ltol'rlt 3 *:tr:t

t=1 rr-t t=1 l-]t t=1 rr



are homogeneous for alf releases, which in turn is equivatenL to

testing for homogeneous ernigratj-ôn rates among all releases.

Unfortunately, evên under this restriction, the p-va1ue of the exact

test is difficult to compute (Àppendix 3.C.1-) and the test has no

sinpLe large-sampÌe contingency table approximation.

Using the same argumen¿s that lead to the simpLe test of Mode1 2b

vs. Model 3 in Chapter 2, a simpler test u8ing only the direct

recoveries can be developed. This test is not expected. to suffer much

Loss of power reLative to the exact test, and. a large-sample

contingency tabÌe test can be deveLoped (Tab1e 3.S.4.3a), IL may be

used to test for i

(i) rlt = ^"t assumins ttrat rft= oi'tìt, orI.

,.,, .st s.-st st st(rr) 1, = oi tl âssuming thât m:' = m--

(iii) gross band-recovery rates (product of emigration and.
band-recovery rates) proportional over time.

The last test may be of interest in the context of Chapter 2 since the

Conplete-Fidelity Model is a simple repa ramete ri zat ion of ModeL 3 of

that Chapter.

Testing for homogeneous refative enigration rates among pre-strata:

If it is assr.med that the band-recovery rates among pre-strata are

proportionat ttit=ai'i]tf rhen lt Ís possibte to test if the parametrlc

functions:

ul'*?Er?t *ltol'r1trrrii-i
Ë------- ---- = b-----------
> ul'*ltrft . E *ltal'rlt

t_:1 r J. r *_" I t- I

êl 1+
m, !.

= ____1__1_

I mÌ"ri"
t=1



Table 3.5 - 4.3a
A large-sample contingency table used in the test for homogeneous relative emigration rates

among releases in the Complete-Fidelity Model using ordinary band-recovery data

g, *Ìt= *"t assumlrro fst s'-st
I - ¡ =*j tt

A: relative emigratlon rates in the year of release differ among relêases und.er the same assÌ¡mption

MSS Dimension

z1x a (b.l+k-l)
l

I(

R:.
J.

R:t ab (-¿+k-1)
J

RS:"l
1-The exact test has no simple contingency table equivalent and 1s presented in Àppendix 3.C.1. Use ofthj-s contingency table is not expected to result in much loss in power since the d.irect recoveries areoften the largest -

There rdi1l be one such tabre for each pre-stratum s:1...a. Each table has (Þ-1) (k-1) degrees of
freedom.

The dlrect recovêries u.. p.opo.tional to the product of the relat.ive emigratlon rates and the band.-
recovery rates. since the band-recovery rates are, by assumption¡ alread.y propoxtional among rows, then
Èhe entrles in each ro¡¿ will be proportional when the relative emigration rates in the year of releaseare homogeneous over releases.

contingency Table for each pre-st

o"1 os2 osb'Ìk ^'kk ^'kk

1ratÌ¡m

^'11

.;;
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are homogeneous among pxe-strata, which in turn, is equivalent to a

test for homogeneous relat.ive emigraLion rates among pre-strata.

As before, the p-val-ue of the exact. test ie difficutt to compute

(Appendix 3.c,2) and the t.esl has no simple large-sampÌe contingency

table approximation. Again, a simpler test can be devel-oped that uses

only the direct recoveries, and a large sample contingency tabLe test

can be deve.Loped (Table 3.5.4.3b) . It can be used to test either:

st .t , . -st s.^1t(l) .i = ^i asslrmrng that f , = Ct. f , , or

,... -sL s.-1t st .t(rr) ti = qi ti assuml-ng that m. = m,-.

The latter interpretation could be of interest since it is a test of

proportional band-recovery rates among pre-strata regardl,ess of thê

survival rates when it is reasonabÌe to assr¡me that pre-stratâ have the

same migration patLerns.

3,5.4.4 Tests of the irnmigration rates

Results simíLar to those in Section 3.3.4.3 (pa rLiâI-Fide.tity Model)

also apply in the Complete-Fide tity ModelI

. a test for homogeneous relative immigration rates among post-

strata is equivalent to the test for homogeneous relative

emigration rates among pre-atrata;

. an ad .iroc test for homogeneous relative j.rnrnigration rates over

time must be constructed since independent estimates of the pre-

stra¿um population sizes at the different times are required in

âddítion to the assumptions about the band-recovery rates. Àn

example of the derivation of aA ad hoc test when sightings are



Iable 3.5.4 - 3b

'a large-sample contingency tabre used. in the test for homogeneous rerative emigratLon ratesamong pre-strata in the complete-Fidelity Model using oxd.inary band-recovery data

,, st -t st s. -1tH: m. = mr assumLng f:-:a: f:"r)J)J
A: relative miglation rates in the year of rerease are pre-straturn specific under the same assumption

MSS Dimension
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R":.J

R.'
)'
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R"l'l
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There ls one such table for each year of release j:L...k- Each table has (a_1) (b_1) degrees of freedom.

The dl¡ect ¡ecove¡les are proportional to the product of the reÌative emigrat.ion rates and. the band-recovery rates' slnce the band-recovery rates are, by assumption, alread.y proportional among rows, thenthe entries ln each row wj-rl be proportional when the rerative emígration rates are homogeneous amongpre-strata.
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present is given in Appendix 3.F and illustrated in the numerical

exampLe of Section 3.7.

3.5.4.5 Tests of the harvest-derivat ion rates

ResuLts similar to those in Sèction 3.3.4.S (pa rt ia l-FídeLity Model)

apply to the Complete-Fidelity Modet:

. a contingency tabte used Lo test for homogeneous relative

ha rvest-de rivat ion rates among post-strata when band-reporting

raLes are homogeneous is equj-valent to the contingency table used

to test for hornogeneous relatÍve emigration rates among pre-stratai
. an ad ¡oc test for homogeneous relative harvest-derivalion rates

over time must be constructed since independent estirnates of the

pre-straÈum popufation sizes and the band-reporting rates at the

different times are required. Àn example of the derivation of an

ad åoc test !¡hen sightings are preaent is given in .Appendix 3,F and

ii-lustrated in the numerical example of Section 3.7,

3.5.4.6 Tests of the post-stratum specific survival rates.

Since the post-stratum specific aurvival rates are confounded v¡ith the

absolute emigration rates, it is not possíble to develop tests of

homogeneít.y over post-strata or over time, unless iÈ is assumed that

the emigraLion rates are homogeneous over tÍme, Since it is difficult

to distinguish changes in emigration apart from changes lnduced by

differential survival, these tests are not pursued further,
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3.5.4,7 Surì¡na ry of the resul-ts on testing

.As in the Part ial-Fidelity Modelr the confoundl-ng of Lhe parameters

causes numerous problems in hlæot.hesis testing in thís model. fn

a uÍ[na ry :

. it is not possible to test the compfete-fidelity assulnption sínce

animals are seen only twíce - at release and at recovery,.

. a partial goodness-of-fit test can be constructed using the

results of Model 3 of Chapter 2t

' tests about the emj.gration and survival rates must be interpreted

carefully since dÍfferences in survival_ may cause changes in the

migration rates t

' a test for homogeneous refative emigration rates among. pre_strata

is possible if it is assumed that the post-stratum band.-recovery

rates are proportional among pre-strata lrfL=sf'¡ltt . tf,. p-value

of this exact test is difficult to compute, but a simpler tesL

using only the direct recoveries can be constructed.;

. a t.est for homogeneous refatj-ve emigration rates among releases

is possible if it is assumed that the band-recovery rates are

proportionaL over tirne ttlt=oÌ'tltf . The p-vatue of this exact

test is difficult to comput.e, but a sínpler test using only the

direct recoveries can be constructed;

. a test for homogeneous relative innnigration raEes among post-

strata ls equivalent to a test for homogeneous relatíve emigration

rates among pre-strata i

' an ad àoc test for homogeneous reLative irunigration rat.ea over

time can be consttucted when externaf estimates of the pre-gtratum
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population sizes and their estimated precision are availâble and

additional assumptions are made about the band-recovery rates;
. an ad Jroc test for homogeneous relative ha rvest -de rivat ion raLes

among post-strata can be constructed when externat estimateg of the

band-reporting rates and their estj-mated precision are avaiLable.

Hor,rever, if the band-reporting ratea are aasumed to be ind.ependent

of the pre-strata, the large-sâmple contingency table for this test
is equivalent in form to the contingency table used. in the test of

homogeneous relative emigration rates over pre-strata,
. an ad åoc test for homogeneous relative harvest_derivat ion rates

over time can be constructed when external estimâtes of the pre_

stratum popufation sizes and band-reporting rates and. their

estímated precision are avai.Iabl-e;

3.5.5 SUMMARY OF THE COMPTETE-FIDELITY MODEL WITH ORDINÀRY BAND-
RECOVERY DATÀ

The major problem in using ordinary band-recovery data !¡ith the

Complete-Fidel-ity Mode] is again that the band-report.íng rate is

confounded with the emigration rate, This ímplies that estimation and

tests of the emígration or immigration rates are not possible unless

further assumptions about the band-recovery rates are made, Thege

assunptions are not testable using the data at hand, and must be

assessed on biologicat grounds.

Estimation and tests of the harvest-derivat ion may be possible if
independent estimatea of the pre-stratum population size and band_

reporting rates are available,
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Since the post-stratìm survival rates and emigration rates nay be

highly dependent, tests about the emigration and survival rates should

be interpreted carefulfy.

In short, there âre numerous shortcomings in usíng ordinary band-

recovery data with the Compfete-Fidel ity Mode1 . Estimation and

hypothesís têsting is possible under varíous restrictions, but thêse

restrictions must be assessed on biological grounds only.
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3'6 À MoDrErcÀTroN To rHE EXPERTMENITÀrJ DESTGN tN THE coMpLETE-FrDErJrry
MODEIJ

The problem in using ordinary band-recovery data in the Complete-

Fidelity Mode1 is the confounding of the parameters. Às in the

Pa rt ial-Fidel ity Model, this can be resolved íf additional sightings

are availabÌe in the post-strata. Live recaptures may alao be used as

outlined in the Pa rtial-Fídelity Model.

Sightings of thê animals in the pre-strata may or may not be

informative. Three scenarios can be envisaged:

. Àn anínal is sighted in the pre-stratum of release before its

recovery or last sighting in a post-stratum. Since the animal is

assumed to be faithfuL to its posL-stratum of recovery in all years

between release and recovery, these sightíngs in the pre-strata are

uninformative since aÌI they indicate is that the animal survived

the seasonal migration to that specific post-sÈratum which can

already be inferred from the recovery information alone.

. An animal is sighted in the pre-stratum of release after its

'last' sighting in a post-stratum and is never recovered. Theae

are informative about the post-stratun survíva1 rates since the

fidetity assumption implies lhat the animal must have returned to

the post-stratum of sighting and the sighting in the pre-stratum

irnplies that the animal has survived for additional years after its

last sighting j-n the post-stratr¡m,

. Àn animal- is sighted in the pre-stratum of release only and. is

never sighted in a post-stratum nor is its band recovered. These

sightings are uninformative about the post-stratum survivaL rates

since ít ig unknor,¡n to which post-stratum the animal hâs migrated.
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They can be used to obtain ínformation about the survivaL rates

ovêr all post-strata,

In aL.I cases, the sightings in the pre-strata are uninformative about

the migration rates since they contain no new information about the

post-stratum chosen by the animats over that provided by the recoveries

or sightíngs' The modifications to the procedures in this sêctíon to
incorporate sightings in the pre-strata axe st raigh! forward., but

tedj-ous,. however, since these are uninformative about the migration

rates, this generalization wj-Il not be pursued further.

3,6.1 ASSUMPTIONS

The additional assumptions over those mad.e in the Complete_Fidelity

Model with ordi-nary band-recovery data are sinilar to those additional
assumptions made in the pa rt ia l-Fide]ity Modet with sightings with the

following revísions:

' if an animal is sighted in a post-strat!Ìm, it impties that the

animaf has chosen to nigrate to this post_stratum in every year.

Às in the Part ial-Fide]ity Model, the assumption of independence

between sightings and recoveries is crucial and. easily violated unLess

the study is carefully designed.

3.6.2 MODEL AND INTERPRETATION OF THE PÀ¡ÀMETERS

Às shown in Appendix 3.D, the set of sighting and recovery histories
from a release can be nodelled using multinomial distributions. The

data repreaentâtion is not as complex as in the pa rt ial_fideLity model-;

however, for consistency, a similar red.uced-daLa array can be used.
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À s¡rmbolic representation of the revised reduced-data array in the

case of k=3 years of releases, and l.=4 years of recoveries is shown in

Figure 3.6.2a. This reduced-data array wiLt be identical to that of

the Part ial-Fidel ity Model except that nov¡ wllt it the nurìber ofrl'
animals from w?l that are subsequent.Iy recovered. in post-stratum trl
(rather than any post-stratum) . Àccording to the assumptions of the

Complete-Fidelity Model, animaLs must be completeÌy faithfuL to their

post-strata so sightings or recoveries in other post-strata should not

be possible.

As in the Pa rt ia l-Fidel íty ModeL, an animal_ may contribute to

severaÌ elements of the reduced-data array. For example, an animal_

!¡ith a history of:

. refeased from pre-straturn 1 in year l.t

. sighLed Í|IIHOUT being recovered in post-stratum 2 in year 2,.

. neither sighted nor recovered j.n year 3;

. recovered ÀND síghted in post-stratum 2 in year 4,.

will contribute to the terms:

..]2 ,]22 , o!2w!2, w72.t an<l aun.

The generaL expression for the expected number of anínaLs observed

for each element of the reduced-data array is shown in Figure 3.6,2b in

the case of k=3 years of releases, and -l=4 years of recoverj-es. The

major differences between the expected values of the reduced-data array

between the Complete- and Pa rt ial-Fidelity Mode.ls are the presence of

the post-stratum specífic survival rates, and the continued presence of
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Fiqrre 3.6-2a

array in the CompLete-Fidetity Model with
years of release and -l=4 years of recoveries

Stâtistics

__st
-st -st ¡1. = nunibe! of animals ¡eleased from pre-
^ZS ^Z¿ - stratuÌn s in yeat j that are sighted

WIIEOUT being recovered in post_
ost ^sÈ stratum t in yeàr j.
"zt oza

,,st --st listt _ number of aninals releâsed in pre_
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without being recovered _ln post-
wllt b stratum t ln year j and are subsequently¿t' sighted or ¡ecovered in post-straÈùm t

"33 "34

*33 *34
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ll stratum s in year i tbat are recovered

ÀND sigbted in post-stratum t lr)
year j

Bst _ nuÍiber of animàls released froln pre-
rl st.råEum s in year j that àte recovered

BUt not sighted in posr-stratum r tn
year J

a lbere will one such arrây for every coribination of pre- and post-stratum as Ìaid out in Figure 3.4,2a
b 

¡,Ius¿ be O since experiment ls tetminated in year 4-
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Figure 3. 6.2b

Expected values of the reduced-data array in the conprete-Ëidettty Modêr .with sighttngsin the post-stÌata in the case of *=3 year of lereãses and. 
'=4 

years of recoveries.
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i 1tt"tg r11r one-such èrrav for everv co¡ibinarion of pre- ånd post-srratå laid out as in FiguÌê 3-6.2a.Refer to FiqD¡e 3-6-2¿ foE the correspondence bet!,reen these formulae and the reduced-data array

b tlust be 0 slnce experlnent is terminated in year 4- 
ã
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the emigration rates in the first year after refease in aLl subsequent

years. Figure 3.6'2b should be compared vrith Figure 3.6.2a to see the

correspondence betseen the reduced-data array elements and the generaf

formulae. À numerical exarnple using the parameters of Table i..5a,

aesuming they are constant over time, and assuming a uniform sightÍng
rate of 30å among all pre-strata within each post_stratum for aIÌ
years, is sho!¡n in Figure 3.6.2c and discussed berow, Note that the

migration rates in Table 1.5a apply only to the first yeax after
release since aninals are faithful to their chosen post._strata in
subsequent years as explained in Section 3.5.2.

The parameters ÀP', êr-
- i mi-, and fl" were discussed in Section 3.5.2 and

retain their j-nterpretations. The parameter frlt "." discussed in
Section 3.4.2 and relains its interpretation.

Then, for exanple, in Figure 3.6.2c the expected nurnber of animals

reÌeased from pre-stratu¡n 2 in year 1, and whose band is recovered. ÀND

sighted in post-srratu¡n 1in year 1, Eø1! , is computed as:

E(.åll) = ú." 4'" 4' " o?' " 4' (or)

)lE(åii) = 1000 x o.7o x o.s?14 x o.3o x 0.08 = 9.60.

In a simílar way, the expected number of animals released. from pre_

stratum 2 j-n year 1 and whose band is recovered. BUT not sightedr in
post-stratum 1. in year i, (E(Bil), Figure 3.6,2c), is computed. as;



Fi$rre 3. 6.2c
Expected reduced-data array ig the_Complete-Fidetity Mode1 '^rith sightings in the post-stratausing the parameters of Table L.5a aäd assuming a-constant siqniÍnã iáie of o.¡'ó-iõr-ãrr-'pre-strata ra'ithin each post-stratum for aJ-l yeais.

Releases from pre-stratum L

Nunber
Year Banded

1000

r.000

1000

Expected sightings or recoveries Expected sightings or recoveries
- in post-stratum 1 by year in post-Stratrm 2 by year

___t________-?_________2________!___ ___l ' 2 3'- 4

6.00
14.00

L14.00
29 .60

3.00 1.507.00 3.5057.00 28 .50
L3.57 5.03

6.00 3.00l-4.00 7.00114.00 57.00
27 .I4 10.05

6.00
14.00

1L4.00
20 .L0

0. ?5

].4.25

1.50
3.50

28.50

3.00
? - 00

5?.00

6.00
14.00

114.00
38.51.

3.60
8.40

68.40

6.00
14.00

114.00
34.25

2 -16
5.04

41.04
8.68

3.60
8.40

68.40
L4.47

6.00
14.00

114.00
24.12

1.30
3 .02

24 -62

2.76
5. 04

41.04

3.60
8.40

68.40
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Nunber
Banded

1 1000 9.60 4.80 2.40 1.20 10.80 6.4822.40 t't_.20 s.60 2.Bo aÉ.4ó té.vi.i-0.40 ss.20 27.60 t3.Bo it.tó 2á.-tø31.45 t4.42 5.34 33.10 11 .øt
2 1000 9.60 4. BO Z-40 10.80??.10 1L.20 5.60 ài.zo110.40 55.20 21 .60 lg.zo28.84 10.68 29.45

Expected sightings or recoveries
- in post-stratum L by yearL 2 3- - 

4

3 1000 g -60 4.8022.40 Ir.20110.40 55.20
2I.36

The row-¡¿l'se simllarities ln each table are a result of assurning that the parameters of rable L.6aare constant over tlme, and assumins that the sighting rãÈe iã--5 o a'-fãr'äir'pið':Jii;Ë."i"';íi=pä;t-strata in all years,

Figure 3 - 6.2c (continued)

Releases from pre-stratum 2

Expected sightings or recoveríesrn post-stratum 2 bv vearr 2 3-' 4

3.89
9-0"t

74 -26
't .46

6.48
L5 -72
23 -16
12 .44

5-44
8.55

9.0'7
L4.26

10.80 6.4825.20 Ls -1279.20 23.7 6
20 .14
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r,ollt = ,?r" ,ir', 
^?rL 

* ,r-o1', " 4t (or)

)1E(B;;) = 1000 x 0.70 x 0.5?14 x (1.00-0.30) x O.0B = 22.40.

Note that the expected nurìber of animals released from pre-stratum 2

in year l- and whose band ís recovered in post-strâtum 1 in year 1

(regardless if sighted or not), ufnlll, is again comput.ed as the sum of

these t!¡o componentsf and eguals that shown in Figure 3.6.2b:

E(Rîl) = 32.00: erellr + E(Bîi) = s.60 + 22.40

The expected nu¡nber of animafs reteased fron pre-stratum 2 in year

1, and whose band is sighted }IITHOI.'I! being recovered ín post-stratum l-

21in year 1, (E(t{i), Figure 3.6.2c), is computed as:

r,ofilt : ú." 4'" ^1' " o?'' rr-{1r (or¡

)1E(t{;) = 1000 x 0.70 x 0.5714 x o.3o x (1.00-o.og) = 110.40.

Sj.nce the anímal-s are completel_y falthful to their post-strata, the

paxameter Slt represents the post-stratum speclfic survival rate in
post-stratum t from the tj-me of banding ín year I to the time of

banding in year i*L for those animals released from pre-stratum s.

Hence, in Figure 3.6.2c¿ the expected number of animal-s released from

pre-stratu¡n 2 in year 1 and whose bands are either: recovered. ÀND

sighÈed; recovered BL'II not sighted; or sighted t¡ITHOUtr being recovered

in post-stratum 1 ín year 2 are computed as:
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tøl)t :,fi" 4,'" ^1'* "11 ' o3' " 1' (or¡

,øl)l :1000 x o.?o x 0.s?14 x o.5o x 0.30 x 0.08 = 4.80

,ølþ = ú." 4'" 4'" t"r'x tt-ef,rt x fl (or)

,<"1þ =looo x o.?o x 0.5?14 x 0.50 x (1.00-0.30) x 0.os = LL.2ot

,,ú), = ú" 4'" ^lL " "lr * p3'* o-1't (or)

, ufil = 1oo0 x o.?0x 0.s?14 x o.sox o.3ox (1.00-0.08) = 5s.20

respectivêly.

The remaining entry in the reduced-data ârray ís the nurìber of

animals released from pre-stratum g in year j, and whose bands are

sighted without being recovered j_n post-stratum t in year j and are

subsequently xecovered or sighted in later years in post-stratum t

tdlll . In order for a band. to be sighted or recovêred. subsequent to11.

being sighted without bej-ng recovered in post-stratum t in year J¡ the

animal muat survive in post-sLratum t in year J and then j-t will be

subject to similar forces of recovery or sightings as new releases in

year J+l. For example, in Figure 3.6.2ct the expected number of

animals released from pre-straturn 2 ín year L whose bands were sighted

r,¡ithout being recovered in post-stratum L in year 2, and whose bands

are subsequently recovered or sighted during the remainder of the

experinent, is computed as:

"ofil\ = ú." 4'" 4'" 11', o3','2'" r1'uÊr'^2rtt-1
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where p;- is the probability than an animal- will be recovered or

sighted ln post-stratÌ¡m 1whèn released in pre-stratum 2 in year 3.

The term t"! '*]tl-1 adjusts OII ø, the emigratíon component of the

nexL year's releases. Or,

21'l 21 -1E(%ã]l:rooo x o.?o x 0.5?14 x 0.50 x 0.30 x o.5o x o!-to.zoxo.s?14t'

: 30. oo * p!1 to. aol-1.

(Note that the band-recovery rate does not enter into the computation

since, by definit.lon, the post-stratì.rm specific survívaL rate includes,

as a hidden component, the probability of not being recovered) .

21
Now pl- is tedious to compute but using Formu.La 3.D.2 presented in

t1
Àppendix 3.D, pã = 0.19224r and so

z tfi)L.l = 30.00 x o-!s224 x (0.40)-1 = 14.42.

Hencef of the 1000 animals banded and released in pre-stratum 2 in year

l, 55.20 animals are expected to be sighted wit.hout being recovered in

post-stratum 1in year 2 (rã2Itl, and of Lheser 14.42 animals are

expecced to be subgequently sighted or recovered in post-stratum l-

during the remainder of the experi*""t twllll , As wet1,

,ufil *ofi)l) = 55.20-14.42 : 40.78

is the expected number of anirnals released from pre-stratum 2 in year 1

whose bands were sighted for the Last time in post-stratum 1in year 2.

The expected total nunber of animals banded and released in pre-

straturn 2 in year 1 that are sighted or recovered. in post-stratum 1
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during the êntire experiment, ignoring duplicate sightings, is conputed

as:

A

¿ r i ø?r.*B?\+ olr.-çê1.r t t t!) rl _rl 11.
)-t

or, from Figure 3 , 6,2c,

9.60 + 22.40 + (110.40 - 31,45) +
4.80 + 1,1.20 + ( 55.20 - L4.42l +
2.40 + 5,60+ (27.60- 5.34) +
1,.20 + 2.80+(13,80- 0.00) = 215.79

This agrees v¡ith the compuLed vaJ-ue of Oll=O.ZtSlS found using

Formula 3.D.2, representing t.he probability of recovering or sighting

an animal reLeased from pre-stratum 2 in year f. in post-straLum 1

during the entire experiment (215.?9/1000-0.21579) .

3.6.3 ESTIMÀTION

In thís modet there are ak total emigration parameters t$'l, "ø-llX
rel-ative emigration parameters (,,rIlL) , r¡r sighting p.t.^"t"rs {nlt),

ab-l band-recovery parameters (fÌt), and. ab(J-J) post-stratum specific
al'surviva.l rates (Sl"), for a LotaL of ab(37+k-Il Þara¡neters.

Using the methodology outlined in Chapter 1, ãnd the daÈa

representation shown in Appendix 3.D. the MSS can be identified. It

has di¡nension ab(31+k-1-\ ¿ and one representation of the MSS is easily

comput.ed from the reduced-data array as:

¿"!+w"!'l 'l

-st -st') ')

s-1 ...a The totaÌ nu¡nber of anima.ls released from pre-
t=1 ...b stratum s whose bands were sighted in
j=1 . . .1 post-stratum Ë in year j.

s=L...å The total number of aninals released from pre-
t=1 .,.b stratum s whose bands were recovered in
j:f...1 post-st..ratuJn t in year j.



s=1...a
f l-w"!t r=r-. . .b') ')' j=t. . .,

19A

The total nurìber of anima.ls reÌeased from pre-
stxatum s whose bands were sighted withoul
being recovered in post-stratum t in year j and
Ì{ere not sj-ghted or recovered in later years.

The total nurnber of animals re.leased from pre-
atratum ,s that were alive at time I and seen
or recovered afler time j in post-stratun t.

-st
a

s=1 ...a

7=7...k-7

Since the dimension of the MSS equaLs the number of parameters, a.If

parameters are identifiabfe and their MLES are presented in

Table 3.6.3; variances and covariances may be found in Appendix 3.E.

Unfortunately, in this modeI, the estimators often do not have a simple

intuitj-ve form. From the expressions in Appendix 3,E, it can be seen

that the precision of the estjmates depends rnainly upon terms involving

sightingsr and so a hiqh sighting rate will give good precision.

The estimates of the retative inÌnigration rates and the relative

harvest-derivation rates are found by simply replacing each parameter

in the definition by its MLE, and by using the independ.ent estimates of

the pre-stratum popuLation sizes and Lhe post-stratum band-reporting

rates as required. Variances may be obtained using the delta-method..

Àbsolute or total immigration or derivation rates still cannot be

estimated unless the pre-strata are exhaustive.

3,6.4 TESTING

3,6.4.1 À goodness-of-fit test

A general non-specific goodness-of-fit test to the ConpÌete-Fidel ity

Model with sightings can, in theory, be constructed using the melhods

outlined in Chapter 1, However, as in the pa rtial-Fide l ity Mode1, the

large-sample contj-ngency tables wilt consist of many tables with smaLl
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expected counts which !¡ill require extensive pooling and wifl 1ack any

appreciable polrer.

Sj-nce the reduced-data array are Lhe suffícient (but not mínima1Ìy

sufficient) statistica for the model, a good¡ess-of-fit test can be

constructed using lhe nethods of chapter 1 with the reduced.-data array¡

raLher than the full-data array. The derivaÈion is presented in

Appendix 3.D,

This goodness-of-fit test has two components. !arge sâmple

contíngency tables thaL can be used ín the test of each component are

shown in Tab1es 3,6.4.1a and 3.6.4.1b. Some of the contingency tables

may have sma.Ll expected counts (particularly near the end of the

experiment), and mây either require pooling or may be omitted vrith a

corresponding reduction in the degrees of freed.om.

The first component is very similar to the goodness-of-fit test of

the Pa rt ia l-Fidelity Model (Tab.Ie 3.3.4.1) the difference being that
one such table is now constructed for each pos¿-stratum rather than a1l-

post-atratâ being combined into one table, Às such, viofations of the

Complete-Fidelity Model assumptions will be detected in similar ways as

outlíned ín Section 3.3,4.i..

The second component examines if the sighting rale of recovered

animals díffers from the sighting rate of non-recovered. animals alive

and present in the post-stratum. This component couLd not be extracted.

in the Part ial-Fide1ity Model since informat.ion obtained. from



Table 3.6.4 .1a

A large-sanple contingency table that can be used. in a component of the goodness-of-fit testfor the complete-Fidelity Moder with sightings j-n the post-stiata based upon the reduced-d.ata array
A Ìarge-sampre contingency table is constxucted by considering the sightings or recoverles in year jconditionar upon the animal being sighted or lecovered in year j or Láter, for ne!¡ry xeleased. and.previously released animal-s from p¡e-stxatum s-

TotâI unique ånlmâls
releâsed from pre-
stratuh s l.n y€år L,
and sighted or
recovered in year J
o! later 1n
post-strâtun t

TotâI unlque ånlnals
refeåsed from pte-
strâtum s bcfor6 y6a! L,
årìd sighted o¡
recovered ln year I
or later iô
post-stratuft t

i-;;;-;;";;;ãi-;;;;"i"-;;;ã ;;;;i"-";;ä---i;;;;"ìi;;;J-----iil;";;;;;--| ÀllD slshted in I Bsr nor sisbred in I wrrEom beinq .l wrrgour beíng i oi-signtea ontyI yeâr J iñpost- ryear j inpost- | recovered in year jr recovered tn yea! J rafrer yeàr j inI stratun t from r stratùm r from I in post-stratsirm r I in posÈ-srratir. t - 
i pãrt-."."a,_r. tI those at left I those at teft I anònor sighLed or I ¿nd sigbted or i iiãm t¡ose at left, I I recovered after I recovered after II I I yeâr j from rhose I year J frorn those iI I tar lefr l;r teir i

| ---------------_-_--+-_______-_____ _-____+_____ _-__________-__+____ -+____- ______________

or:
r --------
i rll*aÌ!*wi!-wÌ't I o:!m=i rn rm ln rm. 

| 
'-rj

i-I 1 l-;-;---------
E 

' 
l.t *s.r+w"r_w.t t | ^s' 

^rrvm vm vnl- I 1 'w.ì
v-r.'l|".1

=_=======_===t===
1ll,
Ð E ast+s't*¡st-orstt l ; ^".,_, - , vrn vm vm vm- | -, "wiv r n¡-J ¡ v:I

Àninals recoveted
ÀICD sighted in
year J in post-
stratun t. ftom
those at left

Ànimals recoverêd
BqT not sighted in
year j in post-
stratum t fron
¿hose at left

: ;¡i I__;ii_;;;; rfl I 1l 11. I

___________-_t__________ 1l.,l-> sl-t | -> 
"'l-w"lt I

v=r "J i. I w=r vl vl' 
I

==:==========i==:==========+

"i "il | ":,+*;;: I

I

Ani¡hals slghted I

¡ÌITEOûI being I
recovered in year jl
in post-stratum t I

and not sighted or I

recove¡ed after I
year j from those I

at left I

Ànimâls slghted
mIEOm belng
recovered ln year j
in post-stratum t
and slghted or
recove¡ed âfter
yeår J from lhose
at left

r.l .

i-1
t w"lt

--t--------------
t tllt+elt+wlt-wlt t l - !ùstt
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1t
E ¡ ¡¡stagstrwst-!ùsÈt) - i¡stt

v=1 m_J+1 vm vm vln vm. vj.



Table 3. 6.4.1a (contj-nued)

There wf1l be one such table for each coÍìbination of pre-stratum s=1...a, pogt-st.ratum t:1...b, yearof release 7=2'.-k¡ and year of recovery j=i.-.1- Each table will have 4 d.egrees of freedom (exceptthat when j:l' the last two coLumns do not exist and the table !úill have 2 degrees of freed.om).

there wlll be a total of 2 (k-Il (27- k-f,, degrees of freed.om for each combination of pre_stratums=1...a and post-stratum t:1 .-.b.

rntultively, animals released from pre-statum s in year i and recovered in post-stratum t shourd.behave In the same way as previously released animals.

Thls contlngency table is similar to those of the Partial-Fídelity Moder êxcept that only one post-stratum is conside¡ed at a time.

(o
@



Iabte 3.6.4.1b

A large-sarq)Le contíngency table that can be used in a component of the goodness-of-flt testfor the Complete_Fide1ity Model with sightings in the post_strata
based upon the reduced.-data array

A large-sarlPle contingency table is constructed by considering animals sighted. and. recovered in yearj in post-stratum t from all ¡eleases cond.ítional upon the total animals recovered. in year j in post-stratum t and the animars from arl re.reases that are firsl sighted !ùithout being recovered in yeãr Iin post-stratum t and are subsequently sighted or recovered. cond.itional upon those seen onry afteryear j.

Total unlgue aninals
released from pre-
stxatum s in åI1 years
recoveted In yeaÌ j
Ín post-stratum t

Totâl unlque anlmâIs
ÌeLeased ftor¡l pre-
stratum s ln al._l years
and sighted or
recovered after year Jj.n post-stratuh t

Or:

I Animals recovered I Aninals recoveÌed I
| Àt{D sighted in I BUr not sighted I

I post-stratum t I in post-stratuh t I

I from those ät left I from Lhose at left Iltl
ttl
I ------------------------+------------------------ |

ll
| Àní¡nals also I ÀniÍìåIs not sighted
I sigbted in yeår j iñ | in year J in
I post-stratum t I post-sttatùn t
I fron tbose at left I fron those at left
ll
lt
lr



Table 3. 6.4.1b (continued)

There will be one such tab.re for each conbination of pre-stratum s=1...a, post-stratum t=1...b, yearof recovery J=1... (l-1), Each table r¡iII have L degree of freedom.

There wllI be a total of (-¿-1) degrees of freed.om for each conlf,inatton of pre-stratum s:l-...a andpost-stxatu¡n ¿=L. . .,b.

rntultively' the sighting rate of recovered. animals should be the same as the sightl-ng rates of non-recovered anlmals allve and present in the post_stratum.



recover.ies or sightings in future years contains no information about

the anÍmals location in the current year. The assumption of post_

stratum fidelity implies that recovèries or sightings in 1ater years

are j-nformative about the location of the animal in the current year,

3 .6.4.2 Testing among models

when sighting of bands takes place in the post-strata, alI parâmeters

can be estimated, and hlpotheses about the parameters may be tested

without any further restrictions. However, many of the models with

restrictions placed upon the parameters are 1ess than fult rank and

many estimators of the parameters are not available in cfosed form;

numerical methods must be used.

À cornputer program using the methods outlined in Appendix 3.F has

been written to estimate the parameters und.er the full mod.el and under

various hl¡potheses involving restrictions on the parameters. It
conputes the val,ue of the likelihood (up to constant terms) for each

model so that likelihôod ratio tests may be perforrned.. À nurnerical-

exâmpfe of the use of the computer program to analyze a set of data is
presented in Section 3.7.

3. 6.5 SUMMÀRY

By obtaining additional sightings of the banded animals in the post_

strata, all of the problems caused by the confound.ing of the band_

recovery and emigration rates are resolved. However, the study my be

carefully designed to enaure that the crucial- assumption of



independence between sightings and recoveries is not vioLated. Ãll

parameters in the ful] Compl"ete-Fidetity Modèl can nov¡ be estimated.

Tests of hlpotheses about the bj-ologicaL parameters of interest can now

be performed without any additional assumptíons. However, many of the

restricted moders are stirt less than fuLr rank and numerical methods

must again be used.
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3.7 À NIJ}IERICÀI EXÀMPLE

3.7.1 INTRODUCTTON

In this sectl-on, an exanpfe of the analysis of si¡nu]aÈed data using the

computer program described in Appendix 3,F is presented. Thê purpose

of these exanples is not to present a definitive analysis, but rather

to iLlustrate some of the possible steps that r,¡ould be taken j-n

building a model to describe migration patterns. The advantage of

using sinufated data is that the true model structure and values of the

parameters âre known, and the resuLts of the analysis can be assessed

against the known properties.

The parameter values given in Table L,5a (with a uniform sight.ing

rate of 30å) were used to generate the simulated data for both the

Partiaf- and Complete-Fidelity models assuming that the parameter

values were constant over tíme. The interpretation of the band-

recovery and sighting rates does not depend upon the fidelity

a6surnption, but the interpretation of the remaining parameters is

different in the two modelsr even though they have the same numerical

values, In particufar:

. the post-stratum specific survival rates only apply to animals

that migrate to this post-stratun in a particular year, In ghe

Complete-Fidelity Model, the animals always return to this post-

stratum in later years, whíle in the partia l.-Fide1ity Model, they

may migrate to other post-strata. However, in both modeLs, the

subsequent survival- probabilitíes are assumed to be independent of

all previous survival rates;
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. the net survivaÌ rate over alt post-strata is not required in the

Cornplete-Fide1 ity Model; in the pa rt ial-Fidel ity Model, it is

derived from the migration and post-stratuî survival rates as sho!¡n

in Section 3. 4;

. the migration rates in year j in the partiaL-Fidelity Model apply

to afl animals alíve in year J regardless of when re.leased, while

those for t.he Complete-Fide lity Model appty only to newly released.

animals. Subsequent migration patterna in the Conplete_Fidelity

Modef are completely determined after the first migraLion of the

animal- after banding.

The reduced-data arrays, consísLing of the number of animals

recovered and/or sighted in each year after release in each post_

stratum given a fíxed¿ known nunbêr of rel_eases, were generated by

using the distributions of the reduced-data ârray elements given in
Appendices 3.¡. and 3,Þ, and involve the generation of multinomial

variates in the order required by the conditioning of the distribution

of the MSS. The appropriate subroulines from IMSL (1.9g4) were used.

Since estimation of the inunigration and harvest-dexivat íon rates

also requires estimates of the pre-stratum popuLation sizes and band_

reporting rates' typicaL values for the estimates (and their standard

errors) of these parameters were included with simulated data. This

information is usually obtained from other studi /
I i_ 

___^ --..-_ ---*-es,7E_._rtHenny,
Ã¡derson, and pospahla) itslz'l ,ot Henny and Burnham, ¿t-9?6) . Hence the

complete set of dala consísts of the generated. reducêd_data arrays and

the exte¡nal estimates (with esLimated standard errors) of the pre_



stratum popufation sizes and band-reporting raLes, and represents the

type of data that would be availabLe from a reaL banding experiment.

In Section 3.1 .2, an exampLe of the anaLy€is of data from the

Pa rtial-Fide]ity Model is present.ed. This secLion concentrates on

estimation and testing of the fundanental parameters rather than the

derived harvest-de rivat íon and irmnigration rates. In Section 3.?.3, an

example of the anaLysis of data from the Complete-Fidetity Model is

presented and concentrates on the derived parameters. The comput.er

program descríbed in Appendix 3.F can produce both tLpes of analysis

for either model.

3,?.2 PARTTÀT-FIDELITY MODEL WITH SIGHTINGS IN THE POST-STRÀT.A.

Sj.mufated data using the parameter vafues shown ín Table 1,5a v¡ere

generated assumíng that animals behaved according to the aasunptions of

the Pa rtj-al-Fidel ity Model . There were 3 years of releases, 4 years of

recoveries, 2 pre-strata where banding occurred. and 2 post-strata

where recoveries occurred, The parameter vafues in Table 1,5a were

assumed to be constant over time and a uniform sighting rate of 30* was

used, The simulated reduced-data array along with the sì.l¡nmary

statistíca are presented ln Figure 3.7.2a fotlowing the layout of

Table 3.4.2 and the log-IikeJ-ihood (up to constant terms) used in

assessing the goodness-of-fit to models in the par! ial-FideLíty famity

is -1"0959.6; such an 'unstructured, model would require L32 parameters.

Às a fÍrst step, the futl partiâ ]-Fide] ity Model without any

restrictions on the parameters is fit to the data (Figure 3.?.2b) , The



Figure 3.7.2 a
PÀRTI ÀL.FI DELITY MODEL
gIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE 1.5a PÀRÀMETER vÀt,UES

NUMBER OF PRE-STRÀTA i 2
NUI{BER OF POST-STRÀTÀ .. 2
NU BER OF YEÄRS OF RELEÀSES : 3
NIJMBER OF YEÀRS OF RECOVERIES : 4

ESTIMÀTED POPULÀTION SIZES (OBTÀINED FROM EXTERNÀL SÎUDIES}

YEÀR PRE POPULÀTION
STRÀTI'M ESTI I,ÍATE

100000,
200000.

150000.
300000.

75000.
150000.

ESTII,IÀÎED BÀND.REPORTING RÀTES (OBTÀINED FROM EXTERNÀL STUDIES)

YEÀR PRE ESTIMÀ?ES ÀND (S.8.)
STRÀTI'¡' POST_STRATIJM 1 POST-STRÀTUI,I 2

20000.
s0000,

30000.
75000.

15000.
20000.

0.s000 (0.10) 0.2soo (0.0s)
0.4000 ( 0.08 ) 0.4000 (0.08)

0.s000 (0.10) 0.2s00 (0.0s)
0.4000 ( 0.08 ) 0.4000 (0.08)

0. s000 (0.10) 0.2500 (0.0s)
0.4000 ( 0.08 ) 0.4000 (0.08)



Figure 3.7.2 ð (cont inùeal )
PÀRTI ÀL-FI DELITY MODEÍJ
SIMULATED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE 1.5â PÀRÀMETER vÀLUEs

**TTT RECOVERIES IN POST_STRÀTIJU 1
NI,I'EER

YEÀR RELEÀSED I t 2 3 4I
| ---------------

1 000.

'I 000.

3 1000.

COLT'MN
TO?ÀLS

4.00 4.00
17.00 5. 00l'15.00 80.00
37.00 'f 8.00

0.00 5.00
0.00 17.00
0.00 121 .000.00 23.00

r( r ,s,TÌ I 240.00
z( r,s,T) I t¡t.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4.00
17.00

1 15. 00
37.00

2.00 4.00 r 4.00
5.00 4.00 32.0040.00 19.00 254.00
5.00 0.00 60.00

2.OO 2.00 9.00
t 't .00 4.00 32.00
71 .00 4s.00 243 .008.00 0,00 3t.00

0 . 00 3.00 6. O00.00 17.0C 7.000.00 108. 00 83 . 000.00 t 4.00 0.00

9.00 7.00 12.0022-OO 34.00 1s. o0207.00 219.00 147.00
41 .00 27 .00 0.00

394 .00 407.00 17 4 .OO197.00 174.00 0-00

r***T RECOVERI ES IX POST-STRÀTUI{ 2

1234

10.00 't . 00
9.00 1 0.00113.00 88.00

24.O0 16.00

0.00 5.00
0 . 00 10.00
0.00 10 2.00
0.0 0 23.00

9.00
2E .00

19f,00
t 4.00

0.00 0.00 5.00 2.OO 8. O00.00 0.00 10.00 5.00 t6.000.00 0.00 t07.00 54.00 .t51.00
0. 00 0.00 I 3.00 0. o0 1 3. 00

10.00 6.00 10.00 7.00
9. 00 20.00 26 .00 1 2 .00

I 1 3. 00 190.00 209.00 127 .OO24.DO 39.00 36.00 0.00

26 r .00 360.00 3s5.00 t46.00153.00 't 8 3.00 146.00 0-00

2.00 4.00 17.007.00 3.00 29.00
32.00 29.00 262.007.00 0 .00 47 .OO

2.00 1.00
9. 00 3.00

70.00 44 .0016.00 0. 00

I .00
22.O0

216. 00
39, 00



Figure 3.7.2 a (continuêd)
PÀRÎf ÀL-F'I DELI TY }'ODEL
SIXULÀÎED DÀTÀ USII¡G TABLE 1.5ð PAEÀXETER VÀLUES

r'l*** RECOVERIES IN POST-STRÀTT'III 1
NT'MDER

YEAR RELEÀSED I I 2 3 4I
| ---------------

1 1 000.

2 1000 .

RELEÀSES FROü PRE-STRÀTT'U

"":,.,,'ooo' IrorÀLs 
I

12.00 5.00
23.00 I t .00

106,0 0 33.0018.00 3.00

0.00 't 2.00
0.00 24.OO
0 , 00 109. 00
0.00 23.00

r(r,s,T) | 20g. oo 293.00z(r,s,r) I 8s.00 ,l 2s.00

0.0 0 0.00 9.000.00 0,00 2 3.000.00 0.00 1 I 6. 0o0-00 0.00 .t3.00

12.00 1 7.00 16.00
23 . 00 35.00 34 . 00106.00 142-00 194.0018.00 26.00 24.OO

3.00 0.00
3.00 2.0 0

23.00 9.001.00 0.00

4.00 1.00
8.00 4.00

55.00 24.00
10.00 0.00

***r* RECOVERIES III POST-SÎRÀTUì., 2

1234
TOTÀLS TOÎÀLS

?q.sg 12.00 6.00 2.oo 4.00 24.00_19.9S 26.00 1o.oo 6.00 ,.óó qi.oo111.99 7e.00 44.00 23.00 t.õõ rsá.oo22.00 r7.oo 13.00 4.oo o.õõ ãã.oo

6. 00
1 3.00
48 .00

0. 00

7.00
19.00
8r.00
0.00

1 0 7.00
0.00

12.99 0.00 12.00 2.DO 8.00 22.00_lq.gS o.oo re.oo r3.oo B.oõ ãõ.oot!9.9q 0.00 86.00 +s.oo zs.óó rËå.oo33.00 0.00 2e.oo e.oó -õ:õõ 
ãõ.oo

19.9S 0.00 0.00 11.00 10.00 21 .oo!9.9S o.oo o.oo 3r.oo é:õõ ãé.oor qt . 99 0 . 00 0.00 1 04 .00 ¡s. õo táé.oor3.oo o.oo o.oo rs.oo o.oo is.oo
.t 2.00 18. 00 1s.00 22.0026.00 29.00 50.00 18.0079.00 130.00 172.00 66.0017.00 42-00 25.00 0.00

IOG-LIKELIHOOD FOR MODEL vüTH NO STRUCTURE = _10959.6 wITr{ 132 PARMS

327 .00
I 0 7.00

187.00 269.00
87.00 134.00

3't 8.00 105.00
106.00 0.00



Figure 3.7.2 b
PÀRTIÀL-FIDELITY MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÄ USING TÀBLE 1.5a PÀRÀMETER VÀLUES
MODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF PÀRÀMETERS

PRE_ POST- TOTÀL OVERÀLL
STRÀÎTJM YEÀR STRÀTUM MIGRÀTION SURVIVÀL

1 1 0.8s84s 0.53 913111
112
1 2 0.97206 0.50589121
122
1 3 1 .05883
131
132
1 4 0.36168
141
142

21
21
21
22
22
22
23

24
24
24

RELÀTIVE DÀND
RHO MIGRÀTION RECOVER!

0.50100
o.72777
0 -27223

0.45000
0.46595
0.53305

0.38200
0.62672
0.37324

o.63233 0.4410 3 0.39500

0.50568 0.45563 0.39000

FINÀL LOG-LIKELIHOOD= -10990.6 WITH 64 PÀRI4S

0.87768 0.38 5001 0.447 472 0.55253

0.2913 6 0.127 471 0.6713 52 o 32864

0.16042
0.49587 0.07547
0.50413 0 -05224

0.03361 0.19048 0.67592
0.081 30 0.52632 0.42418

0.04157 0.29032 0.49690
0.0 3 061 0.23077 0.s2089

0.03097 0. 17073 0.1194'l
0.04566 0.27778 0. 15438

SIGHÎING POST-STR
RÀTE SURVIVÀL

0.s4428
0 .45572

0.55723
o.44277

0. 10169 0.34286 0.391r 3
0. 1318 7 0.315?9 0.4?901

0.10692 0.32692 0.42363
o.121.62 0.38298 0.73s19

0.0 7619 0.32000 0.11429
0.08021 0.23077 0. 13 369

0.07955 0.26923
0.25000 0.55000

0.44444
0.36842



Figure 3.7.2 b (cont inueil )
PÀRTIAL-FIDELITY MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTA USING TÀBLE 1.5a PÀRÀMETER VÀLUES
MODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF S.E. OF PÀRÀMETER ASTIMATES

PRD_ POST- TO"ÀL OVERÀLL
STRÀTI]U YEÀR STRATT'¡' MIGRÀTION SURVIVÀL

11
11
11
12
12

13
13
13
14
14
14

21

22

23
23
24
24
24

0.28078 0.O3a22
'l

2

0.22223 0.0388s
1

2

0.24938
1

2

0 .06664
1

2

1

2

RELÀTIVË BÀND SIGHTING POST-STR
MIGRÀTION RECOVERY RÀTE SURVIVÀL

0.09805 0.0 r 652 0.08559 0.09s100.09806 0.02464 0.11455 0.07903

0.11 197 0.01360 0,08152 0,07265
0. 11 't 97 0.01230 0.08263 0.0?7s4

0.10082 0.01 1s2 0.05876 0.0215?
0.10082 0.0141 1 0.07465 0.02504

0. 10085 0.03522

0.08084 0.03359

0,13306

0.06321

0.0 9146 0.02095 0.09563
0.0 9145 0.01922 0. 1 1066

0.08040 0.02't82
0.08040 0.03s47

0.06533 0.0 24 51
0.06533 0.02687

0.07384 0.01831
0.07384 0.01986

0.07667 0.02084
0.07667 0.04 516

0.08023
0 . 07541

0.0650s
0 .0 70 9'l

0.08627
0. 10546

0,07784
0. 10038

0.02195
0.02489

0.06597
0.05226

0.08699
0.07856

\)
o



Figure 3.7.2 b (cont inued )
PÀRTI ÀL-PIDELI TY I.IODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ US¡NG TÀBLE 1.5a pÀRÀMETER VÀLUES
I,IODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF HÀRVEST DERIVÀTION ÀND IMMIGRATION

POST- & PRE- POPULÀTIQN
YEÄR STRÀTIJM ESl SE

1 1 1 100000 ( 20000)1 f 2 200000 ( 50000)

1 2 1 100000 ( 20000)1 2 2 200000 ( s0000)

2

2
2

1

1

2
2

1

1

2

3
3

3
3

BÀND_REPORTING HÀRVEST RELÀTIVE RELATIVEEST SE DERTVÀTION (SE) DERIVÀTION (SE) IM}'IGRÀTION(SE} I¡NiCñ¡iiOÑrSAI

't50000 ( 30000)
300000 ( 75000 )

1s0000 ( 30000 )
300000 ( 7s000 )

7s000 ( 1s000 )
150000 ( 20000 )

75000 ( r s000 )
150000 ( 20000 )

1
'l

2
2

0.s00 (0.100)
0.400 ( 0.080 )

0.2s0 ( 0.050 )
0.40 0 (0.080)

1

2

I
2

0. s00 (0.100)
0.40 0 (0.080)

0.250 (0.050)
0.400 ( 0.080 )

0. s00 (0.100)
0.400 ( 0.080 )

0.250 ( 0,0s0 )
0.400 ( 0.080 )

4200 ( 149s )
t7500 ( 63f1)

7600 (
19000 (
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MLE' and their estimated standard. errors equâr the varuè obtained from

the closed form expressions in Tab1e 3,4.3 and Appendix 3.8. Note that

some care must be taken when examining estimates involving confounded

parameters; e.g,¡ the estimated totaL migration in year 4, is the MLE

for S!'r'ri'. From these results, ít can be seen that the estimates of

the net survival rates over alL post-strata are quite precise

(estinated coefficients of variation of about 5g), while the other

estinates hâve esti-mated coefficients of variation of around 2Oå-35C.

One eatlmate of the total migration rate Ís out of range (1.05g63 in
year 3 ín pre-sLratum 1) but has an estimated standard error of 0,25.

From these estimates, it appears that the overalL survival rates differ

between the tr,¡o pre-strataf but not among yeara which agrees with the

true parameter va.lues. There appear to be differences in the band_

recovery rates between the pre-strata but no differences in the

sighting rates between pre-stratar again, consistent ¡,rith the true

model . Because of the large variabilíty ìn the estimated. migration

rates, there is not much evidence of different migration patterns in

either the absolute or reÌative rates, contrary to the true model.

Also, the large standard errors of the estimates of the pos!-stratum

survival rates lroul-d aeem to pernit the concl.usion t.hat the survival

rates are homogeneous among pre-strata, but Ín light of the dÍfferences

in net survival rates over aLl post-strata, this ís unlikely. The

estimates of harvest-derivat ion and inunigrarion are crose t.o their true

values derived from Tabr.es 1,5b and 1.sc. Às in reaf rife experiments,

the estimates of the imnigration and ha rvest-derivat i.on rates have !r,ro

sources of variability: sarnpling variation j-n the estimates of the

migration and band-recovery parameter from the banding experirnent and
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sampling variation in the estimates of the pre-stratum population sizes

and band-reporting rates from the external studies.

The log-likelihood (up to constants) of the fu1l modet is -10990.6

and the model requiree 64 parameters. When Lhis ís compared to the

Ìog-likelihood of the 'unstructured' model, the chi-square test-

statistlc for t.he good¡ess-of-fi¿ of the full model against a generaL

alternative is found to be 62.0=2 (-t-0959.6- (-10990.6) ) with 6B=132-64

degrees of freedom l¡hich has a p-value of 0.68, There is no evidence

that the full ParLial-Fidetity Model does not apply.

As noted earlierr it does not appear that the sighting rates are

different among the pre-strata. Biologically, this is often a

reasonable assu¡nption. A reduced nodel, assuming that the sighting

rates are common among pre-strata fnlt=nitf was then fÍtted. The

j.teratj-ve procedure converged in four iterations, and the MLES and

their estimated standard errors are presented in Figure 3,'t.2c. À11

estimates are now in range, and the precj-sion of most estimates has

improved. The log-likelihood of this reduced. model (up to constant

terms) has a vafue of -10996.8 and the model requires 56 parameters.

When thls reduced model is conpared Lo the full mode], the chí-square

likelihood ratio test statistic has a vatue of f2.4-2 (-10990.6-(-

10996.8)) with 8=64-56 degrees of freedom, corresponding to a p-va1ue

of 0,13. Hence there is LÍttIe evl-dence that this restrlcÈed model ie

not acceptable, which is consistent with the true model . À goodness-

of-fit t'est for this restricted model- is performed by comparing its

log-Iikelihood with thât of the .unstructured, model, The chi-square



Figure 3.7.2 c
PÀRÎI ÀL-FI DELITY MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTA USING TABLE 1.5a PARÀHETER VÀLUES
MODEL: P ÀRE THE SÀME OVER PRE-STRÀ'IÀ (MODEL 05}

ESTIMÀTES OF PÀRAMETERS

PRE- POST- TOTÀL OVERÀLL RELÀTIVE BÀND
STRÀTUI,I YEÀR STRÀTT'I1 MIGRÀTION SURVIVÀL RHO I,ÍIGRÀT¡ON RECOYERY
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Figure 3.7.2 c {contir¡ued }
PARTI ÀL-F¡ DELITY MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTA USING TÀBLE .I .5â PARÀMETER vALUEs
MODEL: P ÄRE THE SÀME OVER PRE-STRÀTÀ (üODEL 05)

ESTIMÀTES OF S.E. OF PÀRÀMETER EST¡MÀTES

PRE_ POST_ TOTÀL OVERÀLL
STRÀTTIM YEÀR STRÀTT'U I.'IGRÀTION SURVIVÀL
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Figure 3.7.2 c (cont inued )
PÀRÎIÀL-FI DELIlY IIODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TABLE '1 .5a PÀRÀMETER VÄLUES
MODEL: P ÀRE THE SÀME OVER PRE-STRÀTÀ (MODEL 05}

ESTII.IÀTES OF HÀRVEST DERIVÀTION ÄND IMMIGRÀTION

POST_ & PRE- POPULÀTION BÀND_REPORTING HÀRVEST RELÀTIVE RELÀTIVE
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test-statistic has a value of i4.4=2Fr0959,6-(-10996.8)) with ?6=132-

56 degrees of freedom, and a p-vafue of 0.53. There is no evidence

that this restricted model does not provide an adequate fit to the

data.

If the sÍghting raÈes are homogeneous among pre-strata, then it is

often of interest to examine íf the band-recovery rates are al,so

homogeneous among pre-strata, A model nhere both the band-recovery and

the sighting rates are homogeneous among pre-strata, i.e., where

-st -.t - st .tti:fi and p.-=p,-, was fit to the data. The starting values for the

iterative procedure were computed using the average band-recovery rate

from the previous model. The iteraLive procedure converged in three

iterations, and the MLES and estimated standard errors are shown in

Figure 3.7,2d. The l-og-likelihood under this new restricted nodel (up

to consÈant Èerns) is -11036,8 and this model requires 48 parameters.

When this ís compared to the model where only the sighting rates are

homogeneous over pre-strata. the likel-ihood ratio chi-square test.-

statistic has the value of 80,0 = 2 (-10996.9- (-11036.9) ) r.rith 8=56-48

degrees of freedom, and a p-vaJ.ue <0.0001, There is good. evidence that.

the recovery rates are not homogeneous among pre-strata, which is again

consistent v¡ith the true parameter values.

One final. model was fit to the data, assuming that the sighting

rates in years 1....4 and. absolute migration rates (ul'mlt) in year

l-.,.3 are homogeneous âmong pre-strata. NoLe that the absolute

migration rates in year 4 are confounded with the overall survival

rates, and it is not biologicalty reasonable to assume that these



Figure 3.7.2 d
PÀRTIÀL-FIDELITY I'ODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE I.5a pÀRÀttETER VÀLUES
MODEL: F ÀND P ÀRE TTÍE SÀME OVER PRE-STRÀTÀ (T.'ODEL 10}

ESTIMÀTES OF PÀRÀMETERS

PRE_ POST- TOÎÀL OVERÀLL RELÀTIVE BÀND
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RELÀTIVE BÀND SIGHTING POST_STR
MIGRÀTION RECOVERY RÀTE SURVIVÀL
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Figure 3.7.2 d (cont inue¿t )
PÀRTI ÀL-FI DELITY MODEL
SIMULÀÎED DÀTÀ USING ÎÀBLE ''.5a PÀRÀ¡'ETER VÀLUES
MODEL: F ÀND P ÀRE THE SÀI{E OVER PRE-STRÀTÀ (MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF S.E. OF PÀRÀI'ETER ESTIMÀTES
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Figure 3.7.2 d (cont inued )
PÀRTI ÀL.FIDELI TY MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE 1.5a PARÀ}'ETER vÀtUES
TI'ODETJ: F AND P ÀRE THE SÀME OVER PRE_SÎRÀTÀ (MODEL 10)

ESÎIMÀTES OF HÀRVEST DERIVÀTION ÀND IMMIGRÀTION
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confounded parameters are homogeneous among pre-strata. The starting

values for the iteraLive procedure were computed using the average of

the parameter vaLues from an earlier model . Convergence occurred in

three iterations. The MLES and their estimated atandard errors are

pxesented in Figure 3,'l .2e. The loq-lÍkelihood (up to constant terms)

for this new modeJ- has a value of -L1002.7 and this model requires 50

parameters. When this modêI is compared to the model where only the

sightíng rates were homogenêous among pre-strata, the chi-square

likei-i-hood ratio test-statistic has lhe value of 1t-.8 = 2(-10996.9-(-

L1002.7') ) !¡ith 6=56-50 degrees of freedom, and a p-val-ue of 0,067.

There is some evidence that the abso.lute migration rates are not

hornogeneous among pre-strata. which is again consistent with the true

parameter vafues. .A goodness-of-fit can be computed as il_Ìustrated

earlier, and the chi-square test-sLatistic has a value of 96.2:

2(-10959.6-(-l-1002,?)) with 82=132-50 degrees of freedom, and a p-value

of 0.35. Hence, even though the previous test indicated some evidence

that the absolute migration rates are not homogeneous among pre-strata,

the goodness-of-fit test fails to find evidence that this restrict.ed

model v¡ould be j-nadequaLe - probably caused by the 1ow power againat a

wide variety of alternatives.

This procedure of fitting reduced models can be continued in a

similar fashion until a biologically reasonable nodel that provides an

adequate fit to the data ís deternined. A sulûnary of the models

considered above ie shown in Figure 3.7.2f. In our simulated example,

none of the tests incorrectly rejected the null h]apothesis when it is

was true, or, wit.h one exception, accepted the nu]I hypothesis when it



Figure 3.7.2 e
PÀRTI ÀL-FIDELI TY MODEL
SII4ULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE 1.5a PÀRÀMETER vÀLUEs
I4ODEL: P ÀND ÀBS. HIG. ÀRE SÀ}IE OVER PRE_STRÀTÀ (MODEL 50)

ESTT¡,IÀTES OF PÀRAMEÎERS
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Pigure 3.7.2 e ( continued )
PÀRTIÀL-FIDELITY UODETJ
SIMULÀTED DÀTA USING TÀBLE 1.5a PÀRÀMETER vÀLUEs
MODEL: P AND ÀBS. MIG. ÀRE sÀME ovER PRE-STRÀTÀ

ESTIMÀTES OF S.E. OF PÀRÀMETER ESTIMÀTES
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STRÀTT'I,I VEÀR STRÀTW MIGRÀTION SURVIVÀL
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2

2

2
2

2
2
2

2

2
2

(MoDEL 50)

RELÀTIVE BÀND SIGHTING POST-STR
MIGRÀTION RECOVERY RÀTE SURVIVÀL

0.04700

0.09382 0.03 238

0.07939 0.0 3320

0.11366

0.03255

1

2

0.06225 0.01s 1 1 0.06081 0.09705
0 -0622.5 0.01864 0.06453 0.08324

0.05601 0,0't 137 0.05134 0.059910.0s601 0.01 163 0.0s542 0.07403

0.06127 0.010 29 0.04543 0.021280.06121 0.009s4 0.04255 0.0 2s 12

0.05727 0.01615 0.0659 7
0 .0s727 0.01782 0.05509

0.06225
0.06225

0.05601
0 . 05601

0.06127
o.o6't27

0.05832
0.05832

0.02216 0.06081 0.08253
0,0 3150 0.06453 0.09817

0.02002 0.05't 34 0.07908
0.0 2150 0.05s42 8.10202

0.0t 397 0.04543 0.02223
o.01767 0.04255 0.02469

0.02691 0.05587
0.0424'1 0.06s09



Figure 3.7.2 e (cont i¡¡ued )
PÀRTI AL_FI DELI TY MODEL
SII,IULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE 1.5a PÀRÀtitETER VÀLUES
UODEL: P ÀND ÀBs. MIG. ARE sÀME ovER PRE_STRÀTÀ (MoDEL 50)

ESTIMATES OF HÀRVEST DERTVÀTION ÀND ¡MMIGRÀTION

POST- & PRE- POPULÀTION BÀND_REPORTING HÀRVEST RELÀTIVE RELÀTIVE
_::i1___:llilg________::l_ t" Esr sE DERrvÀrroN (sE) DERrvÀrroN (sE) rMMrcRÀrroN(sE) r¡nficRÀrioÑ(sE)

1 1 1 100000 ( 20000) 0.s00 (0.100) 4238 (
1 I 2 200000 ( 50000) 0.400 (0.090) 17344 <

1 2 1 100000 ( 20000) 0.2s0 (0.0s0) 7307 (1 2 2 200000 ( s0000) 0.400 (0.080) 19795 I

2 1 1 t50000 ( 30000) 0.s00 (0.100) 5525 (
2 1 2 300000 ( 7s000) 0.400 (0.080) 2778s (

3
3

3
3

I
1

2

1s0000 ( 30000) 0.2s0 (0.050) 92sa (
300000 ( ?s000) 0.400 (0.080) 2s14s (

7s000 ( 15000) 0.500 (0.100) 3118 (
1s0000 ( 20000) 0.400 (0.080) l1f0s (

75000 ( 1s000) 0.250 (0.0s0) 5447 (
150000 ( 20000) 0.400 (0.080) 14s2s (,

1

1

2

1498) 0-196 (0.080) 4r1s4 ( 1180s)6278't 0.804 (0.080) 82308 ( 26643)

2655) 0.270 (0.100) 267s6 ( 5800)70s3) 0.730 (0.100) s3511 ( 157921

1844 )
9691''

317 3,
88421

f008)
3092','

17911
3920')

0.165 ( 0.067 )
0.8 34 ( 0.067 )

0.269 ( 0.096 )
0. 731 (0.096)

0.219 (0:073)
0.781 (0.073)

0.27 3 ( 0.084 )
0.727 ( 0.084 )

56752 ( 144161
t 13s24 ( 3 348s )

0.33 3 (0.071)
0. 667 ( 0.0 7',t )

0.333 (0.071)
0.667 (0.071)

0.333 (0.071)
0.667 (0.07r )

49539 ( 1271A1 0.333 (0.071)
99077 ( 294s9' 0.657 (0.071)

3ss10 ( 9499) 0.333 (0.0s3)
71019 ( 157741 0.567 (0.053)

33733 ( 8844) 0.333 (0.0s3)
67466 ( 14551) 0.657 (0.053)

t\)
t\)



was false, The single exception y¡as the goodness-of-fit test to the

model where sighting and absolute migration rates were assumed to be

homogeneous among pre-strata, The cause of this Type II error is that
the good¡ess-of-fit tests have low power.

Since the true values of the parâmeters are known in this situation,

estimates of the power of the tests performed earlier can be determined

by repeating the anaryses using the expected. nu¡nbers of recoveries as

'data'. This can also be done when investigâting the polrer of a

proposed banding study before it is undertaken, and 'guesses, are used

for the lj-kely parameter values. The value of the chi-sguare test_

statistic using these expected values is (in large samples) the non_

centrarity parameter of a non-centrar chi-square di-stribution that can

be used to estimate the po!¡er function. The sequence of nodel- tests

described earlier was repêated using the expected. values generated

using the parameter values of Table L.5a, and. a summary is presented in
Figure 3.7,2f. The same computer program was used. to analyze the

'expected' daLa.

Sj-nce data were generated using the fuII mod.el¡ it is not surprising

that the non-centrality parameter of the goodness-of-fit test has the

value of 0.0=2(-11017.3-(-110j.7.3)) and so the good¡ess-of-fit test
wiLl be subject to a Tlpe I error only,

SimilarJ.y, the true parameter values show that the sighting rates

are homogeneous among pre-strata, and so the non-centraLity parameter

for the test of homogeneous sighting rates is aLso zero.



Figure 3 - 7.2f

Sulûrary of the log-Iiketihood values of fitted mode.ls
using the simulated data and expected values generated.

using the parameter values in Tabte 1.6a i; the
Pa¡tial" -Fidelity Model with sightings

Simulated Data

Model wlth no structure
-10959. 6 !.¡ith 132 parms

¡

I
FutI Model

-10990.6 with 64 parms
I
I
I

Homogeneous sighting rates
-10996. 8 i{ith 56 parm

Ilomogeneous slghtlng
and recovery rates

-11036.8 with 4g parms

Homogeneous sightíng and
absolute migration rates
-1,1002.7 with 50 parrns

Model with no
-11017. 3 with

ExÞected Data

I

Full t'todei-
-11017.3 Þrith 64 parms

Homog,eneous sighti-ng
and recovery rates

-11050.0 with 48 parms

Honog.eneous
-1 101?.3

structure
132 parms

I
I

sighting rates
vJith 56 parm

Homogeneous sighting and
absolute mlgration rates

-L1,02'1 .5 with 50 parms
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When the model where both the recovery and sightíng rates are

homogeneous among pre-strata is compared to the moder where onry the

sight.ing rates are homogeneous, the non-centrality parameter is found

to be 65.7 = 2(-11017.3-(-11050.0) wiLh B=56-48 degrees of freedom.

The power of the likeLihood ratio test to detect the actual degree of
heterogeneity that was present between the band-recovery rates found in
Table 1.5a is esti¡nated to be over 99t when te8ting at the 5g or 1Og

leve.Is.

Simil-arlyr when testing if the absolutê Inigration rates in years

1.,.3 are homogeneous among pre-strata (assuming that the sighting
rates are homog,eneous among pre-strata) | the estimated non_centraLity
parameter is found Lo be 20.4=2 (-11017.3_(_1102?.5) ) with 6=56_50

degrees of freedom. The power of the rikelihood ratio test to detect
the actuaÌ degree of heterogeneity in the absolute migration rates that
r,¡a s present in Tabfe 1.5a is estímated to be 94å when testing at the 5g

leveI. and 97t when testing aL the 1OE feve1.

Àny sequence of tests can be investigated in a sinilar fashion, and

the nurìber of releases can be varied until a design with sufficient
power to detecL the heterogeneity of interest is obtained. It is
somewhat surprising that a study of this size yields such high power

for most of the tests. A Larger study examined in Chapter 2 has much

Iower power to detect differences among survival and recovery rates.
The reason for the high poreers of the tests considered in this examp.Ie

is the additional Ínformation from the sightj-ngs in the post_strata.
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Since the cost of perforning sightings in the post-strat.a is often

smalL relatíve to the cost of banding additional_ animals, it provides a

cost-effective eray to increase the utility of a banding study.
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3,?.3 COMPLETE-F]DEIITY MODEL WITH STGHTINGS IN THE POST-STRÀTA,

Sirnulated data using the parameter values sholrn in Tabte 1,5a were

generated assuming that animals behaved according to the assumptions of

the Complete-Fidelity Model. There were again 3 years of reJ-eases, 4

years of recoveries, 2 pre-strata where banding occurrêd, and 2 post-

strata where recoveries occurxed. The parameter values in Tab1e 1,5a

were assumed to be constant over tine and a uniform sighting rate of

308 was used. The simulat.ed reduced-data array and the summary

statistics are presented in Figure 3,7.3a along r.¡ith t.ypical values for

the external estimates (and their standard errors) for the pre-stratum

popuLation sizes and band-reporting rates, The log-Iiketihood (up to

constant terms) used in assessing the goodness-of-fit to modej-E in the

Complete-Fidel ity famÍIy is -10422.2 and such an ,unstructured, modef

would require L32 parameters.

The full Compl-ete-Fíde lity Model without any restrictions on the

parameters is first fit to the data (Figure 3.7.3a) , The MLE and their

estímated standard errors (Figure 3.7,3b) equal those determined using

the cLosed form expressions presented in Table 3.6.3 and Àppendix 3.E.

It can be seen that the estinates of the migration and sight.ing rates

are quite precise (estimated coefficÍents of variation of 5-10t), while

the other estimates have estimated coefficients of variation of around

l-5t-25È. Most estímates arê close to theit true values, llowever, one

estimate of the post-st.ratum specifíc survival rate is out of range

(1.25 in post-stratr¡m l- for animals released in year 3 in pre-stratum

1) but has an escimated standard error of 0.68. Às one might expect,

the precision of the estimates is generally higher j,n the Complete-



Pigure 3.7.3 a
COMPLSTE-FIDELITY MODEL
SJMULÄTED DATÀ USINC TÀBLE 1.5a PÀRÀMBTER vÀLUEs

NT'IUBER OF PRE_STRÀTÀ
NUMBER oF posr-siiÁil :
NUMBER oF YEÀRS óÈ ñeLe¡ses i
NT'MBER OF YEÀRS OF RECOVERIES:

ESTII,{ATED POPULÀTION SIZES (OBTÀINED FROM EXTERNÀL STUDIES)

YEÀR PRE
STRÀTUM

1

2

1

2

BsrrMÀTED BÀND-REPoRTTNG RÀTES (oBTÀrNED FRoM EXTERNÀL sruDrBs)
YEÀR PRE ESTIÌTÀTES ÀND (S.E.)

STRÀTLIM POST_STRÀTI'M 1 POST_STRÀÎUM 2

POPULÀTION S. E.
ESlIMATE

100000. 20000.
200000. 50000.

150000. 30000.
300000, 75000.

75000. 15000.150000. 20000.

0. s000 (0.10) 0.2s00 (0,0s)
0.4 00 0 (0.08) 0.4000 (0.08)

0. s000 (0.10) 0.2s00 (0.0s)
0.4000 ( 0.08 ) 0.4000 (0.08)

0.5000 (0.10) 0.2s00 (0.0s)
0.4000 ( 0.08 ) 0.4000 (0.08)



Figure 3.7.3a ( cont inued )
COHPLETE-FIDELITY ¡'ODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE f.5a PÀRÀUETER vALUEs

***** RECOVERIES IN POST-STRÀTW 1

NTJIT,IBER

YEÀR RELEÀSED I t 2 3 4
I
| --------------

1 1 000.

2 1 000.

3 1000.

COLÌ'UN
TOTÀLS

| 6.00 2-oo r.oo o.oo
I f1.00 6.00 2.00 0.00
| 115.00 66.00 35.00 .t6.00
| 35. 00 17 , 00 6.00 0 ,00

I o.oo s.oo s.oo 2-oo
| 0.00 1s.00 9. 00 7 . 00
| 0 .00 f 20.00 57 . 00 17 .OO
| 0.00 24.00 11.00 0.00

I o.oo o.oo 7.oo 1.oo
I 0.00 0.00 8.00 16.00
| 0,00 0.00 111.00 47.00
| 0.00 0.00 22.00 0.oo
t---------------
| 6.00 7.00 1 3. O0 3. 00
| 11.00 21.00 19.00 23.oo
| 11s.00 186.00 203.00 8o.oo
| 35.00 41.00 39.00 o.oo

| 2o2.oo 3o?.oo 3o2.oo to6.oo
| '105.00 134.00 106.00 o.o0

T(r,s,T)
z(r,s,T)

TOTALS

_!.Sq 6.00 r.oo 4.oo o.oo rl.oo
-1?.q9 13.00 6.00 a:õõ ì:õõ js.oo212-.99 r 2 r .00 58 . 00 ¡i. óõ zi'.oó zão. oo58.00 4s.00 23.00 z.oõ -õ:oõ -is.oo

1?.99 o.oo |.oo 4.oo G.oo r4.oo-11.99 o.oo 16.00 6.00 s:õo )t.oor ?1. qq 0.00 1 23.00 z i . õo qi. oõ zãe . oo3s.00 0.00 37.00 rs.éó ô:õõ -i:.oo

_9.S9 0.00 0.00 9.00 4.oo 13.00
-?!.99 o.oo o.oo ro.oo ri.õo jr.oor!q.!g 0.00 0.oo tzq.oó ¿t:õõ ri¡.oo22 .o0 0.00 0.00 z¡. oó -ó:õõ 

ãs . oo

6 . 00 5.00 1?.00 1 0. 0013.00 22-00 2r .00 17.00
t 21 . 00 191 . 00 232.0O 1 3? . 00

4 5,00 60.00 51.00 0.00

***r* REcovERIES IN posT_sTRÀTt ti, 2

123

21 r .00 342,00 383. 00 I 5{ . 00
1 16.00 f84.00 t64.00 0,00



Figurè 3.7.3ô ( cont inued )
COMPLETE_FI DELITY UODEL
SIMULÀTED DAlÀ USING TABLE 1.54 PÀRÀMETER VÀLUES

MODEL: FULL I'ODEL

i*r** RECOVERIES IN POST-STRÀîUM 1 *r*rr RECOVERIES lÌ¡ POST-STRÀTi ü 2
NT'I'BER

YEÀR RELEÀSED I i 2 3 4 1 z 3 4
| -------------- TOÎÀLS

I 1000.

2 't 000.

3 1000.

coLt nN
TOTÀLS

RELEASES FRO}' PRE-STRATIJI.I

8.00
31.00

101.00
3l .00

0. 00
0. 00
0. 00
0.00

4.00
t 5.00
6s.00
16.00

8.00
19.00
97.00
31.00

T(¡,s,r)
z(r,s,T)

0.00 0.00
0. 00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0. 00 0.00

8.00 1 2.00
3 t .00 34.00

101 .00 162 -OO
31 .00 47.00

4.00 1.00
'I .00 2.00

29.00 13.00
5.00 0.00

9.00 0.00
12.0 0 7.00
45.0 0 27.O0

6.0 0 0.00

222.00 300.00'r'r3.00 139.00

LOG-L¡KELIHOOD FOR HODEL WITH NO STRUCTURE =

12.00 6.00
2 3.00 r 2.00

10 2.00 58.00
21.00 0.00

25.0 0 7.00
36.00 2r.00

175.00 98.00
3 2.00 0.00

331 .00 1 26. 00126.00 0.0 0

17.00
49. 00

208.00
s2 ,00

1 7.00 0.0038.00 0.00t59.00 0.0037.00 0.00

1 3 .00 s. 00 4.00 3 . 00 25 .00
27 .OO 21 . 00 7.00 4 . 00 59.0066.00 51.00 25.00 19.00 161.0025.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 55.00

18. 00
35,00

I 60.00
21 .00

0.00 0.00 8.00 9.00 17.00
0.00 0.00 26.00 1î.00 37.00
0 . 00 0 . 00 80. 00 49. 00 129.00
0.00 0.00 18.00 0.00 't8.00

'r 3.00 12.00 14.00 't 3.0027.O0 4s.0 0 50.00 22.oo
56.00 r 16.00 143.00 102.00
25.OO 42.OO 42.00 0.00

7.0 0 2.00 't.00 10.00
24 .00 1 7. 00 7.00 48.00
65.00 38.00 34.00 13 7.0 022.00 't 4.00 0.00 36.00

1 90.00
1 09. 00

-10422.2 WITH 132 PÀRÀMETERS

268.00 302.00 1 37.00
13 7.00 t 3 7.00 0.00



Fiqure 3.7.3 b
COMPLETE_FIDELITY MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTA USING TÀBLE ,I .5ã PÀRÀMETER vÀLUEs
MODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTI¡4ÀTES OF THE PÀRÀMETERS

PRE- POST_ TOTÀL RELÀTIVE
STRÀÎTJM YEÀR STRÀTUM I,II GRÀÎ MIGRÀTION

1 1 0.69623
I 1 1 0.517141 I 2 0.4a2a6

12
12
12
13't3
t3
14
14't4

0.84904
I
2

0.70321
I
2

1

2

0.73458
1

2

21
21
21

22

23
24
24
24

BÀND S]GHTING POST_STR
RECOVERY RATE SURVIVÀL RHO

0.413000.04722 0.33607 0.618 7 6 o.2o2o,0.0s652 0.3't77A 0.64193 o.211oO

0.428000.04299 0.29630 0. 3904€ O.2o2oï0.04244 0.30806 0.558s2 0.22600

0.367000.05582 0.37681 1.25488 0.168000.05r37 0.33663 0.53559 o.19900

0.50480
0.49520

0.45347
0. s4653

FINAL tOG-LI KELI HOOD=

0.61291

0.69039

0.57831 0,09180
o .42169 0. 1 2 91 3

0.55487 0.08431
0.44513 0.12395

0.55404 0.09251
0.44596 0.11357

0. 0666?
0. I 1304

0.03 614 0.1rs38
0.05803 0.37037

0.25658
0.2s503

0.31892
0 .2'1835

0.30481
0.27851

0.25000
0.37f43

-10462.8 f.rrTH 55 PÀRMS

0.4',l200
0.48375 0.22200
0.60378 0.19000

0.34600
0.50755 0. 18700
0.5559 f 0. 't 5900

0.35700
0.63692 0.19200
0.54943 0. 16500

N



Figure 3.7.3 b ( cont i nued )
COMPLETE-FI DELI TY MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING TÀBLE 1.5a PÄRÀI.TETER vÀLUEs
MODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF S.E. OF PARÀI,ÍETER ESTIMÀTES

PRE_ POST. TOTAL RELÀTIVE BÀND SIGHÎÎNG POST_STR
STRÀTU¡,I YEÀR STRÀTI'i' MIGRÀT },'IGRÀTION RECOVERY RÀTE SURVIVÀL

0.04277 0.10t19
0.04r73 0,08781

0.03588 0.06 r 09
0.0 3178 0.0'1241

0.0412 5 0,67921
0.03325 0.'t3883

0.06265
0.09293

0.01220
0.01349

0.00914
0.00876

0.01097
0.00920

1 1 0.048931 1 1 0.039861 1 2 0.03985

1 2 0.05068't 2 1 0.039451 2 2 0.03945

1 3 0.0 50 151 3 1 0.03s381 3 2 0.03538

14
141'l 42

0 .o7 628
0. 09014

0.0?218
0.07783

0.21086
o .12604

0.03542
0.03571

0.03427
0 . 03218

0.03366
0.03162

0.0sr83
0.08'r 57

0.02049
0.02077

0.01730
0.02308

0. 01 399
0.01884

o .o1422
0.01690

0.02434
0.029s3

0.04838
0,04838

0.04292
0,04292

o.04402
0.04402

0.0s690

0.04327

0.0s032

21
21
22
22
22

23
24
24
24



Figure 3,7.3 b (cont i nued )
COMPLETE-FI DELI TV MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING ?ÀBLE 1.5ã PÀRÀMETER VÀLUES
MODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF HÀRVEST DERIVÀTION ÀND IMMIGRÀTION

POST_ & PRE- POPULÀTION BÀND-REPORTING
YEAR STRÀTI'I.Í EST SE EST SE

1 1 1 100000 ( 20000) 0.s00 (0.100)
1 1 2 200000 ( s0000) 0.400 (0.080)

1 2 1 100000 ( 20000) 0.2s0 (o.oso)
1 2 2 200000 ( s00001 0.400 (0.080)

2
2

2
2

I
2

1

2

3
3

3
3

r s0000 ( 30000 )
300000 ( ?s000 )

150000 ( 30 000 )
300000 ( 7s0 00 )

75000 ( f 5000 )
1s0000 ( 20000 )

7s000 ( 1s000 )
1s0000 ( 200 00 )

1

1

2
2

1

2

1

2

HÀRVESI RELÀTIVE
DERIvÀTIoN (sE) DERIvÀTIoN (sE}

0.s00 (0.100)
0.400 ( 0.080 )

0.2s0 ( 0.0s0 )
0.4 00 ( 0.080 )

0. s00 ( 0.100 )
0.400 ( 0.080 )

0.250 ( 0.0s0 )
0.4 00 ( 0.080 )

3400 ( 1262,
19500 ( 6953)

7600 ( 2760')
20000 ( 7174t

5527 I f886)
21sos ( 7 6111

1070s ( 3671)
2s363 ( 8900)

2670 I 897 )
13269 ( 36431

s923 ( 1940 )
13r13 ( 3530)

0.148 (0,06s)
0.8 52 ( 0,065 )

0.275 (O.1021
0.72s ( 0. 102 )

0.204 ( 0.080 )
0.796 ( 0.080 )

o.297 (0.102)
0.703 (0.102)

REtÀTIVE
IMMIGRÀTION (SE) I}'I.IIGRÀTION ( SE)

3600s ( s248 )
a4964 ( 2343A1

3 3618 ( 7520ì-
6'1953 ( 't 761s )

64289 ( 148 34 )
102026 ( 27s611

63057 ( 14015)
81847 ( 227701

23916 ( s4791
57376 ( 98 08 )

28824 ( 63271
4 6182 ( 8398 )

0. 168 (0.061)
0.832 (0.051)

0.311 (0.092)
0.689 (0.092)

0.298 (0.07s)
0.70 2 (0.075)

0.3s2 (0.082)
0.648 (0.082)

0.387 ( 0.084 )
0.61 3 ( 0.084 )

0.43 s ( 0.088 )
0. s5s ( 0.088 )

0.294 ( 0.0s9 )
0.706 ( 0.0s9 )

0. 384 ( 0.067 )
0.616 ( 0.067 )
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Fidelity Model than in the part ial-Fidelity Modet. There appear to be

differences in the band-recovery rates among the pre-straLa but no

large differences arnong the sighting rates, consisLent !,rith the true
parametêr va.l-ues. The differences in the migration rates are about the

same size as their standard errorsi it is difficutt to d.etect any

differences among them. There appear to be targe differences in the

reÌative harvest-derÍvatj-on rates among post-atrata,. pre_stratr¡rn 2

contributing much more heavÍIy to the harvest in post_stratum 1 than in
post-stratum 2, The differences among the estimates of the i[unigration

rates among post-strata are smaller, but show a consistent pattern

where the contribution from pre-stratum 1 is about six percentage

points smalJ-er ín post-stratum L than in post-stratun 2.

The log-likelihood (up to constants) of the full ¡nodel is _:-0462.g

and the model requires 56 parameters. When this is conpared to the

log-likelihood of the .unstructuxed.' modeJ-, the chi-square test_
statistic for the goodness-of-fit of the fuII model against a generaJ-

a.Itêrnative is found to be 8I.2=2 (-L0422.2-(-10462.gl') with ?6=132_56

degrees of freedom t¡hich has a p-value of 0.32. There is no evidence

that the full Comptete-Fide tity Modet does not apply.

As noted earlíer, it does not appear that the sighting ratea are

different among the pre-sÈrâta. A reduced model, assuming that the

sighting rates are coÍìmon among pre-strata, i.e., that Oìt=Oit was fit
to the data. The iterative procedure converged in six íterations, and

the MLES and their estimated stândard errors are presented in

Figure 3.7.3c. The Iog-likelihood of thj-s reduced. model (up to



Figure 3.7.3 c
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constant terms) has a value of -L0469.2 and lhe model requires 4g

parameters. l,¡hen t.his reduced model j-s compared to the fult model, Lhe

chi-square likeLihood ratio test statistic has a vafue of. j.2,8=2(-

10462.8-l-I0469.21) wj-th 8=56-48 degrees of freedom, corresponding to a

p-value of 0.12. Hence there ia littlê evj-dence that this restricLed

modeL is not acceptable. consistent with the true parameter values.

The goodj¡êss-of-fit chi-square test-statisLÍc has a value of 94,0=2(-

f0422.2- (-10469.2)) wÍth 84=132-48 degrees of freedom, and a p-value of

0.2L. There is no evidence that this restricted model does not provide

an adequate fit to the data,

A modef with homogeneous sighting rates among. pre-strata and.

hornogeneous relative harvest-derivat ion rates among post-strata, i.e.,

wtrere plt=¡?' urra plt=p,t, was fit to the data. The fitting procedure

requires the use of the ad ¡roc procedure described in Àppendíx 3.F

since the precision of the estimates of the pre-stratum popuLation

sizes and the post-stratum band-reporting rates wil1 partly determine

if this reduced model is acceptable. The iterative proced.ure converged.

in eight íterations, and the MLES and êstimat.ed standard errors are

shov¡n in Figure 3.7.3d. Note that the ad ¡oc procedure has mod.i.fied

Ehe external estimates when fínding the new maximum of the totaL

tíkelihood function. The log-likelíhood under thÍs ner.¿ restricted

model (up to constant t.erms) is -104?1.8 and this model requires 45

parameters. (Note that restricting the relative derivation rates to be

homogeneous among post-strata makes it difficuLt to $rrite down an

expJ-icit set of parameters) . when this ne}, model is compared to the

model vhere only the sighting rates are homogeneoua among pre-strata,
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the likefihood ratío chi-square test-sÈatiEtic has the value of 5.2:
2(-10469.2-(-10471.8) ) with 3=48-45 degrees of freed.om, and a p-value

of 0.158. There ís no evidence that the relative derivation rates are

not homogeneous among post-strata. This is an incorrect decision

since, in fact, the relative ha rvest -derivation rates are not

homogeneous among the post-strata. However, the estimated. standard.

errors are large enough that it is difficult to detect any

heterogeneity ín the rates.

One final mode] was fit to the data, !¡here it !¡as assumed that the
relative irnmigratÍon rates (as opposed to the harvest_d.erivat lon rates)

are homogeneous among the post-strata along with the previous

assumption about the sj-ghting rates. The relative immigration rates

may be homogeneous whiÌe the relatj-ve derivation rates are not since

the harvest and reporting rates may not be homogeneous among. post._

strata. Note that requiring both the rerative harve st -d.erivat ion and

refative immigration rates to be homogeneous among. post_strata is
equivalent t.o requiring that the band-recovery rates be proportionat
among the pre-strata for every post-strata. For this reason. only t.he

restriction ôn the reLatj-ve immigration rates was examined, This does

not requíre the ad àoc procedure used. previously since compulation of
the relatl-ve immigration rates onÌy requires the external estimates of
the pre-stratum population sizes, and these are, by d.efinition, the
same for all post-strata in a given year. Hence, the precision of the
eatimate is not important in deternining if the rates are homogeneous.

Convergence occurred in ten iterations, The MLES and their estimated
gtandard errors' and the derived parameters and their standard errors
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are pxesented in Figure 3.7,3e. The tog-likelihood (up to constant

terms) for this new mode.I has a value of -104?5.6 and this model

requires 45 parameters. When this model is compared to the model where

only t.he sighting rates l¡ere homogieneous among pre-slrata, the chi_

square likelihood ratio test-statj-stic has Èhe value of 1,2.g = 2(-

L0469.2- (-10475.6) ) lrith 3:48-45 degrees of freedom, and. a p-vatue of

0.005. Hênce there is good evÍdence that the relative irunigration

ratês are not homogeneous among post-strata which is consistent with

the true parameter vaLues. The goodness-of-fit chí-square test-

statístic has a val-ue of 106.8 = 2(-L0422.2- (-10475.6)) wirh B7-132-45

degrees of freedon, and a p-value of 0.074 which is further evidence

against this resLricted modef.

Às before, this procedure of fitting reduced models can be continued

until a biologically reasonabl-e model that provid.es an adequate fit to

the data is determined, A surrunary of the nodels consid.ered above is

shown in Figure 3.7.3f. å,1r but one of the Èests indicated the correct

decision to make with respect to the null and al-ternate hypotheses, A

T!æe fI error occurred v¡hen the hlpothesis of hornogeneous harvest_

derivation rates r,Ja s accepted.

Since the true values of the parameters are known in this situationf

estimates of the power of the tests can be determined as before. The

sequence of modeL tests described earlier was repeated usíng the

expected values generated using thê parameter values of TabLe 1.5a, and.

a surnmary j-s presented in Figure 3.7,3f.
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Figure 3.7.3f

Surmrary of the log-likelihood values of fitted nodels
using the sirnuLated data and expected values generated.

using the parameter values in Table 1.6a in the
Complete-Fidelity Model with sightings
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since data were generated using thê full conplete*Fidelíty Modelf it
is not surprising that the non-centrality parameter of the goodness_of_

fit test again has the value of 0.0=2 (-10607.4- (-1060?.4) ) . Similarly,

the sighting rates are homogeneous among pre-strata, and so the non_

centraLity parameter for the test of homogeneous sighting rates is also

zero.

when the model where the sighting rates are homogeneous among pre_

strata and the relative harvest-derivat ion is homogeneous among post_

strata is compared to the model where only the sighting rates are

homogeneous, the non-centrality parameter is found to be 3.4 =

2Ff060"l .4-(-10609.1)) lrith 3=48-45 degrees of freedom. The powèr of

the likelihood râtio test to detect the d.egree of heterogeneity among

the relative ha rvest-derivat ion rates using the parameters of

Table 1.5a is estimated to be onl-y 319 when testing at the 5å level,

and 39å when testing at the 10å tevel.

Similarly, when testing if the relative i¡runigration rates are

homogeneous among post-strata (assuming that the sighting rates are

homogeneous among pre-strata), the est.imated non-centralíty parameter

is found to be 10.0-2(-10607.4-(-j.O612,4ll r,¡ith 3=48-45 degrees of
freedom. The power of the like.lihood ratio test to detect the degree

of heterogeneity in the relative irunigrati-on rates using the parameters

of Table L.5a is estimated to be ?69 v¡hen testing at Èhe 5E leve1, and.

858 when testing at the 10å levej-,
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3,8 ST'MMÀRY

In both models of this Chapter, ordinary band-recovery data were shown

to be inadequate for est.inating the fundamental parameters unless

further assumptions are made, These assumptions cannot be tested. using

the data from the experiment and must be assessed on biological

grounds. ÀJl understanding of exactly vJhat assumptions must be made in

order to obtain migratíon estímates from ordinary band-recovery data is
an important exercise since past ordinary banding experiments can be

assessed to determine if they will be of va.lue in studying mígration.

À simple modification to the experimental desígn using live resightings

in the post-sLrata allows the fundamental- parameters !o be estimaÈed

and the migration and derivation rates to be determined..

The Partíal- and Complete-Fídel ity Models of this Chapter, and the

Non-Fj-delity Modet of the next Chapter represent three models of

seasonal rnigration that are biologicatly plausible for many species of

ânimaLs. The choice among these nodels must be made on bioLogjcal

grounds since an objeclive test to distinguish among the modeÌs has not

been constructed, Ãs nell, no reaL population of ani¡na1s is completely

fâÍthful to a breeding or â ¡,rintering site, and the presence of a

single animal not showing fidelity ìs technically sufficient to reject
a model that assumes fideLíty. Even though the fidelity assumptÍon may

not be completely true, the bias j.n t.he estimates will like1y be small

in magnitude and smalL relative to standard errors of the esrimates if
the degree of non-fideJ_ity is snall. ln any case, the effect of any

assumed model on the procedures of this chapter can be easj-ly

investigated using the computer programe íl_Iustrated in SectÍon 3.7.
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Ã, logical extension !o these models ís a .super' model where the

degree of fiderity could be estimated. Ho!¡ever, as r.¡irr be seen in the

next Chapter, this model vrill be extremety complex and. will require

data normalLy unavailable. fndeed, Ít. would require resightings Ín

both the pre- and post-strata, and the resighting rate will have to be

high to obtain estimat.es lrith good precision, It will likely be more

advantageous to employ radio-telernet ry devices on fewer animals and

expend more effort in ensuring that the animals are monitored for

extended periods of tine.
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Appendíx 3..A'

Fu1l-data representation for the pa rt ia ]-Fidelity MôdeI
with sightj-ngs in the post-strata

The complete sighting and recovery history of an animal may be written

as a 2x(l+1) matrix as fo.Ilows:

' the last coluInn (-l+1) indicates the pre-stratum and year of

refease in rows l and 2 respectively,.

. co.lumns 1..,-l indicate the post-stratum and type of sighting or

recovery of the band (either: not seen; recovered Àì¡D sighted,

recovered BIII not sighted; or sighted I{MHOUT being recovered) , in

rov¡s l- and 2 respectiveJ-y.

Àn example of a four year history matrix is I

l- o r o u s -l
I o sighred o recovered. 1 | (A.1)
I WITI{OUII being BI,I not I

l- recovered síghted _i
It j-ndicates that the animal was released in pre-stratum s in year 1,

was neither sighted nor recovered in year L, was sj-ghted Í¡ITHOUE being

recovered in post-stratum t in yeat 2, was neither síghted nor

recovered in year 3, and was recovered BUT not sighted in post-stratum

u in year 4. C.tearly aÌl cofumns corresponding to years after a band-

recovery until the end of the experiment r¡iII be zero, as wj-l-I. aÌl

coJ-uInns corresponding to years before the year of release.

The totâ] number of distinct hÍsloríes for animaLs rêleased from

pre-stratun s in year i can be cornputed as follo$rs:

. there is one history for animaLs never seen or recovered after

being released
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. if an animal is last seen or recovered in year J ( t < J < j ),
then the anima.l can either be: not seen; or sighLed WITHOUT being

recovered in one of the .b post-strata in years 1,..j_L. This is
followed by one of: recovered AND sighted; recovered BUT not

sighted; or sighted WITHOUT bej-ng recovered in one of the .b post_

strata, for a total ot (b+!) J-j3b possibte histories for 1=i...¿.
Hence there are a total of

r a- t1 + ¿ 3b(b+1)J - = 3(b+I\-''--2
j=i

possible histories for animaÌs released from pre-stratum s in year -1.

As can be apprecj-ated, the nurnber of possible histories can be Iarge

in smafl experiments, the data representation is comp.lex, and the

actual set of observed histories rnay be snall in cornparison, This is
the reason for introducing the reduced-data array of Section 3.4.

Since animals are assumed to acL independenÈlyf and Lhe histories

are exclusive and exhaustive, the nwrìbers of animaÌs ín each history
folÌow a muftinomiat distribution under the assumptions of thè partial_

fidelity mode1. Each pre-stratum and each yearrs refeases are

independent, and so the likelÍhood of the data from the complete

experiment can be written as:

a k ¡rll s

r=ñ ä ----Ii----- ¡ (n)'i(,0)
s=l i=i. n "l-.r úFrf ú)

c,rcf 1(ú)) j-
L

where

o is a history
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l); is the comp].ete set of alf possible histories for- animals released from pre-straLurn s in year i
sri(a) i" the nurnber.of animaLs released from pre-stratum s in

year j wrth history O.

nrù j-s the probability of the hístory o.

The probability of a history is easily computed in a similar manner

to Lhat of the reduced-data array in Section 3.4. For example, the

probabÍlity of the history specifled by the history matrix (A,1) is

conputed as the product of:

b ,,, since the animaL is known to have survived.(s;'- >l'f 'rf"rf"sf"t year t h'irhout ¡"i"s sighred in any posr-J-,-L.L-L)v=l - - stratujn in year 1,.

. 4'^ZtoZt lr-rlt) since the animat is known to have migrated from
pre-stratum s to posL-stratum t in year 2, was
sighted without being recovered;

. slLt O-f"Ll since the anímal is knoren to have survíved post-
stratum ¿ in year 2 conditional upon not being
recovered;

b ___ since the animal is kno!¡n to have survived. (";'- r_,t{ '.!"r!"s!"1 year 3 wirhour beins síghred in any posr-
v=I sLrata;

. 4'*ã"fl-pì"lrìu since the animat is known to have migrated. from
pre-stratum s to post-stratum u in year 4, and
was recovered but not sighted.

bb
æ. = rsl'-,,x, {',i"ei"si"r tfi'^iLe}Lsit "; -":r4',!"r,!us!"r x

d',i'r:-ri"rri
The probability of the history corresponding to animaLs never seen

or recovered after being released or being sighted is obtained by

subtraction.



After simplífication, the likelihood reduces tor

a k N:lL=rI n -----l-----
s:1 j:1 II ^ "i 

I- úif i(o)'
)

a ]. res, + s". +v¡".II n lul'l'r ') ')
^-. .-. \ I lÞ-¿ J-¡

a .r b t ..,esl + s"i +w"!
JI n II l*Ìcl .r .r .l

s-l j:1 t=1 \ I 'i

a I b ¡ .,4"i + w"! ' .gst
n II n lpÌ. 1 

.i .r 
fl_psrl 

.j
-_" .._., ._. \'r / \ 'i )Þ-¡ J-¡ L-r

fi i fl ¡,".'¡^Ì! 
."Ì! 

¡,-,",'¡*Ì! 
-*Ì!.

ê=1 i=1 +=r \ I / \ ) )

a 1-1 b t .rw"l'a 1-1 b t -.w"1-w"l'n fl n l.l'I 'r'n ¡1 n fr-sltpÌ..rr-r]t ¡-r1 'r 'j'
s=l j=l t-t- \ l ) s=L j=1 t.-1 \ ¡ l+r ) )

a k, .'Nl -A:' - sl' -wl' +wÌ"n n [t-Pì'J' ]' r' r' r"

a I'L ¡ b rZl'- Ws.'
n n lsl'- r, ¡rÌ'^l"ol"slt I r 'l'

.=r ¡:r \ I ,,:r I ) -) J )

whe¡e pl' is the probabitity that an anímal will be sighted or'l
recovered after being rel-eased in pre-straLum s in year j and is

computed as ¡

b
pì' = > r'al'*ft trlt * plt- rltnlt) (À.2)

! L_1 t ! !

bb
ol'= r, M:'m:L(r:t+p:t-r:tp:Lr * rsl'- r, ul'*ltpltsltloÌt, i=1...1-r-') 

¿=1 I ) ) -) l-l I r:1 I l'l l'l+1 "

The MSS are easily derived and are presented in Section 3.4.3. Not alL



parameters are identifiable, the likelihood can be rewritten in terms

of the identifiable parameters of Tab.Ie 3.4.3 as:

a k nÌlr=n n -----J-----
s=1 j=1 ¡¡ nÌ. I- 

r¡=-d 
"l fcol '

)

fi. fi ['ì l^f'+'"'+w"' ñ
s=1

a I u 7 --1e"i+n"l+w"ln JI lI l*Ìrl .] .j .j
s=1 j=1 ¡=1 \ I 7

i f si'...s1-.ul '',a"r+'" +w" 
'

j=k+1 \" J¿r,t

a k-1 b r ^.rw"l' a t-1 b ¡ ,wst'II n n lsltl':' n ¡r ñ [sÌtoÌ 1"'j's:1 j=1 t=1 \ J / s=l j=k t=1 \ l l+¿,/

a 1 b t .,a"1 *w"i¡" 
"rl"::n n nlpÌ'l 'l

s=1 j=1 t=t \ J , lt-ol J

fi i fi[,".'¡^i!*:! ¡,-.".¡*Ì!*i!.
"=r l=i t=ì \-j ) \' -j )

a 1-1 b ¡ -". -rl*ll-*Ìl .lI II nIr-sftp],"ri-'.¡ l -
s=1 j=1 t:l \ r |L J )

a k r -rnl-el'-sl'-wl'+wl"I] Il li-pl'lr l i' j' j"
s=1 j=1 \ J )

a k-l 7 ^ b .,zl'-w" '

II n l.Ì'- x,ul'*i"pl"sl" l-j 'j'
e=1 ¡=1 \ J v=1 I I ^j ) )

a 1-1 ,I] n f si'-tJ<s=.r l=k r

a l-1 ,fl n f sl'
s=1 i=¡ \ k

-s. 3'. . .s. p- ,.
J JÌJ

' ' ''ì'oì-,

b
-:s:

-J(

l-r;'
)

. . .sl-,ul'^l'n"%lhl.r )';'-'':; 
:
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Using techniques simílar to those presented. in Chapter 2, the

distribution of the MSS is found to be a product of the fol-lowing

conditionally independent multinomial or binonrial distributions :

. the distributíon of the nunber of animaLs released frorn pre_
stratum.s and sighted or recovered in year J conditional upon the
number of animafs from pre-stratum rl sighted or recovered in year Jor later which is a:

MulLlnomiâl( T_ anlmals sighled or recovered in year .l;f

Ét s. s, st st s! s. s, s.o., çirh probåbitlry s; ...s-_lM; rnr-nr-rr-z tsi ....ì_rpi ) r=1..,b,

st ,. _s. s. s. st st sL

"., virh probâbitiry s* .,.sr_rvi mr-ti-nr'tf;'/(s; ...sr_rOi r r=1...b.;

st s. s, s. sL st st
",t wilh probabitiry .i ..."i_r"i mr-nr'tr_r]"rltsi ...si .,e , t r=1...b)

for s=1...å.

Multinomial( rl' animafs sighted or recovered in yeâr j or tater'
J

st s, s, st st st s. s. s,À . eiLh probâbility s ...s- _M- m:-p"-f--l{s" ...s: -pl } r=1...b;.l k j-1 j J'j J k J_1 j
sL -s. s. s. st st st s, s. s.B . ldirh probåbltity s" ...s-.r.rl lnl-tr_pÌ"trl'Ztsl ...s: _pÌ ) r=1...b,.l - k j-1 j ) -)'-i k J_l'J
st -s, s. s. s! st s! s. s, s,w , Hjtb probabiliry s; ...s-.H- n-'p-- (1_f"") / (s. ...s] _pl ) r=1...b,.r k j-1 j j'j J k J_1.j

b
z- -w-. wirh probabiriry rsi'...si'p"'.- > s"...r"'_v"ur"'oÌ'"ì"pÌ..12,"."'...s.. p".)J'I .r. - k j'j{t - I=1' j_r-j j.j j'j+1.. -k...-¡_1r¡

for s=1. . . a, j=k. . . t-1 .

Multinonial( ff'antmals slghted or recovered in year j oÌ tateri')

st s. st s! stÀ , Hirh plobâbitiry u m.-n.-rì- ,/ p; r=1.,.b,') ) J ) ) l
st s. st st stB , r¡irh probåbiliry M m,-(1_p--)f-- / p: L=I.,.b,') ) ) f 1 )

st s, sts st st¡f . wirh probåbtltty ¡1, .,-pl-tf-tl-l ,/ p: t=1...b;.1 - j j-j j .j --"

..: s. svsvsv s. s.z, -t'l, !,¡rrh probåbitlry (s. _ Xu-..-n,'s.'tO],.ZOi t.I 'l' I ,,=r j I - j J j-1 l

for s=1...¿, J=l,..k-1,
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. the distribution of the total_ unique animals reÌeaaed from pre_stratum s in year i and sighted or recovered. during the rest ãf theexperírnent

Bthomiaì( Ns total animals released ,;

s. s,ot. '"t. *"i.-*t.. with probabilltv p" t

t'lt-¡t +Bt +ws' a' '-i -.i. -i. ,..t._wi., $ith probabitiry 1_p; ).

for s=1. . .a, 1=1. . .k,

. the distribution of animals released from pre_stratum s andsÌghted without being recovered in post_stratum t in year j andsubseguentfy sighted or recovered. during the rest of the
experiment I

Binornial( Wtl .nt^.t. sighted vrithoÐt being recoverect,'l
st.*.j. r,irh probåbltiry sr-Or*rZtr_r].t ì

st st,w"f_w"- wi*r probabj riry r_.].0]*,1 rr_rl"r r .

for s=1..,â, j=1...t-1, and t=1...b.

The MLES can be derived from the distribution of the MSS, or using

the method of moments as outlined in chapter 1, and. were presented in
Table 3.4.3, variances and covariances are shown in Àppendix 3.8.

The distributíon of the data conditional upon the MSS can be used as

a generar non-specific goodness-of-fít test in a similar fashion as in
Pollock, Hines and Nichols (1985). Unfortunately, as in pol-lock eË a_1.

(1985), the large nurnber of capture histories impfies that most of the
components of the test r,¡iII Ínvolve small counts, reguire extensive
pooling in the large sample contíngency table approximations, and wilÌ
J-ikely have poor po!¡er. They cour-d, in theory, be used t.o test if the



previous sighting history has an effect on subsequent recovery or

sightings,

More useful, ís a goodness-of-fit test based upon the reduced-daca

array elements which are sufficient. (but not mì-nimal) statistics for

the full likelihood. The distribution of the reduced-data array

elements is required, and it too can be found using techniques

presented ín chapter 2. It ís found to be the product of the foltowing

conditionalty independent binomial or multinomial distributions¡
. the distribution of the total uníque animals released from pre-
atratum s in year i and sighted or recovered during Èhe rest of the
experiment:

BinolnÍâl ( Nt to!åI anímals released;

^i.*1.*i.*1.. wirh probabilir.y pì ;

s s' s. s. s'.*i-À1. *"i. **1 
, 
-rt . . "i"h probabìtity 1-p , )

for s=1...å, and l=1...k.

' the distribution of the animafs released from pre-stratum s in
year i and sighted or recovered in year j conditional upon the
animal being sighted or recovered in year j or later:

I
Multinomial ( t ¡"' *gt'

. itn i. *Wi*-W1*."n1*aIs sighted or recovered in year j or laler
Ìt= l

st s. s, s. st sl stÀ,. wirh probabiliry s, ...s .M, m p,-r--lts, .,.s] -p: ) r=1...b,1r k j-] J i'i I k j-l j

st s. s. s. st st stB wlrh r,robåbilify s,_ ..,s, .M m_ (1-p -)f,-/(s. ,..s. -p. ) r=1...b;iJ k J-l i J ' j J k j-l j

st s. s. s. st st stw,, wilh probability s, ...s_ .M, m.-p--(l-f,-)/(s. ...s. _p. ) r-1...b,rl k l-r J J J i k J-l'l
I
: (¡"'*g"'+!r"'-w"'')-rr"'' eith Ðrobabitirvim iln 1n im. 1l '

m=J+1

b

rsi ...si'p"'. - r si...si'.r.r"i"oÌ'.]'pl_., zpl', .j j'] 
v=1 k J-l j j'j j' j"r"'J

for s=l, . . a, i=1.,,k, i=k..,t.



l
Mult.tnomiå1( > ¡"' .,e"' +!ìs'- s""-'-'"" "''.i'i'n -oim **i^-wi^.aniÌìa1s 6ighted or rêcovered in year j oE late!

o": v?ith probåbilirv Ms rst sc s! s
') - j'jPJr1/P:

stl elrh probåbllitv Ms'Ís!.- st -s! s'
') - j 'J (i-P )f /PJ

-, -. st at s!n.J wirh p.robåbrtity u] .r'oi"tr_rÌ.fZtr'

1

: rai ' *ai '+wl ' 
-wi ' ' I -"i . 

' wit h probabrlíry. _ lm lm tln iln. ti,m=l +,l

rsl'o]_, _"> ul..]""]\lblj,r zol.r .

for 6=1.,.à, i=1, . . k, J=i.,.k_1,

. the distribution of animals re.leased. frorn pre_st.ratum s in yeari, that were sighted without being recovered. in post_stratum Ë inyear j/ and are subsequently sighted or recovered during theremainder of the experiment:

glnomlal( wst anlmàIs released io yeår i ånd sighted without being recovered
ij in yeèr J in posr_stra[um r;

st.
";;: 

eirb probabj lrry .rtn]' 
rr rt-t]tr ì

st sL.wri-w11. *itr' probÀbilitv t- .-"pl*r¡ rt-tl'l I .

for s=1...a, i=1.,..k, r=1,..b, J=i...1_1.

The goodness-of-fit test based upon the reduced array is construcled

as out.lined in Chapter 1. and, after s imp.L ificat ion, is based upon the
conditional distri-buti-on :

n

t=1. , .bt

t=1...bt
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i-l J=t

r,¡hich is equivaLent Lo:

Total âninals released from pre-stratuh s
ln y€ar I and stghted or recovered at o¡ âfter yeår j

Recovered , Recovered , sighted ifIIsottl , siqhted HtIEoûI , sighLed or
ÀND sighted Bgq not being lecovered being recovered recovered
in year j slghted in year j in tn year J in ín âny post-
in post- in year j post-stråtuh t post-stratum t st'råta only
stlatuln t in post- and not sighted and sighted o! after year j

stratum t o! recovered recovered åfter
after yeår J Ve¿r j

1

n
j=i

n
TotaI ånilnâls released from pre-stratum s

ln alI yêalB and siqhted or recovered at or åfter year J

Recovered , Recovered , Slghted I{IIEOUT , Sighred ilIIgOUr , Sighted o¡
ÀND sighted BUI not being reêovered belng recovered recovered
ln year J slghted fn year J in in yeâr J 1n in any post_
in post- tn yeâr j post-stratum t post-stratuh t stratâ only
strâtum t in post- and not sighted and sighted or after year j

strâtum t or recovered recovered âfter
àfter year J year J

r=1. , .b r=1. . .b t=1. . .b

This distribution is similar to the distribution used in the

goodness-of-fit test for Mode] 3 of Chapter 2,. a large sample

contingency table for the test is presented. in Table 3.4.4.1. This

conlingency tabte is used to examine if the reduced-d.ata array may be

combined over releases to obtain the MSS. The overall goodness_of_fit

test is broken j-nto a series of tables. one for each year of recovery

(un.Like the case in Châpter 2 where there was one tabl-e coveríng aLl

years of recoveries) since animars may be seen more than once. other

than this difference, the two good¡ess-of-fit t.ests are compLetely

anaLogous,



Estimators or selecred "."-"..:o::T:li.i;3" Ín the parriar-Fiderity Modelwith sightings in the post_strata

Thê non-zero covar.lances involving confounded parameters (i.e. involvins si.pi. or s|...-sl.-¡¿l.l
are not shown since they are not of bÍologicat interest. The varianc"_"o.,lrilr,." *.irr* ,i"jrling allidentifiable parametels is avaiLable from the computer program described in Àppendix 3.F. The estimators ofthe parameters are presented in Table 3.4.3-
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where

p(RsLt ns', n". i=r...*, ,;t l=i.::i,
must be eva.luated by enumerating arr the configurations consistent with

the conditioning. Note that this probability term will include a term

incruding the band-recovery rates that !¡írr cancer- with the term in the

numerator, and so the test r.ritL be (ae expected) a similar test.
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Àppendix 3.C (continued)

3.C.2 Testing if the relative emigration rates at the time of release
are homogeneous over all pre-strata in the Complete-Fidelity Mode1.

g , *lt= *.t assumi -st s'-lt
l_ r .ng x. - ct, t,

- stA i m. ¡nay vary among pre-strata under the same assumption.

The MSS under the nuII and aÌternate hypotheses are presented in

Table 3,5.4.3b. Usíng the methods outlined ln ChapÈer 1., the

conditional dÍstribution of the MSS(À) given MSS(H) used to construct a

similar test is found to bê:
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Appendix 3,D

Fufl-data representation for the Complete-Fide l ity ModeI
!¡j_th sightings in the post-strata

The complete sighting and recovêry history of an animal may be written

as a 2x(-l+1) maLrix as in the part íal-Fide I ity Modetr

. the Iâst colu¡nn (¿+l-) indicates the pre-stratum and year of

release in ro!¡s l and 2 respectively,

. colunns 1...-l indicate the post-stratum and tllge of sightlng or

recovery of the band (either not seen, or recovered and sighted, or

recovered but not síghted, or sighted without being recovered) , in

rows L and 2 respecLively.

Horeever, in the Complete-Fide]ity Mode]f lhe post-stra¡a of sightings

and recovery must afl be the same. Animafs seen in tv¡o diffêrent post-

strata are definite evidence agaínst the Complete-Fidel-ity Model,.

howèver, the CompLeÈe-Fide] ily Mode.t nay sti]I be approxinately valid

if the nu¡nber of such animals is smalf. Of course, no animals spotted

in different post-strata does not prove that the Conplete-Fidel ity

Model- is va]id.

Àn example of a four year history matrj-x is:

l- o r o

I 0 sighted 0

I without beinq
I r."overed

recovered
but not
sighted

" -l'l (D.1)

It indicates that the animal r¡as re.Leased in pre-statum s ín year 1,

was not sighted or recovered in year 1,, wâs sighted v¡ithout being

recovered in post-stratum t in yeal. 2, Ì.ras not sighted or recovered ìn

year 3f and was recovered but not sighted in post-stratum t in year 4.

since conptete-fÍdelity is being asaumed, the animaJ- is al-so assumed !o
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have nigrated to post-stratum t in years l and 3. Again, all columns

corresponding to years after a band.-recovery unti.l the end of the

experiment will be zetot as witl a.I1 coÌumns corresponding to years

before the year of release.

The total nunìber of distinct histories for anirna.ls released. from

pre-stratum s in year I can be computed as folJ_ov¡s:

. there is one history for animals never sighted or recovered after
being reteased

. if an animal ls last sighted or recovered in post_stratuIn Ê in
year j (i < j < l), then the animal can êj-ther ber not seèn; or

sighted without being recovered in post-stratum È in years f..,j_I .

In year j, the animal is either: recovered. and. sighted.,. recovered

but not síghted,. or sighted without being recovered in post_stratum

t, for a total- of (2)j-i3þ possible histories for J=1...t,

Hence there are a total. of

I
L + > gbl2l l-1 = L + g¡(21-i+1-r)

j=i

possible histories for animaLs released from pre-stratum s in year 1,

The numbêr of possibte histories is of course smaÌler than in the

Part ial-Fidelity Mode1, but stj-l] can be Ìarge. Whife tne data

represenÈation is slmpllfied yrhen fidelity to the post_st.rata occurs,

i! can still be comprex. rt is convenient to use the reduced-data

array as presented in Section 3.6.
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Since animals are assumed to act ind.ependently, and the histories
are excLusive and exhaustive, the nurnbers of aninals in each hj.story

foll-ow a muttinomial dislribution under the assumptíons of the

conplete-fidelity mode1. Each yeax's rel-eases in each pre_st.ratum are

independent, and so the tikeLihood of the dala from thè complete

experj-ment can be r,¡ritten as:

N:I
_____1_____
n nl ..t

úEo: a (o)
1

where

o is a history

q is the complete set of alt possibte histories for- animals released from pre-stratum s in year I
s.i(r) il the.nunìbèr of animals released from pre_stratum s in year j

wrtn nrstory (l),

n^ is the probabitj-ty of the history o.

The probabii-ity of history o is computed in a manner simila¡ to that
of the reduced-data array in Section 3.6. For example, the probability

of history (D.1) is computed as the product ofl

since the aninal. is known to have migrated.
. q';i'rr-pìtr rr-rìtr :i"i:::-::'::ä":,:å,"... r bur was nor

L=I] n
s=1 i=1

s

n (n ) 

ti 
(o:)

c,rcf o'
.1

el_' s;"/ (1-f;")

st., -st' p2 t!-f2 I

. slt t o-rfrLt

since the animal is known to have survived
in post-stratum È between years 1 and 2
conditional upon not bêing recovered;

since the anímal is knolrn to have migrated.
back to post-stratum t and was sighted
without. being recovered in year 2;

since the animal is known to have survived
in post-stratum t between years 2 and. 3
conditionat upon not being recovered;
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since the animal is known to have migrated
back to post-atratum ¿ and was not sighted
nor recovered in year 3,.

aince the animal is known to have survived
in post-stratr¡n t between years 3 and 4
conditional upon not being recovered;

since the animaL is known to have rnigrated
back to post-stratum t and was sighted
without being recovered Ín year 4.

", = 4''ït rr-pitrrìtplt"åt rr-oãtrrãtoit rt-fitt
The probability of the history corresponding to animals never

sighted or recovered after being released ís obtained by subtraction.

After simplification, the liketihood reduces to:

k
n

J_J

N:!
_____t_____
n "Ì. 1

crCf I (o)
)

z rAl +B: +w" -w:l¡¿l'll' r. r. j..
\l/

b ¡ . 
' 
¡ÌL+elt

II l*Ìcll' )'
.-. \ I ,i

b t . ra"l+w"i
Il f"l. I .] .l

*-. \-r,i

b r . rasl+s"ln frl'I 'r 'l
._. \ l ,i

b / 'zstn fslti j._, \ I ./

aknn
s=1 j=1

aknn
s=1 j=1

aI
IIn

s=1 J=1

aIIIn
s=l j:l

a I-1nn
s=1 j=1

+wlt-wlttl' t"

( ,-":')"1!-'ì'*Ì!f

__st _-stt

(r-r:t).'i-*'i'
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a t_L b / .,st .,stL

"1,1, .l ['-']'ollrtr-rlt t-'t"lfr^llrr-r )*'i-*'i'
a k z r¡¡l-aÌ '-sl '-wl '+w" "
n n lr-pÌ'l r j' )' )' )"

s=1 j=l \ J ,/

"h".. plt is the probability that an anLmal re.teased in pre-stratum.s

in year j wiII be sighted or recovered in post-stratum t d.uring the

remainder of the banding expèriment and is comput.ed as:

olt = ul''ltrrlt*nlt-rltnltr Þ.2,)

olt = u]'*ltrtl'*ol'-tltolt* sÌtrr-nl'rollrr"l*r^lfrr-t r j=1....r-1
b

p:' = : p:t
J t=1 J

The MSs are easily derived, and are presented in Section 3.6.3. Since

Èhe dimensíon of the MSS equaLs the numbe r of paramêters, aII
parameters are identifiable. Using techniques sinilar to those

presented in chapter 2f the distribution of the Mss is found to be a

product of the following conditionally independent multinomiaf or

binomiaÌ distributions :

. the distribution of the number of anirnals released from pre_
stratun s and recovered or sighted in post_stratum t Ín yeàr j
conditional upon the number of anirnals from pre_stratum s sightedor recovered in post-strat.um Ê j-n year j or later which is a:

Multinomial( ffl antm.ls slghted ot Eecovered in post-stratum t in yeàr J or latet,)
st st s, st st stO.J*",j çirh probabitity I,t, m,-f ,- f p].;

sL stt-ii*ììì eitb Þrobabiriry ul *ltnltn-rÌ'r rr-rltrr-rÌtr-1plfr,"l_r^lfr,-t,rol.,

at2".. !,Irhp¡obabiriryr;..Ì.r].orirr"l*r.lfr,-tror.,.

for ð=1..,a, t-l..,b, ând j=1,,.Ì.



. thê distribution of animals released from pre_stratum s and
recovered and sighted in post-stratun ¿ in year J or sighted or
recovered after year J which is a:

Binohlår t a".t*atl*z"t âninars recovered in year j, or sighted or recovered rater;.j .i J

st stto.j*n.j. witb probabit lLy p:",

s! st stt
". J*rJ -*.J . eith probèbitiÈy (t-oì'l I .

foE s=1.,.a, t=1...b, ånd j=1,..1.

. the distribution of the totaf unique animals reLeased. from pre_
strâtum s in year j and sighted or recovered during the experirnenl

Binonial( wf totat anin"t. refeased ¿

st st sr. stt sLoi 
. 
*"j 

, 
**i 

. 
-ni . . wirh probability p;- for t=1...b,

s s. s. s. s,.
"i-Ot.*"i.*ni._ni.. eirh probabiliry 1_p" ).

for s=1...a, i=1. , . k.

The MLES can be derived from the distribution of the MSS| or using

the method of moments as outlined in Chapter 1, and. are presented. in

Tab]e 3.6.3; variances and covariances are sholrn in Appendix 3,E.

The distribution of Lhe data conditional upon the MSS can be uied as

a general non-specific goodness-of-fit test i-n a similar fashion as in
PoÌlock, Hines and Nichols (l-995) . Unfortunately, as in polLock et a-t.

(1985), and as in the part ial-fidelity model, the J-axge nu¡nber of
capture hístoríes impÌìes that most of the components of the test will
involve small expected countsf reguire extensive pôoling in the Large

sample contingency tabLe approxirnaLíons. and. wil] likeJ-y have poor

PO!Jer,

More useful, is a goodness-of-fit test based upon the reduced_data

array eLements r.¡hich are sufficient (but not minimal) statistica for
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the full likelihood. The distribution of the reduced-data array can be

found using the techniques presented in Chapter 2. It is found to be

the product of the following conditionally independent binomial or

multinomial distributions ¡

. the distribution of the totâl unique anirnals released from pre-
stratum s in year i and sÍghted or recovered during the rest of the
experiment:

Binohlal( llf total antmats releåsed;

st sL st st! arÀ +B +r¡ -t¡ etth probabíltty p-- for t=1...b,i. 1, t. i.,

s s' s. s, s..
"r-Or.nBr.*nr.-"r.. rdlth prob¿billty 1-p; )

for B=1,..å, and f-l...k.

. the disLxibution of the animals released from pre-straLum s inyear J and sighted or recovered in post-stratum t in year JconditionaL upon the animal being sighted or recovered in post-
stratun t in year j or later:

I
Murrinomiat( E1Ä;:-Bì:-w;iwilf, ",t*.t. sishred or ¡ecovered in yea¡ j o! rårer;

ln=l

st s. st st s! stÀ.. çith probåbi liry M m -p--f--lp-- ,tJ I I I J l
st s. st st sL sr8.. wirb prob¿bitity M. lll.-(l-p.-)f:-,/O-- ,rl j j 'i J'j
st s. st sc st srrrj virh probabitiry M. m; e.-(1_f;-)/p:- ,

I
F ,_sC _5! st str, slt s. st st st st s, st _1 sL

^=r'* 
jot.*"t.**t.-ni.. ) -*. j ' with probâblritv t¡, '.-tt-pì-l"l-or-rt"r-rn.r*rt 'zor' r.

for s-1.,.a, 1=1...k, i=i. . . t_1,

. the distribution of the aninals released from pre-stratum s inyear i that are sighted lrithout being recovered ín post-stratum Ë
in year J and are subsequently sighted or recovered after year j;

stBinomial( W,, anlmals sighted or lecover€d in yea! J or later1l

stt st ., -st -1 st s. st -1*rj. with probabilitv s--(1-f,-) -O]*rtui*,¡nl'.,t ,
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st 6lt st __ -st -1 st s. st -1I{, ,-W. . wlrh probâbility 1- S (1-f } o tM- h-- I -r
1l 1l' - j j 'j{t 'j+1 j+t'

for s=1...a, t=1...b, l=1...¡, j=i... (.t-1) .

The goodness-of-fit test based upon the reduced array is constructed

using the methods outlined in Chapter 1 and. after simplificationf is
based upon the conditíonaI distributions:

ab
TT

stt stt-w ) -r,rim. i j.
st

+w
i¡n

l

st
im

st
j

k,lrnl
'=' 

j=' l^;:, ";:,

;T
NI
r=r la'1,

\ 'l

l' st "t ì1 .tl* 
l^'r."'r ll "iIi=1 I ^:: ll -Ìi' I
\ rl t\ I1..,/

lstststl
¡À+B+zl
| .l .j i I1,."..1| À.+ri I

\ 'l 'l'l

I
- st 6t st stt¿(À +B +W -t{ Ilm im tn tlÌl"-ì

"Ìl-"Ìl', "Ìlt, > {o"t*"rl rl. 11. _ iln
m= I +.t

-----_______;;__
T,
l

st st stt stt8,, !r .-w , ll , z'l 'l 'l .l'

a b l-l
TNT

s=1 t=1 j=l

which is equivaÌent to:

( ror"t anlmàts releåsed from pre-strarum s ln yôar L ì
* , I 

.nO sighted or recovered in posr-strålum ¿ ar or àfrer year J 
I

fl II I n..ouu."a , Recovered Bor, siqhred fo¡, sishred wrrBOnT, stshred or Ii=1 J-i | ÀND slghted not sighted tasr tihe being recovered rêcoverêd I
I rn vear j ín year j 1n post- and subsequenr.Iy 1n posr_ I

. I in post- in pos!- stratum t seen åfrer year J stratum t onlyla Þ \ stratúm t stratum t in year J in post_slra[u¡n t after year J ,fn n -------------------------
s=l t=1 lt n^*. r

| ___-- anlmals releâsed froln pre_slratuh s ln e1l yeer. )

I | 
ând stshted or recovered in posr-stralun ! âr or âfter year J 

I
II I n".o.,.r.a , Recovered BUI, Sighted for, Sfgbted WIÎHOUT, Sighred or Ii=1 J=i | ÀND sighr.ed nor slghted lasL time being recovered recovered I

| 1n year J tn yeår j in post- ànd subsequently in posr_ |
I in post- ln pos!- stratum t seen after year J stratum t onlyl
I slEàtuh t straLum t in year j in posr_stratum t after year j J
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( anr'.fs recovered in '\( mtrars recovered or sisht-ed ì
I nost-stratum t in ll arc"r y.ar j in post-scraLum Ik I vear j released in ll r re1ease¿ in year i IIl lveu,i ll I

t=t 
| *r,n.r" recovered ".o ll o"r..r" recovered o. .ioh..d I
I sishled in post- ll afrer year 5 in po.t-"trur,rm I
\ stratum t /l r ånd also sighted jn V".. J ,l

a, b l-l
I]nr

s=1 t=1 J=l

I
T

J=1

Ànlm¿ls recovered 1n pos!-sttaruh t In yeår I .\

or recovered or sighted in yeâr j fn no"t-rrr.t c 
I

Ànirnåls sighred in yeår j f
ln post-srratum L I

)

Large-sanpfe contingency tabLes that can be used for each component

are presented in Tab1es 3.6.4.1a and 3.6,4. j.b. Both components can be

used to test íf the reduced-data array may be combined. over releases
for each year of recovery to form the MSS. If the h]apothesis of either
component is rejected, ÍL may indicate that the sighting, recovery, or
survivar rates in post-stratum t in year j are not. the same for al1 rereases.



¡ññ^ñ.lix 3.E
Estimators of non-zero covariances i" th" c;;;;te-riaerity Model with sightings in the post-strata

The estimators of the parameters are presented. in Table 3.6.3-
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Àppendix 3-E (continùed)

.â"r 3:', iuv) when i-i = ¡* ;:'f , - ^]i*]i't ) J=i-l '-' ' L^]Ì."]i' ^::,":: o"t*e"t*rf. *'f*.f r ro.f*""f*rf.r

I
- ^st^stl 1+1-r-$,¡ren v=t = S. S l-

J=l t t 
I ,Ìt o"t*"ttt o"t*""t o"t*B"t*r"'t i -i .i .j --t -'.i ".i -i

st stt2(t +w )



lrthen v=t
J=1+1

:L+1-1-1+
_s! - st __stE st sts st s! s!'I A +W a +vù a +R-- +Zi+I -,i+1 -,i+l ".,i+1 ".,i+l '^-.i+l "-,i+t'...i+1

The covariances of üs', and.t! ¡nuy b. derÍved by à staightsfo¡k,ard of ¿he dettà method using ttje trurlediately preceding results-
No apparent algebralc simplication exists.

I
, -.. .as-^st ". ." I 1when vlt = -(M. m. )(u m )l 

-
rrtl-1 I NLi



Àppendix 3.F
De s cr j-pt ion of conpuler methods

Since the nèthods used to solve numerically for the

the variance-cova riance matrix in restrict.ed. models

the Partial- and Cornplete-Fidel ity Models, only the

Pa rtiaJ--Fidetity Model are described..
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MLES and to obtain

is simifar in both

methods used in thê

À conmonly used procedure for obtaining MLES when expJ-icit solutions
to the Líkelihood equations do not exist or arê complicated, is t.he

method of scoring (Rao, 1973, p. 366), i.e.:

ôr*r=ôr*r-1rôrlstôrl
where:

0 is the unknown parameter vector

0, is the estimate for 0 at the ith iteration

øfôrt is the score statistic (first partials of the liketihood)
evaluated at 0,

1

I(9,) is the estinaLed ínformation matrix.

fterations continue until convergence is obtained.

There are three major problems in using the method. of scoring

directly in the pa rt ial-Fidelity Model:

. the infonnation matrix is extremely tedious to evaluate since the

second partial derivatives of the likelihood with respect to the

model parameters are extremely complicated.

. every restricted model wi.Il have a different form for the score

statistic and the information matrix.

. the Iikelìhood component for Èhe external estimates of the pre_

straturn population sizes and pos!-stratum band_reporting rates nay
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be required for some restricted models.

The first probl-em can be resolved. by firs¿ finding a

reparameteri zat ion of the modelr in terrns of which the score stat.istic

and informatíon matrix are trivial to compute and evaluate. Then using

the chain rule, the score statistic and info¡mation matrix for the

original parâmeters are easily derived. Specifíca1ly, let E be a 1-1

reparameteri zat ion of the underlying parameters 0. Then the score

statistíc l-n terms of 0 can be obtai-ned from the score staÈistic in

terms of l:

sA (0) = Þ s! (E ) (c.1)v9

r,¡here P is the matrix of partia l-derivat ives of ( with respect to 0.

Similarily, the information matrix in terms of 0 can be obtained.

from the information matrix in terms of e by:

r0(e) =PrË(å) P' (G.2J

In the Part ial-FideIíty Model, a reparameterizat ion that feads to

simpLe evatuations of Lhê score statistic and the estirnated inforrnation

matrix is obtained from the distribution of the MSS presented in

Appendix 3..ã,. The set of ( parameters is defined as:

Í=1 .,.k¡ s=1 ,..a as defined in Appendix 3.À.;

= tìtoì*rtr-eltl-1 for i=1 ...(r-1), s:1 ...a, r=1 ...b;

= r'rf'*Ìtpftrltz pi' ror i=l ...k, s=1 ...a, r=1 ...b;a I -a a 'r

s.pi

s;'

1stvl
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vl"t= ";'.;ttr-pïtlritz ol' ro' i:1 ...k, s=1 ...a, r=1...b;

t3"t= r'rl'*ltn?ttr-rltl/ pl' ror i=I...k¡ s=1 ...a, r=1 ....b;

vl"'= ';'. . . si_rui '^itnltrltu sl'...'i_roi' t., l=ill;;.ilr...o
vÎ"'= .;' . . .si_rui '.lt rr-pìtr rïtu s? ' . . . si_rol ' '., l=l]i :;; 'L_1 . . . b

*i"t= ti' . . . si_rui'*itnlt rr-rltr / r;' . . . si_roi' .., l=il1 :;, 
tr_1. 

. .b

lrow pl' ar,a Qlt are the parameters of a binomial distributionf and

*1t, *?"t, .rra y?st are ¿he parameters of a muttinomiar d.istribution
and so the score statistics and Hessían under this pa rameteri zat íon are

trivial. Ä subroutine is used to compute the partial-d.erivat ive matrix

of this parameteri zat ion r,¡ith respect to the parameters of interest
(i.e.' the migration, sighting, survívar, and band.-recovery rales), and

the score statistic and j-nformation matrix are computed using (c. j-) and

lG .21 .

The second probfem coufd be solved usíng methods sjmifar to Conroy

and Williams (1984). Brief1y, they find. the score statistic ând

information matrix for restricted models using methods simitar to (c.1)

and (G.2), execpt now the matrix p is a non-square matrix of the

partial derivatives of the parameters of the restricted mod.er with

respect to the fulL ¡nodel. Their method requires that both the

restricted and full models have an explicit parameter set. This is not

a problem when examining restricted mode.ls where, for exarnple,

parameters are homogeneous among post-strata, e.g., rlc=r.t. However,

explicit parameters are difficurt to find in some rest.rÍcted. mod.els

such ag the one in which the harvest-derivation rates are restricled !o
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be homogeneous among post-strata. For this reasonr the methods

out.Lined by Aitchison and Silvey (1958) and Don (1985) have been used.

In this method, we wish to find êatlmates of 0 (the parameters of

the unrêstricted rnodel) subjecc to the set of constraints h(0)=0,

Àitkinson and silvey (L958) showed that the method of scoring can be

modified usÍng the method of Lagrange Multipliers (the À.) as:

where h'(0) is the matríx of partiaL derívatives of h(0) nith respec¿

to 0. Due to the special- pattern of the augmented Hessian, it j-s noL

necessary to actualJ-y invert the augmented matrix. Rather, Don (1985)

obtained an expression for the updating formula for 0 in terms of the

conponent.s of the augmented Hessian. Às we1l, if t.he matrix of

contraints is singuÌarr Moore-Penrose general-ized inverses can be used.

If the constraints are linear (such as in the case of simple

restrictions on the parameters), (c.3) reduces to the ordinary method

of scoring after the first iteration.

In gunmary of the rêsolution of the first tv¡o problems, let:

I be ttte set of parameters under the reparameteri zation above;

0 be the set of bioJ-ogicatly interesting parameters for the
part ial-fidel ity model,

h(0)=0 be the set of constraints upon the parameters;

P = ðE/àø be a matrix of parLial derivatives,
Then, the steps taken in one iterâtion of the method of scoring are:

. evaluate å.-I



' evaluate t.tre score g" (Ë,î)

' evaluate the estirnated information matrix ¡" (Ëî)

. compute g0 (ei ) = p S€ tËrl

. compure r0 (ôi) = Þ rË (Êi) p'

. use (G.3) to update 0.

Inítial startÍng vaLues are obt.alned. using the explícit estinâtors of
the parameters for the general- part ia ]-Fid.êIity Model given in
Table 3. 4,3.

The third probÌem tlpically occurs when tests of homogeneity of the

derived paraneters are required. For examp.Ie, a test for homog.eneous

relative harvest derivation rates among post_strata should. incorporate

info¡mation from both the recoveries from the current study and the

informatÍon from the external studies which gave rise to the external
estimates of the pre-stratum population sizes and post_stratum band_

repôrting rates. This mây be done Ín t.wo ways:

. Use the delta-method to obtain the variance co_variance matrix of

the derived estÍnates and then use a quadratic form to test for
homogeneity as ín Brownie et a_l. (1995, p. l.B0) , Under the

assumption that the derived estimates are asl¡mptot ica ll-y
multivariate normaL, the test statistic will have a chi_square

distribution.

. create an approxímate likelihood term for Èhe external study and

incorporate this term into the nêthod of scoring as d.l-scussed

earLier.

The first nethod, allhough conceptually eâsier, suffers from the
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disadvantage that Ìt is difficult to irnplement a general solution in a

computer program. The second ¡nethod is more convenient once the

relevant approximate likelihood has been created.

Without loss of generality, consider the case of a single externaL

parameter, S¡ t.hat is estimated by an exte¡nal study. Let ô ana sâtôl

represent the independent MLE and its estimated gtandard error from the

externa.I study. Technicaffy¡ the total 1ikelihood from the externâL

study and the current study shoufd be maximized to obtain t.he MLE of

aII parameters (internal and external) . In the genera] modeJ- r,¡ithout

restrictions on the parameters, the current study has no information on

the external parameters, and vice-versa. and so the maximÍzation can be

done for each part of the likelihood separately. Howevêr, when certain
restrj-ctions on derived parameters are considered, both parts of the

likelihood contain information on the derived parameters and cannot be

maxinized separately, The problem isf of course, thaÈ the likeLihood

function from the externaL study is unknown. Howeverr the external

MLES are asl¡mptotically sufficient for their parameters (Cox ând

Hinkley, L9?4, p. 307), and â1I of the infomation from the externaÌ

study is, asympLotically, contained in the MLE and íts estimâted

standard error. tf we assume that the MLE ís aslrmptotíca1ly normally

distrj-buted âbout the true parameter val-ue¡ and. if we assume (for

simplícíty) that the true standard error is equal to the estimated.

standard error, an approximate log-likeJ-ihood frorn the external study

can be constructed as:
t ^a.5*1og (2n) - los(se(0)) - .5(0-0)'/se(0)'.

Thj-s can now be incorpoxated into the method of scoring,



ChapLer 4

The Non-Fidelity Mode]

Sr¡Ilmary

fn the Non-Fidelity Model, no assumptions are made about the fidelity of

the animafs to the pre-stratum of release or Lo the post-stratum of

recovery. A stochastic model j.s developed for ÈhÍs model in an ordinary

band-recovery context using rnatrix notation. Once againr ordinary band-

recovery data are inadequate for inference,. however, the compfexity of

the model epecificatíon precludes obtaining an explicit l-ist of all

identifiable parameters. The use of additionat live sightings in the

pre-stxata and the post-strata is discussed, and the línitations of this

approach are identj.fied. It may be more cost-êffective to employ radio-

telemetry devices on fev¡er animals.
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Chapter 4
The Non-Fide1j-ty Model-

4.1. INtrRODUCTTON

In the Non-Fide]ity ModeL no assumptions are made about the fidelity of

the animal either to the pre-stratum of banding or release, or to the

post-stratum of recovery, or to both, Ãnimaj-s may migrat.e not only to â

different post-stratr,^ in each year, but nay arso return to a different

pre-stratum other than !¡here reLeased. For example, in the Non-Fidetity

Model, an aninaJ- that is banded and re.leasêd in pre-stratum 1 in year 1

may: migrate to post-stratum 1 in year 1; migraLe back to pre_stratum 2

by the time of banding in year 2; migrate to post-stratum 3 in yeat 2ì

migrate back to pre-stratum 1 by the time of banding in year 3,. and

migrate to post-stratum 2 in year 3 where the band is recovered. This

differs from the part iaL-FÍdel-ity Moder v¡here anima.rs are assumed to be

faithful to their pre-stratum of reÌease, and hence the Ìocatíon of a

banded animal (assuming that it is alive) is knor¡n at banding time in

every year fol-lowÍng release. The concept of a pre-stratu¡n is l_ess r¡e11

defined in the Non-Fiderity Moder-, since the pre-stratum of an animar at

banding ti¡ne is known only in the year of re.Iease,. however it is still

convenient to refer to the strata where banding and releases occur as

pre-strata, and to the strata where recoveries occur as post_strata.

Brownie et a_I. (1985, Chapters 3 and 4) considered band_recovery

modeLs where pre-strata were deflned by the age of the animal. rn these

modei-s, animals can nove among pre-strata (as lhey age), but only j-n a

regi-mented, kno¡,¡n fashion. Those models will- be J-nappropriate where the

movements among pre-strata are not known in advance. Arnason (19?21

1973) and Seber (1982, p. 555) consid.ered the case of novement among
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strata in a capture-recapture context where capLures occur aL a poÍnt in
time and occur in the same set of stxata as releases. fn exploited.

populations, a band-recovery context where recoveries occur over a

period of time in strata tLpicalry different from those r,¡here rereases

occur, may be more pertinent. Às wel1, .Arnason Og12, Ig73) assumed

that any migration to strata outside the experiment was permanent,. no

such assumption is made ín the Non-Fid.e1ity Mode].

This model can also be vier,¡ed as a compa rtmenta f_aystem modef

where the pre- and post-strata are dífferent compartments I and the

migration rates among the strata are viewed. as the interchange rates

among conpartments, The methods used to analyze compartment _system

models (KaLbfleisch, Lawless, and Vo.I.lmer, 19g3; Kodell- and Matis. 19?6)

are not applicable since these models assume: that sampling takes place

at a point ín time (rather than over an extended period) ,. t.hat aII
particles j-n a compartment are identified (rather than only a sâmp.Ie of
animals), and that particles are índi st inguishable so that individual
movements cannot be fotlowed (rather than some informatíon being

available as where the ânimals were released and recovered) . lf the

entíre movement history of a banded-animal, is available, then the

methods of inference in Markov-chain modefs (Bartrett, 195g; Basawa and

Raor 1980) may be used; however, this data is unrikely to be avai.rable

in ordinary band-recovery experiments unless radio-te.Iemet ry devices are

uged.

The formulatíon of the Non-Fldelity ModeL ia greatLy simplified by

uaing matrix notation sj-nce the probability of recovery of a band in a
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post-stratum is a convolution of intermediate movements of an animaL

among pre-stratâ and the final movement of the animal to the post_

strata, which is easil_y expressed as a product of matrices.

f start by outlining the notation used and the assumpÈions made in

the Non-Fide]ity Model. Next, a stochastic mod.ef i-s developed for dala

from an ordinary band-recovery experiment. Once again ordinary band.-

recovery data are inadeguate for inferences i-n this model,. however the

compl-exíty of the modet precludes obtaining an explícit ]ist of aII
identifiable parameters. The use of add.itional sightings of animals in
the pre- and post-strata to overcome these deficiencies is discussed and

the Limitations of this approach are identified. Finally, a practical

modi"fication to the experimentar design using radio-te.remet ry data thât
allows fufl inference about alr- parameters in this modef is outlined. À

detail-ed discussion of inference under this experimental design is

omÍtted since the model can then be formul-ated as a Markov-chain mod.ef

in which inferentj-al techniques are v¡ell developed (BartIeLt, j.955,

Basa!¡a and Rao, 1980) ,



4.2. NOTÀlTION

ÀÌl vectors and matrices are indicated by bold face. fndivj-dua.l

el-ementa within a matrix or â vector are indicated by the use of

superscripts.

Paramêters

a the nu¡nber of pre-strata where banding and reLeases take

' place. Pre-stratum a+1. represents the set of atl other pre-

strata where bandings and releases do not occur, but where

animaLs are free to migrate.

.b number of posÈ-strata where recoveries occur.

.k number of years of refeases.

-l number of years of recoveries.

IVi an a x -l vector r.¡hose sth efement ({) represents the nurìlf,er

of animals released in pre-stratum s in year í.

M1 an a x .b matrix whose (srt)th efe¡nent represenÈs t.he

probabiJ-lty that an animal alive in pre-stratum s at Lhe

time of banding j-n year I decides to migrate to post-stratum

t in the next year,

Mi aî (a+7) x b matrix whose first a rows are the matrix ¡q,

and whose elements of the last ,on 1y*.u+7, 
Ë) represents the

probability that an animal aLíve at the tine of banding in

year I in other pre-strata (where banding does not occur)

will migrate to post-stratum t in lhe next year.

f1 an a x b matrix whose (s,t)th element (4Ë) represents the

probabj-lífy that an animal alive j-n pre-stratum s at the

tine of banding in year j, and whích decides to migrate to
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post-stratum Ë, will be recovered in post-st.ratum t ín the

next year.

an (a+7) x b matrix whose first å rows are the matrix fi,

and where elements of the last rcyt (f7+1' t¡ represent the

probability that an animaJ- alíve in other pre-strata (where

banding does not occur) at the time of banding in year i,

and !¡hich decides to migrate to post-stratum t, r.¡ill be

recovered in post-stratum t in the nexL year,

an a x (a+7) matrix whose (s,u) th etement (s;u) represents

the probability tha¿ an anirnal al_íve in pre-stratum s at

the time of banding in year I !¡ill be alive and present in

pre-stratum u at the time of banding in year l+.1 . These

parameters include both a movement and survival component.

The last col-umn of the mâtrix (column a+-Z) represents

movemenL / surviva 1 rates to pre-strata where banding d.oes not

occut .

an (a+1) x (a+1) matrix whose firsL a rows are the matrix Si

and. v¡hose elements of the last .o" {slu+l,u) represent the

probability than an animal aÌj-ve in pre-strata where banding

does not occur at the time of banding in year i, will be

alíve and present in pre-stratum u at the tj-me of banding in

year I +-?

an â x.b matrix whose (s,Ê)th element tnlll renr.sents the

number of animals released in pre-stratum s in year I and

recovered in post-stratum t in year j.

s.I



1 a vector whose every el-ement is a 1.

z,+ element by element multiplica¿ion and division.

For exampfe lf À= [ 3 ?] ""d "= | ; 3] rhen

ÀrB: I,i¿?l o*"=t3:?3 3:331
D (x) the diagonal matrix formed by placing the elements of X on

the diagonal.

4.3. ÀSSUMPIrONS

the usual assumptions made for band-recovery models as outLj-ned in

Section 1.3.3 are also made in the Non-Fidetity Model . Às well it is

assumed that I

. all migration decisions are Markovían ln náture, i.e., the

probability of migrating from a pre- to a post-stratum, or among

pre-strataf does not depend upon previous migration patterns;

. animals behave independently r.¡ith respect to migration and

recovery, i,e., there is no schooÌing or flocking during

migratj-on, or if such behavior does occur, it does not influence

the ¡nigratíon or recovery probabilities of the ani¡na];

. for simpllcityr banding occurs in the same set of pre-strata j-n

each year of re.Lease and recoveries occur ín the aame set of post-

strala in each year of recovery.

Note that it is not assumed that the animal must migrate only to the

post-strata where recoveries occur, nor that they must migrâte onl.y

among pre-strata !¡here banding and reLeases occur. In Àrnason (1972,
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1973) and Seber (1982) any nigration to strata outside the experíment

!¡as considered pemanent and as anothèr form of nortality. fn the Non-

Fidelity Mode1, animals may temporarily migrate to other pre-straLa or

other post-strata not part of the experiment, and return a¿ a Later

ti¡ne .

À cruciaf assumption in this ¡nodel is the âssumption of Markovian

behavior in the choice of migration routea. This implies that the

animals have "no memory" of where they migrated in pasl years when they

choose their migration routes from the pre-strata to the post.-strata or

from the post-strata to the pre-strata. For species of animals r,¡íth a

homing instinct, this assumption will bê violated, but these mod.els may

still be appticable if the degree of homing is small. This assumptÍon

can only be assessed on biological grounds !¡hen ordinary band-recovery

data are availabi-e. If live sightings are available, it nay be possible

to compare subsequent recovery or sighting pâtt.erns among animals

sighted in the same pre- or post-strata to assess the validity of the

as sumpt ion .

4.4. STOCHÀSTIC MODEL USING ORDINÀRY BÀND-RECOVERY DÀTÀ

The nurnber of animals that are released in pre-stratum s in year i and

are recovered Ín post-stratum t in year J can be displayed uslng

matrices as shown in FÍglre 4.4a. For example, the matrix Rt3 contains

the entire set of the nu¡nbe¡ of recoveries of animals released in year 1

and recovered in year 3, the (s,t)th element tnl!) reptesents t.he nunìbe r

of recoveries released in pre-stratum s and recovered in post-strat.um t.



Figure 4,4a

S¡mbolic repreaentation of the nu¡nber of animals re.leased inpre-stratum s in year j and recovered in post-stratum ¿ ínyear j j-n the caae of k=3 years of reLeales and. J=4 year
of recoveries in the Non-Fidelity Model using

ordinary band-recovery data
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The set of efements ín the sth row of each of the matrices forming the

Ith rov¡ of the tabte represents the entire set of recoverj-es for those

animafs released in pre-stratum s in year J. For example, the set of
sf <relements { {R-2>, t=1 ,,,ø1 , IR"ZIS, t=l...b| ¡ lR-2'4, t-l .,.,b)} represents the

recoveries of animals released in pre-stratum s in year 2 and recovered

in years 2t 3 and 4 in one of the post-strata t=_1 .,,.b. I shall refer to

t.his get of elements as the (si)th sub-row. The nuîber of animal-s never

recovered is not shown but can be found by subtlaction.

Under the assumptiona of the Non-Fidelity model, the (si)rh sub_

row can be ¡nodell-ed as a multÍnomial distribution, i.e., ( n",t.,, j=l...1,
tJ

t=] ,,,ÞÌ are multinomially distributed. with index {, Simultaneous

rel-eases in different pre-strata are assumed to be independent, i,e.,

lRl\, J:i,,.7, t=7.,.b) Ís assumed to be independ.ent of the previous

distribuLion when ur¿s. Rer-eases i-n successive years are also assrmed t.o

be independent.

The indivj-dual celt probabilities for these multinomial

disLri-butions are computed as a convorutÍon of the intermediate movement

rates among pre-strata (S¡) between the year of release and the year of

recovery and the migration rates and band-recovery rates from the pre_

gtrata to the post-strata (¡ti and f1) in the year of recovery. The

expressions for the individual cell probabilities are more easily

cornputed using matrices as shown in Figure 4.4b. À numerical example

showing the expected number of recovêries in the case of a=2 pre-strata

tthere banding occurs, Þ=3 post-strata where recoveries occur, .k=3 years



Figure 4.4b

The probabilities that an anj¡nal released in pre-stratum s in year Jj-s recovered in post-stratum t in year j in the case of
.k=3 years of releases and _t=4 years of recoveries

in lhe Non-Fidetity Model using
ordinary band-recovery data

Yeâr NuÍbèr Probabilitíes of recovery by year
Released Released L 2 I ¿
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Figure 4.4c

A numerical exanple of the expected ni¡nber of recoveries in the Non-Fid.elity Modelusing ordì.nary band-recovery data in the case of a:2 pre-strata ¡,¡here banding occurs,
b=3 post-strata where recoveries occur' k=3 years of re1"ases, and -l:4 years of recoveries

using the parameter vaÌues given at the foot of the tab1e.

Nunber Expected Number cJf Recowcrics tlr¡ wa¡r

' t13331 1i3.3":.3,231 l,i.i'â'ï 3.:1 I i." å.3 å:31 I t2 i:3 i:il, ti333l lt3'3îi3,å:31 i,3:3 'å:3 E.il I i'? å:3 3:il. [1333] ú3'.3î:.3,221 [,8:3 'å:å E.t]

* * * + f0.30 0.40 o.2ol
where tr! :"l't 2=H S=* a =10.40 0.30 o.2ol and !1,. are the first two rows of the correspond.ing matxix

Lo. zo o.zo o.qol ¿

Expected Nunber of Recoveries by year

* * * + [0.04 0.06 o. o4l
r,=f r=rr=rn = |o.05 o.oa o.oeI

10.03 0.05 0. 031

* * + fo.50 o.1o o.1ol
sr=sr=S, = 10.0s o.ss o.ro 

I

10.10 0.10 0.601

The rol'ùs of each matrix refer to the pre-strata,- the corumns refer to the post.-strata.

The row-wise similarities are caused by assuming that parameters are constant over time.

and f, are the first two xows of the corresponding matrix

and ,si are the first two ro!ùs of the cor¡esponding matrix
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of releasesf and -l=4 years of recoveries is shown in Fígure 4.4c using

the parametex values given at the foot of the table.

The band-recovery parameLer", r"rt 
".,a 

rltt, represent the

probability that the band is recovered from an animar that decides to

migrate in year J from pre-stratum s to post-stracum t. The two sets of
parameters are identj-caÌ for pre-strata s:.1 ..,å, the onfy difference

beLween the two sets is in the band-recovery rates for animals that
migrate from other pre-strata where banding does not occur (represented

by pre-stratum a+l) to the post-strata. These extra parameters are

required since animals may tenpoxariLy migrate to pre-strata outsid.e the

experiment after being released. For example, in Figure 4.4c, the band_
't ? *r ?recovery I-ates f;=f 2-"=0.04 implies thatr of the aninals afive at

banding time in year 2 in pre-stratum 1 that d.ecj-de to nigrate to posL_

stratum 3, only 4g of the bands witf be recovered, The band-recovery

rate f;-=0.03 ímplies that¡ of the animals currently alive in pre_

stÌata where banding does not occur in year 2 that decide to migrate to
post-stratr¡m 1. only 38 of the bands will be recovered. The band_

recovery rates from pre-stratum 3 are not requírêd to modeL the number

of recoveries in the year of release (Rll, Rzz, R33) since these animals

will no! have had the opport,unity to migrate to other pre-strata. Both

sets of paramet.ers are assumed not to depend. upon the previous migration

history of the animals. The band-recovery rates are allowed to vary

among the pre-ôtrata within â speci-fic post-stïatum for the same reasons

as outlíned ín the part ial-Fidelity Mod.et. except that in the Non_

Fidelity Model, the pre-stratum refers to the actuaL .location of the
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animal at banding time ín year J which may not be the pre-stratum of

release.

The migration parameters, *f-rt or rrl"t, represent the net

migration ratea of anima.ls aLive at banding time in year I from pre-

stratum.s to post-stratum t. The two parameter sets are identical for
pre-strata s:.1 .,.a; they differ only in the net migration rates for

animaJ-s alive in other pre-strata (s=a+l) to post-stratum t. Again,

these extra parameters are required since animats may temporarily

migrate to other pre-strata after releâse. For exampte, in Figure 4,4c.
21 *)1thê migration rates Ìf) =Mz"= O.4O imply that, of the animal_s aLive at

banding time in year 2 in pre-stratum 21 40å d.êcided. to migrate to post_

stratum 3. The rnigration raEe U)32 =g.20 ímpJ-ies that, of the animals

alive at banding Lime in year 2 in all other pre-strata where banding

does not occur, 209 decide to migrate to post-stratum 2. Both seus of

parameters are assumed to be independent of the previous migration

history of the animafs. The tota.I and relative migration rates are not

introduced in this model, as they were in the partial- and. Complete-

Fidelity Modefs, since the additional notation wourd be comprex and they

are easily derived from the net migration rates.

As in the partial- and Complete-Fidelity Mod.els, the timing of the

migration decision is ¡projected' back to the t.ime of banding in year I

ao that all mortalÍty from hunting in year I between release and

recovery is lncorporated into the band-recovery rates.
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The parametêrs, ssf and Sltu, rurr.""nt the net probability that

an animal alive in pre-stratum s at the tj-me of band.ing ín year j wi]l

be al-ive and present in pre-stratum u at the Lime of banding in year

l+7. Thèae parameters incorporate both movement and mor¿afity

componentsi for conveníence, they will be referred to as the survj-val

rates. These parameters shoutd not be confused r,¡ith the post-stratun

specific surviva] rates of the partial- and CompLete-Fide 1ity Models;

rather these parameters are the extension of the net survivar rates over

all post-strata used ín the part ia l-Fidelity Model, except that the

animals need not remain faithful to the pre-stratum of release. Both

sets of parametera are identicaj- for.s=-l ..,a, they differ only in the

net probability that an animal alive in any other pre-stratum (s=a+l) at

the time of banding in year I r.¡il] survive and be present in pre-stratum

u at Èhe time of banding in year l+l . Both sets of parameters include

the net probabj-lity that an animal alive in pre-stratum s at the time of

banding in year i wi1ì be alive and present in the other pre-strata

(u:a+l) at the time of banding i-n year i+l . For example, from Figure

4.4c, the survivaL parameter Sl2 =O.tO inplies Lhat, of the animals ative

in pre-stratum 1 at the time of banding ín year 2, 1.0å wiII survive and

be present in pre-stratum 2 a! the time of bandlng in year 3.

Similarly, S;=0.10 implíes that 109 of the animals present in pre-

stratum 1 at the time of banding in year 2 will be alLve and present in

other pre-strata outside the experiment at Lhe time of banding in year
?t*3, and S-i =0.10 implies that LOE of the anímals present in the other

pre-strata at the time of bânding in year 2, will be alive and present

in pre-stratum 2 at the time of banding in year 3, The net survival



parameters are assumed to be independent of the previous migration

history of the anímaLs.

Since migration rates from the pre_strata to the poet_strata are

already part of the rnodel, why were rnigratíon rates from the post_strata

back to the pre-strata not includ.ed? First, such an approach would

require the individual post-stratum surviva.I raLes ând the post_to pre_

straturn migratiôn rates for all post-strata, including an extra post_

stratum (t=b+J¡ ¡çp¡ssentìng all other post-strata where recoveries do

not occur. fntroducing all these patameters will make the model even

more complex, and the individual components will likety be

nonident ifiable . second, the net survivar rates are themaerves often of
interest and in fact are a convolution of the pre_ to post_strata

migration rates, the post-stratum specific survival rates, and the post_

to pre-strata migration rates.

The expected number of recoveries (or equivalently the cell
probabilities) can be evaLuated as shown in Figure 4.4c. The

computation of the expected nurber of recoveries that takes place in the
immedlate year after reLease ís st raightforward.. In this case, any

migration among the pre-straLa of the newly banded animals has not yet
taken place. For example, the expected nuÌìber of recoverLes from

animals released in pre-stratrn 1in year L and. recovered. in post_

stratum f. in year 1, E(R11) is cornputed as:

Er R11 r = 4 "4t " ¿rt =1000 x 0.30 x 0.04 = 12.0.

This implies thatf of the 10OO animals released in pre_stratum L, 3OE

decided to migrate to post-stratum 1., and of these 300 animaLs



(1000x0.30), 4å were rècovered. Sirnilarly:
12 1 12 1aEt R-jj I = Nl x rîr' x fi' = 1o0o x 0.40 x 0.06 = 24.0.
1e 1 1aEt R]; I = nl x Ér" x t-r" = 1o0O x o.2o x 0.04 : 8.0.

Note thar. onty 9oE of rhe anímal, Olrl *fi2 +fi3- 0.30*0.¿o*0.20) decided

to migrate to post-strata j.,..3; the rernaining lot migrated to other

post-strata where no recoveries occur.

The computation of the expected nu¡nber of recoveries is more

compfex in the second and subsequent years after release, since the

animaLs reLeased in a given pre-stratum may migrate to other pre_strata

before being recovered. For examplef the expected number of animals

released in pre-straLum L in year L and recovered in post-stratum 1 in
11year 2, ttAT)] , is computed as a convolution of migration and. survival

after reJ-ease in year 1 from pre-stratum 1 to pre-strata 1 and. 2 (where

banding occurred) , and to pre-stratum 3 (representing aIl othèr pre_

strata where banding does not occur), and the nigration and recovery

rates from these pre-strata to the post-stratum in year 2:
Eß1ltt = 4'1'4t' Üt * 4ir'4t' ü' * 4'1t 4t'e'

- 1000 x 0.50 x 0.30 x O. 04 +
1000 x 0.10 x 0,40 x O. 05 +
1000 x 0.10 x 0.20 x 0.03

= 6.0 + 2,0 + 0.6 = 8.6.

Thege are more easily expreased in terms of matrices, in r,¡hich case
11sf¡iål i" the (1r1)th slemenL of the matrix producr D(¡út)Sr lM*, = f*rl .

fn subsequent years, additlonal terms must be computed representing

the rnigration among pre-strata between release and recovery. For

example, the expected nunber of recoverles in year 3 from those released.
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in year 1 is computed as:

E[R.¿3] = D(¡vt)gtS 2 (M3 z t3l .

The usual matrix product (SlS; ) computes the movement rates among pre-

strata between the time of bandíng in years j. and 3. The conputation of

indívidual elements is too tedious to be illustrated in detail-

4.5 INEERENCE USING ORDINÀRY BÀND-RECOVERY DÀTÀ

In the Non-Fidelity Model with ordinary band-recovery data. there arê

(a+7)b] rnigrati-on parametera to the post-strata (u])r la+l)b-l band-
rtrecovery parameters (fr), anA (a+j) (a+l) (J--l) survival parameters (S;)

for a totaL of (a+1) (2b1+(a+J) lJ--l)) parameters. Because of the

convolutions present in the expressions for the multínomial- cell

probabilities, the MSS j-s the entire set of observable countsf i.e.,

Mss={Rjj , l:1 ...k, j=i...1, s-7...a, t:1 ...Þ} wirh no reducrion in

dimensionality. Às l¡e]l, the cornplex structure of the l-ikelihood makes

it difficult to state expl-icitly a set of identifiable paramet.ers;

however, Figure 4.4b gives some insight into !¡hich parameters are

confounded. Às in the partial-Fide1ity Mod.el !¡ith ordinary band-

recovery data, the post-stratum mígration ratês and t.he band-recovery

rates are confounded since onJ.y the products Êr' It or,rl]t¿rltt 
"np"".

Ín the liketihood. As well, confoundíng wilt take pLace between the

pre-stratum survival-, post-stratum migration, and the band.-recovery

rates Ín years j=k+1 ...-l since the elements of the matrix products
*****

s*gk*l' ' 'sJ-I(MJ x f j) or 9*s*+l . , .s j-10{ J x fJ) always appear

together in the likelihood.
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Of more serj-ous concernf is the presence of parameters for the

migration of the anímals to and from pre-strata where no banding takes

place, i.e,, the tast row of Ml, f], ana s1, ana the tast cofumn of s]
and Sr. It is difficuft, ín the generaf case, to untangle the effects
of the convolutj.ons and these extra parameters upon the identifiabilÍty
of the parameters. For exampler consider the second year of recoveries

of Figure 4.4b. Let the product M2- f2 be represented by 02, i,e., errt

= Êrt Êrt. clearly, 02 is identifiable since a simple estimator is
õz = Rzz + NzL', Now, consider a moment estimator based upon Rl2. The

.**-first â rows of H2, f2 are estimated. by 02, The method of moments

wiII then lead to â.b nonlinêar equations (the number of elements in R.¡2)

in a(a+7) +þ unknowns (the nu¡nber of elements in sl, pfus the number of
elements in the last row of M*, z f*rl . Depending upon the choice of a

and .b, the system of equations wj-I] have no solutions, one solution, or
an l-nfinite number of solutions; the last possibility woufd índicate
additional problems of non- ident ifiabil ity. The maximum likelihood
estimators of the identifiable parameters must be deterrnined

numericaLly.

Hence, as in the partial- and Complete_Fidelíty ModeLs, ordinary
band-recovery data are inadequate for inference in the Non_Fidelity
Moder. The rnigration rates to the post-strata are confounded with the
band-recovery rates. The survLval rates may be estínated under certain
cÍrcrmstances depending upon che choice of the nunber of pre-strata in
which bandíng occurs, and the number of post-strata in which recoveries

occur. The experimental design must again be modified to a]low fulL
inference on all parameters.
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4.6. MODIE'ICÀTIONS TO !¡HE EXPERTMENTÀI DESTGN

As in the ParLial- and Complete-Fidel ity Mode.Is, the experinental d.esign

must be modifj-ed in order to estimate all the parameters of the model .

The confounding of the pre- to post_stratum nigration and. post_

stratum recovery rates can be rêsolved, as in previous mod.els, by

obtainíng additíonal live sightings of the anirnals in the post_strata,
The nunìber of animal-s that are either¡ recovered. and sighted,. recovered

but not sighted,. and sighted without being recovered can be used. to
estimaLe the sighting and band.-recovery rates, and conseguently, to
estímate the pre- to post-stratum migration rates from pre_strat.a where

banding occurs (i.e., fi and. !r1). Ãs in the partiar-Fid.ê lity Moder,

high sighting rates wirr be necessary to obtain estimates with good

precisíon. The MLES are not avail_able in closed form and must be

determined numerically.

However, these additíonal sightíngs in the post_strata d.o not

resol-ve the probLem of estimating the migratlon parameters from the
other pre-strata where recoveries d.o not occur, nor the migration rates
among the pre-strata. These parameters may be estimated in the general

case by obt.aining additional live sightings in the pre_strata at the

time of bandlng. These sÍghtings can be used to estímate the migration
rates among' the pre-strata using method anaJ-ogous to Àrnason (19721

1973), and Seber (j.982) .
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The use of additionat sightings in both the pre- and post-strata

íntrod.uces a large nunìber of nev¡ parameters for t.he sighting rates

making the model- more complex to formulate and difficult to use. It is

Iikely more cost-effective to employ radio-telemetry d.evices lrith a near

100t detectabiJ-ity in the pre- or post-strata. Note thât it is not

necessary to continuously track the animal; al1 that is required is that

if the animal is present in the pre- or post-stratum, then there is a

high probabílity that it wilL be detected, (Thís is very simitar to

employing sightings in the pre- or posL-strata except that rad.io-

telemetry devices are easier to tsightr.) As a result, more conplete

movement histories for each animal- are obrained and fewer anirnars need

to be tagged with the devices. Some inforrnation r,rill be missing if the

animal migrates to post-strata or to pre-strata where no sampling effort

takes place and the models for such data wij-l be similar to the capture_

recapture formulation of Ärnason l!9'12, 1,9j3, and Seber(19g5) . If the

monitoring rates are close to 1OOE with only a small percentage of

temporary out-migrations, the model can be approximated by a Markov_

chain model in r,¡hich case inference is particularly straightforward
(BartLett, 1958,. Basawa and Rao, 1980) . For this reason, a detailed

discussion of inferences using thís experimental design is not pursued..

4 ,'I SUMM.ÀRY

The Non-Fj-delity Model is more complex than the partial- or CompLete_

Fidelity Models because of possible temporary out-migration of animals

to pre-strata !¡here no banding takes place. Not surprisingly, ord.inary

band-recovery data are inadequate for lnference j-n the Non-Fidelity

Model. The migration rates to the post-strata and the band-recovery
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ratês in the post-strâta are confounded. Because of the complexity of

the model forrnulation, it is difficult to state exp)-icitly which

survival raÈes are identífiable; this depends upon the number of pre-

strata and post-strata where samplj-ng effort t.akes pface. Modifications

to the experimental design, ?rith addítional tíve sightings in the post-

strata, can be used tô estimate the post-stratum migration râtesi

additional síghtings in the pre-strata at banding tine will be requlred

to estÍmate the migration rates among pre-strata. Since a large

experimental effort may be required, it may be more advantageous to use

radio-telernet ry devj-ces and ensure that a high proportion of tagged

animals that are alive and present in a pre- or posl-stratum are

detected.

A key assumptíon of this model j-s that migration patterns in one year

are completely independent of the migration history in previous years.

This assumption will not be valid for anírnal species that exhibit some

degree of homing behavior and can only be tested if tive sightings or

telemetry data is available. Ìn many cases, such tests are expected. to

have low power because of smalt sample sizes,



Chapt.er 5

The Int.e rna l-Trans fer Model

S uftna ry

fn the Inte rnal-Trans fe r Modet, interest focusea upon the rate of
interchange of the animals among a set of strata (e.g., among pre_

strata) from banding time to banding time, other migrations (e.g., to
post-strata) are ignored. Ordinary band-recovery data are theoreticaLÌy

adequate for j-nfererence in this model. The model formul_ation is a

simple matrix ext.ension of Lhe formulation in a simple band._recovêry

experiment. Howeverf estimation is more diffÌcult because of the

convoLution of parameters between refease and. recovery and this
convol-ution causes estimates of the surviva l /migrat. ion parameters to
have fovr precision with the indivíduat parameters being, for practícal
purposesr nonident Ífiable . The definition of the d.erived parameters of
reLative emigration, relatíve imrnigration, relative harvest derivation,
and overall net survívâI must be ¡nodified since the concepts of-pre_ and

post-strata are no longer used, ModÍfications to the experimental

design by obtaining additional sigh!íngs at banding time or using radio_

telemetry devices are discussed. With additional sightings at banding

time, the model corresponds, in its rnigration,/ surviva I components, to
that of Àrnason (1972). This correspondence is d.eveloped, Ieading to
more efficient estinators of these parameters.



Chapter 5
The Interna.l-Trans fer Model

5.1 INTRODUCTTON

ln the Internal-Trans fer Mod.el, interest focuses upon the rates of
interchange among.a set of strata. For example, birds may be banded in
theír breeding areas, recoveries alao occur in the breeding areas, and

interest focuses upon the rates of interchange among the breeding areas

from year to year, The concepts of pre- and post-strata âre not

meaningful- since the re.Leases and recoveries occur ín the same set of
strata. In a band-recovery context, animals are released. at a point in
!ime, but recoveries typically occur over the entj-re time períod between

two successive releases. .AnimaÌs are tâgged so that their individual
histories of retease and recovery can be lecorded.

This modef has been considered in a capture_recapture contex! by

previous authors. Chaprnan and ,Jungê (1956) and Darroch (1961-) first.
considerèd the general problem of migration from pre_ to post_strata

between tr.¡o sample times without mortality, In their formuJ_ation,

animals are captured at thê first sample time and released. Recaptures

at the second sample time are used. to estimate the net ¡nigration rates
(including nortality) from the pre- to the post-strata. If mortality is
present, then restrictions on the mortality rates are irnposed. to atrow

identificatlon of the parameters. If the second sample is taken in the
same set of strata as the first sample, then their models are an example

of an fnternal-Trans fer Mode] in a capture-recapture context with only
two sanpfe times, Àrnason (!9,t2, l-g13l and Seber (19g2, p. S5S)

extended these models to the case of more than two sarnpling tlmes and no

restrictions on mortaLity, but remained within the capture_recapture
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setting. They conpared the set of animaLs aeen in years I and. l+2 Lo

those seen in years I and l+1, and seen ín years j+-t and i+2 to esLimate

the nigration rates among the strata between years i and. j+1 , The

differences between these models and the modet considered. in this

chapter are that: band recoveries are alrowed to occur over the entire
year between banding times, not just at a point in time,. and an animal

may be seen at nost twicef at release and recovery, rather than being

seen possibLy at every sarnpling time. For exploited populations, the

formuLation in this chapter may be more pertinent.

In sone cases, the InternaL-Trans fer Model can be viewed as a

compartmènt-system model with aggregate data (e.g., Kal-bfleisch,

Law.Less, and Vo11mer, 1983; Kodel] and Matis, !-976). In these mode]s,

it is assumed: that. sampting takes place at a point in time, that al1

marked partic.Ies in a conpartrnent are counted at a sampling time; and

that it is impossi-ble to foltow the movenents of individ.uar particfes

over time since all particJ-es are homogeneous without unique labe]s
(í.e., only aggregate data on the total number of particles in each

compartment at each time point are avaíIable) . In the Internal_Trans fer
Model considered in this Chapter, recoveries take place over a perÍod of
timer only a sampre of animars present in a stratu,n are recovered, and.

sorne information is avairabre about the movement of individuar animars

since the sÈrata of release and recovery are known.

The Interna l-Transfer Mode1 considered here also differs from

Markov-Chain models (e.g,, Bartlett, 1955; Bawawa and Rao, 19g0) where

the location of every individual at each sampling tine is recorded. fn
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this Chapter, the focatíon of the animal is known only at Lhe time of
rel-ease and recoveryi the j-ntermediate movements of individual-s is
unknonn.

Whj-le ordinary band-recovery data (without sÍghtings) is not

adequate for inference about alf parameters in the parEial_, Conplete_

and Non-Fidei-ity Mode1s, it is theoretically adequate in the InternaL_

Transfer Model. The model formulation is a símp1e matrix extension to
the model- formufation in simple band-recovery experiments. However,

estimation is more difficult because of the convolution of parameters

between release and recovery and the tlpically low (about 3_108) band_

recovexy rates. These cause estimates of the survíval- /migrat ion
parameters to have J-ow precision and the individual surviva L /migrat ion
pararneters to be armost nonidentifiabre . As welr, the definition of the

derived paramelers of refatlvê ernigration, relative inmigrationf

relative harvest derívation, and overall- net survival must bê modifíed

since the concepts of pre- and post-strata are no Longer meaningfuL.

I beqin with â díscussion of the assumptions that are made in the

Inte rna l-Trans fer Modej-. Next, I define and interpret a set of
fundamental parameters, and then use these parânetêrs to build a

stochastíc modeL. The modifícatíons to the definition of the derived
paraneters are then examined' rnference und.er this moder is described,
and a numerical example lllustrating the concepts is constructed.

Fina1Ly, I discuss how inferences in this mode.I can be irnproved through

modifications to the experimental design,
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5.2 NOTÀTION

Bold face letters wiII be used to represent matrices and. vectors,

Elements !¡ithin a matrix or vector will be identified. through the use of

superscripts,

Matrix Operations anrl special matrices

D (X) transforms the colunn vecLor X into a matrix by placíng the

elements of X along the diagonal,

rr N = [i333] , rhen D(N) = ItooS ,oo3]
r¡* element by element muttiplication or division.

rrÀ= tå?l ""o"= l?31 rhen

ÀrB= lrilil anda+n= i3:?il B:3iål
1 a column vector of aII ones,

I thê identity naLrix,

,t a square matrix of all ones.

â the nunber of strata in which releases and recoveries take

place

k the number of years of reLeases

-1 the nu¡nber of years of recoveries

lli an a x -l vector whose sth element ({) ,.pr.".nts the nunber

of animals released in stratum s in year i,

Ni* an ã x I vector whose sth element {r{*) ,.nr"".nts the

populat.j-on size in stratum s at the time of banding in year
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f,i an a x a matrix whose (s,t)th element (f:t) represents Lhe

probabj-Iity that an animal present in strat.um s at the time

of banding in year j will be recovered in stratum t during

the next year,

.91 an â x å matrix r,¡hose (s,t)th eLernent (S:t) represents the

probability that ân animaf alive in stratum s at the timê of

banding in year I r,¡iII survive to and be present in straturn

t at the time of banding in year i+J.

! an å x a natrix whose (s,t)th element (f;¿) represents the

band-reportiirg rate of animals alive in stratum s at the

time of banding in year I and recovered. in stratum t betv¡een

the tÍme of banding in year I and year j+_l ,

pr an a x a matrix r,¡hose (s,t)th element (plt¡ represents the

tota] probability thât an anirnaÌ re]eased in year I in

stratum s will be recovered at some time d.uring the rest of

the experj_ment in stratum t,

Pt= ft * S1Êi¡1 + ... + SlSl+¡.. ,St_tft
EI an a x a matríx whose (s,Ê)Èh element (Ír:¿) represents the

relative emi-grat íon .rate of anlmals ative in stratun s to

stratum t between the time of bandíng in year Í and. year

.7+_1.

mt=Si+Si,J
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an a x a matrix lrhose (s,t)th elenent (r:Ë) represents the

rel-ative immigration rate of animals into stratum t between

the tj.me of banding in year j and year i+l from those

animals alive in stratum,s at the time of band.ing in year j.
:t*ri = D (ÀIr) 51 + ,tD (¡, i) Sj.

an å x a matríx whose (s,t)th element (D:t) represents the

relative harvest-derivation rate in stratum t between Èhe

time of banding in year j and the time of banding in year

i+1. from the animals alive in stratum.s at the time of

bandlng in year l.
**Dj : D (¡ti) lfi*Ài) * JD (lrr) lfr+],r)

an a x -1 vector !¡hose stÀ element (Sl') represents the

overall net probability that an animal alive in stratum s at
the time of banding in year I wifl be alive and present in
one of strata J,..a at the Lime of banding in year j+l .

9.t = Srl .

an a x a matrix trhose (s,t)th etement (R:t-.) is the number of' )-J

animals released in stratum s ín year j that are recovered

in stratum t in year J,

an a x â matríx whose (s,t)th etement (R::) is the total
nunlcer of animals released in stratum s in year I that are

recovered in stratum ¿ at any time at or after year J.
I

Rr. = I n..
J=i

R1,
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an a x a matrix l¡hose (s,t)th efement t¡lt,l is the total'J'
number of animals released in atratum s in this or previous

years that are recovered in stratum t in year J,
¡nin (j, k)

R,J = I ¡..

an â x å matrix whose (s,Ë)th el-ement (f:t) is the total

nunber of animals released in stratum s and recovered. in

stratum Ë that were known to be alive in year j.

tr = Rr.

Ii= T¡-t * R¡. - R.1_1 i=2,..k

ri = ?i-t - R.j_r l=k+J...1.

21 an a x a matrix whose (s,t)th element tzltt is the total

number of animaLs released in stratum s and recovered. in

stratum t that r,rere known to be alive after year l.

2i = Ti - Ã.-i : Tj+l - Ri+t.

5.3 ÀS SUMP r ]ONS

The usua.l assumptions for band-recovery moders as outtíned sectíon 1.3.3

a¡e also made here. Às we11, it is assumed Èhat:

. no animals migrate temporarily to a stratum r,¡here recoverj-es and

releases do not occur, returning after one or more years of

absence. .è,nimals mayr of course, nigrate out of the sampled

strata permanently,. such losses are indist inguÍshable from

mortality. If temporary migration can occur, thenr as found in
the Non-Fidelity Mode1, inferences wilt be possible only under

certain experimental conbinatrons of the number of strata in which

banding and releases occurf and the nunber of years of releases

and recovery.

R.¡

T1
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. all animaÌs behave índependently r,¡ith respect to migration and.

recovety. Hence, it is assumed thaL flocking or schooLinq of
animaLs after release does not occr¡r, or does not influence the

migration pattern of the animal.

. animals behave ín a Markovian fashion in each year, i.e., the

current migratíon patterns do not depend upon previous migration

choices. Thj.s is a similar assÌrmption to that made in the

Partial- and Non-Fidelity Models .

. lndepend.ent estimates of the stratum population sizes and the

band-reporting rates are avairab.re ar-ong with estimates of their
standard errors.

Note that no assr¡nptions are made about the way in which anima.ls move

from stratum s in year j to stxatum t ín year i+f. The animals may move

directry betvreen the two strata or may make severar- intermediate

movements to other strala before eventualLy reaching stralum t in year

L+7. Hence, the Si are net movement rates. In general, the actual
nu¡nber of migrations from one stratum to another is not uniquefy

determined by the net rates, e.g., a net migration of 2 anirnals from

stratum L tô stratum 2 rnay be the results of 5 animals moving from

stratum L to stratum 2, and 3 ânimals moving from stratum 2 to l.; or a

result of I animals moving from stratun 1 to stratum Z and 6 aníma]s

moving from stratrm 2 to stratum L. More generally, the net nigration
raLes in a Markov process conpartment model are unÍgueIy determined by

the instantaneous nigration Lntensities (or, equivalently, the absolute
mÍgration ratea) r but the converse is not necessarir-y true (cuthbert,
19?3).
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5.4 TI{E STOCHÀSTIC MODEL

5.4,1. INTERPRETÀTION OF THE FUNDAI,IENTAL PARAMETERS

The band-recovery paramêters fsrt ar" interpreted as the probability that
an animal alive in stratum s at the time of band.ing in year i will be

recovêred in stratrün t between the ti¡ne of banding in year j and the

time of banding in year -l*J. This parameter incl-ud.es: a net migration

component between stratum s and atratum t,. and the usual harvest, band_

retrieval, and band-reporting components of ordinary band._recovery

models. Theae parameters ale indexed by both stratum.s and stratum t
since it is likely that the rnigration conponents t.o stratum t wilÌ
differ depending upon the stratum of origin even if subsequent haïvest,

band-retrieval, and band-reporting rates in stratrlrn t are honogeneous,

These paraneters are assumed not to depend upon the migration patterns

priox to year i.

An important implication is t.hat the band.-recovery rates are

assumed to be equal for al1 animals that feave stratum s in year i and

are recovered in stratum t in thê next year, regard.less of the route

they choose. For exampte, bírds that migrate from breeding area 1 to
breeding area 2 via different wintering areas are assumed. to have equaL

band-recovery rates in breeding area 2. ff recoveries are obtained by

hunting' aLl animals that migrate between two strata should arrive at

the same time relative to the huntingl season. If one subset arrives at

the beginnj.ng of the season and another subset arrives halfway through

the season (because of a longer nigration route), the band-recovery

rates will not be the same. If the râtes are heterogeneous among
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subsets of animals migrating between strata s and t, then fit can be

thouqht of as an average rate. The multinomiaf model will. no longer be

valid,. however, if the degree of heterogeneity is small, the resul-ts
will stij-l be (approximateLy) valid. If there is only one migration
route between the two strata, or if a large majority of animals chooee

one route, this assumption is more ]ikely to be (approxinately)

satisfied.

The surviva 1,/migration parameters, St-1t, 
"ra interpreted. as the

probâbility that an animaL alive in stratum s at the time of banding in
year j wift be alive and present in stratum ¿ at the time of banding in
year l+l . These parameters includ.e a mortaLity component and a

migration conponent. All permanent migration to strata where no

recoveries or releases occur is indi st inguishable from, ând is treated
as a another form of, mortafity. ft is assumed that these rat.es do not
depend upon nigration patterns prior to year j.

Àgain an impLÌcation is that the surviva I /migrat ion rates are
appricable to a1t aninâfs regardress of the route chosen betlreen strata.
If there is considerable heterogeneity among subsets, then Ssrt can be

thought of as an averag,e survival/migration rate; hor.¡ever, as before,
t.he multinomiaJ- model wifL no longer be valíd,

Formal migration parameters, separate from the survivar- and. band_

recovery parameters, have not been introduced. since it is impossible to
achieve a meaningfuì. separation of the survival and migration components

unless the indivi.duaL animal's behavior is nodel1ed. Even Íf it is



assumed that animal-s migrate directly between strata, it is stitl
impossible to separate the rnigration and mortality rates. For example,

consider the case v¡ith tv¡o strata. The transition rates among strata
wil-l consist of an idea.l migration component (assuming that alL birds
survlved) and a survival cornponent for each group of animals choosing a

specific migration route. Hence the net transition rate:
- r 0.6 0.3rs= Lo.zo.t)

could be found as the element by eJ_ement product of the absolute

migration rates (M) and the survival rates (ô) , i.e.,:

For exampLe I

¡0.6 0.31 _ f 0.65 0.30r r 0.923 1.000r
L 0.2 0.j J - L 0.22 o..ts l ' L o. eoe 0. e33 J

This would impl-y that 65å of the animaLs currently in stratum 1 d.ecided

to remain in stratum 1¡ 309 decided to migrate to stratum 2, and. 5å

decided to migrate (permanently) to other strata. Of those ani¡nals that
decide to remain in stratum I, 92.3È survive to the next yeari of those

animals that decj.de to mlgrate to slratum 2t lOOÈ survive the journey.

Unfortunately, there is an infinite nurìber of paíre of u and. Othat
lead !o the same final net transition matrix (S), Moreover, there are

problems associated with the timing of the migration rerative to release
and recovery times. Using the above example, if the migration does not

occur inmediately after banding tÍme, how sha1l the mortality that
occurs between the tirne of banding and. the mlgratj-on be apportioned?

5.4.2 THE LTKELIHOOD FUNCTION

The nuInber of animals that are released j-n stratum s in year j and

recovered in stratun t in year J can be displayed using matrÍcea as

0.



shown in Figure 5.4.2a, Note the reserìbl.ance to the display of a simple
band-recovery experiment (Brownie et al.. J9gS, pp. 13_1?), except tha!
nor,r each element of the table is a matrix or a vêct.or.

undex the assumptions given earrier, the number of anirnals

released in stratì.rm s in year j and recovered in stratum t in year j
(J=1. . ,1, t=1 , . . a) can be modelLed as a multinomial distribution. For
example, f rom Figure 4.2a, rhe efemenrs t #r1r, a\2r, irtr, 

^1r, lrt , ir1r,
11 1aRä, Rï4]' have a multinomiaL distriburion with inaex {. Ànimats rhar

are released Ín different strata in the same year are assumed. to be

independent of each other . Hence I the elements tR2l1, R2l, t, *?r,
21 ac

R1,, R13, R';4, R'í41 have a mutrinomiat disrrÍburion wirh inaex {
i-ndependent of the previous set. Releases in successive years are also
assumed to be independent.

The likelihood can then be ¡{ritten as a simple product of
mul-tino¡nia1 distrj.butions; however, t.he individuat probabilities are
convolutions of the intermediate surviva l /migration rat.es and the band_

recovery ratês. The indivÍdual probabílities can be easiLy computed

using matrfces as illustrated Ln Figure 5.4.2b. Again note the
similarily of the form of the celf probabilities to those from simple
band-recovery experÍments (Brownie et af,,19g5, pp. 13_17), The

expected number of recoveries can then be computed from t.he elements of
Figure 5.4.2b and are shown in Figure 5.4.2c using values of the
parameters as shown at the foot of Figure S.A.2c.



Figure 5.4.2a

S¡rmboJic representation of the nurìber of animals rel_eased in stratun sin year. i and recovered in stratum t in year j in the case ofk=3 years of releases and -l:4 yearã of iecoveries
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Figure 5.4.2b
The probabiLities that an animalis recovered in stratr¡¡n tk:3 years of re.Ieases and

released in strâtuJn s in
in year j in the case of
-l=4 years of recoveries
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The probability of never recovering an animal is not shown, but iseasily obtained by subtraction.
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Figure 5.4.2c
A numerical example of the expected nunìber of recoverieõ ín the case ofa=2 strata, ,k=3 years of re.leases, ând _¿=4 years of ,""olr.li"l- '

using the parameter values gíven at the fãot of the tabiel--
Year Number Expected Nurnber of Recoveries by yearReìêêsed Relêêsêcì 1 2 :r 4

' Ii333t t33:3i3:31 ttîBZltt Iig:i 3i:3t Iil:t tf:31^ r1000. f 3O.O 30.01 124.0 2j,01 r18.3 21.3r' lroooJ Lã0:ö;ö:;J ¡zr.o zo.ol lrs.o re.al
" ¡ 10001, 

L ióoõ j I l3:B îB:B I lZ: 3 ',2 Bl

where rr=r2=r,r=rr= I 3:33 3:3i]

"= l3:i3 3:å31 s,=s,: | 3:i3 3:iBl

"i= I å33333t "t: I i93333 I ";= I 133333 l

À1=r2=À3= t l:åB 3:13l
The row-r.¡ise sinifarities are caused by assuming that S2=S3 andf ¡f 2-f3=f a.

The.paramèteÌs 53 and f4- are not individ.ually identifiabJ-e; only theirproduct may be estimated.

rt is necessary that **r, **r,.91 and ,r-r, *),s, due to j-rìnigration from
other strata and natural increases in the populations,
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For êxample, of the 1000 animaÌs released in straturn 2 in year 1-

t(l't-,), the expected nurnber of animals recovered in strattm 1 in yeax 1

is:
)1 a 11E(R;l) = tt't x fi = looo x o. 03 = 30. o.

simÍIarly, the expected number of these anímaIs recovered. in stratum 2

in year 1 is computed as:

Eß11t : 4 * ?rt = looo x o.o4 = 40.0.

The situa!íon is nore complicated for those animals recovered in
year 2. The expected number of animals released in stratum 2 in year 1

and recovered ín stratum L in year 2 is composed of t.he expected number

of animafs that renained i-n stratum 2 in year 1 and then migrated to and

were recovered ín stratum 1 in year 2r plus the expected number of

animals that migrated from stratum 2 to stratum J. in year 1, and then

rernained in and were recovered in stratum l in year 2:

Eß2itl =fr*ttt *Frj *tfr*s2r1 */j
= 1000 x 0,6 x 0.03 + 1000 x 0,2 x 0,03 = lB + 6 = 24.

Símilarly,

t (azr¿rl = fr* t'r' , Fr2 * tf, * s2r1 */j
= 1000 x0.6 x 0.04 + 1OOO x 0,2 x 0.03 = 24 + 6 = 30,

Of course, this is easily expressed in terms of matrices:
l¡1'- nlil

E(Rrù = D(tr¡) sj ft = I :: :"1
LRr:, 

d,iJ

= ['oo3 ,oo3] t 3:i 3:ll I 3:33 3:3il
_ ¡ 24 .0 27.01- L24.0 30.o J
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5.4.3 THE DERTVED PA¡ÀMETERS

since the distinction between pre- and post-strata does not exist in the

Intexnal-Trans fer Model and sínce the migration and. surviva.l rates

cannot be factored from the migrat ion/survival parametersr the derived

paraneters of relative emigration, relative imnigration, relative
harvest-derívat íon, and overall net survival must be defined and

interpreted carefull.y, ln part.icular, they are defined using the net

movement of animals from their current stratum at the time of banding in
yeax i, and jnc-lude any mortality in year 1. This differs from the

Partial- and complete-Fide l ity Mode1s e¡here a d.efj-nite pre_stratum

existed that did not change âfter release and v¡here. migration rates were

free of any mortaÌity conponent.

5.4.3.1 Relative emigratíon rates

The relative emigration rates are defined. as the rel-ative movement from

stralum .9 to stratum t between the time of banding in year Í and. year

i+7, lnciuding any mortafity. Using the parameter values given at thè

foot of Figure 5.4.2c, the relatíve emigration rates in year l are

computed asl

¡rl = St + SJ,t

= f 0.5 0.31 , ¡0.5 0.31 r11l10.20.6J - Lo.2o.6l Lirl
_ ¡0.5 0.3.1 ¡0.8 0.Br- Lo.z o.6J * Lo.e o.e.l
_ ¡0.62 0.381

L 0 .2s 0.7s I
This inplies that, of thè animals alive in stratum 1 in year L that
survive to year 2 and remain in stratum I or 21 62g wilf remain in and

be alive in stratum L ln year 2. and 3gg wlll rnigrate to and be âLive in
stratum 2 in year 2.
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5.A.3.2 Relative j-mnigration rates

The relative imnigration ratea are defined as the relative aovement inlo
straLum t by the time of banding in year i+l based upon the number of

animals â1ive at the time of banding in year i. The strâtum popuJ-at.ion

sizes in year i are reguired in order to compute these parameters.

Using the paraneter values given ín Figurê 5.4.2c, the relative

imnigration rates in year 2 are conputed asl
¡t ,t

12 = DIN,)5, + JD(N 2r52

= [ 
100000 

,rooo3] l3:i 3:31 - I i 1l ['oooo8 ,,ooo3] l3:å l:ll
_ ¡ 50000 30000 1 - ¡ 84000 115000 1

L 34ooo s5ooo I L s4ooo 11sooo J
_ ¡ 0.60 0.261

L 0.40 0.?4 J

This implies that, of the animals aLive and present i_n stratum 2 at the

time of banding in year 2 that came from stratum ! or 2, 26* came from

stratum l and ?4* came from stratum 2 from the previous year.

4 ,3.3 Relative harvest -derivat ion rates

The relative harvest derívation rates are d.efined as the fracÈion of
animals harvested in year j that came fron each stratum. They require

the stratum population sizes and band-reporting rates in year Í, Using

the parameter values gíven in Figure 5.4.2c, the relative harvest_

derivatj-on rates in year 2 are computed as ¡

Jr*
D2 = D(N 2l (Ê2*L2l * JD(N 2', (Ê2+L,

- [100000 ,,ooo3] ( t3:33 3:3il - t3:: 3:il ) +

li il I'oooo3 ,,ooo3l ( l3:33 3:3il - ll:: 3:fl )
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= ['oooo8 ,,ooo3] t3:33 3.îål - till I'oooo3 ,,ooo3l l3:33 3:îål
_ ¡6000 5000 1 , ¡ 14500 220001

L Bsoo 17ooo J L 14500 22ooo I
r 0.41 0.23 r
L 0.59 0.7? I

This impries that' of the animals harvested. in straLum 1 in year 2 tha¿ cane

from stratum t or 2t 4l-E came from slratum r and 59t came from stratum 2.

5.4.3.4 Overall net survival rate

This rate is the overatt survival rate of anímala in stratum .s from the

time of banding in year I to year i+-l regardless of where they nigrat.e,

conditionaÌ upon the animal migrating to one of strata .l ...a. Migration

to other strata is treated as another form of mortality. Using t.he

parameter values from Tab]e 5,2c,

s2 = s 
2x,

: lg.g 0.3.1 t1.l = r0.81Lo.2 o.sJ L1l - Lo.zl
This implies that, of the animals in stratum 1 at the time of banding in
yea. 2t 808 survive and are preaent in either stratu'n 1 or stratum 2 at

Èhe time of banding in year 3. Note that the overalr net survivar rate

in the Internal-Trans fer Mode1 is analogous to the total migration rat.e

in the PartiaL- and Complete-Fidelity Mode1s.

5.4.4 REDUCED MODETS

Às always, restrictions can be placed upon the parameters of the generat

model to obtain reduced models. There are a number of restrict.ions thaL

may be of biologicat interêst;

. the migrat ion/ survlval parameters may be constant over time, i.e.,

SfS2=,.,=S*-¡.
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o the recovery parameter matrices may be diagonal, i.e., f"rt=O if
E*t., This modeÌ is meaningful if the recovery period is short and

occurs prior to any mixíng of the populations. fn thÍs case, the
capture-recapture models of Àrnason (1,g72, 1-g:.3l rnay be more

useful.

' the band-recovery parameters nay be ind.ependent of the stralum of
origin, 1,.., {t =r-rÈ for aII s. This }¡outd. be meaningful if the
recovery period occurs after most migration has taken pLâce and

the animals are otherwíse indist inguishabÌe in terms of harvest,
band-recovery and band_reporting.

The definition and interpretation of the fundamental parameters and the
derived parameters remains unchanged in the reduced modelg.

5.5 TNFERENCE

5.5,1 ESTIM.ATION OF THE FUNDÃMENT.AI PÃRÀMETERS

There are a total of a2 (k_j) surviva l /¡nigrat ion parameters (Sr,...f
Sy-1), a2k recovery rate parameters (ft | .,,, fx), and, a2(l_k)
confounded parameters representing the product of survivaf and recovery
in years k+7'"r (s¡f,v*1 ,..'¡ s¡g¡1ls¡a 2. . .svJ I for a totar. of
az¡L+k-l¡ paramêters. À,gain note the resemblance t.o simpte band_
recovery experiments vJhere there are (l+,k_l) paramelers. However, the
analogy breaks down when the MSS are extracted from the likeLihood.
Because of the convolutions of the parameters, the MSS are the set of
observed counts tnsrËr, s=7.,,a, t=j,,.a, i=7..,kt J=i...ll with no

reductj-on in dirnens ionalíty, i.e,r the MSs has dimension a2(kl_k(k_
1)/2), Since the dimensíon of the MSS exceed.s the nunber of parameters,



the method of moments used êarll-er in the ?hesis will not necessaril-y

lead to the MLE9. Às !¡e11, the cornplex form of the l-ikeLihood implies
that t.he MLES must be found numericalÌy.

À suInmary of hor,, the MLES were found using numericaÌ methods is
presented ín Àppendix 5.A. since the variances and. covari-ances nust

also be found numericall-y, it is difficult to give quantitative

statements about the precision of the estinates, However, extensive

simulations have shown that the precisíon of the estímated band_recovery

rates ís comparable to that in simple band._recovery experiments, but the
precision of the estimated surviva l/migration rates is poor. This Loss

of precisíon is caused by the convolution of the intermed.iate

survival/migrat j-on terms between rel-ease and recovery and the generally
low band-recovery rates in practisè (3-108) which make it difficult to
estinate them precisely, Äs well, similar to the find.ings of
Karbfleisch eÈ a-l . (1993) who examined inference ín conparlmental moders

using aggregate data, there is a vety high correlation among the
estimated survival/migration rates which irnplies that these parameters

are nearJ-y nonidentifíable. À¡ ilrustration of this is presented. ín the
numerical exampJ.e of Section 5.6.

The methods outÌined in Aitchison and Si1vey (1958) and Don (19g5)

and used in the partial- and completê-Fiderity Mod.ê13 are used to ob'ai-n

MLES when restrictions are placed upon the parameters.
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A closed form moment-est ímator of the parameters in the fuÌ1 model

that is analogous to the estimators in sinple band-recovery experiments

can be constructed. ft is easì1y shown that:

E(R;.) = D(¡Vj) [ fl + Slf¡¡1 + ... + Si51*r . . . St_]ft I j=t..,k

E(?;) = [ D(¡rr)Sr..,Sl-r + D(N2)52...91_r * ... + r ] x

If1 + S¡f;¿1 + ... + SiSi+r...S¡_1f1 J l=]...k

E(zil = [ D(¡rr)S¡,..Si_¿ + DlMzl Sz.,.6i_.r * ... + r ] x 31 x

I fi + Sifi¡1 + ,,. + SiS¡+¡,..Sr-rfr I t=j.,.k

E(R.j) = [ D(¡¡]]St..,Sl-r * DlN2lS2...Si_r * ... + I I x f1 f=J...k

E(R.j) = [ D(lü])St,.,,9t-r * D(NzlSz.,.Si_r * ... + r I x S¡S¡a¡. .,StÉ¡
l:Þr1 t

which leads to the moment-est irnators (assuming alL inverses exist):
ã; = D(¡v.l-1n, ¡lln_ ¿ ¡. -1 ..1

-1sj = D(N ')-rR i,ri" z iR i-+1,.D (ri +l ) t=1 ..,k
s*.. .ii-rf¡ = o {vr) -1n*.r-*1n., i=k+l ..,.1.

Àlthough these estimators are simple matrix extensiona of the results of

Brownie et al. (1985, pp.13-1-7) and can be shown to red.uce to the

estimators of Arnason (1972) when transferred to a capture-recapture

context wi-th three sarnpring times (Àppendix 58) ¡ extensive simulations

have shor,¡n that these estLmators are general-ly unsatisfactory. They

estímate the recovery rates reâsonabty we11, but ín many cases the

êstímates of the survíval/migrat ion parameters are negatíve or greater

t.han 1.0. Àn exampJ-e of this appeara in the numerical example presented

in Section 5. 6.
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5.5.2 ESTIMATION OF THE DERIVED PÀXI1METERS

The estimales of the derived parameters axe found by símp1y replacing

the fundamental- parameters by their MLES in the definition of the

derived parametersr and using the externar estimates of the stratum
populâtion sizes and band-reportíng râtes. Variances and covariance may

be estimated using the delta-method in conjunction with the estimated

variance-covariance matrix of the fundamentaf parameters and the

estimated standard errors of the externâl estinates.

Since the estimates of the survival /migrat ion rates have

relatively poor precision and are highly correlated, it is expected that
the same wilL occur with the estimates of the relative emigration,

re.lative immigration, and re.ralive ha rvesL-de¡ivat ion rates. However,

the precision of the overalL net survival rates is good.. This ís not

unexpected, since the overall net survival rate can be estimated

approximate]-y by ignoring the strataf and treating the data as an

ordinary band-recovery experiment pre-stratified at the time of rerease.

5 .5.3 TESTING

Since the MSS remains fixed at the entíre datâ array under most models

of biorogicar interest, the methods used. in chapter 2 cannot be used. to
derive test statistics to distinguish between models. Likelihood ratio
tests. or the method of Rao (1973, p, 395) (since these are multinomía1

rnodels) can be used to differentiate between models as illustrâted in
the Partial- and Complete-Fidelity ModeLs, À goodness_of_fit test can

be constructed using a 1Íkelihood ratio test comparing the fu1l model to
a saturated modeL shere every cell in the recovely matrices has its ov¡n
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parameter, .A numerical- example i]lustrating Lhe use of the j-ikelihood

ratio tests is presented in Section 5.6. The power of Lhe tesLs to

differentiate between models can also be approximated using the expected

ce.ll- values of the alternate model as ',data" as was done in the partial-

and Complete-Fidelity Models .

5,6 NU}IERICÀL E)iA¡IPLE

Simulated data using the parameter vafues shown at Èhe bottom of Figure

5,4.2c will be used to íl_Iustrate the concepts and problems discussed

earliêr, The purpose of this section is not to perform a d.efinitive

analysis of data, but rather to il.tusLrate some of the methods and

procedures to be follov¡ed when analyzing a set of data. The advantage

of simulaled data is that the true model that gave rise to the data js

known. Since the recoveries from a known nu¡nbe r of reLeases are assu$ed

to follow a multinomial distribution, j-t is a simple matter to generate

multinomial random varj-ates and to construct the data arrays. As

before, values for t.he external estimales of the population sizes and

band-reporting rates are not used in generating the recovery arrays, but

are needed to estimate the innigration and derivation rates. A set of

simulated recovery data and external estimates is shown in Figure 5.6a

in the same format as Figure 5.4.2a along with the coLurnn and row

totals. In thís case, the true model has constant. band-recovery rates

over time, but the survíval/migrat ion rât.es change between years 1 and 2

The log-likelihood (up to constant terms) for a saturated model-

where every cell in the recovery table has its own parameter is found to



Eigure 5.5 a
INTERNAL-TRÀNSFER I4ODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLUES OF PÀRÀMETERS FROM FIGURE S.4.2c

NT'MBER OF YEÀRS OF RELEÀSES : 3
NI,MBER OF YEÀRS OF RECOVERIES: 4
NU¡IBER OF STRÀTÀ : 2

ESTIMÀTED POPULÀTION SIZES (OBTÀTNED FROM EXTERNÀL STUDIES)

YEÀR STRÀTUM

1
,f

2
2

3
3

POPULÀTION S. E.
ESTIMÀTE

100000. 2s000.
200000. 40000.

100000. 20000.
170000. 3s000.

100000. 30000.
150000. 300fì0 -

ESTIMÀTED BÀND-REPORTING RÀTES (OBTÀINED FROM EXTERNÀL STUDIES}

YEÀR STRÀTT]M OF ESTIMÀTES ÀND (S.8.)
ORIGIN STRÀTUM 1 STRÀTUM 2

0, s00 (0.0s0) 0.600 (0.060)
0.60 0 (0.060) 0.400 (0.040)

0.500 ( 0.050 ) 0.600 (0.060)
0.600 ( 0.060 ) 0.400 (0.040)

0.500 (0.050) 0.600 ( 0.060 )
0.600 (0.050) 0.400 (0.040)

{



Figure 5.6 a (cont inued )
INTERNÀL_TRÀNSFER MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLUES OF pÀRÀl.rETERS FROU FIGURE 5.4.2c

RECOVERY MÀTRICES ÀND MÀRGINÀL TOTÀIS

YEÀRS OF RECOVERY
NUMBAR

YEÀR STR REL

1000.
1000.

1000.
1000.

1000.
1000.

1234
s4.0 30.0 19.0 2s.0 17.0 1s.0 11,0 20.0 101.0 90.053.0 20.0 22.0 32.0 17.O 12.0 10.0 7.0 102.0 71.ó
0.0 0.0 33.0 32.0 31.0 2s.0 32.0 18-0 96.0 75.0. 0.0 0,0 18.0 53.0 21 .O 22.0 23.0 fa.o 62.0 9ó:ó
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 28.0 27.0 48.0 47.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.0 42.0 32.0 23.0 59.0 65.0

54.0 30.0 52.0 57.0 68.0 50.0 71.0 65.053.0 20.0 40.0 85.0 65.0 76.0 65.0 45.0

LOG-LIKELIHOOD FOR ¡{ODEL WITH NO STRUCTURE = -408I .39 WITH 36 PÀRÀME?ERS
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be -4081.39 and requires 36 parameters. This is used in assessing the

goodness-of-fit of the data to Lhe ínte rnal,-t rans fer model.

The moment-estimators are used as starting values for the method

of scoring and are shown in Figure 5.6b. As can be seenr the estinates

for the band-recovery rates are reasonabfe and are close to the correct

values. (Note that the estimates for f4 in Figure 5.6b and oÈhers, are

estimates of S3fa since the two individual parameters are not

identifiable) . However, the estimates for the survival /migrat ion raLes

are poor, often gíving estimates which are far from the true values and

even negagive or greater than 1.0.

The met.hod of scoring converged in 2g iterations. This slov¡

convergence ís a consequence of the almost nonídent ifiability of the

survival,/rnigrat ion parameters. The final log-Iikelihood is -4090.03

nith 24 parameters (Figure 5.6c), Different starting points (not shown)

rrere also tried (e.g., letting SsrÙ=O.Sl , and. the iterative proced.ure

converged to the sane point.

.4. goodness-of-fit test statistíc to the Inte rnal-Trans fer Model

can be conputed using the log-likelihood values and has a value of

l'1 .28=-2 (-4090.03-(-4081,39) ) with 12=36-24 degrees of freedom. The

observed p-value ís 0.14. There is little evidence against the

lnternal-Trans fer Model. This is a correct. decision since the data was

generated using the lnternal-Trans fer Model. ft should be noted that

homogeneity of the rates r,¡as assumed for aII animals alive in strat.um .s

in year i and alive (or recovered) in stratum t in year j+J, These



Figure 5.6 b
INTERNÀL-TRÀNSFER MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLUES OP PÀRÀMETERS FROU FIGT'R8 5.4.2C
MODEL: PULL MODEL

STÀRT¡NG VÀLUES FOR I TERÀTIONS

SURVIVÀL ÀND MIGRÀTION RÀTES

STRÀTUM DESTINÀTION STRÀTUM
YEÀR OF ORIGIN 1 2

1 1 0.1278 0.5602
2 0.3't28 0.30 60

2 1 2.1772 -0.73A5
2 2.37t4 -t.2s52

BÀND RECOVERY ÀND CONFOUNDED RÀTES

YEÀR

1

STRÀTUM DESTINÀTION STRÀTT'M
OP ORIGIN 1 2

0.0s40 0.0300
0.0530 0.0200

0.0351 0.0207
0.0222 0.0601

0.0248 0.0393
0.0330 0.0835

0 .0232 0.0077
0. 0260 -0 . 0185



Figure 5.6 c
INTERNÀL-TRANSFER MODEL
SÌ¡IULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLUES OF PÀRÀMETERS FROM FTGURE 5.4.2c
MODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF THE PÀRÀ¡'ETERS

SURVIVÀL ÀND MIGRÀTION RÀTES

SÎRÀTUM DESTINÀÎION STRÀTUM
YEÀR OF ORIGIN 1 2

1 t 0.48.t6 0.1622
2 0. t4t0 0.4993

2 1. 0.6554 0.33 942 0.2117 0.4 521

BÀND RECOVERY ÀND CONFOUNDED RÀTES

STRÀTT'M DESTINÀTION STRÀTT'M
YEÀR OF ORIGIN 1 2

1

2

I
2

1

2

1

2

0.0540 0.0300
0.0s30 0.0200

0.034 r 0.032s
0.0221 0.0537

0.0244 0.0187
0.0 321 0,0395

0.0267 0.0251
0.0 310 0.0214

FINÀL LOG-LIKELIHOOD= -4090,03 WITH 24 PÀRMS



Figure 5.6 d
INIERNÀL-TRÀNSFER I,IODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLUES OF PARÀI,IEîERS FROM FIGURE 5.4.2C
MODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF S.E. OF THE PÀRÀMEÎERS

SURVIVÀL ÀND MIGRÀTION RÀTES

STRÀTUM DESTINÀTION STRÀTT'IM
YEÀR OF ORI GI N

1 1 0.1869 0.2008
2 0.1916 0.2224

2 1 0.3638 0.27 66
2 0 ,2997 0.2353

8ÀND RECOVERY ÀND CONFOUNDED RÀTES

STRÀTUM DESTINÀTIONSTRÀTW
YEÀR OF ORI GI N

o.0072 0.00 s4
0.00 71 0.0044

0,0051 0.0056
o.0042 0.007 t

0.0043 0.OO42
0.0049 0.0050

0.0045 0.0045
0.0049 0.00{3



results do not rerect the effects of departures from this assurnption

whích cou.td occur if the animals al-f do not get to stratum ¿ from

stratum .s in the same way.

the MLE8 are shown ín Figure 5.6c and their estímated. standard.

errors in Figure 5.6d. The esLimated band-recovery rates are cLose to
their true values and have good precision (estimated coefficients of
variatíon of 10-159) . The estímaled migrat ion / survival rates are not

close to their correct values and have poor precision (estimated

coefficients of variation of 35-1OOå) .

The estimâted variance-covariance matrix l¡as examined. (not shor.¡n)

and the estimated correlations among the parameter estimates was

comput.ed, These were generaLty 1ow (Iess than 20*) except in the case

of the corre.latl-on among the estimates of the survivat /migration rates.
For example:

"ô.r,fl] ,ê1,, =-0.e4

"ô'rfil ,Frtr=-0.e4
cô.¡êlj,Cfr=-0.e5

"6'tfj ,frt, =-0.e5

These indicate that these parameters are nearly nonj-dentífiable and the

estimates must be interpreted with care.

The estimates of the derived parameters are shown ín Figure 5.6e,

As expected, the estimated precj-sion of the rêIative im¡nigration rates

is poor (es!Ímat.ed coefficients of variation around. 50å) because of the

poor precision of the estimated survival,/rnigrat ion rates. Note Lhat the



r'lgure 5.b e
INTERNÀL-TRÀNSFER MODEL
SIMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLUES OF PÀRÀMETERS FROM FIGURE S.4.2c
I,ODEL: FULL MODEL

ESTIMÀTES OF HÀRVEST DERIVÀT¡ON AND IMMIGRÀTION

FINÀI & ORIGINÀL POPULÀTION BÀND_REPORTING HÀRVEST RELÀTIVE RSLÀTIVE
_ïi1____::ll:i_____ _-_::1_j tu ) Esr (sE) DERIvÀrroN rsal osiivÀiioñ tsel r!4rrcRÀrroN(sE) rrquiõä¡r¡oñ r se I

1 1 1 2s000,;;;;;i ;.;;; ;; ;; ;;;;,; ;;;;, ;:;; ;; ;;;; ;;;; ;;;;;;, ;.;; ,; ;;;;1 1 2 40000 ( 40000) 0.600 (0.060) rreeg ( eeoei o.ezì ió.õiii ,Btõa i áFt;;ái o.ãËé to.:zsl
1 2 I 2s000 ( 2s000) 0.500 (0.060) s001 ( 16201 0.333 (0.100) i6217 ( 2o4l9l 0.140 (0.15s)1 2 2 40000 ( 40000) 0.400 (0.040) 10001 ( :rqei õ.eei iõ.iõõl giest i +eiðói õ.éËõ ro-rssr

2
2

2
2

1

1

2
2

1

2

1

2

3 -1 1

312
321
322

20000 ( 20000) 0.s00 (0.050)
3s000 ( 3s000) 0.600 (0.060)

20000 ( 20000) 0.600 (0.050)
3s000 ( 3s000) 0.400 (0.040)

30000 ( 30000) 0. s00 (0.0s0)
3oooo ( 3oooo) o.600 (o.060)

3oooo ( 3oooo) o.50o (o.o60)
30000 ( 30000) 0.400 ( 0.040 )

6814 ( 1833) 0.s21 (0.102)
6262 I 1864) 0.479 (0.102)

s416 ( 152i]- 0.i92 (0.060)
22A37 I 6030) 0.808 (0.060)

4888 ( 17691 0.378 (0.110)
a030 ( 21721 0.622 (0.1r0)

31r7 ( 12091 0.174 (0.069)
14794 ( 40001 0.826 (0.069)

5s637 ( 38680) 0.646 (0.337)
3s987 ( sr483) 0.354 (0.337)

33944 ( 2848c) 0.306 (o.2oo)
768s4 ( 431781 0.694 (0.200)



relative imrnigration rates cannot

survival /mj-grat ion rates can only

estimates of the rel-at íve-harvest

estímated (estimated coefficients

band-recovery rates are estimated

be estimated in year 3 since the

be estimated j-n years 1 and 2. The

de¡ivation rates are noL as pooxl-y

of variation around 30å) since the

fairly weLt.

A reduced model, !¡here the survival/migrat ion rates were assumed.

to be constant over tíme was also fit to the data, i.e., S;=S¡a¡

i=7.,.k-L. Note that the individual survival/migrat ion %nd band-

recovery parametera are not separately identifiable in years k..._1. The

parameter estimates from the fuLl model were used as starting values for

the iterative process after averaging the estimated surviva l /migrat ion

matxices. The MLE' for this restricted mode.r are shown in Figure 5.6f,
their estimated standard errors are shown in Figure 5,69, and. the

estimates of the derived parameters and their standard errors are shown

in Figure 5.6h. The Iog-likelihood of this reduced model was _4092.75

vrith 20 parameters.

A goodaess-of-fit test for this reduced model has a test statistic

of. 22.72=-21-4092,'12-(-4081..39) ) with L6=36-20 d.egrees of freedom. The

observed p-value is 0.12 indicating rittre evid.ence that this reduced.

model is not appropriate. This is an incorrect decisi-on, since the true

aurviva l,higrat ion rates are not constant over tine, but the change over

tìme is small, When this modet ís compared to the full model, the

llketihood ratio test statístic ls 5.44=-2(-4092.75-(-4090.03) ) r,¡ith

4=24-20 degree of freedom. Thê obsêrved p-value is 0.23 indicating that



Figure 5.6 f
INTERNÀL_TRÀNSFER MODEL
SI¡'ULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLUES Or PÀRÀMETERS FROM FIGURE 5.4,2c
MODEL: SURVIVÂL/MIGRÀTION CONSTÀNT OVER TIME

ESTIMÀTES OF THE PÀRÀMETERS

SURVIVÀL ÀND MIGRÀTION RÀTES

STRÀTUIii DEST¡NÀTION STRÀTT'M
YEAR OP ORIGIN 1 2

1 1 0.2517 0.5213
2 0.2520 0.4024

2 1 0.251't 0.5213
2 0.2s20 0.4 0 24

BAND RECOVERY ÀND CONFOUNDED RÀÎES

STRÀTUM DESTINATIONSTRÀTUM
YEÀR OF ORIGIN 1 2

'I 1 0.0534 0.0297
2 0.0530 0.0200

2 1 0.0358 0.0315
2 0.0201 0.0494

3 1 0.0228 0.0193
2 0.0354 0.0391

4 1 0.0281 0.0272
2 0.0327 0.0232

FINÀL LOG-LI KELIHOOD= -4092.75 WITH 20 PÀRMS



Figure 5.6 g
INTERNÀL_TRÀNSFER MODEL
SII!,ULÀTED DÀTÀ USING vÀLUEs oF PÀRÀMETERS FRoM FIGURE 5.4,2c
MODEL: SURVIVÀL/MIGRÀTÍ ON CONSTÀNT OVER TIME

ESTIMÀTES OF S.E. OF lHE PARÀMETERS

SURVIVÀL ÀND MIGRÄTION RÀTES

STRÀTUM DESTINÀTION STRÀTT'M
YEÀR OF ORIGIN

1 1 0.1731 o. 1580
2 0.1527 0. .t 461

2 1 0. 17 31 0.1680
2 0.1527 0. 14 61

BÀND RECOVERY ÀND CONFOUNDED RÀTES

STRATUM DEST¡NATION STRÀTT'I,I
YEÀR OF ORIGI N

1 1 0.0071 0.00542 0.0071 0.0044

2 1 0.0056 0.00542 0. 0040 0. 00s8

3 1 0.0045 0.00432 0.0047 o.0o 52

4 1 0.0050 0.00 492 0.0045 0.0039



Figure 5.6 h
INTERNÀL-TRÀNSFER !,'ODEI
STMULÀTED DÀTÀ USING VÀLT'DS OF PÀRÀMETERS FROM FIGURE 5.4.2C
MODEL: SURVJ VÀLIMI GRATI ON CONSTÀNT OVER TII.|E

ESTIMÄTES OF HÀRVEST DERIVÀTTON ÀND IMI,IIGRÀTION

FINÀL & ORIGINÄL POPULÀTION BAND-REPORTING HÀRVEST RELÀTIVE RELÀTIVE_ï::____:Ti:i_____-__:::_j.") Esr (sE) DERrvÀrroN tsal oei-ivi'iióñ tsel rMvrcRÀrroN(sE) r¡a.riää¡rroN ( ss )

1 1 2s000 ( 2s000) 0.s00 (0.0s0) 10684 ( 3209) 0.37? (0,093) 2s170 ( 1a4201 0.333 (0.189)1 2 40000 ( 40000) 0.600 (0.060) 1?6s2 a 460¿i ò.ez¡ iõ.õéãÍ ãõ,iót i ¡ãieìi õ:ãã; ið. iBéí
2 1 25000 ( 25000) 0.600 (0.060) 4946 ( 1604) 0.331 (0..100) 52126 ( 212591 0.393 (0.124)2 2 40000 ( 40000) 0.400 (0.040) i00oe ( 314si o.õeg io. iõõí õo,iii i ¡:iãei õ:ãó; io:i;;í

21

22
22

'|

2

1

2

311
312
321
322

20000 ( 20000 )
3soo0 ( 3s000 )

20000 ( 2000 0 )
35000 ( 35000 )

30000 ( 30000 )
30000 ( 30000 )

30000 ( 30000)
30000 ( 30000 )

0.500 (0.0s0) 71s2 I 1951) 0.5s7 (0.104)
0.600 (0.050) 5692 I 1734' 0.443 (0.104i

0.500 (0.060) s249 ( 14761 0.200 (0.062)
0.400 (0.040) 20999 I s4o4) o.eoo (o.oezi

0.s00 (0.0s01 4s6s ( 17f1) 0.341 (0-1os)
0.600 (0.060) . 8839 ( 2301) 0.5s9 (0.10s)

0.600 (0.050) 3210 ( 12411 0.180 (0.070)
0.400 (0.040) 14672 ( 3817) 0.820 (0,070)

2s170 ( 18029) 0.3?0 (0.19s)
42846 ( 27417] 0.630 (0.195)

s2126 1197691 0.432 (0.123)
68407 ( 28ss9) 0.s68 (0.123)



there is no evidence that this reduced model is inappropriate. Âgain,

this is an incorrect. decision,

This reduced model does have slightly more precise estimates of

the band-recovery rates and survival/migratíon rates, but. Lhe estimated

precision of the latter is still poor (estÍmated coefficient of

varíatíon from 30å to 908). the convolutions of the survival /migratj-on

rates and the low band-recovery rates are still causing a problem Ìn

estimatj-ng the rates. The estimated correlations among the estimates of

survival/migration rates âre still- over 90å, Because of the poor

precision, the bias caused by using an incorrect model is not sexious,

The power of these tests to detect differences among models can be

estimated by computing the expected nunÌber of recoveries under an

alternative model, and using these expected recoveries as "data" in

fitting the fu.ll and reduced modeLs in much the same way as in the

Partia.L- and Complete-Fidelity Models. The lj-kelihood ratio test

statistics will then be the estimated val-ue of the non-centrality

paramèter of a non-central chí-square dístributj-on that can be used to

estimate the power function.

The log-1Íkelihood of the saturated model lrhen the ',expected

vaJ-ues" t¡ere analyzed as dataf had a val"ue of -4111,94 wj-th 36

pârameters. The log-Iikelihood of the fuII nodel has a value of

-4LLL.94 with 24 parameters. Hence, as expected since the data were

generated assr.ming the model was valj-d, the non-cenÈrality parameter of

the goodness-of-fit test has a value of 0, which implies that this test
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is subject to Type I errors only. When the reduced modeL lras fit to the

"expected values", the log-likelihood has a value of -4M.24 wíLh 20

parameters, and the non-centraÌity parameter for the test of the fuLl-

vs. lhe reduced model" is 0,6=-2(-41f2.24-(-4111.94)) !¡ith 4 d.egrees of

freedom. Hence the power to detect this change in the

survival /migrat ion rates is very smatl- which explains !¡hy the êarÌier

test did not rejecL the reduced nodef. À sunrna ry of the mode.I fitting

steps is shown in Figure 5.6i.

À¡y aequence of reduced models in the Interna l_-Trans fer Mode.I can

be investigated in a simiÌar fashion. However, since the estinates of

the su rvival,/migrat ion rates are so poorly estimated and have such high

correfationsf the power to detect changes in the survíva l/migrat ion

rates is expected to be smal]_ for any reasonable experiment. The power

to detect differences among the band-recovery rates is expected to be

good; however, these are usually not of biotogicaL ínterest. In any

case, the power of a proposed experiment to detect changes among the

parameters can be investigated by generatÍng the expected nunber of

recoveries and pêrforming the eequence of model tests. The sample sizes

and recovery effort can be changed untiL reasonable power is obtained,

however, ít may be more feaslbfe to modify the experimental design to

overcome the confounding of the migration/ survival parameters as

discussed in the next section.
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Figu¡e 5. 6i

SuÍmary of lhe sequence of model fitting using the simulaLed daLa
and using the "expected vaÌuest' as data for lhe numerical exarnple.

Simulâted Data

Saturated Model
Iog-likelihood= -4081-. 30

with 36 parâmeters-l
I
I

Fu1l Model
log-likelihood = -4090.03

with 24 parameters

Reduced ModeÌ
(Homogeneous survival /migrat ion )

log-likelihood = -4092.75
!¡ith 20 parameters

Expected ValueE

Saturated Model
log-likelihood = -4111.94

with 36 parameters-l
I
I

Full Modei-
log-lj-kelihood - -4111.94

with 24 paramet.ers-l
I
I

Reduced Model
(Homogeneous survival,/migration)

log-likelihood = - 4fL2.24
with 20 parameters
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5.? DTSCUS S rON

In light of the fact that ordinary band-recovery data were inadequate

fo¡ inference Ín the Partial- and Complete-Fidefity Models, it is

surprisíng that ordinary band-recovery data is theoreticalfy adequate in

the Ínternal-Trans fer Model , However, inference is not cornpl-etely

satisfactory, since the parameters of most biological interest, the

surviva l- /rnigrat ion rates (S;), are not estimated welf. They have poor

precision, and in many cases, are nearly nonident ifiable . This is

caused by the convolution of these parameters between the time of

reLease and recovery in the model formutation and the generally low

band-recovery rates preaent in practise. As a consequence, the derived

parameters of reJ-ative emigration, relative inìnigration, and rel-ative

harve st -de rivation also have poor precision, and. the power to

differentiate among models is poor.

How can the experimental deaign be ¡nodified to solve these

problems? Simply increasing the number of animals released or

increasing the band-recovery rates wítl not be very saÈíafactoryf since

the expêcted inprovements in precision are expected to be small. Rather

more effort must be placed on obtaining additional information as to

trhere the anirna.I has migrated between release and recovery. Às before

t.his can be accornplished by additionat sightings of the animal. In

previous modeLs. these additional síghtings took place in the post-

strata and at recovery tíme, In this mode1, additional sightings during

the recovery period wiLl a.lso yield useful j-nformatj-on since Èhe number

of 5¡ arrays that wilJ_ be nuttipLíed togeÈher in the likelíhood to

represent the (unknown) movemènt of the animal bet!¡een releases,
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sightings, and recovery ís reduced, i.e,, it wil-l reduce lhe complexity

of the convolution telms, However, this solution is not entirely

satisfactory since the sighting of an animal in a stratum during the

recovery period does not give definite information about the location of

the animal at the previous banding time (the animal nay havè migrated

after the banding tíme but before the time of sighting) . Since the

parameters of most intêrest are the net movements frorn banding time to
banding time, it is preferabJ-e to perform the add.itional sightings at

banding tìme. rn this case, the actuar- stratum of lhe animar- at banding

time in year i is then known, and more infoãnation ís available to

estimate the migrat ion / survival rates. The effect of these additional

sightings at banding time is again to reduce the complexity of the

convolution terms. .As welt¿ the model is now cfoser in form to that of

Arnason lI9'12, f913) and Seber (1982) since sightings at banding time

may be considered as t'captures" and "reLeases!, at a poj-nt in time. This

solution differs from the previous models ¡rhere sightings at banding

time woufd give information on survival rates, but not on migration

rates from the pre-strata to the post-strata. These modifica¿ions to
Èhe experimental design have not been explored in detait in this Thesis,

since, unless the sighting rate is high, one will still have the probfem

of poor precísion and high correlation. Hor,rêver, íf the anímaI is

sighted every year between refease and recovery, then the conplete

nigration history of the animat will be known, ând the reÌativel-y simple

method of inference in Markov chains (Bartlett. r.gssr Basae¡a and. Rao,

1980) can be used. If the animaJ-s are fitted with a radio-tefemetry

device, and the "sightings" take place in a small period of time, the

methods of Arnason (!972, !9"13, can be used since the "sighting,, of an
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animal from its radío-telemetry devÍce wilL be similar to a recapture

and release in his capture-recapture formulalion, Àgain¿ unless the

"xecapture rate" is high, the convolution of the parameLers to represent

the unknown movement of the animals between "captures' wíIf cause

similar problems of precision and nonidentifiabll ity. with modern

technology, inexpensive and reliable devices that permit the monj-toring

of an animal as it migrates among strata between re.Lease and recovery

will be the most cost-effective method of obtaining good estimates of

the su¡viva 1/migrat ion rates.

An imporLant implicatj-on of the Internal-Trans fer Model is that

the band-recovery and migration,/ surviva.l rates are homogeneous for aLl

anínals that migrate between stratum s and stratum È/ regardl-ess of the

actual route used. fn the presence of heterogeneity, the parameter

values can be thought of as an average value,. ho!¡ever, the multinomial

model is no longer valj.d but wíII be a good approxination if the degree

of heterogeneity is small.
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Maximum likelihood estimation in the Internal-Trans fe r Model

The likelihood is constructed as a simple product of muftinomial

distributions,. however, lhe indivj-duaf cel_I probabilities are complex

because of the convolution of the intermediate survival/migrat ion and

band-recovery rates between release and rècovery. The lj-kelihood can be

¡,,ritten as:

.stwhere plj is the probability that an animal released ín stratum s in

year j is recovered in stratum t ín year j. It is a convolution of the

intermediate migration/ survival and band-recovery ratesf and Lts

sl¡¡nbolic value can be obtained from Figure 5.4.2b.

Using the rul-es of matxix differentiation (Neudeckerf 196?,, Nel,

1980; Graybillf 1.985) the first order condítions for Èhe MtEs can be

explicitly found and are given in Figure 5..A,,1.

The Hessian is extreneÌy comp.Iex to write out explicitly; however

it can be computed usíng methods sÍrnilar to those in Conroy and.wíIliams

(1984) . For exanple, if 0 representa the vector of fundamental

parametêrs, the estimated informatj-on matrj-x can be computed as:

Þ a ¡frL=Ii n+j=r s=l Ìr-i-Ri ) !

k a api. lapÌll
åÈ,r' ,-"I ;r [r+J 

-

rr-rl1r4-*Ì. ¡ U '";?.;!
-"' IJ-t L-t n íjt

kaTax:d > ti=l s=1 * J-l ¿=l

, a"ï lði;l
"ï*uo
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do..'rl
lthere -- is easilv found using the rules for matrix diffe rent iât ion ,à0

civen initial starting val-uea, the method of scoring may now be

used to obtaín the MtEs, The methods of Don (1995) and. Àitchison and

Sj-lvey (1958) nay be used to modify the method of scoríng when

restrictions are placed upon the parameters. Às usual, the estimated

information matrix at the l-ast iteration may be used to estimate the

asl¡mptotic variances and covariances of Èhe estimates.



First ord.er conditions ,".tioJ"". 
ur,l 

ltnu ,rra.r,.a1-Transfer MÕdeJ.
using ordinary band_recovery data

ðr,:^nt
ill=0= ) (s'--.si-r)' (R.i*s....Si-rfi - [ (Nr-Rr.l)-Èfr- ô.lrlr' )oxi r:1

âr.iI
:L ^ !a s' ,'^i:: u: ¿ 2 (sr...si-1)' (Rrc'tsSr . . . S"-rf," ) (s1a1s1*2-..i").oÞ-j r:L c=i+1

i^
I tô,. . . òr-r) ' t (N,-Ç.1)-r(1- ô,tl l t. ôr*,r=i

Idhere pi is the estimated probability of recovering an animal duxing the entire experiment after it is
relêased in year i:

pl = fi * Slfi¡r * SiSialfia2 + .-. + SiSi+t . . . S¡_1S¡S¡a1. . . f1



Ä,ppendix 5 . B
Extension of moment-est imator to Capture-Recapture Experiments

The moment estimator for the ful] modeL in the Inte rnal-Trans fer Model

can be extended to esLímating migration rates ín capture-recapture

studies (Arnason, L972, !9'73, Seber, l-982, p. 555) j-n much the sarne way

that the estimators from simple band-recovery experiments can be

extended to capture-recapture studies (Brownie and pollock, 1985). I

will- show that the extension of my moment. estimator to capture-recapture

studies uses more information than the one presented in Seber (19g2, p,

555) and is, therefore, 1ike1y to be more efficient.

In capture-recapt.ure studies, animals are released at a point in

time and capturêd at a poinÈ ín time, unfike band-recovery experiments

!¡here recoveries take pLace over a períod of time. .å,s well-r an animal

may be captured more than once in a capturê-recapture study¡ but may be

recovered only once in a band-recovery study. NevertheLess, by a

suitable redefinition of the paramêters, and a slight change in data

representation, band-recovery methods may be used to estimate the

migration parameters in capture-recapture studies.

Let the elements of fvi ({¡ represent the numbe r of animals

rel-eased at time i in stratun s. This wilt include those animals that

r.rere captured at time i and axe being released.

The eLements of n1¡ tnllt no!¡ represenÈ the nunber of animals

released in stratrm s at t.ime I and next captured in stratum t at tine

J. In capture-recapture studies, Rli must, by definition, be zèro. If
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an anima.L ís captured at time J, ít. then becomes a member of Nj and is
rremovedr from the ¡tj cohort (just as a recovery of an animal removes it
from the ¡t cohort in bând-recovery studiès). Hence only the first

recaptures of animals released from lli contribute Lo Ri.i¡1, Rt,trz, , , .

Ri,¡. But an animaL that is captured v+J times contributes to exactly v

of the .R1¡ and to v+-l of the tI1. The sl¡mbotic data represent.ation of

the matrices in the case of four sampling times is shown Ín Figure

5.8.1. Note that captures at the first sarnple time are required on.ly to
provide a set of marked animals that will be released back to the

population.

Capture- recapture studies require the use of two new parameter

matrices, Q1 and pi. The elements of 0r (0ï ) represent the

probability that an anima.r alive in stratum s at time I is âlso arive in
stratrrn t at time l+J Hence 0i contain both migratj,on and. mortality
components. Àgain, it is assumed that if animals migrate to other

strata, they do so permanently. The elenents of pi (psj) represent the

probability that an animaÌ alive in stratÌrm s at timê i wiLl be

captured. À1I aninafs in stratun s at time j, regardless of previous

migratíons or previous captures, are agsumed to have the sane

probabiJ-ity of capture.

The expected number of recoveries in the capture_recapture

formuLatíon in the case of four sample tines J-s disptayed in Figure

5.8.2. Às in the Internal-Trans fe r Model examj.ned earlier, the expected

number of recoveries involves a convolution of the intermediate

survival /rnigrat ion and capture probabilities between recaptures.



stxatum s
in the case of

Fiqrre 5.8.1

Symbolic representation of the number of an.imals released in
at time i and captured for the next time in stratum t at time j

four sampling times in a capture-recapture context.

Rtq

Rzq

Rsq

Nunbex Nunber captured for the next time at sampling time

Rl.:

Rzs

f^|'r^'r'r..."i;l
I lr', o1',' ' ' .'r; Il::lt.t
L"ï^:3..."i;J

Ihe nunber of animals never recaptured is not shown, but is easily obtained by subtraction.

Ru

a x a matrÍces

[:,] 

"Rijaxe

!r1

N2

!13

¡li are a x -1 vectors



Figure 5.B-2

The probabilities that an animal released in stratum s at timè Iis captured for the next tine in stratum t at ti¡ne j in the case offour sampling times in a capture_recapture contêxt.

1 tfr

2N2

3 ¡¡:

¡Íi are a x j vec,.rs 

L:] 
"

Probability of recapture at this sampling tirne

QrD (pz) orD (1-p2) O2D (p3)

- OzD (p¡)

øi are a x a matri

fþ1',ç1',...oiil
lo1',0'r,. . . r',:,1

'"'l : :lt.l
lo".'rol',...oilj

nevex recapturing an animalThe probabitity of

01D (1-p2 ) Q2D (1-p¡) 0:D (pq )

02D (1-ft ) ùD (p4 )

0:D (pq )

is not shown, but is easily obtained by subtraction.
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If vre compare Figure 5.8.2 with Fígure 5.4,2b, rre note that the

diagonal elements of Figure 5,8.2 are all zeror but the table has the

same general form as Figure 5.4.2b. Figure 5.8.3 is a reformulatíon of

Figure 5.8.2 using the band-recovery notation and from it the following

equivalences can be made :

f1 = g1_1D (p1)

si = Qi- 1D (1-pi)

By writj-ng out the expected value of the row and coÌumn totafs,

the following moment estimators can be developed:

ñ1 = D (Ni-1) -1Rt-r, . (ri-R1.)-1R.i

õi = o1N1-1) -1Rr-r,. (Ti-Ri.) -1rzi-ni.)n-1i.o(l¡r) .

Note that the esÈimators have a slightly different form from those

presented in Section 5.4.2; thj-s is caused by the empty rnain diagonal of

the data in Figure 5.8.1.

Now, using the equiva!-ences above, we obtain the moment

estimators:

$i-1 =õ1 +i1 i=2...k
- -_1Pi = O¡ir 11 r.

(8.1)

In the case of sampling on three occasions, thê above estimators

reduce to those of Àrnason (19?3, Eguation 1. j.1) . Seber (19g2, pp. 555_

559) suggested that if the experiment has more than three sampfe timesl

Èhe estimators of Arnason (19?3) be applied to successive groups of

three sample time, i.e., use times !, 2, ar.d,3 to estimate Ot, use



Fiqrre 5.8.3

The probabilities that an animal rel-eased in stratum s at time Iis captured for the next time in stratum t at time j in thè case of

S253f4

ssfq

f4

four sampling times in a capture-recapture context
reformulated using band-recovery notation.

Probability of recapture aÈ this sampling time

f ir" t1', " ' "";l
l4',r1',...{,",1
I : :l
L,r,:;..."d1
is easily obtained by subtraction.

szfs

f3

1 tür

2Nz

3 IÛ:

Nu¡ber

matrices

"".."."1:]

.siareaxa

an animal is not sholrn, but

/.".n
;:tl:,,I'l 

N.

:l'-tf,trJ

f .J1 .12
l'i,.'ti
I 1', 1',

axa¡natricesl
I

I
Lèl ,42L'ij'ij

lftareax-1

The probability of never tecapturing

fj are
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tj.mes 2, 3, and 4 to estj.mate 02; etc. However' that method ignores

alf ínfoxmation on captures outsj-de of the selected sarnpling times v¡hile

my new estimators do not, As a consequence, it is expected that my

proposed eatimators will be more efficient.

One coul-d obtain MLES of the capture-recapture parameters by using

the comþuter program deveJ-oped for the Internal-Transfer Model by

finding f1 and St of Figure 5.B.3f and then using the equivalence

relations 5.8.1 to obtain the MLES for Oi-1 and pi. Hor.¡everr thj-s

procedure j-s not reco¡runended due to the potential numerical difficulties

caused by the high sampling correfations in the estimates. Numerical-

procedures should be used to obtain lhe MLES of the capture- recapture

parameters directly.



Chapter 6

Consj-deratíons in using the modets of this Thesis
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chapter 6
ConsideraLions in using the nodels of thís Thesis

ceneral guidelines on performing a banding study have been given by

Brownie et al. (1985¡ Chapter 9), more specific guidelines on thè use of

banding data in determining mígratíon rates has been given by Crissey

(l-955). They discuss, among other things, the need to ensure that the

banded sampfe is representative of the population. how to determine the

sampl-e sizea required for a given level of precision, and the need for

straLification to correct for heterogeneity in the parameters lrithin a

populatíon. For the most part, their guidelínes are applicable to the

models considered in this Thesis; experimenters should revíew their

guidelínes while planning a banding study. Consideratíon should also be

given to two important assumptions of the model-s of this Thesis: the

assumptj-on of fidelity to strata or thê assumption of Markovian behavior

in the choice of stratar and the assumption of independence between

sightings and recoveries.

6.1 REPRESENTÀT IVENES S

A gtudy must be carefulfy desígned to ensure that the banded animals are

representative of the populationt otherwise, any results from the study

may not be applicable to the population of interest, Brownie eÈ al..

(1985) and Crissey (1955) recorunend that the banding of aninals shoul-d

only take place $rhen the populations are relatively aedentaryf and that.

effort should be distributed over the entire banding site. If banding

is performed l¡hen the populations are not sedeneary, it is possible to

band transient animals which may have different parameter values than

the rest of the population. Dj-strj-buting the banding effort over the



entire site will guard against unforeseen local effects that could bias

the estinates¡ e.g.t j-ncreased nortal,j.ty on l-ocal groups caused by an

outbreak of a disease.

As well, the experimenter ahouLd ensure that the banding procedure

itself does not introduce biases through non-random sampling. For

example, in some speciesf certain age or sex classes are more easily

captured and banded. These classes may have dj-fferent survival- and

band-recovery rates than the rest of the population. Some degree of

non-random sarnpling can be corrected by stratification or by a

modíficatj-on of the experimentaf model. Howevex, as indicated by

Brownie et a-¿. (1985, p. 184), there is no satisfactory method of

deaLing with experiments that band young animals on.ty (as opposed to

young and adult animals) without restrictive and potentíaIIy unrealistic

assumptions,

6.2 SÀì'IPI¡E SIZE PLÀNNING

Brownie et al , (l-985, chapter g) develop explicit formulae for a

specified ]evel of precision for each estimate. This is too unwieldy

for the modeLs of thís Thesisr and it ís easier to sinp.ly choose tl¡lpica.I

values for the parameters (based upon O.iot informatÍon or other related

studies), generate the array of expected recoveries and,/or sightings

with these parameter values, and then uae these expected values as data

to the cornputer progrâms described earlier to obtain approximate

precisions (Section l-.4), The proposed effort. in the expêriment can

then be varied until suitable precision ís obtained. This approach can
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al-so be empfoyed to investigate the refative affocation of effort among

releases in pre-strata and recoveríes and/or sightings in post-atrata.

A simil-ar procedure can be used to examine the power of a

particular study to detect a specified. degree of heterogeneíty in the

values of the parameters among pre- or post-strata or over time as

outlined in Section 1.4.

6.3 HETEROGENE ITY

It. is weLl known that animaLs within a population have different

survival and band-recovery rates. As shown by pollock and Ravelling

(1982) and Nichols et aj. (!9921, homogeneity in the surviva.I râtes and

heterogeneity in the band-recovery rates within a population Lead to

unbiased estimates of the survíva1 rates and of the average band_

recovery rates. Other conìbinations of heterogeneity in the survival and

band-recovery rates lead to bias in both estimates, The usual remedy

for heterogeneity is stratification, i.e,, partitioning the population

into strata so that animals within a strâtum have more homog,eneous

parameter vai-ues' with ordinary band-recovery data, the st. ratificat i-on

can only take place at the time of release, e.g.r by sex, by age, or by

banding site. As indicated by potlock and Raveling l1-gl2t p. 2glll

heterogenei-ty is oft.en caused., in practise, by differences in migration

routesf differences in wÍntering areas, and differences in hunting

pressures - events that take pLace after banding. The models of this

Thesis provide additionaL flexibility to the experimenter by allowing

both pre- and post-release stratification (Chapter 2), and by expJ-icitly
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models, heterogeneity among animals within Etrata can be reduced, and

biases in the estimates reduced.

Of course¡ pxe- and post-release stratificatÍon will stitt not

completefy el-iminate heterogeneity among animals within a stratum for

any rea.l animal population. In particular, the experimenter should

check that the following assumpt.íons are approximately satisfied before

using the models of this Thesís:

. In the general post -strat ificat ion model (Chapter 2), aLL aninals

belonging to a specific post-stratum have the same band-recovery

and su¡vivaL rates.

. In the Complete-. Partiaf-, and Non-Fide.lity Models (Chapters 3

and 4), aLl animals nígratj-ng between specific pre- and post-

strata have the same post-stratr]m specific band-recovery,

sighting, and survival rates.

. In the Interna.Ì-T rans fer Model (Chapter 5), aII animaLs migrating

between tv¡o strata have the same survÍval/migrat ion and band-

recovery rates regardl-ess of the acluaf route used between the two

strata.

The effect of residual heterogeneity will be similar in the models of

this Thesis as in ordinary band-recovery models - heterogeneity in the

band-recovery or sighting ratesf but homogeneity in the survivaL rat.es

r,¡ilf lead to unbi-ased estinates of survival. The reason for this is

that sightj-ng and recovery information can be comlf,ined into one new type

of "recovery" and the prior results are now directly applicable, The

effect of heterogeneity on the estinates of band-recovery, sighting, or
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migration rates is dif ficu.lt to guantify since it depends upon the tylpe

of heterogeneity in both the sighting and recovery rates. However, it

is expected that any bias in the estimates of the migratíon rates wilf

be small relatíve to their standard errors for most studies.

A1I of the goodness-of-fit tests considered in this Thesis, search

for sonê evidence of heterogeneity in the band-recovery and survival

rates. Usually, a conponent of the test examines if subsequent recovery

patterns of newly reÌeased and previously released animals are sj.milar,

Common causes for rejection are age or banding effects. For example, if

banded animals âre a mixture of ages and the survival rates decline with

age, then the "average" survival rate of a previously banded cohort will

be .l-ess than that of a newJ-y banded cohort. Or newly banded animals may

have a reduced surviva.l rate (compared to previously banded anirnaLs)

caused by the stress of being captured and banded. Unfortunately, the

power of these tests to detect heterogeneity is likely to be low due to

small sarnple sizes. If such effects as given above are suspected¡ the

models of this Thesis could be modified to incorporate age classes or

one year effects of banding in a similar fashion to those ín Bro!¡nie e¿

al, (1985, Section 2,5' chapters 3 and 4).

6.4 THE FIDEIJITY ÀND ITÍÀRKOVIÀN ÀSSUI.IPTIONS

Each of the models in this Thesis makes assumptions about Èhe fidelity

of ânimals to either or both of the pre- and post-strata. In

particuJ-ar:
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. In the general post-st rât ification model (Chapter 2), it was

implicitly assumed that animaÌs were faithful to their post-

strata. Models 2a and l can still be used in certain partial_

fj-delity situations.

. rn the Conplete-FideLity Modet (chapter 3), it lras assumed thât

animaLs were faithfuÌ to both the pre-stratum of release and the

post-stratum of recovery.

. fn the Pa rt ial-Fidel ity Model (Chapter 3), it was assumed that

animals were faithful to the pre-stratum of release, but rnay

choose a new post-stratum in each year. Indeed, it was assumed

that aninals displayed a Markovian behavior (i,e., lack of memory)

in their choice of post-stratum.

. fn the Non-Fidelity Model (Chapter 4), it was assu¡ned that animals

were faithful to neither strata¡ i.e., anímals d.ispLayed Markovian

behavior in both their choice of post-stratum when leaving a pre-

stratum, and their choice of pre-stratun r,rhen returning from a

post-stratum,

. In the Interna ]-Trans fet Mode1 (chapÈer 5), it was assumed that

animals were not faithful to strata, and again displayed Markovian

behavior in their choice of migration routes each year,

The experimenter has, of course, Little control over the behavior

of the animals, and the vaLidity of the fidelity and Markovian

assumptions usually must be assessed on biological_ grounds. In some

cases, information from the experiment doês provide some information on

these assumptions.
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The fidelity assumption implies that the animals must rememlcer the

migration destination (either to the post-stratum or back to the pre-

stratum) from year to year. Violations of the fidelity assumption are

usuaLly caused by factors external to the animal or by behavioral-

agpects of the animal". For example, unusuaf i,teather patterns may

disrupt the usual rnigration route. Paír bonding may occur, in v¡hich

case, one member of the pair now follov¡s the othêr to the lattêrrs

migration destination. The occurrence of one animal that violates Èhe

fidelÍty assumption j-s enough, in theory, to refut.e the assumption.

However, since these occurrences may be the biological equivalents of

"outliers", the experímenter should obtain stronger evj-dence before

rejectj-ng the fidelity assumption. conversely, the absence of any

anj.mal vioÌating the fidelity assumption, does not prove the assumption

is true,' the experimentai- effort may not be large enough to detect

vioLations that occur.

The Markovian assumption implies that animals foxget compLeLely

their migration destination of previous years. Ã,11 animals alive at a

poínt in tíme at a focatíon behave l-n a similar manner regardless of

their past hístory. violatj.on of the assumption of Markovian behavior

in one segrnent of the migration route may be caused by a homing

ínstinct, by age effects, or by banding effects. For example, an

animaLs may always start a migration Ín an initial- directlon and then

choose randomly from the destinaÈions only along that route rather than

randomly from all desLinations in a.L1 directions. Older animals may

develop habits and prefer to return to cerLain destinations, Newly

banded animal-s may be stressed in the year of bandingf and behave
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differently than previously banded animals. The Markovian assumption

can be assessed by comparing the subseguent migration and recovery

patterns of two cohorts of animals alive at a common location but having

different prevíous histories, For example, a component of the goodness-

of-fit têsts comparea the subseguent behavior of newly banded and

previously banded animals. In models with live sightings, the

subsequent recovery and síghting pattern of two cohorts of animals

(sighted ín the aame stratum in the same year but Ì,rith difference prior

migration patterns) are compared. However, ít is likely that such tests

will have low power due to smafl sample sizes.

There is alr.rays the danger thaL despìte biological assessments and

formal- statistical tests, the incorrect fidelity and Markovian

assumptions will be made. The effect of modeL rnís-specification errors

in a sequence of nested models (i.e., where model .A is the same as Mode1

B except that certain parameters are subject to restrÍctions) is well

known. In nested models, choice of a too general model usually does noL

Iead to serious bias in the estlmates (compared to the correct model),

but does give larger estinated standard errors. Choice of a too

specific model may lead to serious bías, but more importantlyf the

estimated standard errors are too snaÌI giving a false sense of

precision. Testíng procedures to choose among nested models are well

developed as iflustrated in this Thesis. The Non-, Partial-, and

Conplete-Fidel ity Models are, unfortunately, not a sequence of nested

modelg since the more restrictive modeLs are not obtained from the nore

general models by a simple restriction on lhe parameters. The effects

of incorrect model specificalion can be assessed ín a general sense by
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generating !'data" corresponding to the expected recoverj_es and. sighting

under the correct modef, and anatyzing this "data" using the incorrect

modeÌ. For example, by comparing the expected recoveries computed. using

the same values of the parametêrs in the part ial-Fide ]ity Model (Figure

3,4.2c, and the Completê-Fidel ity Model (Fígure 3.6.2c1, it can be seen

thaL they are very simÍIar. Consequently, as the simufations in section

3.7 indicater the parameter estimates from either model will be

comparable, but the estÍmated standard errors Ín the Cornplete-Fidelity

Model are much smaLler. Unfortunately, there is no simple test in non-

nested specifications of r,rhich model is "better". The test statistics

from the goodnes s-of-fj-t tests could be used, but this approach wiII

likely have J-ow power,

6.5 INDEPENDENCE BETWEEN SIGHTINGS ÀND RECOVERIES

ln all the models that employ sightings, a crucial assumption is that

sightings and recoverj.es are independent events. In most banding

studiesf the experimenter has little control over the recovery effort,

but is in direct control of sightÍng effort. As noted in Sections 3.4

and 3.6r a high sighting rate give good precision in the estimates. fn

some cases, special bands that. are easily spotted can be used, or

pigrnents applied to the animals to increase visibility. The

experimenter must be careful that any specíal- banding technique does not

nake the animals more susceptíble to recovery. The tíming and placement

of the sighting effort should also be planned. carefutly, Violation of

the independence assumption will occu¡ if;
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. sightings take place after recoveries. If this occurs, then it is

impossible to obtain any animals that are both sighted and

recovered. The sighting effort should take pface prior to or at

the same time as recoveries. However, if sightings take place too

far Ín advance of recoveries, there is a danger that the anlmals

sighted wíII have left the recovery area before recoveries start.
. síghtings take place on different sub-populations than recoveries.

This can occur, as noted. above, íf sightings take place far in

advance of recoveries and the sighted sub-population has left the

recovery area. As weII, sightings and recoveries should not occur

on two separate geographical areas unless the experimenter is sure

that ânimaÌs traverse both areas.

Since various ratios of the numbers of anima.ls that are recovered

and sighted, recovered but not sighted, and sighted r,¡ithoul beíng

recovered form the basis of the eatimates of the recovery and. sighLing

rates (and hence the mígration and survívaf rates), serious vi-olation of

this independence assumption will lead to biases in the estimators, ln

the most severe case, some parameters may agaÍn be nonidentifíab]e . The

good¡ess-of-fit test to the models do incorporate a component for

testj-ng the independence assu¡nption; however, smaII sample sizes may

give tests v¡ith l-ower polrer. This âssunption is besl assessed on

biological and methodological grounds prior to the stud.y,
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